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No other HI-F1 has our Tradition. Our Duality.
Our Devotion to Pure Audio.
this.

Every piece of equipment produced by Luxman says all

Luxman's new 200 series for instance, illustrated above.
Each unit beautifully engineered right down to the
smallest button.
The L230 63 watts per channel amplifier with Duo-Beta
circuitry
The matching T230 digitally synthesized tuner
And the K230 full logic cassette deck featuring Dolby B
and Cnoise reduction.
Yet you'll be pleasantly surprised when you find out
how affordable this exquisite package is.
Be sure to visit aLuxman Dealer
Because the difference between Luxman and ordinary
Hi Fi is astonishing.

Luxman

SOLO ON QUALITY

,
.
For full details of the Luxman range, write to HW International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8E0. Tel. 01-607 2717
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Blank cassette tape gets the indepth treatment from Angus
McKenzie in February, with top
formulations from BASF, TDK,
Maxell and Sony coming under
the spotlight. We suspect that
Kessler's predeliction for hi-fi that
glows in the dark might have met
its match in the mighty D70
power amp from Audio
Research; Martin Colloms has
been wrestling with the ceilinghigh Acoustat 2+2 electrostatic
loudspeakers; Ivor Humphreys
auditions the new cheap preamp
from Hafler; and affordable turntables from Ariston, Systemdek,
Walker and Mission get the critical treatment.
Add to that articles by Robert
Matthew- Walker on music for
strings, and turntable design by
Pink
Triangle's
Arthur
Khoubessarian, and the concluding part of the Audiophile Challenge, as well as the best classical
record reviews around, and you
can see why it should be worth
placing a regular order with your
newsagent now!
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It's nice to be part of asuccess story. From the
moment our experts first auditioned NAD we knew
that here was awinner in every way. No frills, no
flashiness, just good, honest specification and
performance. Since then of course the HiFi press in
almost every Country have endorsed our opinion and
NAD has become abyword for all that's best in HiFi

design and value. But NAD do not rest on their
laurels. Top designers like Larry Schotz are
continually at work researching, improving and
developing new technology, so that NAD products
continue to lead the field. Visit your local HiFi
Markets and listen to NAD for yourself. You'll hear
what makes it the most acclaimed Hi Fi in the world!

by Erik
gie L Designed
Edvardsen to sound

NAD 3020A Amplifier

These are the inclusion of an MC
input and amono button switch,

Most other manufacturers, had
they produced an amplifier
anywhere near as successful as
the NAD 3020, would be
content to sit back and let the
orders roll in. But not NAD.
Even though the NAD 3020 is
the most acclaimed amplifier in
the world, NAD still paid much
attention to constructive
comments made in the reviews,
the two most often requested
functions having now been
incorporated in the NAD 3020A.

making the unit more versatile
than ever. And of course all the
acclaimed NAD 3020 features
are there. Volume levels far in
excess of what would be
expected from its conservative
20 watt per channel power
rating. This remarkable
characteristic is made possible by
high. voltage. high- current output
stages which can deliver shortterm bursts of two to five times
the rated continuous power
output into loudspeakers of
widely varying impedances. And
exclusive NAD ' Soft Clipping'
enables the 3020A to be driven
substantially beyond its rated
power cleanly and safely. And

Matching Tuner NAD 4020A

66 Ican

thoroughly
recommend
this tuner '1
HI- Fl ANSWERS
September 1983

This superb AM/FM tuner
incorporates the finest in analogue
tuner circuitry including adual-gate
MOSFET front end system for an
excellent combination of sensitivity
and resistance to overload. The
NAD 4020A is the best sounding
tuner in its class and it's at Hi- Ft
Markets now!
£109.00

" Best
Buy 99
HI- Fl CHOICE
Autumn 1983

The place where people care about hi- ti

good — above all other
requirements — they
achieve this aim by a
margin that borders on
embarrassing in comparison with most
of the competition 7
STEREO THE MAGAZINE
October 1983
improvements in circuitry have
been implemented by Erik
Edvardsen with the result that,
unbelievable as it may seem, the
NAD 3020A actually sounds
even better. The NAD 3020A
now has many imitators but no
equals. Come to HiFi Markets
and judge for yourself!
£109.00

NAD 6050C Cassette Deck
Complementary cassette deck to the
3020A amplifier and 4020A tuner,
the 6050C incorporates ahost of
advanced features including Dolby C,
Dolby B, direct loading with clicklocked soft touch buttons and
review/cue. Your local HiFi Markets
will be pleased to give you a
demonstration.
£159.00

Latest
Developments
from NAD

NAD 3150 Amplifier

66

Icannot think
of any other
amplifier at the
price which is on
all round
better bet 91
HI-FI TODAY
December 1983

The 3150 is twice as powerful as the
3020A when operated in stereo, and
six times as powerful when switched
to the bridged mode and used with a
companion power amplifier for
stereo.

£209.00

NAD 5200 Compact
Disc Player

NAD 7125 AM/FM
Receiver

Compact Disc Players are not all
created equal. The NAD 5200 is
asecond generation machine,
firmly in the NAD no- frills, high
performance, best- buy tradition.
Whilst many CD players are
festooned with superfluous
programming controls and
unnecessary micro processor
circuitry, the NAD 5.200 is
designed to focus on sonic quality
and genuine user convenience
without gimmicks. In the final
analysis what matters most in a
true high fidelity component is
the quality if its sound, and in this
respect the NAD 5200 is at least
equal or superior to any other
CD player, including those selling
for twice its modest price.

The new NAD 7125 is acompact
receiver with low- profile design
which is elegant and modern yet
highly functional. Its advanced
engineering and sophisticated
circuitry mark it as anocompromise product, one whose
sonic performance is audibly
identical to that of separate
tuners and amplifiers costing
much more. Outstanding
features include wide- range
phono preamplifier, sensitive
digital tuner, infrasonic filter,
acoustically correct loudness
compensation and high- voltage,
high current output stage.

The new NAD 6125 cassette
deck has aslimline, low wow and
flutter transport mechanism.
There's an MX head for wider
frequency response, superior
wear characteristics and
excellent headroom. The NAD
6125 gives first rate performance
from Metal tapes. Even with low
cost ferric tapes, the 6125 gives
excellent frequency response and
adynamic range comparable to
the very best cassette decks on
the market. Low noise
electronics combine with
mechanical record; play switching
for highest possible signal to noise
ratio. The NAD 6125 uses fast
peak reading LED meters and
offers both Dolby C and B.

£399.00

£189.00

£139.00

NAD 6125 Cassette
Deck

The place where people care about hi-fi

NAD 4150 AM/FM Tuner'
...it represents one
of the finest achievements in FM and r. f.
circuitry design that I
hove ever seen... the
most sensitive tuner I
have ever measured 91
Audio
March 1983
The NAD 4150 is the first stereo
tuner featuring the new Schotz
Variable Bandwidth PLL Detector, a
patented phase-locked-loop FM
detector circuit whose frequency
bandwidth automatically varies with
signal strength and signal quality in
order to optimise reception. It
dramatically improves performance
in key areas.

£179.00

66 Rumble
was also
virtually
inaudible

99

HI-FI NEWS
July 1983

There is no doubt that the NAD
5120 represents areal price
breakthrough. Before the
incredible NAD 5120 was
introduced onto the market it
was quite impossible to buy a
turntable that would satisfy the
discerning listener at anywhere
near the price. But yet again
HiFi Markets have reason to
applaud the fresh approach taken
by NAD.
A searching re-examination of
the common problems in
turntable performance has
resulted in an easy- to-use semi-

dbib Clearly
superior...very
impressed by its
performance 99
POPULAR HI-FI

66 Excellent
sound quality...
scores highly on
value for
money 99

Sonically,
the 5120 is in
aclass of its
own 99
POPULAR HI -FI

WHAT HI-FI

August 1983

automatic, belt-drive turntable
that provides art exceptionally
vibration-free environment for
the record, plus aradically new
tonearm design that serves as a
remarkably stable, non- resonant
carrier for the phono pickup
cartridge. The NAD 5120 •
combines unique styling, superb
record-playing performance, and
exceptional freedom from
resonant colouration and
feedback at an amazingly modest
price. Be sure to audition the
exciting NAD 5120 at your local
Hi Fi Markets.

66

September 1983

September 1983

£99.50

Complete with tonearm. Cartridge extra.
Additional Tonearm £24.50. Cartridge extra.

NAD 9200 Cartridge
This highly acclaimed
cartridge has taken its
place amongst our foremost
budget cartridges due to its
excellent performance and
value for money. Come and
inspect the amazing NAD
9200 at HiFi Markets.

£22.50

àéln sound quality
the NAD is along
way ahead of any
of the cartridges
discussed so far 941
WHAT HiFI
- - October 1%1

HER MARKETS
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Hi-fi Markets offer the widest
range of leading makes
66

Produces
asuperbly crisp,
clean, tight
attack 9

66 Unusually

consistent
sound quality

99

GRAMOPHONE

POPULAR HI-FI

May 1983

July 1983

66 ... recom-

66 One of the

mendation still
stands 99

finest loudspeakers
produced
anywhere 99

HI-FI NEWS

PRACTICAL HI-FI

August 1983

September 1931

All speaker prices per pair

KEF Carina II
Cariall is atwo-way, three
drive unit free standing
loudspeaker capable of
producing high quality sound
loud enough to satisfy the
needs of those who like to
listen at realistic live volume
levels. The unusual layout of
the three drive units was
originally employed by KEF
for professional high-level
monitoring loudspeakers.
Coda Ill
Cantor II
Carina II
Caprice Il
Carltonll

£99.00
£119.00
£139.00
£149.00
£239.00

Boston
Acoustics A40
HiFi Markets are pleased
to bring you the Boston
Acoustics A40, acompact
2-way bookshelf speaker
which has won much critical
acclaim. We can strongly
recommend this speaker as
one of the most cost-effective
designs available anywhere
The A40 which features a
61
/ in acoustic- suspension
2
woofer and 3
/
4in dome
tweeter, delivers exceptional
performance at avery low
price.
A40

HiFi Markets recommend

£99.00

•"NlOflSlT

ARI8LS

Celestion SL6

The AR I
8LS is an updated
version of the AR I
8s, a
bookshelf type acoustic
suspension, 2-way speaker.
New grille cloth and cabinet
appearance have been added
to give acontemporary style
in keeping with the top- ofthe- line AR98LS. The sound is
still the same — the sound that
has received critical acclaim
worldwide.

The Celestion SL6 has been
designed with acomplete
understanding of the vibration
of all the drive units, which
operate with complementary
behaviour mounted in a
cabinet conceived as part
of acomplete system. The
resulting accuracy, transparency
and resolution is excellent
especially with better
recordings.

AR8LS
ARI 8LS
AR28LS
AR38s
AR48s
AR925

Ditton 100
Ditton 110
Ditton 130
Ditton 250
Ditton 300
SL6

£79.90
£99.90
£129.90
£ 149.90
£199.90
£299.90

£79.90
£99.90
£ 139.90
£189.90
£239.90
£279.90

..LCaSLCIIIIIl for the best performance from your speaker system

Inn MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

Marantz Compact Disc Players

Con- pact Discs have finally arrived, the new record
medium which uses adigital recordèng- replay process
As the UK's largest specialist Hi,
,Filretailer, Hi Fi
arketstinvite you to visit your local branch and hear
elf, the pear perfect

Marantz CD 63
This slimline, top- loading model is
regarded by many as being one of the
finest sounding Compact Disc Players
on the market. Come to Hi Fi
Markets and iudge for yourself

Front loading machine with motorpowered drawer mechanism and LED
indicators.

Phone for latest price.

Phone for latest price.

Marantz CD 73

Turntables
eed

Ortofon are now established as one of the foremost
cartridge Imes and the VMS range in particular nas
proved very popular with our-customers. One of the
'
reasons fr
o- i their relatively
hco
Ila

10E Midi

"semi-automatic turntable. Itiî the n:
1
latest additiOn to the Dual ridge and
is deggned for use with budget
systems. There's afull size platter
with new improved flat mat and front
controls for ease of operation
Other features include automatic
tone arm return and electronic speed •
switching And the 514 comes
compete with cartridge

Ariston RD40

Phone for latest price

£99.95

Radically new system that gives
quality at the vital source with an
impressive array of upgrading
accessories available

frequencies. Tracking at high frequencies is equally
outstanding, thanks to alow equivalent stylus tip mass.
Therefore the entire frequency range is tracked
t-eneY, and disUeiig Siçept a
z‘•

Ortofon V

S 20E Mk11

Ortofon VMS 30 Mk11

Ortofon VMS SE M kit

Ortofon VM

Incorporates elliptical diamond stylus.
Dynamic compliance ISiam. Equivalent
stylus tip mass 0.8mg. Frequency
response 20Hz-20kHz. Channel
separation 20dB@ 1kHz.

Incorporates elliptical diamond stylus.
Dynamic compliance I5µm. Equivalent
stylus tip mass 0.65mg. Frequency
response 2011-1z-20kHz. Channel
separation 25dB @ I
kHz.

Incorporates elliptical diamond stylus.
Dynamic compliance 25µm. Equivalent
stylus tip mass 0.50mg. Frequency
response 20Hz-20kHz. Channel
separation 25dB @ I
kHz.

Incorporates Fine Line stylus. Dynamic
compliance 22µm Equivalent stylus tip
mass 0.45mg. Frequency response
20Hz-20kHz. Channel separation
27dB @ IkHz.

£11.50

£19.00

£28.00

£43.00

The place where peopte care about hi-fi

Another top rating for Yamaha,
this time from the authoritative publication
Hi Fi Choice, confirms our opinion that Yamaha offers
truly outstanding quality and performance at an incredible price. The
A-300 amplifier gives basic reproduction excellence without trills or fancy automated
features. You'll always be sure of what every HiFi enthusiast really wants mostf
rom hi s
£8
equipment — natural sound performance. The A-300 gi
ves 30 watts per channel with 0.05% THD.
7.95
Yamaha T-300
AM/FM/LW Tuner
Matching tuner to the A-300, the
T-300 once again gives you
performance and features
previously available only in much
more expensive tuners. The
outstanding specification includes:
Pilot tone PLL multiplex system.
3- segment LED signal level
meter. FM stereo indicator

66 Cannot be
faulted... 9,
WHAT HI-FI
August 1983

£89.95

66 The
Yamaha is a
real gem 99

Yamaha K-300
Cassette Deck
The K-300 gives you the choice
of Dolby Bor C noise reduction.
This is backed up by superior
Yamaha technology; atwomotor transport system and a
newly developed Superhard
Permalloy head.

POPULAR HI-FI
March 1983

£139.00
Yamaha P-200

66 Maximum
points in Value
for Mcney
Chart
19

Turntable
A fantastic quality belt- drive
turntable with optimum mass,
minimum resonance straight tonearm. Features include DC servo
motor, automatic return and cut
and front panel operation.
Complete with cartridge.

WHAT HI-FI
September I
983

£79.00

11111111111111 MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

You can significantly
improve the performance
of your sound system
simply by switching from
conventional wire to
Monster Cable.
With Monster
Cable the
problems
associated
with conventional wires
are eliminated by
using more copper,
finer strands, higher purity

materials, and aunique
winding configuration that
directly couples your
amplifier to your speakers
without loss. Without
distortion. The result?
Music that's dynamic and
powerful, open and dear.
The way real music should
be. Choose Monster Cable
at HiFi Markets and get
more performance from
your
system.

89p

per foot.

Superflex by Monster

Superflex is ahigh definition speaker
cable which, although incorporating
fewer strands than Monster Cable,
uses the same high purity copper, and
unique stranding configuration.

56p per foot

Powerline by Monster

A new technology in speaker cable
design. Powerline's unique fourconductor configuration alows the
magnetic fields travelling in opposite
directions to cancel themselves,
dramatically reducing dynamic
distortion.

Gold Spades

Gold Bananas

Super quality gold plated connectors
for amplifiers and speakers with quick
connect terminals.
Outstanding value from
HiFi Markets.

Maximise your cable's performance
with Gold Spade connectors from HiFi
Markets. For amplifiers and speakers
with screw terminals. Gold plated for
maximum conductivity.

The world's first " crimp-on - banana,
gold plated Monster TipsTm utilize
multipfe " gold fingers" for increased
contact area and greater contact
pressure.

£2.79 per foot

£1.12 per pair

£1.70 per pair

£8.00 per pair

Lock Notch Gold Pins

- 111
1011STELGIBLE-

is recommended by Ariston, NAD, Yamaha, Nakamichi, Carver, Proton, SAE.

Fantastic Selection of Accessories at HiFi Markets
HiFi Markets offer awide range of
headphones by leading manufacturers
and we have listed below some
models which in our opinion represent
outstanding value for money.
Yamaha HP- 2
Yamaha HP- I
Yamaha TH-100
Yamaha YH- I
000
KOSS K6X
NAD830
Sennheiser HD 410

£33.00
£39.50
£47.00
£68.00
£18.90

oscillator having ahigh magnetic
permeability and asamarium cobalt
magnet, having ahigh magnetic
energy. These materials take
advantage of Nagaoka's advanced
cartridge technology to reproduce a
flat sound for all frequency ranges
from crystal clear high notes to super
deep low tones

MP10£14.95
MPII £ 16.95

MP15£31.00
MP20 £38.95

£ 19.50

£20.45

Fuji

FLC90
FXIC60

TDK

Nagaoka
Rolling Cleaners
A special new grade of rubber is used
on this roller which retains its soft
and slightly sticky feel indefinitely. It
is soft enough to adapt itself to the
precise shape of the groove. As the
degree of ' tackiness' is always exactly
right, the finest particles right at the
bottom of the groove are picked up
as well as the surface dust.
From £7.90

NAD Mat
Nagaoka
High Performance MP
Series Cartridges
These cartridges use the most up to
date materials including apermalloy

The NAD Mat nafull 5millimetres
thick, has asmooth lower surface
which makes uniform contact with
the entire platter area, and is made of
carefully selected soft-rubber
compound with optimum density and
pliancy for efficient absorption of
most audio-frequency vibrations.

£9.95

DC60
DC90
DC120
ADC60
ADC90
ADC120
ODC60
ODC90
SAC60
SAC90
SAXC60

Flaxen

£0.65• FXIC90 £0.99*
£0.73* FXI1C60 £0.87*
£0.65 •
£0.82*
£ 1.25•
£0.95*
£ 1.13*
£ 1.79"'
£ 1.19
£ 1.65
£ 1.25
£ 1.49.
£ 1.45*

UCC46
£0.79
UDC60 £0.89
UDC90 £ 1.09*
UDC' 20 £ 1.75
UDXLIC60 EI.29
UDXL1C90 £ L65
UDXLIIC60 £ 1.29

SAXC90 £ 1.99*
MET MA60 £ 1.85*
METMA90 £2.75
Dernag £8.75
Clean £0.89
DC90 triple
Pack £2.46*
ADC90 double
pack £2.26*
SAC90 double
pack £2.98*
UDXLIIC90
XLISC60
XLISC90
XLIISC60
XLIISC90
MetMXC60
Met MXC90

£ 1.49*
£ 139*
£ l.7r
£ 1.45*
£ 1.95*
£ 1.85*
£ 2.75*

Sony

The Tape Counter
`Promotion Price whilst stocks last
Prices shown apply only when I
0or
more cassettes are purchased- cash
sales'only.

The place where people care about hi-fi

CHFC60
£0.56* AHFC90
CHFC90 £0.75* FeCrC60
CHFC I
20 £0.99 FeCrC90
BHFC60 £0.69* UCXSC60
BI-FC90 £0.85* UCX5C90
BI-1.FC120 £ 1.12 MC60(3Pk)
Sonne items may not be
available at all branches

£ 1 .09
£ 1.03
£ 1.35
£ 1.56
£2.09
£2.95

HiFi Markets-the largest specialist
hi-fi retailer in the country
LONDON
Manor Park E12
698 Romford Road. Tel: 01478 5137
London E17
7Central Parade, Hoe Street.
Tel: 01-520 7277
London NI
88 Pentonville Road. Tel: 01-837 4416
London N7
175-177 Holloway Road. Tel: 01-607 2148
London N12
849 High Road. Tel: 01-445 1443
London N13
359 Green Lanes. Tel: 01-882 5888
London NW6
79-81 Fairfax Road. Tel: 01-328 6666
190 West End Lane. Tel: 01-794 7848
London W1
2Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-637 2245
10 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-631 1017
25 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-631 3329
48 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-636 2179
242 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-636 5474
48 Wigmore Street. Tel: 01-4868263
London W2
376 Edgware Road. Tel: 01-724 0454
London W3
86 High Street. Acton.
Tel: 01-992 4788/2305
London SEI
No 1Cathedral Street, London Bridge.
Tel: 01-403 2255/3088
London SE13
248 Lee High Road, Lewisham.
Tel: 01-318 5755
London SE18
162 Powis Street. Woolwich.
Tel: 01-855 8016
London SW7
14 Bute Street. Tel: 01-589 2586
London SWII
13 St. John's Hill. Tel: 01-223 5532
REST OF BRITAIN
Aldershot
81 High Street. Tel: 0252 20728
Amersham
56-58 Sycamore Road. Tel: 02403 3819
Andover
105 High Street. Tel: 0264 58251
Aylesbury
146 High Street. Tel: 02% 31020
Barking (Essex)
7Station Parade. Tel: 01-594 3626
Barnsley
40-42 Sheffield Road. Tel: 0226 5549
Barrow In Furness
223/225 Rawlinson Street. Tel: 0229 21233
Bath
11 Southgate. Tel: 0225 64120/64371
Bedford
76 Bedford Road, Kempston.
Tel: 0234 854133
Birkenhead
11 St. Werburgh Square, Grange Precinct.
Tel: 051-647 5626
Birmingham
35-37 Hurst Street. Tel: 021 622 2323
504/516 Alum Rock Road. Alum Rock
Tel: 021-327 6313
Bishops Auckland
82 Newgate Street. Tel: 0388 602266
Blackpool
4Deansgate. Tel: 0253 28357
198 Church Street. Tel: 0253 27703
Bolton
156/158 Blackburn Road. Tel: 0204 22636
Boston (Lincs)
9Wide Bargate. Tel: 0205 62454
Bournemouth
10 Gervis Place. Tel: 0202 25512
Bridlington (Yorks)
47 King Street. Tel: 0262 74775/72274
Brighton
69 St James' Street. Tel: 0273 682402
Brighton & Hove
136-138 Portland Road. Tel: 0273 723399
Bristol
36 Union Street. Tel: 0272 294183
52-54 Gloucester Road.
Tel: 0272 428248
Bromley
38 Widmore Road. Tel: 01-464 2260
Cambridge
19-20 Market Street. Tel: 0223 312240
Canterbury
21 The Burgate. Tel 0227 65315

Castleford(Yorks)
64 & 85 Beancroft Road.
Tel: 0977 553066
Chandlers Ford (Hampshire)
8-12 Hursley Road. Tel: 04215 2827
Chatham (Kent)
4Railway Street. Tel: 0634 46859
Chelmsford
5-6 Cornhill. Tel: 0245 57593/64393
Cheltenham
42 Albion Street. Tel: 0242 583960
Chesham (Bucks)
117 High Street. Tel: 0494 786494
Chester
24 St. Michaels Square. Grosvenor Precinct.
Tel: 0244 21568
Chichester (Sussex)
12 South Street. Tel 0243 787562
Christchurch ( Dorset)
183 Barrack Road. Tel: 0202 473901
Colchester
14-16 Culver Street West. Tel: 0206 48101
Coventry
8Marlborough Road, Ball Hill.
Tel: 0203 458946
Crewe •
106 Victoria Street. Tel: 0270 211091
Croydon
89 London Road. Tel: 01-686 1343
352-354 Lower Addiscombe Road.
Tel: 01-654 1231/2040
Derby
12 Osmaston Road, The Spot.
Tel: 0332 380385
Devizes (Wiltshire)
17 The Brittox. Tel: 0380 2268
Dorking (Surrey)
23 South Street. Tel: 0306 882897
Dunstable
45 Katherine Drive. Tel: 0582 67750
East Grinstead
2High Street. Tel: 0342 27787
Egham (Surrey)
163 High Street. Tel: 0784 35036
Enfield (Middlesex)
191 Chase Side. Tel: 01-363 7981
Exeter
32 South Street. Tel: 0392 37888
145 Sidwell Street. Tel: 0392 72814
Gateshead (Tyne & Wear)
7-11 Park Lane. Tel: 0632 774167
Gillingham (Dorset)
The Square. Tel: 07476 2474/2728
Gloucester
13-15 Worcester Street.
Tel: 0452 23051/20518
Grimsby
71 Carter Gate. Tel: 0472 43539
Harlow, Essex
57 Harvey Centre. Tel: 0279 26155
Harpenden
82 High Street. Tel: 05827 64246
Harrow (Middlesex)
340 Station Road. Tel: 01-8638690
Hastings
3Marine Court, St Leonards on Sea.
Tel: 0424 442975
Haywards Heath (Sussex)
13 South Road. Tel: 0444 450333
High Wycombe
4Priory Road. Tel: 0494 35910
Hitchin
Hermitage Road. Tel: 0462 4537
Huddersfield
2-4 Cross Church Street. Tel: 0484 44668
Hull
48 Springbank. Tel: 0482 29240
Ilford
442-444 Cranbrook Road, Gants Hill.
Tel: 01-518 0915
Ipswich
87 Norwich Road. Tel: 0473 217217
Kettering
68 Stamford Road. Tel: 0536 515266
Kingston upon Thames
3Eden Walk Precinct. Tel: 01-546 8974
Lancaster
84 Penny Street. Tel: 0524 39657
Leeds
34-36 Queen Victoria Street.
Tel: 0532 449075
8St. Anne's Road, Headingley.
Tel: 0532 789374
Leicester
27 Churchgate. Tel: 0533 58662
Lincoln
271a High Street. Tel: 0522 20265
Liverpool
401 Smithdown Road. Tel: 051-733 6859
20-22 Whitechapel. Tel: 051-709 9898
Loughborough
33 Cattle Market. Tel: 0509 230465

Loughton (Essex)
152 High Road. Tel: 01-508 0247
Luton
49 Wellington Street. Tel: 0582 27758
Maidenhead (Berks)
18 King Street. Tel: 0628 73420
Manchester "25-29 Station Road, lirmston.
Tel: 061 747 5181 •
62 King Street. Tel: 061-835 1156
Melton Mowbray
9-10 Cheapside. Tel: 0664 64741
Middlesbrough
172 Borough Road. Tel: 0642 248793
Newbury
62 North Brook Street. Tel: 0635 32474
Newcastle-upon-Tyne
33 Handysides Arcade. Tel: 0632 327791
New Malden
35 High Street. Tel: 01-942 9567
Northampton
32A Gold Street. Tel: 0604 37871
Norwich
161 Unthank Road. Tel: 0603 22833
Nottingham
120-122 Alfreton Road. Tel: 0602 786919
15 Market Street. Tel: 0602 412137
Oxford
256 Banbury Road
Tel: 0865 53072/511767
19 Old High Street, Headington.
Tel: 0865 65961
Peterborough
42 Cowgate. Tel: 0733 41755
27 Long Causeway. Tel: 0733 51007
Plymouth
90/92 Cornwall Street. Tel: 0752 27600
Poole
55 North Road, Parkstone.
Tel: 0202 742706
Portsmouth
38-40 Fratton Road. Tel: 0705 822155
Preston
51 Fishergate. Tel: 0772 53057
Reading
36 Minster Street. Tel: 0734 583730
Redcar
135/137 High Street. Tel: 0642 477356
Rochdale
52 Drake Street. Tel: 0706 524652
Rotherham
2Westgate. Tel: 0709 70666
Salisbury
17 Butcher Row. Tel: 0722 22746
Sevenoaks (Kent)
118 London Road. Tel: 0732 459555
Sheffield
172 Baslow Road, Totley.
Tel: 0742 360295
10 Nursery Street. Tel: 0742 77824
Shrewsbury
12 Barker Street. Tel: 0743 55166
Southampton
37 Bedford Place. Tel: 0703 28434
Southend
149 Leigh Road, Leigh-on-Sea.
Tel: 0702 79150
Stafford
8Lichfield Road. Tel: 0785 51234
Stamford
9Red Lion Square. Tel: 0780 2128
Stockport
58-62 Lower Hillgate. Tel: 061-480 4872
Stoke-on-Trent
51/53 Piccadilly, Hanley.
Tel: 0782 265010
Sunderland
20-22 Waterloo Place. Tel: 0783 657578
Swindon
60 Fleet Street. Tel: 0793 38222
Taunton
2Crown Walk, High Street. Tel: 0823 51682
Tunbridge Wells
34 Mount Ephraim. Tel: 0892 31543
Uxbridge
278 High Street. Tel: 89 33474
Walsall
Tudor House, Bridge Street.
Tel: 0922 640456
Warwick
Wharf Street. Tel: 0926 493796
Watford
68 High Street. Tel: 0923 26169
Wednesbury
1Upper High Street. Tel: 021-556 0473
Weston Super Mare
203 Milton Road. Tel: 0934414423
Wilmslow
4/8 St. Ann's Parade. Tel: 0625 526213
Windsor
43 King Edward Court. Tel: 95 56931

hIFI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

Woking (Surrey)
11 The Broadway. Tel: 04862 4926
Wolverhampton
11 Salop Street. Tel: 0902 23980
39 Victoria Street. Tel: 0902 772901
Worcester
43 Friar Street. Tel: 0905 25740
York
7Davygate Arcade. Tel: 0904 51712
NORTH WALES
Colwyn Bay
19 Colwyn Crescent, Rhos on Sea.
Tel: 0492 48932
SOUTH WALES
Cardiff
134 Crwys Road. Tel: 0222 28565
Milford Haven
90 Robert Street. Tel: 06462 4078
Port Talbot
10 Forge Road. Tel: 0639 882068
SCOTLAND
Aberdeen
441-445 Holburn Street. Tel: 0224 25713
Ayr
6A Newbridge Street. Tel: 0292 264124
Dundee
51-53 Overgate. Tel: 0382 28900
Edinburgh
1Haddington Place. Tel: 031-556 7901
34 Northumberland Street.
Tel: 031-557 1672
Rose Street, Pedestrian Precinct.
Tel: 031-225 9535
Glasgow
14 The Toll, Busby Road, Clarkston.
Tel: 041-638 8252
Glasgow Central
340 Argyle Street. Tel: 041-221 8958
Inverness
1Greig Street. Tel: 0463 220440
Montrose
102 Murray Street. Tel: 0674 73765
Stirling
73-75 Murray Place. Tel: 0786 5053
NORTHERN IRELAND
Belfast
85 Royal Avenue. Tel: 0232 229907
Unit 12 Fountain Centre, College Street.
Tel: 0232 241331
Coleraine
21 Railway Road. Tel: 0265 52843
EIRE
Dublin
184 Lower Rathmines Road.
Tel: 0001-979216
ISLE OF MAN
Glen Vine. Tel: 0624 851437
54 Bucks Road, Douglas.
Tel: 0624 23090
CHANNEL ISLES
Guernsey
Rue de Marais, Vale. Tel: 0481 55573
Jersey
69 King Street, St. Helier.
Tel: 0534 21735
11.•.(1.•.( ale

Head Office: Cousteau House, Greycaine
Road, Watford, WD2 4SB. Tel: 0923 27737
All prices quoted in the HiFi Markets
advertisements are correct at time of going
to press ( 18/11/83) but may be subject to
change without notice due to fluctuations in
Manufacturers' prices.
All Prices include VAT @ 15%
Not all the products featured in HiFi
Markets advertisement are available at all
branches. Please check before travelling.
1,Y..4 ,1
,

I

HiFi Markets otter you the option of
extending your Guarantee to 5years
covering parts and labour. Ask your local
HiFi Markets for full details.

WE CHALLENGE
YOU TO BUY
CHEAPER!
'WC

AMPLIFIERS
AKAI

AMU110
AMU210_
AMU310_

JVC

AK20
AX4

149
£69
£99

MO
£ 115

MARANTZ

£59

PM310
PM520

NIKKO

NA400_
NA500__
NA700__

_ 149

ST320
ST430

£69
£89

NIKKO

_£39
£69
£69

NT500
NT700
GAMMA40

PIONEER

SANSUI
T7S1L

_
C3
_£89

SANSUI
£197

AUDI

SONY

£75
_£109

TAAX22
TAAX44

TECHNICS

CSF12
GXF31
GXF71
0E44
0E57

JVC

KDD30
KDD40
0066

£99
£129

SUV3
SUV5

TRIO

s129
£179

KA800_
KA900

RECEIVERS
JVC
RK1OL
RS331
RK20

MARANTZ
SR430

£73
£79
£129
£135

PIONEER

£59

SX400
SX600
SX700_

TECHNICS
SA104
SA110L
SA212
SA313

£99
189
rej
1119
1169

TUNERS
AKAI

ATK110L
ATS2101
ATS61L

HITACHI
FT4500

_159
£79
£119

STJX22 £75
STJX44 £99

£49
£63

RSM226_
RSM228X
RSM265

AIWA
M302
M606

SLB202
SL5K_

149
£109

SONY
S2L
S4I

Pft ieS

G
&

MARANTZ

H0250
SP235
SP225
10300

MISSION

70Mk 1
717
727
770

£67
1109
_059
£239

MSHORT
FESTIVAL
PAGEANT

LASER 40
LASER 120

£39
199

VIDEOS
AKAI

HITACHI

£349

1/18700
VT6500AfTTU65

JVC

HR7300
HR7200
HR7700
£97650

£119
£149

PANASONIC
NV7200

SONY
SLC5
SLC7

TOSHIBA
V8600
08700

£369
£469

£349
£397

AKAI

VC61E
CPT1471
VKC750

1189

PANASONIC

£297

TC2000

TV
SANYO CPT3131 £189
CPT6130
on
CPT7130
£319
HITACHI CPT2034 £289
NC 7115GB £239

COMPUTERS
RADIO
CASSETTE
STEREOS

AIWA
CS300
CS600

JVC

BC MOO

TOSHIBA

£59
£99

RTS7020
RTS782

£349
£397
£449
£ 529

PERSONAL
STEREOS
AIWA

£59

HSPO2

SANYO

v27

1379

MG12
MG1

/15

SONY

£53

WA33

£229
1349

HEADPHONES
AKG

S275
£297

ON ASELECTION OF EX-DEMO
RETURNED ORDERS.
HURRY! Anw
limile
d
I
n'ñ
u
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:r available

_
\
4,\

£7 90

K40

LEEK

£11 90

MARANTZ

£14 90

HP25

SONY

£9.90

MORE22_
DRS3

111 90

TECHNICS

£14.90

EAH801

e,Linee=e4 TM?

OPEN MONSAT.

9am-6.00pm
382 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W1. TEL 01-7234194 (
closed Tuesday)

EDGWARE RD.
ellipse

£69

JUPITER ACE

Prices correct at erne of going
to press but may be subte to venation thereaft

LATE NIGHT THURSDAY
OPEN 9am-7.00pm

£ 59

£197

HITACHI

3000

FaltAL

£12.90
£14.90

£19.90

VIDEO
CAMERAS

£69
£99

WHARFEDALE

GU eee
Access, Barclaycard, American Express welcome.

ViinN)

£29
£39
£35
£149

GT SUPER__
GC SUPER
G3F SUPER
GEMINI GOLD_

CRAZYPRICES &

U1‘
.1.8i t'
e6 teree.

.49411P.411.--

.99
1
£119

VS5
£297
VT77 + VU77___£397
VS2
£439

All prices include VAT® 15%
•Otters subject le availability.

•

lete gU e

CANTOR II
CAPRICE II

SA720. TX720.
£1720. PL620
Rack (Value £59).___£419

£79

141.
ab

KEF

PIONEER

£69

TECHNICS

DITTON 130 Mk 1__£99
0111200 £ 149

HI-FI
SYSTEMS

39

179
_
199
£139

CELESTION

MINI
SYSTEMS

149
£59

PSIX2A
PSLX22

18S
28S
94

£99
£119
£197

S9

P1.120 __£49
P1.320_
159
PL620
£69
PI.720
179

SONY

SPEAKERS
AR

£95
£g9

PIONEER

PIONEER

_£139

CP5

MIDI
SYSTEMS

£49
£63

FRD35
PD20

£69
£79
£129

TECHNICS

£
43
/49
£59

SANSUI

CT520_
CT4
CT720
TDFX33
TCFX44

£59

MARANTZ

PIONEER

SONY

179

TT120
11221

£47
£59
£79

N0300
ND500
ND800

(WITH FREE CARTRIDGE)

LA21
LA10
LA31

£79

NIKKO

TURNTABLES

HT66s

£89
£99
£139

SD320

STZ45
£89
STS4TK £119

HITACHI

£89
£129

MARANTZ

TECHNICS

APB110
APD210
AP0310

£129
£197

HITACHI

£59

AKAI

£59
£69
£89

AKAI

£49
£69
£79

TX520
F51
TX720

SANSUI

AD3100
AD3150
AD3250

SONY

PIONEER
SA520
SA620
SA720

MARANTZ

CARTRIDGES
GRADO

COMBO
SYSTEMS

CASSETTE
DECKS
AIWA

£59

TX3

ELMVARE
I
RD. ,
UNDERGROUND

640 ein

atber.barg-mn-'s

aid hunureuf..M,I
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INDEX for 1983
VOLUME 28

AUDIO FEATURES
All Records Are Made Equal ( Prekel)
30/7,20/8
Audio '83 ( Orlowski)
57/4
Bearding the Dragon ( Messenger)
27/5
Cacophonie Du Son ( Humphreys)
30/5
California, CD & Beta Hi Fi ( Garfinkle)
21/7
CD=Chromium Dioxide, OK? ( Messenger)
36/10
Cheap'n'Nasty ( Moir & Hands)
55/2
Commerce & the Common Man ( Messenger)
29/5
Compact Disc: A Record Publisher's Point of View
(Coutaz)
83/3
Digital & dbx (Orlowski)
34/4
Digital Sound- The Scottish View ( Orlowski)
35/6
Digital Sound-The Rational View (Colloms)
28/7
Eindhoven Papers, The ( Messenger)
19/7
Golden Turkey Awards, The ( Kessler)
29/9
Good, The Bad & The Ugly, The ( Gold)
58/2
Hatter DH-200 Modification ( Humphreys)
37/1
Holophony ( Baldock)
32/4
Hot & Glowing: William Z. Johnson interviewed
(Atkinson & Messenger)
32/6
Importance of Dither, The (Colloms)
18/8
Japan, Technics & The Compact Disc (Colloms)
34/2,28/3
Linearity, Slew Rates, Damping, Stasis and... ( N.Pass) 34/9
Lost Wages ( Franessovicil
60/4
Magic Spikes? ( Breunig)
64/11
Missing Octaves, The (Attewell)
31/2
Modern Apocrypha ( Colloms)
53/4
More Spikes? ( Breunig)
49/12
Musicality? (Seabury)
41/12
New Look At Horns, A ( Orlowski)
39/1
One-Way Drive ( Pinfold)
37/5
Open Letter to Japan, An ( Lane)
13/8
Open Letter to Philips, An ( Lane)
49/10
Plain Man's Guide to Active Hi Fi, A ( Orlowski)
51/2
Question of Balance, A ( McKenzie)
71/3
Record That Doesn't Go Round, The ( Hansen)
32/1
Rules of the Game, The ( Boyk)
45/1
SFM/PCM: Digital Soundfield Recording ( Skeet)
81/9
Should It Bend Like That? ( Orlowski)
24/6
Speakers, Rooms & Responses ( Holl)
40/5
Spencer Hughes ( Messenger)
23(9
Stuck in the Middle ( Popeck)
47/2
Summer Shows-Heathrow, The ( Messenger)
60/11
Summer Shows-Zurich, The ( Colloms)
29/12
Symbiotic Softgear (Tatnall Canby)
45/12
Tales of the Footsore ( and Ear-Weary) ... (Seabury)
41/9
Turning the Tables ( Brain)
4414
Turntable Sound- or Sound Design ( Colloms)
48/4
VHF History ( Norman McLeod)
50/12
What's Wrong With Blitish Hi Fi? ( Pook)
28/2
What the Krell? (Atkinson)
57/11
Zeta Tonearm ( Breunig)
25/6

MUSICAL FEATURES
Abbey Road ( Kessler)
103/10
Alban Berg Quartet, The ( Seckerson)
93/2
Album Cover Album 2, The
77/3
Amadeus Quartet After 35 Years, The ( Seckerson)
7411
Box, Arnold ( Dommett)
88/12
Bream at 50, Julian (Atkinson)
• 69/7
Disappearing Record Shop, The (Whitehead)
49/8
Dutoit, Charles ( Keener)
105/10
From Direct-cut to Digital (Telarc) (Atkinson)
68/1
Hogwood, Christopher (Canning)
93/12
Holmes, Ralph ( Humphreys)
93/5
Into The Mystic: Van Morrison (
Orlowski)
72/6
Labeque, Katie & Marielle ( Humphreys)
96/4
Mozart The Chamber Music ( Kenneth Dommett) 52/8,100/10
Pinnock, Trevor (Canning)
77/6
Previn, Andre ( Humphreys)
78/3
Rachmaninov Symphonies ( Seckerson)
91/4
Recording Britten's War Requiem ( Humphreys)
115/11
Romero, Angel ( Potter)
57/8
Rubinstein, Artur ( Matthew-Walker)
86/3
Shelley, Howard ( Humphreys)
107/10
Singular Concern, ( Keyboard Records), A ( Dew)
55/8
Simon, Paul ( Matthew-Walker)
87/9
Sound of Live Jazz, The ( Fox)
57/1
Toscanini, Arturo ( Pocock)
85/5
Tuned Iron Foundry, A (
Woodward)
110/11
Wagner, Richard (
Bra nscombe)
88/2
Webber, Julian Lloyd ( Humphreys)
7717
Zuckerman Pinchas (Canning)
77/9

tershi;114i0M.

01.4.4th

Lofty FM ( Linsley Hood)
Passive Rôle, A (Colloms)
Son of Meister ( Hughes & Goymer)
Tu Be Or Not Tu Be (Ohrnell)

I.
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*11
39/6
44/5
50/5
43/6
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Audiophile Competition 1
Index for 1982
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37/12
23/1
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Aiwa AD F990 cassette deck ( McKenzie)
Akai CD- D1 CD player ( Colloms)
Alphason HR100s tonearm ( Colloms)
Amcron FM2 tuner ( McKenzie)
A&R Cambridge A60 ( Mk II) amplifier ( Colloms)

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

93/11
60/7
29/8
55/6
57/9

JANUARY 1984

AR98LS loudspeaker ( Gold)
124/1
AR8LS loudspeaker ( Attewell)
49/7
AR18LS loudspeaker ( Attewell)
4917
AR28LS loudspeaker ( Attewell)
4917
AR turntable (Atkinson)
67/10
Ariston RD11 Superieur turntable (Orlowski/Colloms)
80/4
Audio Research SP-8preamp (Colloms)
73/2
Bang & Olufsen S80.2 loudspeaker (Attewell)
74(5
Beard valve amp combination ( Kessler)
106/11
Burmester 785 preamp (Colloms)
84/10,91/11
76/12
B&W DM220 loudspeaker (Attewell)
68/11
B&W DM110 loudspeaker ( Col(oms)
50/6
B&W 802 loudspeaker ( Col(oms)
69/11
Castle Clyde loudspeaker ( Colloms)
57/5
Celestion SL600 loudspeaker ( Colloms)
58/12
Celestion SL600 loudspeaker (Atkinson)
Concordant valve preamp ( Kessler)
60/12
53/3
Denon DCD2000 CD player (Colloms)
45/9
Dynavector Karat DVI9A Cartridge ( Gold)
48/9
G(anz GMC-10EX cartridge ( Gold)
67/5
Goldbug Brier cartridge ( Atkinson)
4417
Goldring Electro 11 cartridge ( Gold)
47/6
Goodmans Graduate loudspeaker ( Colloms)
66(11
Goodmans LS3/5A loudspeaker ( Kessler)
49/9
Grace F-9E cartridge ( Gold)
72/9
Grace F- 10L cartridge ( Prakell
32/8
•Hadcock Sound Tracer tonearm ( Colloms)
30/8
Helius Orion tonearm ( Colloms)
31/8
Helius Scorpio tonearm ( Colloms)
72/5
Heybrook HB2 loudspeaker (Attewell)
127/1
Heybrook HB3 ( improved) loudspeaker ( Gold)
81/10
Harman Kardon PM650 amplifier (Colloms)
53/3,62/7
Hitachi DAI 000 CD Player (Colloms)
94/11
JVC DD-V9 cassette deck ( McKenzie)
57/6
JVC T- X55 tuner ( McKenzie)
77/12
KEF Carlton Ill loudspeaker (Attewell)
73/11
KEF Chorale Ill loudspeaker ( Colloms)
75/11
KEF Coda Ill loudspeaker ( Colloms)
Krell KSA-50 power amplifier ( Atkinson)
42/8
68/4
Linn Ittok LVII tonearm ( Colloms)
59/9,91/11
Linn Li nnk amplifier ( Colloms)
Linn Sara loudspeaker ( Colloms)
62/5
67/4
Linn Sondek LP12 turntable ( Colloms)
Mainstay voltage regulator 113reunig)
84/12
Marantz PM350 amplifier ( Colloms)
60/9
53/3,62/7
Marantz CD73 CD player (Colloms)
Marantz ST-7tuner ( McKenzie)
58/6
76/11
Marantz LD20 loudspeaker ( Colloms)
80/11
Marantz LD50 loudspeaker ( Colloms)
44/8
Marantz Ma-5power amplifier (Atkinson)
44/8
Marantz Sm 10 power amplifier (Atkinson)
Meridian 1018 preamp (Colloms)
77/2
Meridian MCA- 1amplifier ( Colloms)
63/12
122/1
Mission 700$ loudspeaker (Attewell)
37/8
Mission 774SM tonearm ( Colloms)
39/8
Mission 774LC tonearm ( Colloms)
81/11
Mission 70 loudspeaker ( Co(loms)
77/10
Mission Cambridge 778 amplifier (Colloms)
85/11
Monitor Audio R252 loudspeaker ( Colloms)
78/12
Monitor Audio R152 loudspeaker ( Attewell)
119/1
Mordaunt Short MS20 loudspeaker ( Attewell)
79/12
Mordaunt Short MS40 loudspeaker ( Attewell)
61/9,91/11
Naim NAIT amplifier ( Colloms)
59/6
NAD 4150 tuner ( McKenzie)
39/7
NAD 5120 turntable ( Colloms)
60/9
NAD 3020A amplifier (Colloms)
95/11
Nakamichi Dragon cassette deck ( McKenzie)
64/9
Nytech CA202 amplifier ( Colloms)
51/9
Ortofon MC100U cartridge (Gold)
53/3.62/7
Philips CD100 CD player ( Colloms)
62/7
Philips CD200 CD player ( Colloms)
77/4
Pink Triangle turntable ( OrlowskWColloms)
81/5
QED Protech (Atkinson)
65/2
Quad 34 preamp ( Colloms)
69/2
Quad 405-2 power amp ( Colloms)
66/9
Quantum IA- 100 amplifier ( Colloms)
53/12
Rega RB300 tonearm ( Messenger)
115/1
Revox 13710 MIdlcassette deck ( McKenzie)
Rayos B251 amplifier ( Colloms)
80/10
4717
Rogers LSI loudspeaker (Attewell)
4717
Rogers LS5 loudspeaker ( Attewell)
47/7
Rogers LS7 loudspeaker (Attewell)
67/9
Rotel RA-860 amplifier (Colloms)
67/9
Sansui AU-0101 amplifier ( Colloms)
68/9
Sondes S230 amplifier ( Colloms)
53/3,62/7
Sony CDP-101 CD player ( Colloms)
69/9
Sony HA-T10 m-ctransformer ( Colloms)
80/2
Sony WM-D6 Walkman Professional ( McKenzie)
71/10
Sony Walkman WM-F5 ( Colloms)
59/5
Spendor SPI loudspeaker ( Colloms)
44/6
Spendor SA3 loudspeaker (Colloms)
40/8
Stax ELS-F81 loudspeaker ( Kessler)
87/10
Sugden P128 power amplifier ( Colloms)
33/8
Syrinx LEI Leone tonearm ( Colloms)
73/9
Talisman Scartridge ( Prtikell
79/10
Tandberg T1A3012 amplifier ( Colloms)
88/11
Tannoy Mercury loudspeaker (Colloms)
92/10
Tannoy Westminster loudspeaker ( Messenger)
101/11
Teac 26000 cassette deck ( McKenzie)
59/7
Technics SL- P10 CO player ( Colloms)
90/10
Thorens TD147 turntable ( Kessler)
53/3
Toshiba/Aurex XR-Z90 CD player ( Colloms)
61/6
Trio LO2T tuner ( McKenzie)
63/3
Trio A-7 amplifier ( King)
65/3
Trio 7-7L tuner ( King) .
Wharfedale Laser 90 ( 11) loudspeaker ( Colloms)
90/11
73/4
Wharfedale TSR102.2 loudspeaker (Attewell)

Yamaha A-460 amplifier ( King)
Yamaha T-460 tuner ( King)
Yorkshire HiFi 2/3 loudspeaker (Attewell)
Zeta tonearm (Colloms)

64/3
66/3
72/4
29/8

SUB ECTIVE SOUNDS —
PAUL MESSENGER
Phase I, Il& Ill cartridges
Akroyd 141. loudspeaker
Auden 4loudspeaker
Audiolab 8000A amplifier
Celestion Dittos 100, 110, 130 loudspeakers
Grado GT Super cartridge
Impulse loudspeaker
Kingsbrook TV Sound tuner
Linn Basik LV-X tonearm (Orlowski)
Linn Basik LV-V tonearm
Merseyside Acoustic Developments loudspeaker
Linn Sara loudspeaker
Mark Levinson ML-6A preamp, ML- 2 & ML-3power
amplifiers
Marantz PM-350 amplifier
Mission 70 loudspeaker
Mission SM arm/cartridge combination
Monitor Audio R352 loudspeaker ( Orlowski)
Monitor Audio R252 loudspeaker
NAD 3020 amplifier
NAD 5120 turntable
Oak Audio turntable
Onix amplifier
Rega RB300 tonearm
Rotel RA-840 amplifier ( Orlowski)
Rotel RA820 amplifier
Sony SL-F1/PCM-F1 digital audio/video recorder

15/8
49/1
53/10
33/12
49/1
15/8
43/2
27/6
35/3
15/8
49/11
43/2
33/5
33/5
37/4
27/6
35/3
22/7
33/5
33/5
22/7
43/2
53/10
35/3
33/5
43/2

NUGGETS — ALVIN GOLD
1983 Highlights
Accuphase AC2 cartridge
A&R A60 amplifier
138i0 6002 turntable
13810 MMCI & 2cartridges
Boston Acoustics A40 loudspeaker
Celestion S1600 loudspeaker
Harman Kardon PM650 amplifier
Heybrook HB1 loudspeaker
Jecklin Float headphones
Koetsu Black cartridge
Mission 70 loudspeaker
Mission Cambridge 775 turntable
Mission Cambridge 773MM cartridge
Mission Cambridge 778 amplifier
Mission Cambridge 774LC tonearm
NAD 3150 amplifier
Naim NAIT amplifier
Philips CD100 CD player
Rock turntable
Rotel RA-820, RA-840, RA-860 amplifiers
Royce turntable
Sennheiser H0224 headphones
Sony PCM-F1 digital,recorder
Sony CDP-101 CD player
Stax Lambda headphones

82/12
112/1
84/5
66/7
112/1
83/4
83/4
84/5
83/4
84/2
112/1
66/6
66/6
66/6
66/6
66/6
84/5
84/5
62/3
66/7
84/5
66f7
84/2
62(3
62/3
84/2

REGULAR ITEMS
Anachrophile, The ( Kessler)
57/10,66/11,75/12
Book Reviews 33/2,3313,41&97/4,29&95/5,25/6,74/7,88/10,53
&111/11,23&49/12
Classical Glass ( Kessler)
12/8,75/9,43/10,106/11,60/12
Crossword Puzzle ( Taggart)
118/1,85/3,74/5,23/6,15/7,
78/9,35/11
Crossword Puzzle Solution
27/2,33/4,12/8,35/10,27/12
Editorial Comment
25(1,1912,19/3,2314,19/5,15/6,11/7,5/8,
15/9,27/10,2W11,19/12
17/8,2719,55/10,53/11,35/12
Gramophile/Notes
77/1,97/2,81/3,89/5,68/6,75/7,54/8,84/9,
97/10,121/11,91/12
Music on Record
78/1,88/2,86/3,91/4
News
26/1,25/2,24/3,30/4,24/5,21/6,16/7,11/8,20/9,33/10,
37/11,25/12
Radio ( McKenzie)
35/1,41/2,43/3,43/4,37/5,31/6,25/7,
Readers' Problems
37/1,49/2
Soundings (Aldous)
65/1,44/2,41/3,39M,
Technology ( Fox)
43/1,37/2.3613,41/4,3415,2916,23/7,16/8,
25/9,47/10,51/11,31/12
The Compleat Recordist ( Faulkner) 6W1,45/3,39/5,27/7,51/10
Views ( Readers' letters)
51/1,21/2,21/3,25/4,21/5,16/6,12/7,
718,16/9,29/10,32/11,20/12
Viewpoint
73/1,89/4,74/7

RECORD REVIEWS
Back Door ( vintage rock)

122/7,106/8,138/9,146/10,
170/11,162/12
85/3,124/4,78/8
83/1,99/2,92/3,99/4,100/5,91/6,81/7,59/8,
92P3,115/10,123/11,105/12
Compact Disc Monitor
88/3,82/6,107/9,118/11
Jazz ( Hyder)
109/1,125/2,111/3,121/4,117/5,103/6,99/7,
81/8,115/9,135/10,139/11,127/12
Rock ( Defier)
107/1,123/2,109/3,119/4,116/5,105/6,98/7,
83/8,113/9,133/10,137/11,125/12
Popular ( Argent)
11111,127/2,113/3,12314,119/5,102/6,
101/7,85/8,117/9,137/10,141/11,129/12
Quality Monitor
74/3,86/6,110/10,99/12
Cassette Monitor
Classical Issues
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What's firm,
upright, and resists
vibrational effects?
STAND

1
OLD SCHOOL, SCHOOL ROAD, BRACON AS
H
NR NORWICH
TELEPHONE (0508) 70829

Celestion have done it again.
They have isolated the problem,
researched it and produced the
optimum solution.
The SL6 Stand, the most
elegant and effective
loudspeaker support system
ever produced.
Ideal for SL6 and any other
loudspeaker of suitable size.
Available in black and natural
walnut at around £35 apair

A & RCAMBRIDGE * CREEK * COLORING HARBETH
HEYBROOK * LINN MORDAUNT-SHORT * MUS/CAL FIDELITY
NAIM * NIGHTINGALE * NYTECH * QED * OAK * REGA SONDEX
SPENDOR SUPEX * THORENS * ZENN * AND OTHERS

CELESTION
INTERNATIONAL

TUESSAT 9.30-5.30

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

Ditton Works, Foxhall Road, Ipswich, Suffolk 1P3 8JP. Tel. 0473 73131

How can aLinn Sondek
outperform aLinn Sondek?
Some would argue that aLinn Sondek is
the best turntable in the world. Some, on the
other hand, would not even bother to argue.
But there is one thing that they would all have
to agree on. There is only one Linn Sondek.
So how can it out-perform itself?
The answer can be found by the side of
this copy.
The Sound Organisation turntable table
at just £49.50 is one of the best ways to upgrade the sound of any system.
Don't take our word for it, after all we're
the manufacturers.
Just read the independent reviews that
appear month after month after month. Come
and listen for yourself or send £49.50 to the
address below and we'll send you one, post
free, with amoney back guarantee that it will
do what we say it will. Delivery within 7days.
Or 'phone us for your nearest dealer.

THE SOUND ORGANISATION
)(Oil can't go wilting. We wOuldn't let you.

1Cathedral Street, London SE] (near London Bridge) Tel: 01-403 3088 or 01-403 2255
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also CDs where the master-tape has gone
through too many data- corrupting A/D-D/A
conversions due to the demands of editing,
equalisation, and/or standards conversion.
However, these can be considered as
temporary afflictions which are already
disappearing as hardware designers and
those involved in digital recording and CD
production come to terms with the
limitations of the new media. The gradual
introduction of new technology, such as
Studer's digital standards convertor ( used by
Telarc) or Neve's completely digital mixing
desk ( used by the BBC on this Christmas'
King's College Choir broadcast), which
effectively uses 20- bit encoding on its mic
inputs and then leaves the signal in the
digital domain, should render that signal that
much more immune to ' human error'.
Which leaves us with the fact that if the
medium is at least adequate, any remaining
sound quality problems must be laid at the
feet of the message. And it is in the
production of that message where Ifeel that
EN MONTHS AFTER the launch of
only achange of attitudes in the recording
Compact Disc, it is interesting to
examine political stances, now that the
industry will reveal CD's potential.
This point is well illustrated by Richard
protagonists have had the chance to live
with the medium. At the extremes, nothing
Elen's Editorial in the November 1983 issue
has appeared to change: leading analogue
of Studio Sound, the recording engineer's
indystry figures ( see the letter from Ivor
journal. ( A CD owner, he is careful to point
Tiefenbrun — now Vice- Chairman of the
out that digital recording techniques are in
Federation of British Audio — on p19) are as • their infancy, but it is the fact that, even now,
opposed as ever; while ' professional'
they can excite comparison with the best of
analogue which reveals their potential.) '
We
engineers would appear to be even more
convinced of the truth of Philips' Perfect
are professionals: they are amateurs who
open their mouths before putting their ears
sound forever' slogan. Inote, however, that
into gear' he says about ' high-end' hi-fi
many of the latter have not been prepared to
put their money where their opinions are
enthusiasts and manufacturers, summing up
and actually buy aplayer ( although, to be
his feelings ( and presumably those of his
fair, some of them have justified this lack of
readers) concerning the ' objectional crop of
'real' support by changing their argument to
myths' raised by the current digital vs
adefence of Compact Disc's eventual
analogue debate.
perfection).
But surely CD is not yet being bought by
HFN/RR has tried to take amore realistic
the ' normal, ordinary, sensible people who
attitude, to see the merits ( and flaws) in the
buy records' that RE typifies as being the
arguments and products offered by both
consumers for whom studios intend their
sides. As aresult of such 'fence- sitting', we
recordings? Those uncritical beings expect
have been on the receiving end of brickbats
to get acomplete audio system ( including a
from all directions, but one thing remains
double cassette deck, linear-tracking
clear: too many CDs don't even offer ' good',
turntable and infra- red remote control) for
half the price of aCD player, and sound
let alone ' perfect', sound.
A glance at this month's ' CD Monitor' ( p91)
quality considerations don't really impinge
will reveal that there are now silver discs
on their consciousness. Surely it is those
above criticism, but it will also show that
enthusiastic ' amateurs' at whom he is
poking fun who at present are financing the
often aCD will get alower rating than the
introduction of CD by buying discs and
corresponding LP, the ' wider-open window'
players? And, having paid the piper, aren't
allowing more recorded dirt to fly through.
those ' amateurs' justified in complaining if
As Alvin Gold has succinctly put it, the ease
of use and lack of groove noise gives a
they feel the piper is not always taking
'magic carpet ride' when first listening to a
enough care in producing the tunes?
CD. But, in my experience, the ride all too
Of course there are recording engineers
often ends too soon, leaving the listener with
who aim at getting the best sound. But this is
asound which gets in the way of the music.
not always possible within the tight
There are CDs where the recorded data
constraints of budget and time under which
must be corrupt ( to say the least), as the
they work, and such pressures lead to
reliability taking ahigher priority than sound
sound is characterised by an unpleasant
distortion which KEF's Raymond Cooke
quality when recording equipment is
likened to the sound of ' grains of rice
chosen. Studio monitors may play at live
dropped on taut brown paper'. Variability
sound levels and professional mics may
offer ease of use, but neutral sound quality is
between samples — my copy of the Philips
Mahler 8gives asound distinctly worse than
not necessarily aconsideration in their
that described by Angus McKenzie on p95 —
choice. As aresult Ihave heard execrable
sound in studio control rooms.
would indicate that this is indeed afactor.
With his tongue, Ihope, firmly in his cheek,
There are CDs, too, that have been mastered
from digital tapes made on inadequately
RE suggested that ' maybe consumers
specified or badly set-up recorders which
should be degrading their systems to our
level' to get nearer to the control room
throw away too much of that expensively
acquired digital ' perfection'. ( There is a
experience. Unfortunately, it appears that
too many in the recording industry would
fascinating correlation between the
like us to do just that; to level down rather
prediction of the audible noise modulation
than up! Unless adialogue is established
effect due to imperfect 14- bit quantisation
without dither in Upshitz and Vanderkooy's
between ' professionals and ' amateurs',
AES paper Resolution be/ow the Least
between producers and end-users, then the
Significant Bit in digital systems with dither
CD message will stay at its low level of
and the sound quality of the VPO/Maazel
perfection!
John Atkinson
Beethoven 5CD from CBS/Sony.) There are
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READERS' LETTERS Letters for publication should be addressed to the Editor and must contain no other material or enquiries. Letters seeking advice on technical or equipment matters ( with
SAE) should be marked for the attention of Crossover who will reply in due course. We reserve the right to print such letters later in our Readers' Problems feature, unless otherwise instructed.
MICROFILMS & INDEXING Microfilm and microfiche copies of HFN/RR or articles therefrom are available commercially from University Microfilms International. North American applications
to: 300 N. Zeeb Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106, USA, UK and rest of world: 30/32 Mortimer Street, London W1N 7RA. Technical articles of full page length or over appearing in Hi-fi News &
Record Review are detailed in the Current Technology Index. BINDERS Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFN/RR are available from Modern Bookbinders Chadwick Street, Blackburn,
Lancs. The years 1971 to 1982 are each covered by two binders ( January- June and July- December), while 1983 will require one binder. Price £ 3.50 each ( post paid). For earlier years, please ask
for a quotation.
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Hi-Fi in Somerset and The West
We offer . . .
demonstrations in the domestic setting of our
listening lounge or at home if preferred, by
appointment.
astock of selected items, chosen for their
quality and reliability from
PINK TRIANGLE * LOGIC
HEYBROOK * SYSTEMDEK * NVA
AUDIOLAB * ALBARRY * MYST
CREEK * SONDEX * HELIUS * ROYCE
ALPHASON * KISEKI * OSA WA
CLEARWATER * SPENDOR * KEF
DIESIS * OAK * MERIDIAN * SYRINX
SOLSTICE * DYNAVECTOR, etc, etc, etc

AVAHI-FI
STUDIO

PHONE GLASTONBURY
(0458) 50370

Access and Visa facilities.

The Old Nursery, Butleigh,
Glastonbury

alarge selection of Audiophile discs including
MFSL * Nautilus * Sheffield Lab * Telarc
and Japanese pressings. SAE or phone for
details.
Close Wed 1pm.
Mon to Sat 10am-6pm. Late night Thurs & Fri.

The NEW QED
Interconnect
Cables.
An audible
improvement over
ALL other
interconnect cables

Available in ready made
leads from £ 7.50 per
pack or "off the reerat
£1.00 per metre.
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Unit 12, Ashford Industrial Estate, Shield Road, Ashford, Middx.TWIS IAU.

QUANTUM IT IS
Amplifier - £ 19
Tuner

- £139

For more infortnation, please contact:

SOUND1
MARKETING
HALLDORE HILL, COOKHAM, BERKS.
TEL: BOURNE END ( 06285) 22726
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. . . about °A View of Pop'
From: Peter Turner, Stroud, Gloucestershire
Dear Sir, In the November issue of HFN/RR
you provide us with afew missing lines
which began Mr. Ken Kessler's article on the
Beatles. These lines quote from an article of
mine, and name me as 'one who would deny
individuals the freedom to exercise personal
taste'. Itotally repudiate any such views.
My 1972 article was called 'A View of Pop'
—ie, my own view, which Iendeavoured to
defend. It produced some considerable
correspondence in your columns, to which I
was allowed abrief rejoinder, in which I
expressly made the point that Ihave not the
slightest wigh to prevent anybody's listening
to the music of their choice. Iregret only the
freedom which the transistor has created for
inflicting on others music for which they
have no liking.
Mr. Kessler, if Imay say so in the kindest
possible way, is not noteworthy for the
moderation of his views or tentative in his
expression of them; but Ido hope that he
will withdraw that particular intemperate
accusation: it is totally false.
Yours faithfully

. . . about the KT77
From: J.S. Rowe, Exeter, Devon
Dear Sir, Ihave followed with interest the
correspondence regarding the substitution
of KT77 valves for EL34s in sound amplifiers
but Ihave not seen any mention of the
difference in the electrode structure of the
two valves which is, Isuggest, the reason for
the improved performance of the KT77.
As the designation implies, the KT77 is a
'kinkless tetrode' whereas the EL34 is a
conventional pentode. The ' kinkless tetrode'
has no suppressor grid and the anode, which
is normally larger than that in acomparable
pentode, is placed at agreater distance from
the grid structure. The ' kinkless tetrode'
output valve was, Ibelieve, first introduced
by the Hivac Valve Company of London
about 1935, when it was claimed that it
combined the slope and output
characteristics of the pentode with the low
distortion of the triode, due it was said, to the
lack of akink in the operating curve!
Incidentally, the cathode bias
requirements of the two valves are probably
different. Ihope your correspondents have
taken this into account, otherwise their
expensive KT77s are likely to have ashort
life.
Yours faithfully

. . . about Ken Kessler's
marbles
From. Mike Jones, Willesden, London
Dear Sir, Has Ken Kessler lost his marbles? In
your November issue in Ken's 'Anachrophile'
column we are once again treated to an
example of hi-fi hysteria; the latest fetish of
Ken's being the BBC LS3/5A speaker. When a
reviewer in aresponsible hi-fi magazine
makes astatement like ' I've never heard
vocals reproduced as beautifully' or 'the Stax
electrostatics ELS-F81 being the least
expensive units capable of beating them for
sheer transparency', Iwondered whether
your reviewers are capable of distinguishing
an oboe from abassoon, and how much live
music they have listened to in the past year.
But the LS3/5A is indeed aremarkable
loudspeaker. Having lived with apair for the
past five years, I
find there are indeed few
other cone speakers that can match them.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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However, the Spendor BC1 is an
unfashionable case in point, but it does cost
less than £ 1000 per pair, as does, indeed, the
old Quad electrostatic ( ESL-48), which Ifeel
is superior to the 3/5As.
Inow have in addition to the LS3/5Athe
Quad ESL-63 which is the finest loudspeaker
that Ihave yet heard. Indeed, after listening
to agood electrostatic for aperiod of time it
would be hard to listen to ANY cone speaker,
no matter how good. With the 3/5A, the
coloration and lack of coherence of sound is
evident but, having said that, the LS3/5A is
still one of the two or three cone speakers
that Icould live with.
The fact that one can compare the 3/5As
with the ESL-63 is no mean achievement on
the part of D. Harwood and his team.
Yours faithfully
I'm not quite sure if Mr. Jones agrees with
Mr. Kessler or not — Ed.

. . . about Kessler's
recommendations
From: Tony Lambie, Athens, Greece
Dear Sir, It was good of Ken Kessler to
answer my query so that Icould make a
decision over which Ihad some doubts;
whether to exchange aNaim 42/110 for two
power amps, aCitation 12 and aDynaco
Stereo 70. The exchange has been affected
and Iam delighted with the results: both the
Citation and the Dynaco amplifiers give me
more satisfaction when partnered with the
Citation 11 preamps than did the Naim.
(Although Ican understand the preamp may
be alimiting factor with the Dynaco, perhaps
it is so also with the Citation 12.)
Iam very impressed by the Dynaco — both
treble and bass performance; the latter
significantly superior to the HK Citation 12.
Since Iam thinking of exchanging my Celef
LCs for Spendor BC1s and the BC1's bass is
somewhat excessive, they may make anice
match with both amps.
Yours faithfully

. . . about CD variability
From: C.E.P. Hamilton, Cupar, Scotland
Dear Sir, Iwas most interested to read
'Compact Disc Monitor' in your November
1983 issue, in which David Prâkel mentioned
different sound obtained from the same
recording when manufactured by different

companies. Ihave noticed the same
problem. Ihave the Nimbus CD sampler
NIM5001. This was pressed by Polygram,
and the track with the Hanover Band doing
Beethoven's Symphony in C is very slightly
lacking in treble, and the sound of the drums
is rather unclear and muddy.
Ihave also acopy of NIM5003 which has
that same Symphony complete with
Beethoven's Piano Concerto No. 1. This disc
was manufactured by CBS/Sony in Japan
and has amuch clearer treble; the drums are
also very much clearer and more defined.
The recording has also been transferred at a
higher level.
This would seem to back up David Prâkel's
comment that the record companies seem to
doctor the sound at some step between the
master tape and the final Compact Disc.
Yours faithfully

. . . about backhanded
compliments
From: Lawrence S. Dietz, Los Angeles,
California, USA
Dear Sir, Until 11 October, this year, Ihad
assumed that the success or failure of CD
technology would be determined by
consumers' assessment of its purported
technological and sonic superiority,
balanced against the cost of the equipment
andthe discs. And as most purchasers of
hi-fi equipment are ( if we may use volume of
sales as evidence) so enchanted by flashing
LED displays, flashy fascias, and even
flashier advertisements, it was easy to
believe that CD would find acceptance in the
marketplace.
On October 11, however, the September
issue of HFN/RR limped into my mailbox,
and Ilearned from Mr. Atkinson's ' Comment'
that the choice is not between CD and LP, but
CD and the ' possible extinction' of the record
industry. Trembling at the prospect of this
Armageddon, I
turned to ' CD Monitor',
where Ifound such phrases as 'excessive
glitches', 'everything seems wrong', and
'close, scratchy, and generally badly •
balanced'.
In fact, the greatest compliment which
your reviewers and readers seem to be able
to pay CD is that the music arises from a
surface silence that can only be described as
preternatural — unless audiences and
performances in the UK have discovered the
secret of absolutely silent breathing.
Might Isuggest that the recording industry
must find its salvation in brilliant
performances of whatever kind of music it
records, and not merely in anew system of
delivering that music and those
performances?
Yours faithfully

. . . about low-cost master
tapes
From: Ian Leslie, London N10
Dear Sir, In view of the present atmosphere
of paranoia about alleged lost income to the
reccrd publishers through the public's
inconvenient habit of using the technology
available to them to make copies of records, I
am absolutely astonished at the latest
offering from Philips and the way it is
advertised in your pages. Not only does the
equipment tower shown on p.98 of your
November issue offer the facility for copying
direct to cassette— that could hardly be
avoided — but the advertising copy suggests
it should be used not just to record
broadcasts to hear at amore convenient
17

Anew concept in human engineering.
This is the hi-fi system that does absolutely
everything in the way of making music. Including
things you have never even imagined, let alone seen
or heard before.
And it does them all superbly. Automatically. At
the touch of abutton. By remote control. From
anywhere in the house if you like.
With the Beosystem 5000, 'user-friendly' is an
understatement.
The only time you need go near the system is to
load the tapes and discs. Then sit down in comfort
with the miraculous Master Control Panel at your
side and program the receiver's microcomputer for
awhole evening's leisured listening.
Nay arecord, acassette and up to 9pre-set radio
programmes — in any sequence — without further
instructions. Scan the tape for the tracks you like
best. Repeat the record up to 7times. Set the timer
to play any source at any time on any or every day.
Automatically.
The controls are all there at your fingertips.

At the receiving end of the Master Control
Panel's infra-red signals is the 2x55 watts
Beomaster 5000 tuner-amplifier. And connected to
the Beomaster by electronic data link is the
Beogram 5000 record deck and the Beocord 5000
cassette recorder. All this human engineering,
including Beovox S55 speakers, is yours to
command for around £1150.
Explaining all its features, functions and extraordinary benefits would take up almost as much
space as the Beosystem 5000 itself. But we have
compiled the main facts into a32 page Design
Story which you are invited to send for.
See, hear and try the new Beosystem 5000 at
your nearest Bang & Olufsen dealer. He can also
demonstrate our unique Master Control Link that
lets you enjoy and control your hi-fi from other
rooms in the house. Or contact us for full details at
Bang & Olufsen UK Limited, Dept HFN4.,
Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4 7DE.
Telephone (0452) 21591.

Bang &Olufsen
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such as features, power, cost effectiveness,
beauty, etc. Iwas hoping that Mr Colloms
would see this from his own tests, once he
started to use amethodology which can
identify the true factors.
In further answer to Mr Colloms' letter, it
should be mentioned that the frequency
response of acomponent must be measured
while it is installed in the actual listening
system, not in aseparate laboratory
environment. The reason is that other
components in the hook-up ( preamp,
switches, speakers, etc) can change the
frequency response of the amplifier, or be
changed themselves. For example, Mr
Colloms mentions afaulty printed circuit
board in an amplifier input, which Ibelieve
could overload the output capacitor of the
component which is driving it, thus changing
that driving component's frequency
response. Also, in the example mentioned
where an amplifier's reservoir capacitor was
small, the frequency response might be
affected during very loud passages, while
not being affected in the usual steady state
lab tests.
As Imentioned in my original letter, an
equalizer should be placed in series with the
worst- reputed component. Then if both
components can be made to sound equal,
nothing is spoilt ( since both are now equally
good). Iand other experimenters have
observed such situations many times. The
results have been consistent, and the
inescapable conclusion is that, short of
overload, what is audibly different in
amplifiers is simply that dirty old frequency
response.
Yours faithfully

. . . about double -blind testing
From .Daniel Shanefield, Princeton, New •
Jersey, USA
Dear Sir, My letter about equalized doubleblind testing ('Views', June 1983) was
answered by Martin Colloms with interesting
examples of his own experiments ('Views',
Sept. 1983), but the answer ignores some of
the most important aspects of my
suggestion. Mr Colloms evidently continues
to try the double-blind methods from time to
time, but he did not mention whether there
were any differences between the frequency
responses of his amplifiers. My contention in
earlier articles has been that, even with two
samples of the same model of ahi-fi
amplifier, aslight difference in frequency
response can exist and can be audible. Also,
random variations from hook-up to hook-up,
and heat- up drifts from hour to hour can
sometimes be audible. ( Please keep in mind
that these are pretty small differences, which
might be lost in anything but rather
pernickety testing.)
By comparison, the audible variations
from model to model, which are what Mr
Colloms is trying to review, are not usually
any larger than these random variations.
That is why it is utterly useless to write an
amplifier review based on listening tests.
If this were anything other than mere
frequency response variations, it might be
interesting. But as it is, atone control or
equalizer can correct the whole business, so
these audible differences are trivial.
I'm really not trying to get all reviewers to
use equalized double-blind testing routinely.
Instead, what Iwould expect eventually is
that most hi-fi magazines will do as the
American publications Stereo Review and
High Fidelity have done: forswear attempts
to review amplifiers for their ' inherent
sounds'. There still are plenty of interesting
things to talk about in reviewing amplifiers,

Martin Colloms comments:
In Mr Shanefield's further letter concerning
his preferred method of equalised doubleblind testing, he states that he firmly
believes frequency response differences are
the only differentiator of amplifier 'quality',
and that Ishould desist from trying to
convey to readers how amplifiers appear to
sound. At the risk of siding with
manufacturers, in whose commercial
interest it is to show that such sound quality
differences exist, Imust protest against Mr
Shanefield's proposals.
While it is true that in the short term A/B
testing can demonstrate the ear's
remarkable ability to discriminate between
very small deviations in broad-band
frequency response, Icannot accept that
once these are equalised amplifiers all sound
the same. Ifeel that we are just not talking
the same language here. When I
try to
describe the subtle characteristics of good
sound — ambience, stereo depth, image
precision, height and width, clarity, detail
around instrumental separation, articulation
etc — Iam of course relating to frequency
response per se, albeit to arather limited
degree.
Mr Shanefield, however, has still to
explain to me why two power amplifiers, of
immaculate performance on line, on load,
and with frequency responses better than
±0.05dB, 30Hz to 15kHz, can provide
radically different degrees of musical
satisfaction over prolonged periods of
listening at moderate sound levels. He
should also take into account the fact that the
preferred amplifier costs one-eighth the
price of the other! Furthermore, the movingcoil cartridge used has sufficient
temperature sensitivity that above 6kHz the
response falls only within ± 1dB error limits,
depending on small variations in ambient
temperature. The cartridge stays sounding
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time, as everybody does legitimately, but —
of all things— to copy Compact Discs!
Now you just might copy black discs to
save the deterioration caused by repeated
playing. Ihave certainly taped compilations
of precious 78s (which Icontinue to possess)
for the convenience of not having to turn
over every few minutes. But surely where
CDs are concerned, the only possible reason
for copying is to get some much cheaper
versions for your friends? Even if the taped
copy from CD is really ' of amysteriously
high quality'.
Are not Philips involved in the production
and sale of Compact Discs as well as the
hardware? Which branch stands to gain
more by such an invitation to illegality?
Iconfess I
weep few tears for the record
companies ( and as few for the distributors of
computer software). It seems to me the
whole answer to their problem is to sell the
software at aprice that is near enough to the
cost of the raw medium to make copying
hardly worthwhile, and to rely for their
profits more on high sales volume than on
high unit profit. You don't find many people
bothering to copy newspapers or
paperbacks, do you?
CD offers signal/noise ratio, dynamic
range, speed constancy and distortion at
limit frequencies superior by asubstantial
margin to those of other distribution
recording media; it would be ironical indeed
if this led to CD discs becoming, not really a
distribution medium at all, but rather simply
alow-cost master!
Yours faithfully

pretty fine, but the two amplifiers define
their own differences outside this equation.
If amplifier differences do not matter to
some people, that is fine for them. But please
do not expand this to claim that they do not
exist at all. Products such as the Krell and
Audio Research are living proof that better
sound can exist alongside many other
products which share avery wide and flat
frequency response— laboratory uniformity
and accuracy which rules out frequency
response as the defining factor. If it were the
only factor, we sould all have amuch easier
time of it.
Ican only ask that Mr Shanefield auditions
some fine systems to hear for himself the
powerful influence that the amplifier
continues to have on the overall sound.

. . . about the Lipshitz
challenge
From: Ivor Tiefenbrun, Managing Director,
Linn Products Ltd, 235 Drakemire Drive,
Glasgow, Scotland
Dear Sir, Any response to Mr Stanley
Lipshitz and his digital ehallenge ('Views',
September) poses aconundrum. It is abit
like arational critique of Mein Kampf— it is
probably not worth the bother— people who
believe Mein Kampf are past reason.
Iwould like to limit my comments here to
some of the philosophical points raised by
Mr Lipshitz' letter, whilst reassuring your
readers that we are prepared to meet Mr
Lipshitz on his home ground. It is perhaps
significant that Mr Lipshitz is based in the
University of Waterloo, but Iam compelled
to ask who else he works for, who else pays
him and why he adopts such an irrational
position.
Mr Lipshitz claims that it would not be fair
to blame adigital system for the source
deficiency and claims that this is the factor
which confuses audio critics. This statement
reveals amost unscientific and unobjective
approach. It appears to emanate from the
public relations department of the Compact
Disc promoters who make ' modest' claims
like ' pure, perfect sound forever' for anew
system which comprises new software as
well as matching hardware in acomplete
system designed together.
He further claims that the only meaningful
criterion for astorage medium is how
accurately it recreates its input signal. This is
apreposterous statement. The degree of
complexity of the input signal surely must be
taken into consideration. The faster, the
more complex, the wider the dynamic range
and the greater the bandwidth, the more
demands will be made on the replay system.
In other words, to put avery limited and
undemanding signal into asystem will not
necessarily give an assessment of the
system's performance capabilities. This is
the reason why we question the significance
of certain measurement techniques and
comparisons. They do not expose the real
issues. The real issue is not, as Mr Lipshitz
claims, whether aproperly-working 16- bit
quantized digital system sampling at 44kHz
is audible or inaudible. This is adishonest
and contrived position when the issue
actually is: How good is the Compact Disc?
It reminds me of the arguments of my
socialist friends during my student days.
Socialism, they claimed, was perfect in
theory. In practice, only the people were at
fault, not the dogma. They felt cheated that
inevitably socialism ended up surrounded by
tyranny, barbed wire, Secret Police, and
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THE HIFI STORE
RECORD DECKS
DUAL 505-1
NAD 5120
HEYBROOK TT2
LINN LP12
SYSTEMDEK II
PINK TRIANGLE
THORENS TD 1605
ARISTON RD40
THE OAK
ROYCE
WALKER CJ58
AR

TUNERS

86.00 NYTECH CT206
99.50 A&R 121
235.00 MERIDIAN 104
374.00 NAD 4150
115.00 QUAD FM4
396.99 HITACHI FT5500
149.00 TANDBERG 13011
99.95 SUGDEN T4811
89.00 YAMAHA T500
240.00 YAMAHA 170
159.00 CREEK CAS 3040
169.00

253.00
75.00
46.00
220.00
74.00
90.00
98.00
299.00
399.00

AMPLIFIERS
MUSICAL FIDELITY
SYNTHESIS £345.00
A&R A60
199.50
CREEK CAS 4040
114.00
NAD 3020A
109.00
NAD 3150
199.00
NYTECH CA252
196.00
NYTECH CA202
135.00
NAIM 42/110
P.O.A.
NAIM NAIT
P.O.A.
ROTEL RA820
79.90
TANDBERG 3012 495.00
TECHNICS
SUV 505
169.00
SUV 303
109.90
QUAD 34
230.00
QUAD 44
318.00
QUAD 405 II
260.00
YAMAHA A05
89.95
YAMAHA A400
129.00

3

4/0

172.50
199.00
259.00
169.00
241.00
175.00
399.00
161.00
119.00
219.00
125.00

CASSETTE DECKS

TONE ARMS
LINN ITTOK
LINN LVX
LINN LVV
MISSION 774SM
MISSION 774LC
REGA R300
SYRINX LE15
SYRINX PU3
ZETA

SPEAKERS

^ µCUM 5 fIF

Radford HIFI Bristol
52/54 Gloucester Road
Tel (0272) 428248

, b-Of

AIWA ADF 770
279.95
AIWA ADF 990
349.95
AIWA ADF 660
229.95
AIWA ADF 330
119.95
AIWA ADF 220
89.95
TEAC V909
329.00
TEAC V300
99.00
TEAC V350C
119.00
TEAC V400X
149.00
TEAC VIRX
349.00
DUAL C806
104.00
DUAL C824
183.00
DUAL C826
144.00
DUAL C189
189.00
HITACHI D2200
379.00
NAKAMICHI BX2
P.O.A.
NAKAMICHI BX1
P.O.A.
NAKAMICHI LX3
P.O.A.
NAD 6050
159.00
NAD 6150
199.00
TECHNICS
RSM 229
119.00
RSM 233
139.00
RSM 235
159.00
YAMAHA K300
139.00
TASCAM P/Studio 666.00

zJa,
own, • .0,, ORA", ,,,,,,

Radford HIFI Windsor
43 Fang Edward Court
Tel (07535) 56931

ARC ATOM
129.00
ARC 050
200.00
B&W DM23
185.00
B&W DM220
199.90
B&W DM110
109.90
GALE GS402
495.00
CELESTION 100
79.00
CELESTION 110 II
99.00
CELESTION 130 II
129.00
HEYBROOK HB1
129.00
HEYBROOK HB2
199.00
HEYBROOK HB3
429.00
KEF CARINA
148.00
KEF CODA III
89.00
KORD VULCAN
399.00
LINN KAN
218.50
LINN SARA
552.00
LINN DMS
1265.00
MORDAUNT SHORT
CARNIVAL 3
135.00
MS 20
96.00
JPW PI
90.00
MERIDIAN M2
905.00
MERIDIAN M3
535.00
QUAD ELS63
1212.61
ROGERS LS1
149.00
ROGERS STUDIO 1
396.00
YAMAHA NS1000
619.00
MISSION 700S
129.00
MISSION 770S
329.00
MONITOR AUDIO 252V £ 99
MONITOR AUDIO 252
119.00
MONITOR AUDIO 352
172.00
MONITOR AUDIO 152
199.00

CARTRIDGES
LINN ASAK
207.00
LINN IRAK
103.50
A&R C77
16.95
A&R P77
39.90
TECHNICS CU205
63.00
GOLDRING 9101GC
59.00
GOLDRING ELECTRO II 125.00
KOETSU BLACK
434.00
MISSION 773MM
20.00
NAGAOKA MP11
16.90
NAGAOKA MP20
38.96
NAD 9200
19.50
REGA R100
38.00
SUPEX SM1OOE
56.00
SUPEX 900EV
165.00
GRACE F9E
127.00
Barclaycard and
Access taken

rr
THE KIND OF
SYSTEMS WE
LIKE BEST
NAD 5120
Record Deck
CREEK CAS 4040
Amplifier
MONITOR AUDIO
Speakers
252V
(including leads)
£314.00

TOTAL SYSTEM

REGA PLANAR 3
(Bristol only)
REGA R100
NYTECH CA 202
HEYBROOKI-181
(including leads)
£480.00

LINN LP12
LINN LVX
NAIM NAIT
LINN KANS
(including leads)
£847.00

LINN LP12
LINN ITTO K
LINN ASAK
NAIM 32/250
SNAPS
LINN SAPAS
(including leads)
£2678.00

Record Deck
Cartridge
Amplifier
Speakers

TOTAL SYSTEM

Record Deck
Tonearm
Amplifier
Speakers

TOTAL SYSTEM

Record Deck
Tonearm
Cartridge
Pre/Power
Power Supply
Speakers

TOTAL SYSTEM

LINN LP12
Record Deck
LINN ITTO K
Tonearm
LINN ASAK T
Cartridge
NAIM 32/250
Pre/Power
SNAPS
Power Supply
LINN ISOBARIK DMS
Speakers
(including leads)
£3490.00

TOTAL SYSTEM

Prices correct at time of going
to press
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conclusions. For instance, Mr Lipshitz states
that our claims that the F*1 is audibly
inadequate is supported only by speculation.
Later he accuses us of making no claims as
to the audible performance of the F1. He
claims that he finds the F1 totally transparent
on musical program and that the burden of
proof lies on those who wish to dispute his
judgement. Surely as he is apropagator and
supporter of the new system, the burden of
proof lies on him to establish that it is not
only superior to the existing analogue
system but that it meets its advertised
claims.
The claims made for digital audio, and the
Compact Disc in particular, are outrageous.
They have no precedent that Iknow of in the
recent history of commercial advertising. It
seems to me that two or three times the
retail cost of each machine sold so far has
been spent on public relations and direct
advertising, and that false and misleading
claims about the numbers of machines sold
have been repeatedly made. Revelations and
claims of success for the new system are
attributed to sales in far flung countries all
over the world, yet on my repeated and
frequent visits to these same markets Ifind
no evidence to justify the hyperbole.
The reason for the existence of the present
analogue hi-fi industry is that historically
records have always been superior to the
hardware. In other words, it was possible to
upgrade the turntable, acartridge, a
loudspeaker or an amplifier, to get an
improved result from an existing software
collection. With the new digital system the
software and the hardware are equally
matched. Consequently, the only possible
upgrade path is to junk both hard and
software. If this is indeed the case, then the
only rational basis on which to purchase
such asystem would be if it was perfect or
very close to perfect.
It is this sales and marketing imperative
that has produced aclaim of ' pure, perfect
sound forever'. If Mr Lipshitz is not right and
the current standard proves to be
inadequate, will he give all the consumers
who took his advice their money back? Will
the hi-fi magazines compensate their readers
for foolishly taking their advice and
recommendations? Will anyone be able to
buy aCompact Disc in five or ten years'
time? Will anyone consider it worthwhile
buying aCompact Disc in five or ten years'
time?
My own view is that CD, this peculiar
amalgam of contradictions, will be replaced
by superior technology and techniques and
that the current analogue system will survive
for along time due to its inherent worth,
merit and potential for improvement. Unlike
the digital standards of today, the analogue
industry is not locked into some fixed
position or marketing window. It is far from
perfect but has been developed continuously
and more or less consistently for along time.
That development continues and will
continue to continue. People will start to look
at the Compact Disc in amore critical way
and will realise that the massless laser is not
massless and that the head is linked to a
fairly crude servo; that the claimed total
absence of background noise can, as Mr
Lipshitz admits, become aggravatingly
obvious; that the indestructable records are
easily damaged; that the industry-wide
uniform perfection of machines is nonexistent and that all the machines sound
different from each other; that indeed
different copies of the same disc can sound
different; that the machines are susceptible

to bumps and the discs to dust and
fingerprints, and sound different depending
on their location in the room; that they are
not immune from feedback; and that they
are not distortion-free. In short, that every
well- advertised claim appears to be ablatant
antithesis of the truth.
What about Mr Lipshitz's challenge? Well
we would like to accept. However, due to the
fact that Mr Lipshitz lives in mainland
America and due to the fact that this
argument betweeR analogue and digital has
been misrepresented as an argument
between Linn Products and the rest of the
world, Mr Doug Sax of the Mastering Lab in
Los Angeles, with his large store of analogue
and digital master tapes, his studio and
cutting facilities and his vast experience of
the recording industry, has asked us if he can
be allowed to respond to Mr Lipshitz's
challenge. We have accepted Mr Doug Sax's
proposition with the qualification that we are
perfectly prepared to accept the challenge
directly ourselves if Mr Lipshitz so desires
after Mr Doug Sax has his opportunity. We
would be very pleased to provide
participants or observers in Mr Sax's
response to Mr Lipshitz in Los Angeles at the
time of his choosing.
(To the public readership of your magazine
Iwould like to explain that Mr Doug Sax is an
old friend of ours and made avery strong
plea to be let at Mr Lipshitz. We feel we owe
him the opportunity of responding to this
challenge as we feel it is not in the interests
of truth or objectivity if the inaccurate view
that Linn alone oppose the Compact Disc
should gain any credence.)
We appreciate that we are vulnerable to
allegations that our vested interest in current
software and our commitment to
conventional record players makes us
biased. No such allegations can be made
against Mr Sax as he records both digital and
analogue material and cuts both types of
material for external customers.
Supporters of digital in all its formats
accuse Linn Products, and indeed anyone
who criticises their arguments, techniques or
products, of having avested interest. Surely
the people promoting digital have afar
greater vested interest to defend their
investments, to take over the world software
business, and to destroy the quality of
existing analogue material.
In conclusion, Iwould like to open adebate
about the objectivity of pro- Compact Disc
writers in the pages of HFN/RR without any
unnecessary dither. Iwould also hope that
the public begin to perceive and discriminate
the crucial distinctions between the
theoretical arguments for and against ND
and D/A convertors, digital techniques,
digital recordings, digital mixes of analogue
material, digital tape recorders and Compact
Disc, and indeed digital cassette recorders—
next year's bright new perfect, pure product!
Yours faithfully

. . . about the significant
development in audio
From: JR Quixley, Coulsdon, Surrey
Dear Sir, Ishould like to express my
disappointment at the quantity and quality of
CD coverage in your magazine. It is generally
agreed that CD represents the single and
most significant development in audio for 25
years and as such, deserves aplace in your
magazine commensurate with its
importance.
Yours faithfully
'CD Monitor' this month starts on p91 — Ed.
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bleeding corpses. The blame had to be put
on the failings of people rather than any
impugned imperfection, or flaw in the
perfect theory of socialism.
Mr Lipshitz' case for digital is very, very
similar. The theory is perfect he claims and
to prove it he cites the minimal degradation
induced by the ND and D/A stages which
even in awell conducted test are fairly small,
although not without significance if you
understand the distinction between noise
and music, and between sound and music.
But theoretical, almost perfect, digital
systems do not exist — like socialism they
end up surrounded by their equivalents of
barbed wire and other undesirable
accoutrements.
The Compact Disc, for instance, is not a
digital system. It is an analogue, electrical,
magnetic, optical, mechanical system with a
few digital components. Filters, servos and
error correction are some of the inevitable
equivalents of the Secret Police, censorship
and the barbed wire in the application of the
socialist ideal in the real world.
The Sony PCM-Fi'system is undeniably
superior to the Compact Disc yet, though
less complex, it is still flawed. Arguments for
the superior F1 system are dishonestly
portrayed as being arguments for the
Compact Disc. There is little connection, but
the distinctions are deliberately blurred in
the public mind by the shenanigans of
people like Mr Stanley Lipshitz.
Mr Lipshitz claims that we submit to the
philosophy that measurements do not
correlate with what one hears and that we
make no specific claims about the audibility
of the flaws we perceive in the F1 system.
First of all, we believe the measurements
should correlate with what one hears and I
resent the inappropriate innuendo and
suggestions of dishonesty implicit in Mr
Lipshitz' article. We have as much audio
measurement equipment in our company as
any that Iam aware of. We have long and
extensive experience of digital techniques
and asubstantial stake in the computer
industry. We have in our factory well in
excess of £ 1,000,000 invested in digital
measurement and computing systems. I
believe we are the only hi-fi company in the
world who can reproduce every stage of the
conventional analogue chain under the one
roof. We can record on tape or direct to disc
and compare the results off an acetate or off
atape with the original, if it is reproduceable,
in the same room. We have our own
commercial disc cutting facility and are
engaged in the commercial production and
promotion of conventional analogue
records. We manufacture our own products
in-house to the highest standards, and are
routinely engaged to these ends in repeated
and consistent, necessarily meaningful
measurement. Engineering is inseparable
from measurement.
The reason why we made no comments
about listening tests with the F1 is that we
wished to be as objective as possible and not
be accused of bringing personal taste or
preference to bear. For your readers'
information the F1, even on studio material
recorded live, not just by ourselves but by
other people, produces execrable results in
our experience. ( But see p.78 — Ed]
Iam astonished by Mr Lipshitz' claims for
adynamic range of 110dB for the F1. lam
even more astonished by his claims about
the significance of material recorded 15dB
below the noise floor in adigital system. Iam
appalled by Mr Lipshitz' inconsistencies and
absurd propositions, and by his non- sequitur

NEW
A SWITCH IN
TIME...

SYNTHESIS
Musical Fidelity's new integrated amplifier, the Synthesis,
is now becoming available on
general release after stirring up
considerable interest, first at our
own show at the Penta Hotel.
Heathrow, and then at Jeffries'
Brighton event in November.
Like the separate The Preampi
Dr Thomas combination, the
new amp is amore- or- less minimum facility design offering
just phono ( m- c 100µV, 2000 or
m- m 2.5mV, 47k), CD ( 2V, 47k),
Aux ( 200m V, 47k) and two tape
(both outputs being fully buffered). Level adjustment is provided, of course, but again no
balance control is fitted.
_
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FollowingIc'.etumn's cutting
of CD pley , prices by Philips
and Marautz, it was announced
in November that Philips'
application to the EEC's European Commission to have the
tariff on Japanese imports doubled — see HEN/RR October,
p.49 — has been approved. The
import duty becomes 19%,
effectively putting around £50
on the price of a Japanese
player. Philips may breathe a

CD NEWS
Following what has almost
become a tradition, Thorn EMI
Ferguson are planning to
import another piece of high
technology from Japan. Névvs
leaked out in November that thecompany is planning to import
Compact Disc players under the
Ferguson brand name. According to a Ferguson spokesman,
the company nas been so
pleased with the way that the
brand name has now been
solidly established in television
and video that the possibility of
moving into hi-fi equipment
must be considered as the next
priority. Ferguson has unsuccessfully, attempted to establish an audio business at
various times in recent years,
but the experience gained with
the VHS video system will be a
pattern for the establishment of
a new hi-fi business.
The company plan initially to
import CD players to their specification and at a price to suit
the mass market. These will
come from a single company
which Ferguson are not prepared to name as yet. In the
longer term, the deal with the
Japanese will involve an
arrangement to manufacture

The power section is specified at 70W per channel into 8
ohms, 100W single channel
(80) and is claimed to be unconditionally stable with any
speaker via any speaker cable.
JA and IH used the Synthesis
continually for the duration of
the Brighton show, driving
SL600s very happily with avariety of software. Peak demands
in excess of 130W were handled
with apparent ease and our initial impressions suggest it is an
amp which auditions very well
indeed.
Retailing for some £ 350, the
new amp looks set to corner the
market in its price area and we
hope to present a review in the
near future.
corporate sigh of relief, but presumably they are not bothered
by the fact that all those £ 50s
will come out of the pockets of
you, the customers, if you want
to exercise your right to buy
what appeals to you.
Incidentally, following the
slashing of CD player prices last
September ( see HEN/AR'
December), we were intrigued
in November to see aprediction
by Edward Greenfield in a
November Guardian that CD
player prices would not drop
below their launch level for
some time to corne!
the CD players and other hi-fi
equipment in the UK. Over a
half- dozen Japanese companies have been involved in
the discussions which, according to Richard May, marketing
manager for Ferguson, have
been very fruitful. A formal
announcement of Ferguson's
plans will have to wait several
months, pending the detailed
negotiations for the deal.
However, Ferguson hi-fi can be
expected during 1984/5.
Ferguson already have ajoint
interest in a manufacturing
plant in Newhaven, owned by
J2T, which currently makes
VHS video cassette recorders.
The plant was originally scheduled to make VHD video disc
players.
Ferguson have been watching the CD market closely, but
are not satisfied that the present
prices offer a good opportunity
to develop a mass market, In
determining the scale of the
new venture, a decision was
taken to seek a CD ' player
which, according to Richard
May, ' would be the equivalent
of the low cost and simple VHS
video recorders we started with.
We believe that CD will be an
excellent spearhead for us ' tq
et into hi-fi.'
Basil Lane

Following on from their previous Timetouch electronicallyswitched mains plug thingy,
Tek Marketing have come up
with an entirely new plug-in
timeswitch. Called, not
altogether inappropriately,
Tempo, the new version
incorporates a quartz crystal
timebase and can switch to an
accuracy of one minute. Three
'on' and three ' off' memories
are incorporated so the unit is
particularly flexible, being suitable for a variety of TV, audio

PERREAUX
AMPLIFIERS
New Zealand is not a country
that immediately springs to
mind when one thinks of
audiophile equipment. The Perreaux range of solid-state
amplifiers, however, has made
quite an impact in the USA, and
Gale loudspeaker manufacturers DW Labs are to distribute
them in the UK. The range features one prearnp, the £ 1150
SM2, which couples Burmesteresque standards of construction
with an overload performance
reminiscent of the outstanding

LOW OUTPUT
'COIL FROM
GOLDRING
We find it astonishing that the
Japanese have done so well in
the world of cartridge manufacture to the detriment of homegrown products. The appearance of the excellent high output rn-c cartridge from UK company Goldring at the beginning
of 1983, therefore, was a welcome sign that things were still
healthy for our only indigenous
manufacturer. In his review for
HFN/RR (
July ' 83), Alvin Gold
hinted that a lower output version suitable for feeding
straight into a m- c amplifier
input was planned: November's
South Coast Show, organised
Fi, saw the new
by Jeffries Hi model's first appearance in
public. The ' Electro II-LZ
(Boronr is constructed on a
diecast aluminium chassis,
which has a broad flat top surface to ensure a good tight

and alarm applications. Particularly helpful is the back-up provided by a longlife Duracell battery, which means, of course,
that the unit itself is unaffected
by power failures. Being selfpowered too; means that setting of the clock and timer functions can be done conveniently
in the hand rather than groping
around at skirting board level.
Four buttons are used for this
and the display is an LCD 7segment type. Tempo costs just
£19.95 inc VAT and postage
from Tek Marketing, Burrel
Road, St Ives, Huntingdon,
Cambs, PE17 4LE.
Krell, as well as a 100W power
amp (£ 11501, a 200W power
amp (£ 1700), and a 500W amp,
of which the inside is shown in
the photo (£3500). Whilst these
prices are certainly high, they
are appreciably lower than the
immediate competition and the
Perreaux should be checked out
if you feel like dropping this sort
of money on a high- end set-up.
Details from DW Labs Ltd, PO
Box 43, Dunstable, Beds LU6
2NZ. Tel: 0582 872138.
Stop press news is that DW
Labs are also distributing the
famed Japanese AudioNote
m- c cartridges: more information next month.

bond to the headshell. The components have been designed as
far as possible to pressure- fit in
order to avoid the use of compliant glues, and thus make the
structure as rigid as possible.
The coil is wound from 18um
gauge copper wire, slightly
thicker than that used in the
high output model, but the need
for less turns, coupled with the
use of a lightweight boron cantilever, gives rise to a marginally lower moving mass. HF
tracking ability should therefore
be slightly better. At the sharp
end, Goldring have not unexpectedly opted for a van den
Hul stylus profile, to get the best
tracking performance. Output is
highish (!) at about 5000 at
5cm/s, 1kHz, so a step-up with
about 20dB ( 10X) would be best
(most give somewhat more
than this).
Price will be around £ 185 inc.
VAT. Details from Goldring Products Ltd, Anglian Lane, Bury
St. Edmunds IP32 SSS. Tel:
0284 701101.
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THE GARAGE
DOOR TAPE
We have been using a digital
demonstration tape recorded
by enthusiast Mike Skeet with
the Calrec Soundfield mic at our
talks at hi-fi shows. Consisting
mainly of musical examples, it
also contains the astonishing
'garage door' recording which
Mike recorded to demonstrate
the dynamic range potential of
a 16- bit digital recorder. Mike
wrote up the background to his
recordings in HFN/RR Septem-

AUDIO 84
What has become known as the
Swiss Cottage show has moved
this year to anew location at the
Regent Crest Hotel in central
London. The new venue
apparently offers much better
access for both exhibitors and
the punter ( something of arelief
after the veritable rabbit warren
of a place we used to grope
around) with more than twice
the floor area to boot. The latter
has enabled greater emphasis
to be placed on static displays

THE SOUND OF
LEAD!
As mentioned in last month's
Bob Stuart interview, PWB
recently sent us their latest lead
terminator, to go between
speaker cable and speaker. The
accompanying note from Peter
Belt evidenced great excitement, saying: ' If you can hear

fAM°
SPEAKER

LSO

One of the cheapest speakers
we have heard offering acceptable sound quality comes from
Danish company Jamo. The
SL60 costs just £ 50, yet offers a
horn- loaded tweeter and a 6in.

ber ( p.81), and now tells us that
he is making the collection
available commercially. Sony
F1 owners can buy a digital
bit- for- bit dub on a Beta video
cassette for £20, while those of
us less well off will have to be
content with a real-time duplicated cassette on Maxell UDXL
II for £ 6. Both tapes last for 60
minutes and are wholeheartedly recommended.
Details from Whitetower
Records, 2 Roche Gardens,
Bletchley, Milton Keynes MK3
6HR. Tel: 73969.
without, of course, jeopardising
the regular listen- in facilities.
The Regent Crest Hotel is
located at Carburton Street, W1,
seven minutes walk from
Oxford Circus and only just
around the corner from Great
Portland Street tube station.
The show runs from 26th to
29th January, trade only Thurs
(3-71 and Fri ( 10-3), public Fri
(3-71, Sat ( 10-7) and Sun ( 10-6),
and admission as befbre is free.
We'll be there as usual, so corne
along and see us for the latest
thinking on audio.
what I can, then electrical
theory will need some re- writing!' Provisional tests do indeed
suggest a significant subjective
effect, which chez Colloms represents an improvement.
Further comments will be forthcoming when essential ' blindfold' testing procedures have
been followed and some basic
measurements undertaken.
MC
woofer in a reflex cabinet to
give a high 91.5dB/W/m sensitivity. OK, the SL6Os are not
lsobariks or Quads, but they
would make a useful second
pair for kitchen or bedroom use.
Details from Goodmans Loudspeakers Ltd, Downley Rof.id,
Havant, Hampshire P09 2NL.
Tel: 0705 486344.
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IN SEARCH OF THE
LOST CHORD
... starts the press release we
received about a new turntable
from Audio Technica, their first,
Exactly who lost it, they aren't
saying, but the subject of the
release is a prime contender for
the 1984 ' Golden Turkey
Awards', for the parallel-tracking arm doesn't pivot on to the
record, instead the turntable
moves upwards! The record is
HI-FI NEWS& RECORD REVIEW

automatically centred and held
flat by Audio Technica s
vacuum mat, then the location
of every groove is scanned by
laser and
memorised'. The
tonearm is then driven precisely
across the record with ' upforce'
rather than dovvnforce supplied
by moving the platter up
against the stylus under the
command of the computer.
Audio Technica say that they
have no plans as of yet to
launch this possible world-beater in the UK.
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Pure gold
from Goldring
You've heard about it.
You've read about it.
It's Britain's first stereo moving coil cartridge.
It's ahigh output model and plugs directly into
the moving magnet input of most amplifiers.
It's built to the highest standards of rigidity in
line with the latest thinking in cartridge design.
It's fitted with the incomparable van den Hul fine
line stylus.
And it sounds superb.
But don't just take our word for it - judge for
yourself - ask your HiFi dealer for ademonstration.

Goldring
... the audible improvement.

Goldring Products Limited
Bury St Edmunds Tel: 0284 701101
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BREMA
PRESIDENT GETS
JAPANESE AWARD
The acronym BREMA stands for
'British Radio & Electrical
Equipment Manufacturers'
Association'. One could be forgiven for thinking that its members would therefore be British,
but the fact remains that, apart
from its support for the Federation of British Audio, BREMA
has become the preserve of the
Japanese, due to their manufacturing of television sets in the
UK. This trend, of course, while
enabling the Far Eastern companies to gain access to the
major prize of the EEC market,
has also created aconsiderable
number of jobs, and it would be
foolish to look such a gift horse
in the mouth. This is all by way
of a preamble to the news that
Lord Thorneycroft, the President of BREMA, has been
awarded one of Japan's highest
honours, the Order of the
Sacred Treasure, First Class.
This award has only twice
before been conferred upon
British nationals: Professor
Arnold Toynbee in 1968; and
Edmund Leopold de Rothschild
in 1978.
The award to Lord Thorneycroft, Chairman of Pye of Cambridge until 1979 and aprevious
President of the Board of Trade
and Chancellor of the Exchequer, was made in recognition
of his ' contribution to promoting industrial cooperation and
collaboration and the exchange

o

T1RANSDYN
Described as a new solution to
an old problem, Transdyn is an
item of signal processing equipment designed by Swiss sound
engineer Jeurg Jecklin — a
name familiar to all hi-fi buffs
on account of the extraordinary
looking ' Float' headphones he
originated. Jecklin feels that
although the problems of capturing rock- type music for
domestic replay on record have
largely been overcome now,
those connected with the replay
of ' classical' are by no means
resolved. What he has set out to
achieve with Transdyn is to
bridge the gap between soundfields which originate in large
halls and their recreation in the
listening room at home.
Measurements have shown that
most users set the loudest passages for replay some 8-10dB
lower than those generated in
the concert hall, yet the quiet
levels required are much the
same. Also, of course, the home
listener has to do without the
visual stimulation he receives in
the concert hall, with the result
that signals recorded 'flat' contain some information which
remains unnoticed on the
record. ( See interview with
EMI's John Willan on p.115
November in this connection.)
Transdyn attempts to rectify
the situation by subtle manipulations of the signal. It provides agradual increase in gain
when the source signal drops to
its — 10dB point and reaches a
maximum boost of 5dB at the
—40dB level; below that the
24

of opinions between the two
countries' electronics industries'. As Chairman of the Radio
Industry Council ( RIC), Lord
Thorneycroft also led the British
Industry's delegation in regular
meetings with the EIAJ ( Electronic Industries Association of
Japan).
We would certainly like to
offer our congratulations to
Lord Thorneycroft on his
award. On our Editor's last trip
to Japan, however, he was disappointed to see the low
penetration of British hi-fi in
their mass market. Four lonely
pairs of English- made speakers
— Spendor BC1s, Tannoy GRFs,
AR18s and Rogers LS3/5As —
were the only signs he could
find in Osaka's . equivalent of
Tottenham Court Road that anyone in Britain made speakers,
let alone electronics. A speaker
designer for a major Japanese
hi-fi company drew him to one
side when no-one was listening
to confide that he couldn't
design abetter speaker than the
Quad ' erectrostatics' he used in
his own system — but that
Japanese engineer's designs
are to be found in great numbers in British high streets, and
the average UK consumer
thinks that ' Quad' is something
to do with four-channel records.
It would appear that, foreign
honours notwithstanding, British manufacturers of ' real' hi-fi
still have a long way to go in
establishing aworld market of a
size commensurate with the
quality of their products!
boost remains constant. This
differs from conventional compressor/expanders which
operat on adynamic expansion
basis. To help make up for the
lack of visual information, the
unit also makes frequency
dependent adjustments on a
dynamic basis, following the
well-known curves of equal
loudness described by Fletcher
and Munson. The signal is treated in three frequency bands:
20-200Hz, 200Hz-3.5kHz, and
3.5-20kHz. Each is treated separately, according to its level and
spectrum ( whether it is a sustained signal or a transient).
These modified bands are then
recombined with the unadulterated original in the output mixing stage.
The results claimed for Transdyn are, to quote the blurb, ' a
noticeable improvement in the
clarity of the music with instruments [ which> were previously
not heard, or heard only faintly,
now coming through clearly
and distinctly. Stereo imaging is
also improved and this adds
spatial dimension to the music
which enables the listener to
better visualise the relative
positions of the various instruments of the orchestra'. Our
preliminary try- out certainly
didn't contradict these claims,
the unit providing amost listenable sound of considerable subtlety. We plan to investigate the
unit and report in more depth in
afuture issue. Transdyn costs a
rather steep £200 and is distributed by Ambience ( Audio) Ltd,
Holly Bank, 145b Buxton Road,
Heaviley, Stockport.

MONITOR AUDIO
REFERENCE 552
As afurther step in their revitalisation on the UK market,
Monitor Audio have developed
another model in their ' R'
series, this one called the R552.
The cabinet is well built and
heavy, and bears a passing
resemblance to the Meridian
M2. The working bits include a
fairly simple crossover between
the two drive units, and the
bass driver is built into a home
brewed cast chassis akin to the
ones made by Volt, and too few
other UK speaker manufacturers.
Monitor Audio are owners of ,
MQ Cabinets, who make better
than average speaker cabinets
for a large number of specialist
loudspeaker manufacturers.
The 552 is an ample testament
to their craft. A wide range of
veneers is available, fully
matched pair-wise. The fully

CD RACK
The tidy-minded among you
who have taken the plunge and
gone in for CD, will welcome a
new storage idea from a firm
called Deskatlas Ltd. ' Discbox'
and ' Twinbox' are the CD
equivalents of the well-known
cassette racks. Discbox holds
ten 'single' CDs and Twinbox
five of the double packs fog,

ILP 1N-CAR AMPS
Canterbury company ILP must
be familiar to DIY hi-fi fans
because of their high quality
toroidal transformers. They
have now entered a new field,
that of in-car entertainment
(ICE), with two amplifier modules which can be hooked up to
aconventional radio or cassette
player to pive more power. And
power, with Only;12V DC available, is what is always in short
supply in a car.
ILP have produced a mono
modular amp, the 15W-into4ohms C15 at £7.95, and the

integrated stands are finished in
matching veneer, and incorporate fixing points for floor
spikes if required. The speaker
design includes side panel bracing, heavy duty internal wiring
and a ' Cobex' cone on the bass
unit which appears to have
been built using criteria familiar
from Celestion's SL6.
A quick listen to an early
prototype suggested a highly
competent, if slightly ' laid back'
balance with excellent 3-dimentional imagery and a very
box- like sound. The
smooth, un rearwards tilt incorporated into
the stand design, though,
appears to be excessive, and
this with other small points will
be attended to by the time the
model reaches the shops. Estimated selling price — £ 297.85 a
pair, stands inclusive. Monitor
Audio Ltd, Cherry Hinton Road,
Cambs CB1 4DJ. Tel: ( 0223)
246344.
Alvin Gold
Mahler 9, Decca, or Messiah,
Erato — which, come to think of
it, has three CDs and the text
pamphlet all in atwin pack). The
racks are interlocking, to cope
with growing collections, and
have screw keyholes at the rear
for wall- mounting. A carrying
case will be available in due
course. HMV and other specialist stores are stocking the racks.
Deskatlas Ltd, 36 Villiers St,
London WC2N GNJ.

stereo equivalent, the C1515 at
£14.95 ( prices less VAT). Distortion performance appears
respectable for ICE at 0.1% THO
at 10W output ( 1kHz). Both have
switchable sensitivity so that
they can be fed either from a
normal output stage or from a
preamp, and an automatic
switch-on facility is incorporated. The C1515 may be operated in bridged configuration to
give double the power. Details
from ILP Electronics Ltd, Graham Bell House, Roper Close,
Canterbury, Kent CT2 72P Tel:
0227 54775.
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SENNHEISER
MINICANS
German company Sennheiser
have introduced another inexpensive lightweight headphone, the MS80 at £ 19.95.
Intended for both hi-fi and
Walkman use, the MS80 comes
with a small 3.5mm stereo jack
and a conventional 1
/ in. adap4
tor, and offers slightly larger
foam ear pads than usual to
give lower pressure on the ears.

'
-------Details from Hayden Labs Ltd,
Hayden House, Chiltern Hill,
Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks, Tel:
0753 999447.

16-BIT ADC
AVAILABLE

tion with high accuracy and low
drift. Isn't this just what the ICs
in domestic digital kit offer?
Well, that's true, except that this
Those who claim that the curnew device, housed in a cornrently available digital chips in
pact metal case, costs almost as
recorders and CD players offer
much per channel — £ 670 each
performance approaching the
for bulk purchases — as a corntheoretical, are perhaps being a
plete Sony PCM-701ES! Cerbit optimistic if the advertising
tainly it looks as though the
for a new ADC ( analogue-todigital revolution will leave
digital convertor) is to be
plenty of scope for subjective
believed. For the Data Beta
ZAD7402 offers 16- bit resolu- I reviewing.
interfaces their new VHS format
BANG & OLUFSEN
video recorder with their
The new products from B & 0
increasingly popular high qualemphasize their commitment to
ity televisions. A particular
high-fidelity, both on the audio
bonus for our readership is the
and video scenes, while still
ability to reproduce and record
providing a level of user constereo FM audio with video
venience which leaves competifrom simulcast ( radio & TV)
tors years behind. Their top
adaptor.
transmissions via an
Hi Fi systems are now entirely
New music systems also
remote controllable from asubinclude the £ 500 music centre
stantial panel, and may be
model 2200 and the 2000 sepa installed with sensors and
rates system, both representing
loudspeakers to be operated
highly convenient and uniquely
independently ( one at atime) in
hi-fi. Danish approaches to
any room. Similar logic control

B&W TO
DISTRIBUTE
NAKAIVIICHI
Natural Sound Systems had
done avery good job of increasing public awareness of the
Nakamichi brandname since
their takeover by Hi Fi Markets,
but coincidentally with the
appearance of Angus McKenzie's review of the incredible
'Dragon' cassette deck (
HFN/RR
November), we heard that the
Japanese company, for some
reason, were looking for someone else. The trade had been
full of rumours all Autumn, and
in late October it was officially

1984 ANNUAL
The new HFN/RR Annual is now
available. Costing just £ 1.80, it
features la crème de la crème of
the equipment reviews from the
last year's issues reprinted in
full, with summaries of all the
others. System advice from our
sister magazine Stereo will be
of great help to beginners,
while a revised version of our
Manufacturer Index will be

NEW MAYWARE
PICKUP

The range of pickups offered by
Edgware company Mayware
has been reinforced by a new
low output moving- coil model,
the MC- 7V, at £ 138 inc. VAT,
Most obvious feature is a flattopped synthetic sapphire plate
to fix the body securely to the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

announced that B&W Loudspeakers were going to form a
joint- venture company with
Nakamichi to distribute the
Japanese company's products
in the UK and Eire from January
1st. This had not been unexPected, as the two companies
have close business ties
throughout the world; indeed,
Nakamichi are the Worthing
firm's Japanese importers. For
service, contact B&W LoudsPeakers ( UK Sales) Ltd at Elm
Grove Lane, Steyning, West
Sussex. Tel: 0903 815919, or for
sales, contact B&W at Meadow
Lane, Worthing, West Sussex
BN11 2RX. Tel: 0903 205303.
indispensable for all those stuck
for a telephone number or
address.
A year's classical record
reviews are summarised, whilst
as many classical CDs as we
could lay our hands on are
reviewed in depth. The 1984
HFN/RR Annual should be an
invaluable companion on your
record shop visits. Buy it now
before it disappears from the
newsagent's shelves.
headshell, while the stylus is an
Ogura ' Vital' profile. Mayware
say that sound quality is ' equal
or better than the most expensive cartridges available'. We
hope to review the MC- 7V soon
to see if this is true; in the
meantime, details can be
obtained from Mayware Ltd, PO
Box 58, Edgware, Middlesex
HA8 9UH. Tel: 01-958 9421.
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Regent Crest

LONDON'S
MAJOR PUBLIC
HI-FI SHOW
JANUARY
26•27•28•29

at the Regent Crest
off Marylebone Rd.
Nearest tube stations Great Portland St.,
Regents Park, Warren St.
OPENING TIMES

Friday 27th JAN 3pm-7pm
Saturday 28th JAN 10am-7pm
Sunday 29th JAN 10am-6pm
TRADE PREVIEW TIMES

Thursday 26th JAN 3pm-7pm
Friday 27th JAN 10am-3pm

NEWS FEATURE
Hayden Laboratories, En

AUTOMATED
BROADCASTING
Robert Follis* visits FM Tokyo in Japan
M TOKYO, call sign .JOAU on 80MHz
stereo, is Japan's oldest commercial
FM radio station. Founded in 1970 it is
the only one of its kind in Tokyo. The head
offices and studios are on the 31st floor of a
skyscraper in Shinjuku, the ' 21st century'
area of the city, and the 10kW transmitter is
sited in the Tokyo Tower, an oddly
misplaced replica of the Eiffel Tower,
situated near the centre of town. ( Tokyo by
night, with the skyscrapers and the ' Eiffel'
tower lit up resembles astrange mixture of
Paris and New York. In many ways the giant
cities of the world are more alike than they
are different.)
The first impression one gets upon arrival
at FM Tokyo is that of space: while the
production studios are buried in the centre of
the building, all the main offices and on- air
rooms enjoy floor-to- ceiling windows and, in
clear weather, views all the way to Mt Fuji.
From the 31st floor, Tokyo looks like an
anthill and most window sills have
binoculars lying about so that the
inhabitants of the tower can keep an eye on
the ants down below.
The main reason for my visit lay in the fact
that FM Tokyo is almost totally automated. It
has the astonishing, if rarely used, capability
to run unattended for 38 hours! In practice,
the station is continually manned, and
during the day prerecorded programmes
from the automated section are mixed with
live news and the occasional live guest spot.
The programme output of the station is
surprisingly similar to that of Capital Radio/
Radio 2. There is the usual ' wakey, wakey'
and news, then housewifely fare all day, and
token community coverage in the evening,
followed by contemporary music, rock or
jazz. ( Jazz is very popular in Japan and gets
better radio coverage than anywhere else in
the world.)
The Automation system that runs FM
Tokyo's broadcasting was designed and
built by Denon ( Nippon Columbia) who
supply over 90% of the equipment used in
Japanese radio stations. The design aim was
to eliminate most of the labour-intensive
operations involved in commercial
broadcasting without compromising in
any way the flexibility and sound quality
available from 10 1/
2in. reel-to-reel tapes. It
has proved very successful and there are
now ten radio stations in Japan all using
similar sets of equipment.
Each automated facility consists of a
DN-152P Multiple Tape Cartridge Reproducer
and aDN-112RT Automatic Spot Commercial
Editing system, alarge number of reel-toreel tape recorders, plus, of course, the
ubiquitous main computer. The heart of the
system is the remarkable DN-152P which
carries all the programmes for transmission.
In its cabinet it stands over seven feet tall
and in some respects looks like aHeath
Robinson device. However, it is built to the
highest professional standards and is
designed to handle and play 10 1
/ in. reel-to2
reel tapes as easily as if they were cassettes.
Each cabinet contains two 10 1/
2in. transports
arranged to run vertically, with acentral well
holding up to 38 cartridges. Each cartridge
consists of a10 1/
2in. reel enclosed within a
26

flat plastic case, and once this is loaded into
the machine, all further operations such as
tape threading, speed selection, etc, are
handled automatically.
When aprogramme is played, the
cartridge is auto- loaded at the bottom of the
transport and the tape threaded onto the
fixed upper reel. At the end of the
programme the tape is rewound back into
the cartridge which is then ejected into a
storage bin at the bottom of the cabinet.
Cartridges are shuttled from the stack to one
or other transport under control of the
computer, and at the correct time the loaded
tape will play, then be ejected, the next one
taking its place. In case of error or
malfunction, each transport can be operated
on its own and, if necessary, under manual
control. In the unlikely event of total machine
failure, the cartridges can be taken out,
opened and then played on the nearest
reel-to-reel tape recorder. Thus the system
combines the reliability and quality of
standard 10 1
/ 1n. reels with the benefits of
2
totally automated tape handling.
t23

see

that the DJs subject them to. The 103 was, in
fact, designed in 1963 as abroadcast
cartridge and is used as such in radio
stations across the world. It has also gone on
since then to become an all time hi-fi classic.
The advertisements, obviously avery
important aspect of commercial radio, are
handled separately in acompletely
automated production suite using the
DN-112RT spot editing system. This consists
of five 10 1/
2in. tape transports in two racks,
all linked to asmall computer and controlled
from one keyboard. When an advertisement
or jingle is delivered to the station, it is
copied onto one of the transports and
allocated acomputer address. Four of the
transports are used for storage, and
hundreds of commercials can be stored at
any onetime. Every morning one operator
takes 20 minutes to produce tapes of all the
ads and jingles required for the next 24
hours. All that is necessary is for him to key
in the details and anew tape is automatically
recorded.
Every tape produced finally ends up in the
master control room which houses the main
computer, the DN152P Cartridge Reproducer
and six reel-to-reel recorders, as well as all
the usual equipment required to send the
signal out to the transmitter. Once all the
tapes are loaded, everything is automatic,

Model ON-112RT
Automatic Spot
Commercial Editing
System (Analogue;
stereo

Model ON- 152p
Automatic
Multiple Tape •
Reproducer; up
to 38 cartridge
tapes can be
mounted

To feed this hungry machine, FM Tokyo
has one on- air room and five production
studios. Three of these are fairly small, just
big enough for chat shows, etc, and two are
slightly larger and can be used for smallscale live music or drama. Most
programmes are recorded one to three days
in advance, and then the 10 1
/ in. reel-to-reel
2
end result is fitted into acartridge and filed
for automated replay at alater date. During
my visit, Studio 1was recording ' Coffee
Time', achat show with two people. Ifound
the overall tone of the show, however, to be
depressing. No knowledge of Japanese was
required to understand the banalities being
exchanged; asimilar programme in London
or New York would sound no different. A sad
comment on our ' Global Village'? Each
studio is equipped with four tape recorders
and two disc players, again all manufactured
by Denon. The Diatone monitors ( made by
Mitsubishi, Ibelieve) look like four foot- high
1952 Cadillac radiator grilles. Despite that,
they sound remarkably good and Ifeel
would bear comparison with anything used
by the BBC.
Disc replay was to amuch higher standard
than the UK norm, as the cartridges used
were Denon DL103 moving- coils. These,
surprisingly enough, survive all the abuse

video monitors throughout the building
displaying programme timings and details,
and just one man sitting at the console to
keep an eye on things.
An hour spent here can be rather eerie: as
transmission time approaches a10-9-8-7
countdown starts on screen and at the exact
moment machines spring into life without
human intervention. As one of the brochures
says ( in translation), staffing levels can be
rationalised ' by reducing operators sticking
on the tape reproducer'!
The overall operation is tremendously
impressive, particularly for the commitment
to automation with quality. The ownership of
good quality radios and stereo receivers is
so widespread in Japan that the
broadcasters resist the temptation to
downgrade their audio output to the level of
the proverbial ' six-transistor radio'. Iam sure
that, as aresult, the Japanese hi-fi industry
probably sells more product.
FM Tokyo sets apattern for the future of
profitable commercial radio that will be hard
to beat. In this country, though, the
combination of union pressure and
technological Luddite- ism will probably keep
tape-ops and continuity announcers in jobs
for along time to come. ItNEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Fl new generation.
Find anew leader.

ANNOUNCING THE SUPERB NEW ML140-HE
Every generation has its leader And Shure's new
generation of cartridges is no exception — the new
state-of-the-art ML140-HE. A cartridge so
advanced it takes cartridge technology — and sound
reproduction — astep further forward than ever
before.
Drawing on our years of experience, the new Shure
ML140-HE's specification makes maximum use of
the latest computer technology to incorporate
some of the most impressive design features ever
seen in any one cartridge.
Features like an exclusive Hyperelliptical patented
MASARTM polished Diamond Tip and unique
Beryllium MICROWALL/Be Stylus Shank, for an
amazingly flat frequency response and unparalleled
high frequency trackability. A new slim-line Dynamic
Stabilizer; to eliminate groove skipping, wow' and
wear A Side- Guard Stylus Protection System, to
remove the risk of accidental stylus damage. Even a
levelling alignment stylus, for totally accurate
positioning and tracking.
AND INTRODUCING THE NEW
ML120-HE
Same sleek styling as the
ML140-HE Features
such sophisticated
design innovations as
acarefully contoured
Hyperelliptical
Diamond Tip, unique
Telescopic Stylus Shank,
exclusive Dynamic
Stabilizer and
built-in Side- Guard
Stylus Protection
System — all
contributing to an
incredibly accurate
tracking ability
allied to superb
sound reproduction
at virtually no risk of
damage to either
record groove or stylus.
HEAR THEM.
BELIEVE THEM.
The superb new
ML140-HE and high
performance new
ML120-HE are only two in a
totally new generation of Shure
cartridges — 12 in all, each created and
precision crafted with the aid of the latest
computer technology plus our years of cartridge
design experience and proven quality control
systems to realise the ultimate in record
reproduction — and listening enjoyment.
Experience the new ML140-HE and ML120-HE
at your Shure dealer now Or send direct for full
colour literature.
TM

HW International 3-5 Eden Grove
London N7 8EQ Tel: 01-607 2717
8

You'll hear more from us

100 LUCKY PEOPLE
THE NEXT 100 PEOPLE TO BUY
MERIDIAN ACTIVE
LOUDSPEAKERS WILL GET A
FREE 101B PREAMPLIFIER TO
COMPLETE THEIR SYSTEM.
CONTACT THESE DEALERS NOW
FOR FULL DETAILS OF THIS
AMAZING OFFER.
WHILE OUR STOCKS LAST YOU
COULD SAVE £250.
THIS OFFER APPLIES TO M2 AND M10. DETAILS
OF M3 OFFER FROM YOUR DEALER.
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Aberdeen
Holborn Hi Fi
Birmingham
Fiveways
Bolton
Cleartone Hi Fi
Brighton
Brighton Hi Fi
Jeffries
Bristol
Absolute Sound
Cambridge
Universily Audio
Cardiff
Audio Excellence
Castleford
Eric Wiley
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Hampshire Audio
Cheltenham
Absolute Sound
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New Dawn Hi Fi
Croydon
Spaldings
K.J. Leisure Sound
Derby
Active Audio
Devizes
L. J. Rutter
Eastbourne
Jeffries Hi Fi
Edinburgh
Hi Fi Corner
Gateshead
Lintone
Glasgow
Hi Fi Corner
Music Room
Guildford
Unilet
Harrow
K.J. Leisure Sound
Huddersfield.
Huddersfield Hi Fi
Hull
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Ilford
AT Labs
King's Lynn
Martins Electronic
Liverpool
W A. Brady
London N1
Grahams Electrical
London W1
K.J. Leisure Sound
London NW1
Spbjective Audio
London NW6
Audio T
London SW7
Unilet Hi Fi
Manchester
Cleartone
Eulipion
New Malden
Unilet
Norwich
Martins Electronic
Nottingham
Nick Dakin
Oxford
Absolute Sound
Horns of Oxford
Salisbury
Salisbury Hi Fi
Sheffield
Audio Centre
Swindon
Absolute Scund
Tonbridge
Tonbridge Hi Fi
Uxbrige
K. J. Leisure Sound
Warwick
JCV Organisation
Watford
K.J. Leisure Sound
Wolverhampton
Cleartone
Gt. Yarmouth
Martins Electronic
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0224 25713
021 455 0667
0204 31423
0273 695776
0273 609431
0272 24975
0223 354237
0222 285565
0977 563066
04215 65232
0242 583960
0244 23179
01 654 1231
01 486 8262
0332 38085
0380 2268
0323 31336
031 556 7901
0632 774167
041 248 2840
041 221 2527
0483 571534
01 863 8690
0484 44668
0482 29240
01 518 0915
0553 61683
051 733 6859
01 837 4412
01 486 8263
01 387 8281
01 794 7848
01 589 2586
061 835 1156
061 225 4448
01 942 9567
0603 27010
0602 783862
0865 65961
0865 511241
0722 22169
0742 737893
0793 38222
0732 366767
0895 33474
0926 493796
0923 45250
0902 772901
0493 56044
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Cambridge Audio Return
t
tis

said that things happen in threes, yet
it is still something of asurprise to have
hree new British integrated amplifiers
appearing within as many months from the
Cambridge area, that famous home of
English amplification. There is quite enough
space devoted to the Audiolab in this issue
already, though my sneak preview last
month and the designers' acknowledgement
of the historical importance of the
Cambridge Audio amplifiers to them and to
the UK hi-fi industry ( interview p68),
makes afine introduction to the relaunch of
this Famous Name, and the arrival of the
£159 P35. The other member of this
triumvirate is of course the Mission
Cambridge 778, which was very favourably
reviewed by Martin Colloms last October.
Academia- based Cambridge Audio
appeared in the late 'sixties in the van of
new-wave high-tech British amplifiers,
whose white-hot technological revolution
was setting out to challenge the supremacy
of abooming transistorised Quad and a
gently decaying Rank-owned Leak, just as
the Japanese were beginning to appear in
the UK market.
They bristled with innovation, particularly
the preamp. Perhaps they were alittle too
complex for their own good, perhaps their
management was not sufficiently
commercially minded. The company took a
financial tumble, along with worthy
contemporaries, in 1972.
The Company was bought by C.E.
Hammond ( Revox distributor at the time),
and continued for anumber of years, with
various efforts made on product
development and several variations on the
basic theme. But amove to Byfleet, and
Hammond's increasing involvement in US
business led to adecline in the late
seventies. Then acouple of years ago it was
bought by current owner Vince Adams,
whose decade- long involvement in the
industry has included the highly successful
launch of the Yamaha range, the failure to
establish the ill-fated Setton brand, and the
again successful setting up and running of
the Superfi shops in the Midlands.
The P35 thus arrives slap- bang in what has
become, in rather less than ayear, one of the
strongest areas of competition in the
marketplace. It looks absolutely splendid to
my sensibilities, and is fashionably discreet
compared with its ancestors. But there are
some ergonomic bones to pick, and the top
plate was abit rattly.
Being human ( honestly), the first thing one
does with anew toy is twiddle the knobs
(goodness only knows why!). And knob
twiddling on the Cambridge is awhole new
experience. Though it doesn't actually affect
the performance one jot or iota, the
impression that they have been affixed using
Blutak is inescapable.
Unfortunately my experiences with the
pushbuttons did not in any way raise my
confidence. Unexpectedly the on/off button
stayed depressed until actually pulled out,
whereupon it subsequently refused to stay
depressed at all. Attempting to assess a
product with one's right thumb holding
down the on/off switch is not the stuff of
which glowing tributes are made. Happily,
strong parcel tape proved an effective
substitute.
While repeating my assertion that this is
one of the most attractive amplifiers of
conventional size and shape that Ihave seen,
even down to the nice (could be better
finished) hardwood endplates, to give it a
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SOUNDS
Paul Messenger
little touch of domesticity, the stylised
typeface (all lower case) is somewhat
affected and rather difficult to read. There is
no attempt to scale any of the controls,
compounding the vagueness of their 'feel'.
Four inputs are provided, DIN for ' rad',
tape monitor and 'CD', phonos for disc, with
aswitch offering moving-magnet or movingcoil options. Rear panel outputs include one
set of 4mm sockets for speakers, plus a
headphone jack which does not mute the
speakers.
Five large and perhaps confusingly
identical knobs along the front control'
volume, input, balance, bass and treble, the
latter, according to the manual, being
entirely passive, and offering alimited
(though nonetheless ample) ± 5dB ( 50Hz &
15kHz). The manual mentions auxiliary

socketry with ahighish 150mV sensitivity,
which would not be entirely suitable for CD
matching, though Isuspect the CD- labelled
input has had this adjusted to amore useful
value, as the volume control range and
settings seemed perfectly practical for CD
and Llpfm-c sources.
Frankly, it would be hard to think of a
better choice and balance of facilities for any
but the most hardened vinyl junkie. There
are m-cstep-up devices that cost as much as
the P35, and the delicate tone control action
should be useful for taming CDs that need it.
Although this is not afull-facility device, it
still has enough as astraightforward nononsense integrated amplifier for most likely
requirements. There is evidence of economy
in various areas, which is inevitable,
perhaps, given the high ' perceived value' of
the package. But there is no doubt that the
economies have been sensibly chosen, at
least externally ( Ido not regard myself as
competent to evaluate minutiae of
component choice and circuit topology).

Power output is quoted at 35W into
8ohms, but the specific test sheet that
accompanied the amplifier (anice touch
that) claimed ameasured 61.7/74.1W/8ohm
both/single channel drive, so there should be
ample power available, even if the large
percentage difference might indicate some
economy in the power supply design.
Switch-on was atraumatic experience as
mentioned, though once established, some
rather nice sounds were being produced,
which were already starting to swing my
prejudices back firmly in favour of this
model.
However, my positive vibes were once
again shattered, this time by intermittent
occasional pops and splutters from the
speakers, say every ten minutes, but at a
distractingly high level ( m-cinput). It has not
yet done any damage to any of the speakers
connected, but I
wouldn't go out of the
house leaving it switched on (and Ionly turn
my NAP250s off when Igo away overnight).
Ultimately this, and this alone, prevents my
endorsement of the product at this stage,
and it is quite likely to be just asilly isolated
fault from this very early production sample.
What of the sound? Well it was sweet,
slightly limited in definition at bandwidth
extremes, but nicely controlled in those
areas, nonetheless. And it was very well
integrated, giving a 'seamless' sound with
good coherence, and no ' boom and tizz'
effects. Though I
fed it from aLinn front-end
and Marantz CD player, I
felt Isobariks would
be abit of adaft match, and so pressed into
service Mission 70 and LS3/5A designs, the
former proving an excellent combination in
every respect. The 3/5A needs abit more
power than the P35 seemed eager to
provide, and in any case sounds
substantially inferior to the much cheaper
Mission in my environment. ( Yes I
agree it's
strange, but there's no point in pretending
otherwise; every dog has his day and all
that; long live the anachrophilel)
In asense the sound is rather what one has
come to expect from the better British
budget audiophile amplifiers: slightly
rounded corners, nicely informative, not
trying too hard and over- reaching itself, yet
not 'squeaky clean' in the manner of hightech super-amps; sort of 'warm and cuddly',
if alittle coloured (to use the adjective more
in the sense of colour wash or rose-tinted
glasses than referring to specific frequencylinked coloration).
Based on very limited experience of some
of the commercial alternatives, Ishould be
surprised if the P35 matched the Audiolab or
NAIT, though Idid find it more enjoyable to
listen to (though not necessarily ' better')
than the rather laid-back, highly rated
Harman-Kardon 650.
How in Heaven's name am Igoing to sum
this one up? A curate's egg come home to
roost? No that is far too harsh ( if
mischievously irresistable). In appearance,
facilities, and sound quality, it is asplendid
product 99.99% of the time, yet the control
'feel' and 'pops and bangs' on my sample do
mute my confidence at the present time.
Ultimately, confidence is the bottom line,
and the sample Ireceived needs alittle more
development and settling down to become a
fully competitive contender in the marketplace. And, as an extra brick towards the
confidence building, Ishould like to see what
happens when MC gets it onto his test
bench, before committing myself too firmly
on such anew and unknown product. Given
aclean bill of technical health, its looks/price/
sound will ensure success. 429
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Just because you can't
see it, doesn't mean it isn't
there.
Dirt, that is. Microscopic
particles of dust and
grime, ready and waiting
to grind their way into the
innermost grooves of your
precious records. Unless
you take action, to clean
and protect your albums
before use, preserving the
faithful sound you bought
them for.
With one of the Watts
range of renowned
Record Cleaners — the
original world famous
Dust Bug'. The Parostatik

)g

Disc Preener . Manual or
Hi Fi Parastar. And the
Xstaticiili Gun.
Specially designed and
developed to remove
dust and dirt from your
records and reduce
static, the Watts Record
Cleaner range leaves no
visible trace — only an
audible improvement.
In fact, so effective are
they, we're still receiving
requests for replacement
parts for Watts Dust Bugs
made in the 50's!
Watts Record Cleaners
— You Can Hear The
Difference.

Cecil EWatts Ltd., Darby House, Sunbury- on-Thames, Middlesex.
Telephone: Sunbury- on-Thames 83252 or Chertsey 61465
Telex: 21879 or 25247 (Attention " WATTS")
All prices include 15% VAT. Available from all good hi-fi stores and record shops or in case of difficulty order direct adding 10%
to cover postage and packing (minimum P&P 35p) UK only.
Please send me

Dust Bug(s) 0 £3.27 each
Disc Preener(s) r £1.82 each
HiFi Parastat(s) £7.36 each

Manual Parastat(s) @ £9.20 each
Xstatic(s) £10.19 each
Illustrated leaflet and full price list

Name
Address

Ienclose cheque/PO value £
(please do not send postage stamps).
rIFN 1/84
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HE BBC HAVE converted one of their
old Maida Vale studios to become a
top new drama studio, now named
the 'Val Gielgud'. One of the BBC's largest
ever drama studios, it was opened on
October 5th. Studio 7 ( see pic.) allows the
most amazing flexibility of operation, containing anew 30- input into 4stereo-groupoutputs desk made to aBBC design by
Audix. This is complemented by atape/gram
sub mixer desk allowing eleven stereo
channels to be fed into two of the groups.
Elaborate special effects and cue switching
systems are provided, and tape and grams
have remote starts and timing indicators,
both on the main and sub mixer desks. Four
Studer A80 8-track tape machines are all
equipped with Dolby-A processing, which
will be most welcome. Five gram decks
include three variable speed EMTs and two
by Technics. Cue lock synchronisers are
fitted to the tape machines, and time codes
will normally be recorded on track B. An NTP
computer can operate by matrixing mono
desk outputs to any of the multi-track
recorder inputs, stereo outputs from the
main desk and the sub mixer through to tape
machines and return monitoring, and also
provide time-code information. 90 microphone ports have been fitted which will
allow tremendous flexibility, most drama
studios having no more than 20! Patch boxes
are provided in corridors and artist's rooms,
etc, around the studio, which contain microphone inputs, tie lines, cue light sockets,
mains points and talk- back loudspeaker
sockets to enable artists to perform in all
types of acoustic. Sennheiser infra- red
cordless headphones are provided for
general studio use, and closed circuit television ( black and white) has been fitted so
that producers and engineers can see the
artists at all times in the studio area. An NTP
16-channel peak program meter using many
colours on alarge VDU is fitted, which
should make level monitoring much simpler
than rows of normal PPMs.
We shall probably be hearing some
extremely interesting productions from this
studio. One of the most significant points for
listeners is that the BBC have chosen DolbyA noise reduction, which should keep hiss
down, and allow many over-dubs of the sort
frequently necessary in drama recording. It
will obviously be afairly simple matter in the
future to change over to multi-track digital.

10
Angus McKenzie
stations on Cyprus and Masirah are also
digitally linked now, thus improving
reception in the Middle East, for example.
Similar improvements are being planned
for transmissions intended mainly for Latin
America and Southern Africa. There are four
separate 128K- bit-per-second digital
channels available via the Indian Ocean
Satellite, thus allowing four different
programmes to be broadcast at onetime. It
may be possible for the hundreds of
thousands of US and Canadian listeners to
pick up BBC Ascension Island relays at far
better quality in the future than they will be
able to receive from the BBC's own UK
shortwavetransmitters; propagation is now
going down into the doldrums towards the
minimum of the 11-year sunspot cycle.

Digital World Service
Millions of regular listeners to the BBC's
World Service abroad have, in the past, had
to suffer the usual fairly poor quality on
shortwave put out by the many relay
stations, an important one being in
Singapore. These relay stations have usually
had to pick up the BBC on one short
wavelength, frequently subject to selective
fading and distortion, and retransmit, thus
causing two lots of distortion to be heard in
the listener's home.
With the help of British Telecom in the UK,
and Singapore engineers, adigital link has
now been established using the BT satellite
station at Medley, the Intelsat Indian Ocean
Region Satellite, and areceiving station on
the island of Sentosa, south of Singapore,
from which signals are received by the BBC
station in Singapore on amicrowave link.
Listeners in the Far East and Australasia
should by now be receiving vastly improved
quality signals, which should do alot for our
prestige in the UK, as there will be far more
encouragement to listen to the service. BBC
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Control room of the BBC's new 'Val Gielgud' studio

FM Peak deviation
Ihave been doing alot of experiments
recently concerning the measurement of
peak deviation on FM systems, and whilst it
is easy to obtain great accuracy on single
tones, it is much more difficult to measure
program peak deviations which are relevant
as well as accurate. The new Marconi 2305
deviation meter is exceptionally accurate on
tones, but whilst it provides peak detection,
positive and negative peaks are read in
succession, perhaps 200m/s apart. This

unfortunately means that an asymmetric
peak can be considerably under- read if, at
the moment of the peak, the meter is looking
at the one with opposite polarity. If you are
checking equipment from arepeatable
program source, then you can easily run it
through twice, looking at the maximum
positive and negative peaks of any passage
separately. Measuring very low deviations is
particularly awkward since one has to
consider basic system noise, particularly that
of the deviation meter. The 2305 is fitted with
various filter bandwidths which can remove
irrelevant noise— for instance noise above
15kHz— but even so, accuracy can be
affected by filter ringing. To obtain the best
accuracy, it is probably best to connect the
output of avery low noise and wideband
discriminator to an oscilloscope, and
calibrate the system from asignal generator
giving aknown output deviation.
In measuring many narrow- band FM
transmitters recently, Ihave found to my
horror that almost all of them tend to
over-deviate on speech peaks, whilst reading
correctly on tones. Isuspect that many
transmitter limiters on broadcasting
installations are still not working properly,
and much of the spitch problem that is noted
by many listeners may be due to over
deviation at very high frequencies. If we are
to have an increasingly crowded band II,
then it will become all the more important
for the broadcasters to keep within their
allowable deviations. Looking at some
transmissions on aspectrum analyser, Iwas
struck by the amount of distortion visible
above 15kHz on some IBA transmitters,
which seems somewhat mysterious. The
linearity of modulators is normally only
good to ± 75kHz, and excessive modulation
indices can certainly cause trouble
sometimes. .

Sounds Good?
A few months ago Ilooked forward to the
reinstatement of BBC Radio London's
Sounds Good programme. Iwas told that it
was going to be run on similar lines to the
old programme, but would become more
flexible. It seems rather odd that Sounds
Good has concerned itself — in the last
fortnight before writing — with much news
about video, and in the last programme, on
November 6th, about half the time was
devoted to video nasties and the new Private
Member's bill. Icannot see what on earth
video nasties have got to do with Sounds
Good, and it is apity that technicalities
appear to be discouraged in the programme
so far. Many of the contributors to the old
series have agreed with me that there are a
lot of listeners who feel that it would be
wonderful to have aregular hi-fi programme.
So Ihope that those interested, living in the
South East, will write to the station manager,
BBC Radio London, 35a Marylebone High
Street, London W1, stating that they would
like to hear hi-fi discussed at atechnical level
by experts, rather than on acursory Radio
1-style basis. It is good to see the programme
return, and one hopes that it will acquire a
long-standing loyal audience of those
interested technically in hi-fi, as well as those
who have had alife-long interest in sounds
that are good, an not the scratchy old pop
LPs that seem to be inserted as padding,
sometimes even at the start of a
programme! BBC Radio London is the
obvious station to transmit the programme,
because of its loyal and dedicated staff, so
let's hope that it will get back on the rails
again. -031

EXCELLUCE
Remarkably open and transparent
quality
Clean and crisp transient response
Wide dispersion
Excellent stereo imaging with superb
definition
Available from the dealers listed
below

WHAT'S THE SECRET OF
AHAPPY CHRISTMAS? ...
Easy — come along to our Cardiff or Port
Talbot premises and enjoy the rare pleasure
of personal service. Knowfedgeable advice
and pleasant, informative demonstrations
which enable you to make the right choice.
With help like that and products like these
you'll have an enjoyable New Year as well!!
Audiolab, Audio Research, A&R, Ariston, AR, ARC,
Celestion, Creek, Dual, Heybrook, Kef, Kiseki,
Koetsu, Krell, Linn, Meridian, Monitor Audio,
Mission, Mordaunt Short, Marantz, NAD, Nakamichi,
Naim, Nytech, Pink Triangle, Quad, Re vox, Spendor,
Systemdek, Syrinx, Super, Thorens, Walker,
Yamaha, Zeta.
Tues-Sat 9.30-5.30

Closed Monday

134 Crwys Road, Cathays, Cardiff. Tel: 0222 28565
10 Forge Road, Port Talbot. Tel: 882068

PHONOGRAPH
now offer private
demonstrations of
systems from
AMR
CAMBRIDGE

AR
AUDIOVOIS
HELIUS

MERIDIAN
PINK A
P. S . AUDIO
SOLE U.K. IMPORTER

STAMFORD (DISTRIBUTION
Parkhouse, Warren row, Wargrave, Berks,
RG10 8QS Tel: Littlewick Green ( 062882) 5035.

AND TWO SUPERB
NEW CARTRIDGES,
AUDIO-TECHNICA
AT 37E
and
GRADO SIGNATURE 8

Unilet Products, 270 High Street, Guildford
'
Tel: 0483 571534
W.A. Brady 8r Son, 401 Smithdown Road, Liverpool
Tel: 051 733 «59
Audiofile, 40 liockerill Street, Bishops Stortford, Herts.
. •
Tel: 0279 506576
The Music Room, 221 St Vincent Street, Glasgow
Tel: 041 221 2527
Donnington Audio, 52 Blue Cap Road, Stratford upon Avon
Tel: 0789 294482

10am-lpm: 3.30-8pm. Sat. 10am-6.30pm

TRADE ENQUIRES WELCOME

Equipment delivered and installed free of charge

60a Erpingham Road,
Putney, London SW15 1BG.
(01) 789-2349
by appointment, please.
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OLLOWING ON from my piece last
month on helical scan recording, Sony
has now come out into the open and
announced details of an experimental helical
scan digital audio recorder. By using slant
azimuth it packs stereo 16- bit PCM, sampled
at 44.1kHz, on 3.8mm cassette tape running
at 6mm asecond. That is to say normal
width tape running at one eighth normal
cassette speed. The size of the cassette is
half that of astandard audio cassette but the
slow tape speed gives three hours'
continuous running time. A hidden bonus of
using helical scan is that because normal
tape speed is so slow, it is easy to offer fast
forward and rewind at 200 times normal
speed. Packing density is 120 megabits of
information per square inch of tape surface.
Sony claim that this is the world's highest
recording density, and Icertainly wouldn't
argue with them. The tape is metal-coated
and it wraps round 90° of the drum, not 180°
as in video. The Sony experiment must
surely point the way to the future of
domestic audio cassette recording.

Tape Tracking
A British patent application ( 2105 899) filed
by Philips of Eindhoven is more than worth a
mention, if only because it suggests that
some of the Eindhoven engineers are alittle
out of touch with reality. At first sight the
idea seems sound. It's intended to
compensate for head misalignment on a
stereo audio tape recorder. To cut along
story short, the recorder has an extra
recording head which stretches wide across
the tape, covering the two stereo tracks and
the guard band in between them. This head
lays down an auxiliary signal which is
outside the normal audio spectrum — Philips
suggest below 50Hz, or above 20kHz. When
the stereo heads are correctly aligned, each
neatly overlays its intended stereo track and
produces an auxiliary signal output of equal
level. If the heads are misaligned, then the
heads lie only over part of their intended
track and audio signal output is down. In this
position one of the misaligned heads is off
its track but over the guard band, from which
it is picking up auxiliary signals. The other
head is off its track and also off the guard
band, so its auxiliary signal pick-up is down.
The difference is then used to control the
gain of variable amplifiers in the left and
right audio channels. As audio output falls
through head misalignment, the amplifiers
increase the gain in compensation.
There are obviously commercial problems
in introducing such asystem on to amarket
already nearly saturated with tape recorders.
More to the point, hew on earth does Philips
hope to record and detect an audio signal of
above 20kHz on conventional tape, running
at domestic speed? And cranking up the gain
to compensate for head misalignment will
degrade the signal/noise ratio for the audio
signal output. Far better, surely, to modify
the system for use in setting up arecorder
with an alignment adjustment screw for the
heads.

Speaker Patents
Several patents in the loudspeaker area
point to likely developments. Ivor Tiefenbrun
has filed an application for acurious driver
unit with acone which is back to front. In
other words the apex of the loudspeaker •
cone points outwardly instead of inwardly,
presumably to produce an unusual sound
dispersion pattern. Linn obviously have faith
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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system with apassive bass radiator unit, of
the type used for years in Celestion speakers.
Thomson engineers are trying to patent the
idea of putting apassive resistance across
the voice-coil of the passive drive unit, to
achieve damping. Can this really be as new
as the giant German company seems to
believe? Answers on aplain postcard to the
European Patent Office, Munich, quoting
Thomson's European patent application
numbers 0080 054 by way of reference.

In-flight 'phones

TECHNOLOGY
Barry Fox
in the idea because they have expensively
filed patent applications in fourteen
countries around the world, including Japan
America and all the major European states.
From elsewhere in Europe, Stockholm to
be precise, comes proof that Stig Carlsson
(he of the Sonab omni-directional loudspeaker fame) is still alive and well and
interested in hi-fi. Carlsson has filed two
patents, covering most of Europe, which
both have the same aim. This, he says, is to
reduce distortion caused by reflected sound
and direct sound arriving from the same
direction, but at different times. This is
important because Carlsson's speakers are
designed for use close to, or against, awall.
Linn products Patent Application
Abstrstct,

6
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The assembly bas 'a moving cone
(4)14,171Ch is mounted with its
apex towards the desired
direction of sound propagation.
The cone (4) isdriven by a
moving coil ( 1.1) in the field of a
central magnet (7) acting via pole
piece aeland (8).

People with an audio interest, who make
regular long- haul flights and can't afford to
fly first class, often carry apair of headphones. You can use them for the in-flight
movie if the jet has standard jack sockets
alongside the plug holes for those horrible
acoustic stethoscopes. On one recent transAtlantic flight the cabin crew announced that
there would still be acharge made for
anyone who used their own headphones.
Poor fools! They don't realise that it is not
the charge we are trying to avoid, it's the
physical discomfort and audio misery of
listening on acoustic stethoscopes.
Ihave now glued ashort length of
stethoscope link to the microphone of a
Walkman so that at least Ican listen
electronically on civilised headphones even
though the quality will still be poor. This was
after my last British Airways flight back from
the USA when the film sound was so
downright appalling that Iquite literally
couldn't understand the dialogue. Back
home in England I
wrote to BA, complaining
that the sound on their 8mm film system was
now even worse than before. Iasked for a
refund, and got one. According to BA 'We
have encountered some problems with the
projectors ... these are fairly new'. If our
national airline can afford to fritter money
away on putting Concorde into service on a
local shuttle flight, then you would think they
could afford to install areasonable sound
system for long-haul passengers. But
obviously they can't or won't. So if you fly
long- haul, keep on packing those
headphones, try modifying aWalkman and
take time out to demand arefund on the fee
you pay for what the airlines jokingly refer to
as in-flight entertainment. Perhaps Sony
could cash in with aWalkman that is
designed to interface with an in-flight stethosocket?

P.S.
6

The sound- radiating surfaces are arranged
so that frequencies of up to around 800HZ
arrive at the listener's ears more or less in
phase. The trouble starts at the midrange
where the phase relationship gets tangled.
To cure this Carlsson plans to use asound
absorber of foam or similar material, which
soaks up that part of the sound reflected by
the walls which has arelatively short
wavelength. In other words, Carlsson seems
to be aiming for aloudspeaker which offers
the best of both worlds; reinforcement at
low frequencies from reflection by aclose
wall, and no reflections at troublesome
higher frequencies. This should be possible
because the low frequencies will cut through
the sound absorber as if it were not there.
Meanwhile the large German company
Thomson- Brandt has filed apatent in nine
European countries for aloudspeaker

In my piece on Hugo Zuccarelli, and
'holophonics' and binaural or dummy head
stereo (
HFN/RR October) Iwrote about CBS
trying seven times to cut the digital audio
tape onto disc. That's what CBS told me. In
fact I've since learned that CBS didn't cut the
disc after all! It was put out to an independent cutting house, who managed to do the
transfer, onto 45rpm disc and cassette tape,
with almost no compression. To cut along
story short, the disc cut was ' potted' with
different sequences recorded at different
levels. The cassette tape transfer was made
using adigital editing technique. This lets
you re-record overload sections at lower
level without any audible splice. Although
time-consuming, it is, from an audio point of
view, preferable to using an automatic
compressor which pumps in and out to
produce audible nasties. Wouldn't it be
nice if, in the future, record companies spent
as much trouble over musical releases, as
CBS spent on Mr. Zuccarelli's rather tedious
sound effects record?
33
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WE CAN PUT YOUR FINGER ON IT.
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Mail to Unilet, 35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey.
Please send me your free 20 page price list.

SL

At Unilet we stock equipment from all these companies. And we're proud of it.
We reckon to know what's really good at aparticular price. Not by reading the
magazines but by travelling the world - visiting shows in USA, Japan, Korea, Australia
and Europe.
I °. ur sales staff know the equipment and will help you
decide
In fact we stock more hi-fi than most stores have heard
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1 Name
Address
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Major Credit Cards, personal finance, installation, full after sales service.
Help line: 01-942 9567.

of, let alone
to. good hi-fi when you hear it but can't
If you listened
appreciate
put your finger on it, call us or call in.

WIILET

HUI

SOUND ADVICE AT A BETTER PRICE.

35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN, SURREY. 01-942 9567. 14 BUTE STREET, LONDON SW7. 01-589 2586. 270 HIGH STREET, GUILDFORD, SURREY ( 0483) 65508.

CLASSICAL
GLASS
Ken Kessler looks at Radfords, solid-state preamps,
the KT-77 & previews forthcoming attractions

T

HOUGH THIS COLUMN has seen but a
half-dozen instalments,
correspondence and phone
conversations indicate that it has incited a
number of debates- all of which are rapidly
giving me ulcers. It has something to do with
the hoary old chestnut of subjective versus
objective assessment, and not alittle to do
with the fact that we all have different tastes,
if not different hearing capabilities ( thanks,
Alvin!). I'm either hearing things that are
simply my imagination at work, or my ears
are 9-, if not 14-carat, gold. Because the
earpiece in Link House's extension 161 is
melting, and I've used near to aream of
HFN/RR letterhead, I'd like to devote this
month's column to three of these topics about which Inever intend to write another
word unless something near-apocalyptic
occurs.

merit. It's called personal taste. Case closed,
for Iremain an STA 15 lover.

Debate 2: Solid-state v. Valve
Preamps
It's an ongoing problem that will never be
solved so long as preamps remain the
weakest link in the hi-fi chain. I'm always
being asked to recommend models to match
with vintage valve amplifiers, in light of the
mediocrity of most preamps of the Golden
Age. Worried valve amplifier owners, not
wanting to taint the valve sound by inserting
transistors, have few thermionic choices.
They can either soldier on with the high
noise levels of aged valve preamps, save for
years until they can afford the only truly

Debate 1: Which Radford is the
best Radford?
For those of you who haven't been bitten by
the vintage Radford bug, sanely entertained
instead by Quad or Leak or Lowther units,
there exists aschism among Radford
owners: is the 15 watter better than the 25
watter? Iown both, an STA 25 purchased off
afriend five years ago, and an STA 15 that
was surplus to another collector's needs.
The 25 kept me happy for three years- and
then the 15 entered my life, its purchase
inspired by rumours of its sonic superiority
at the cost of less power. In my opinion, the
STA 15 is sweeter, with amuch more natural
midrange, though the bottom end is awashout in comparison. In this world of
compromises, Iopt for the better midrange.
Indefatigable reader Eric Stubbes, atrue
tube-ophile, is asupporter of the STA 25,
and his rejuvenation course for said
amplifier led to an interesting experiment.
Eric wisely advised me (
and all other owners
of vintage valve amps) to replace all the
electrolytic capacitors with better 1980s
equivalents, for 20-year-old caps are bound
to need replacing anyway. Iheld the circuit
boards and JA held the iron. Voila! an
overhauled STA 25. Indeed, the tune-up
eliminatedi number of age- inspired ills,
lowering hum and noise levels, and
generally tightening up the sound without
changing the amp's aural identity. It
sounded cleaner than ever before.
Last night Icompared it with the STA 15 not yet having had its caps replaced. The
STA 15 still sounds superior to the STA 25, in
my estimation. Okay, so my life begins at
50Hz, and I'm not ashamed to admit it. Eric
likes to have abit of bass issuing forth. Is one
better than the other? No way. Iknow of
individuals preferring ARC D-70s to D-79s,
baby Krells to monster Krells, and Ferrari
308s to Boxer Berlinettas - but preference
doesn't necessarily equal the endorsement
of one over the other in terms of absolute
HI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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quiet valve units ( Audio Research, for
example), or hope that the less costly Beard
or Concordant models happen to mate well
with their amps in their systems. Even so,
these least expensive of modern valve
preamps cost in excess of £350 - and that's
beyond the reach of far too many of us.
Circumstances find me in temporary
possession of two truly affordable ( and one
nearly affordable) preamps that sound
simply marvellous with valve amps in spite
of their solid-stateness. They come as a
godsend for those of us years away from
owning an Audio Research SP-8or SP- 10,
and there are reasons why the two cheapest
preamps sound so wonderful, that have
absolutely no basis whatsoever in scientific
terms. Both are the products of men
formerly involved with valve gear.
How's that for irrational reasoning? The
Hafler DH100 can be linked, if only
spiritually, to Dynaco, and the Musical
Fidelity 'The Preamp' has in its heritage
Michaelson of TVA fame. Sure, it's pure
romanticism, because neither Musical
Fidelity nor Hafler have released any valve
products, but Iknow that deep down inside,
neither Mr. Hafler nor Mr. Michaelson have
forgotten their glow- in-the-dark goodies of

yore. And romance aside, both of these
preamplifiers are bargain basement gems.
At £ 145 in kit form, the Hafler is one of the
least expensive, and at £241, the lovely-tohear, lovely-to- look- at Musical Fidelity is as
tubeysounding apiece of kit as one can find
without actually buying bottles.
The Hafler has athinner sound than the
Musical Fidelity, which enables it to add a
sense of detail to vintage valve amps of a
tubby nature. 'The Preamp', on the other
hand, sounds alot like avintage valve design
with the hum and noise removed. Both can
be heartily recommended, in view of both
the price and the sound, and they're soon to .
be joined by the just-as-affordable Audiolab.
The third preamp I've had the privilege to
use is the PS IV from PS Audio. While £650
isn't exactly cheap, Ifeel that it deserves a
strong recommendation because it, too,
lacks the buzz and spit of most transistor
designs - and its cartridge- matching
capabilities are unparalleled to my
knowledge. It takes but aminute to load the
input as you wish, and this - coupled with
one of the best phono stages I've ever heard
-means less tampering with asignal before
it reaches those precious tubes.
As preamps are causing me more
headaches than any other part of the chain,
can Ileave this topic for afew years? Thanks,
fellas.

Debate 3: The KT -77
The latest score runs 70-30 in favour of my
comments about the KT- 77 serving as an
upgrade for the EL-34. The 70% consists of
readers who have listened to the KT- 77, the
30% of those who have measured it. I've
now used the KT- 77s in four different
amplifiers, and each time the improvements
were noted. Iwill remain convinced that the
KT-77 is the tweak I've claimed it to be until!
hear otherwise.
It's worth mentioning that Lowther has
advised areader not to replace the EL-34s in
his Lowther amplifier with KT- 77s, That's
fine by me, and I'll be pleased to repeat
warnings of any other manufacturers who
feel that my suggestions are endangering
their products. But I'd like to lay this issue to
rest with arationale that has nothing
whatsoever to do with sound quality, a
defence offered to me by anumber of valve
amplifier manufacturers: even if the KT- 77
didn't do athing to the music, it remains a
worthwhile substitute, for it should last a
minimum of twice, and probably three times
as long as the best EL- 34.
I'll let you know in 5000 hours ...
Previews of coming
attractions
The conspiracy strengthens as Editor
Atkinson continues to stretch the limits of
my use of superlatives. On hand for review
at this very moment is the monumental
Audio Research D-70. If ( the Tube) God
smiles, we'll have the first-ever UK review of
the legendary Futterman OTL amplifier, as
well as anew output transformerless design
from ... Britain? Roy Grant is back with his
highly regarded amplifiers ( using M-0
Valves, Imight add), and we'll look at his
entire range, starting with his very affordable
integrated unit. Bill Beard, piqued by my
indecision regarding his preamp, will soon
be supplying it in revised form for reassessment. And we'll be wandering down
Memory Lane - hopefully - with longing
glances at the Sirac and one or two other
gems.
Who was it that said valves were dead? ,4
4
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"YOU COULD AFFORD THAT NEW HI-FI IF
ONLY YOU COULD SELL YOUR OLD ONE"
To buy and sell or exchange your second
hand, ex-demo or new audio equipment

CONTACT AUDIO TEL

We can put you in touch with people BUYING
what you want to SELL and SELLING what
you want to BUY

01-431 3206
"CAN'T AFFORD THAT NEW HI-FI?
THEN THINK ABOUT BUYING
SECONDHAND

We have the highest quality secondhand
and ex-demo audio equipment on our
sales lists
We cover everything from esoteric hi-fi to amps
(pre/power), turntables, cassette decks, speakers,
tuners, rack systems, music centres, radio cassettes
to personal hi-fi
MONDAY TO FRIDAY 10am-7pm
SATURDAY llam-6pm

1
1
1
IS THERE AN ALTERNATIVE ROUTE
BETWEEN BIRMINGHAM AND COVENTRY?

PLUS ÇA CHANGE...
"Whatever may have been said or written about it, there can be no doubt
whatever that it marks the most important and far-reaching development the
phonograph has known for a quarter of a century."
As it happens. Iwrote these words in the summer of 1950 about the launching
in this country of LP records, but they are no less valid today if applied to the
Compact Disc. Once again we are face to face with amajor advance in recording
techniques and, if the forces opposed to progress are more muted in their
protests than their predecessors who dismissed LP as "the new toy" or who,
eights years later, declared stereo to be no more than a musically irrelevant
'gimmick', their reactionary postures must be exposed as the hollow sham they
really are by all who share my deep concern for musical values.

•

For my own part, 1am totally convinced that Compact Discs are here to stay
because they virtually eliminate all the ills records have suffered from since their
emergence, almost ninety years ago. To do away with background noise, wow,

Lu

flutter, rumble, pre-echo, the running battle between stylus and groove and, to all
intents and purposes, record wear can only be regarded as a blessing, for it
removes almost every barrier between the listener and the music.

o

\

Alternative Audio Ltd.,
95 Hobs Moat Road,
Solihull,
West Midlands.
021 742 0254
Open 10-6pm Tues. to Sat.

A specialist HiFi shop offering friendly, helpful
advice, pleasant surroundings, single speaker
demonstration room, full service facilities on the
premises, easy parking, and, of course, fine equipment
from the best manufacturers.
KEEP THIS ADVERTISEMENT AND YOU CANT GET LOST!

1"

RLTERnRTWE
AUDIO LTD.

WICLIMAND

Of the barriers which remain, the most significant by far is the quality of
loudspeakers. Even so, once you have listened to Compact Discs ai our studio,
y reproduced via a pair of QUAD ESL 63s or via the small BBC-designed LS3/5A
r units, with or without the addition of a sub-woofer, you will most surely agree
that musical reproduction in the home has entered a new and exciting era.

p

y If love of music plays amajor part in your life. Icordially invite you to visit our
!attractive and comfortable studio, where you may listen at leisure and discover .
for yourself what the Compact Disc has to offer. Here, too, you will obtain
informed, experienced and unbiased advice on every aspect of home listening
and subsequently reap the benefit of the kind of after-sales service of whose
[continued existence you may not even have been aware.
Thomas Heinitz
STOP PRESS: For those who value superb sound allied to visual elegance, we
!offer a beautiful new 3-way speaker assembly by Harmony Audio Systems,
whose central sub-woofe r i
ncorporates all three power amplifiers. Also new to

p

our range is the KEF Chorale III, probably the finest speaker yet produced at
below £ 100 per pair.

Heinitz & Kirk Ltd MUSIC IN THE HOME
35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone: 01-229 2077
Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.30 ( Thurs. 9.30 to I; Fri. 9.30 to 7)
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COMPLEAT RECORDIST
decent editing block is not a
major investment, and Irapidly
lose patience with the imprecise
machining of extruded blocks of
the Heath Robinson rabbit-ear
clamp variety. Ifind it useful to
secure the block semi- permanently to a suitable point on
Ton Faulkner's
the tape-deck ( such as the headcolumn for the ta • e block cover) using double-sided
adhesive tape.
recorder enthusiast
The best editing- blocks are
made with a slightly curved
APE EDITING is avery useful skill for the amateur groove, dovetailed at the top so
recordist, enabling him ( or that the tape cannot slip out. The
her) to compile extracts from tape is forced into the groove by
different recordings into prog- slight finger pressure and is held
rammes, or else to cut out there by its edges butting against
unwanted sections of a tape. In the block's sides. The tape can
professional circles the edit is actually be slid about with care in
sometimes used to ' save the day' the block ( unless it is overwidth)
and to get rid of musical mistakes without buckling or crinkling, and
where a performer has difficulty this enables you to position the
in playing aparticular piece with- cut precisely where you want it.
out going wrong, but Ido not The tape is removed from the
block not by peeling it out, rather
intend to go into great detail as
far as specialist tricks of the trade by grasping the tape at each end
are concerned. It is theoretically of the block and lifting it straight
possible to cobble together a up out of the groove. Peeling the
note- perfect performance of a tape out would risk damaging its
piece of music by getting aweak edges by ruffling. The shopping
list of editing accessories is comartist to play through the required
section repeatedly, while the pro- pleted with a supply of singleducer ticks off the right notes on edged razor- blades ( do not risk
the score one by one, noting the 'edited fingers' with double-edged
relevant take numbers and stick- flimsy blades), a roll of splicing
ing it together patiently after- tape, some coloured leader-tape,
wards bit by bit. This makes the a chinagraph wax pencil ( never
use a standard pencil or ballfinal performance asophisticated
Airfix kit of odd notes from diffe- point as you may damage an
rent run-throughs. Usually the expensive tape- head or guide),
end result lacks any sense of and a few spare empty spools.
Editing using arazor- blade cutmusical cohesion or phrase,
nonetheless such things do go on ting method on reel-to-reel tape
in the ' Dirty Tricks' Department running at 38cm/s or 19cm/s is
occasionally, and record- buyers undoubtedly the most common
might be surprised to learn the and successful technique, disrenumber of edits in some of the garding the more sophisticated
and expensive electronic editing
albums on their shelves.
Before one can
start systems to be found in profesexperimenting with ' musical sional studios specialising in
edits' ( if indeed one really wants digital recording, where cut-andto!) it is important to grasp the splice editing is a different kettle
basics. Before even starting the of fish completely. If you use
job, it is essential to have the cassette-decks for your recording
right toqls — without these it is I suggest you don't cut the
much harder work, and more tape, except in extreme cases
time-consuming. Until digital (such as to repair a damaged or
recording and electronic editing broken tape), since the backing is
arrived Iused to spend upwards very thin and the join is likely to
of 20 hours per week sitting in an become unsatisfactory in time. A
editing- room listening through copying process is really the only
reliable technique for cassettes,
and cutting 1
4 in. analogue reel/
to-reel tape, and for all the using two or three machines
thousands of pounds' worth of progressively to compile a
equipment surrounding me, I finished master.
All good editing blocks have
valued two pieces of gear more
than anything else. First was a the cutting slot for the blade
machined Dural editing block placed at an angle to the tape
manufactured by EDITALL in the (most often 45° or 60°), and there
USA ( costing £20 or so, distri- are two main reasons for this:
buted by SSE of 97-99 Dean firstly, a 90° straight cut would
Street, London W1); second was inevitably generate a sharp disa pair of open-air headphones continuity in the recorded flux,
(such as the Sennheiser range) which the replay head reprowhich were accurate and bear- duces usually as a crack, tick or
able to wear for hours at atime. A loud pop depending upon the

T
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precise nature of the recorded
sounds in immediate proximity
to the cut. Secondly, the ear
seems to differentiate musical or
natural sounds from noise
through the recognition of agradual build-up of wavefront over a
few milliseconds, rather than a
sharp instantaneous DC peak. By
far the most important part of
making a good splice is the
choice of edit point. The standard
practice is to play through the
recording in the immediate vicinity of where you wish to make the
switch to another tape — arun-up
of 10 or 20 seconds is usually
desirable to make sure you are in
the right place. Having found the
exact point you want ( watching
the readings on the tape-counter
can be helpful) you should stop
the tape-deck with the edit- point
paused in front of the replayhead. Finding the exact spot can
be easier sometimes if you listen
through the recording at halfspeed. Recorders such as the
Revox 77 and 99 decks incorporate an edit- pause facility
whereby the tape may be shuffled by hand past the replay head
(achieved by careful manipulation of the feed and take-up
spools) with the electronics
unmuted ( consult your instruction book or dealer if necessary).
Shuffling the tape manually to
and fro past the replay- head will
produce extraordinary gloopgloop sound effects which, after
some practice, will identify your
precise edit- point for you. Having
found the exact place for the cut,
the tape can be marked with your
chinagraph wax-grease pencil.
Choice of edit point is not
always exactly where one might
think: the immediate inclination
is to look out for the silences, but
in analogue cut and splice editing
there is often a slight short-term
drop-out at the precise point of
the join ( caused by the mechanical stiffness of the edit and the
damage to the tape oxide coating) and in silence or ambience
the dip or plop in sound may be
audible. It is usually better to cut
in proximity to a change in
sound, such as a studio noise if
you are editing in ambience, or
else to cut immediately before
the start of a note or word or
whatever the program may
consist of. The determihation of
where the blade should cut can
be heard clearly on headphones,
although bass frequencies are
less clear, and adouble-check on
speakers is desirable. Once the
tape is marked, shuffle it
past the head again, this time
watching the mark and checking
it is in the right place. Next,
release some more tape into the
head path and lift the tape gently

over the editing- block; with the
edit- point located near the cutting-slot, push the tape into the
groove throughout the block's
length and slide the tape until the
edit- mark is by the cutting slot.
Cut the tape with asharp singleedge razor- blade — I favour a
cautious ' sawing' motion, but
others prefer one short sharp
slice towards them. Take the tape
out of the block, and put the
spools to one side, the next job
being to find the other take which
is to be joined to the first one you
have just cut.
Marking the edit point on the
new take follows exactly the
same practice as before, and the
tape is cut in the same way. Once
the cut is made leave the piece of
tape from the , feed spool in the
block-groove, and remove the
other tape, substituting the end
of the first take you cut previously. Butt the two ends close
together a half- inch or so away
from the cutting slot. To obtain
the tightest possible splice, push
the tape-ends together until they
bulge slightly where they butt
together. Then place the splicing
tape accurately, with its centre
over the cutting point. Smooth
the splice gently with your fingertip, remove the tape very carefully from the block as described
earlier, and place the edited section back in the recorder's tapepath with the spools sited
appropriately. The first play of
the join serves to squeeze out any
air remaining in the splice as it
passes through the capstan and
pinchwheel, and is more effective
than rubbing the join strongly
with your fingernail, since this
latter practice can cause the
splice to creep with time and
produce a bow in the tape at the
join. The piece of splicing tape
should be an inch or so long,
preferably cut at a 45° angle at
each end to improve mechanical
handling and durability of the
splice.
Editing is a skill which
improves rapidly with practice
and experience, and you would
be well advised to put in a few
hours' experimentation before
embarking on any major projects.
Used appropriately, tape-joining
can add a more 'slick', professional feel to a recording and
makes it possible to produce a
more listenable programme by,
for example, cutting out orchestral retuning and coughing in the
long gaps between pieces of
music in a public concert. The
only drawback to aproficiency in
editing is that one learns to identify edits in some of one's
favourite commercial gramophone recordings, but that is
another story. +
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Listen to the extensive range of Trio hi fi products at any one of these Trio specialists.
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CLEVELAND
C. Milsom,
R.S.C.,
12 Northgate Street, Bath 103 Linthorpe Road,
Tel: (0225) 22183
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Cambourne Audio,
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Tel: (0482) 458252
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A-ZRadio,
The Spot, Derby
D. Coles & Co.,
758 Spring Bank West, Tel: ( 01) 852 6727
Tel: ( 0332) :380385
11 St. Marks Crescent,
Hull
Nicholls Hi Fi,
DEVON
Maidenhead
Tel: (0482) 508021
432 Lee High Road,
Ilomesound,
,Tel: ( 0628) 26755
ISLE
OF
WIGHT
SEI2
145 Sidwell Street,
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE Exeter
Russells,
Tel: (01) 852 5780
Hughes Hi Fi,
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Upper
St.
James
Tel: ( 0392) 72814
Trend Video & Hi Fi,
7High Street,
Street, Newport
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High Wycombe
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Essex Hi Fi Centre,
Tel: ( 01) 521 6146
Tel: ( 0494) 30138
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210 London Road,
Andys Electronics,
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152 Fortis Green Road,
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Tel: ( 01) 883 8969
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Fi,
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849 High Road,
41 Victoria Road,
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95 High Street,
Cobalt Hi Fi.
Tel: ( 06)1330 5730
11 Olive Street.
Wimbledon
Village.
106 Bridge Street.
Stinderlaild
Bespoke Audio.
SWI9
Warrington
Tel: ( 0783) 72087
145 Buxton Road.
Tel: ( 01) 946 1528
Tel: ( 0925) :36215
Stockport
EAST SUSSEX
MERSEYSIDE
Record Centre.
Tel: I()fit) 451i 8515
The Tape Shop.
Armstrong Smith,
18 Breck Road,
6Preston Road,
65 King Street. Wallasey
Fairbothain et Co.,
Poulton Le Fylde
Brighton
Tel: ( 051) 639 9257 •
58/62 Lower Ilillgate.
Tel: ( 0253) 88616:3
Tel: ( 027:3) 672781
Stockport
P & AAudio,
Romers of Rishton,
Tel: ( 061) 480 8515
Hove Teleradio,
96 High Street, Rishton 98 Liverpool Road,
101 Western Road, I
love Tel: ( 1254) 886382
J. Koczur,
Crosby
Tel: ( 0273) 70202
Tel: (051) 931 3695
185 Yorkshire Street,
LEICESTERSHIRE
Rochdale
HAMPSHIRE
MID GLAMORGAN
Design Stereo,
Tel: ((1706) 42107
R. J. Parker.
Electrical Services,
150 Narborough Road, Tele11 West End Road.
9The Brackla Centre,
Leicester
JMB Electronics.
Bitterne. Southampton Tel: ( 0533) 54133 8
Bridgend
48 Market Street. Ilyde
Tel: ( 0703) 445926
Tel: ( 0656) 4156
Tel: ( 061) 368 1879
Eastwood Television,
NORTHAMPTONSHIR
Hamiltons,
257/261 Uppingham
Swifts of Wilmslow.
Richard Reeves,
35 London Road,
Road, Leicester
2/4 St. Aimes Parade,
174 Kettering Road,
Southampton
Tel: ( 0533) 760011
Wilmslow
Northampton
Tel: ( 0703) 28622
Tel: ( 0625) 526213
Mays Hi Fi,
Tel: (0604) 33578
H.A.T.V.,
27 Churchgate,
The Sound Centre.
Haywood & Haywood
Leicester
2Bold StreetAltrincham 183 Barrack Road,
Eli Fi,
Christchurch
Tel: ( 0533) 58662
Tel: ( 061) 928:3195
38C High Street, Corby
Tel: ( 0202) 473901
Alpha,
Hi Fi Centre,
Tel: (05366) 61166
Berkshire Hi Fi,
1Guildhall Lane,
Green Lane, Wilmslow
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
179 Victoria Road,
Leicester
Tel: (0625) 24766
Peter Ellis Audio,
Aldershot
Tel: ( 0533) 58597
27/29 Kirkgate, Newark
Ward & Williams,
Tel: ( 0252) 312151
LINCOLNSHIRE
Tel: (0636) 4571
34 Stockport Road,
HEREFORD & WORCS The Critics Choice,
Romiley
C & PSound Systems,
64A High Street, Lincoln Nick Dakin,
Tel: ( 061) 430 2934
97 Barnards Green
Tel: ( 0522) 38718
45 Radford Road,
Nottingham
X- Lent Electronics,
Road, Malvern
J. H. Wand,
Tel: ( 0602) 783862
537/539 Wilbraham Rd, Tel: ( 0684) 53607
44/48 North Street,
Chorlton-cum-Hardy
Bourne
Tel: (061) 881 2617
Tel: (07782) 3176

Pearsons of Nottingham,
Long Row, Nottingham
Tel: (0602) 45761
OXFORDSHIRE
'Foreways Services,
19A Old High Street,
Headington,
Tel: (0865) 68472
Astley Audio Centre,
3Market Place,
Wallingford
Tel: (0491) 39305
0 ER,
256 Banbury Road,
Oxford
Tel: (0865) 53072
SCOTLAND
House of Fraser,
65 Union Street,
Aberdeen
Tel: (0224) 52341
House of Fraser,
21/59 Buchanan Street,
Glasgow
Tel: (041) 221 3880
House of Fraser,
145 Princes Street,
Edinburgh
Tel: (031) 225 2472
James Kerr,
98/118 Woodlands
Road, Glasgow
Tel: ( 041) 332 0988
W & DForrest,
113 Gallowgate,
Glasgow
Tel: (041) 552 0638
Audio Aids,
52 George Street,
Edinburgh
Tel: ( 031) 226 3979
Audio Aids.
43 South Clerk Street,
Edinburgh
Tel: ( 031) 667 2877
Victor Morris,
340 Argyle Street,
Glasgow
Tel: ( 041) 221 8958
Hi Fi Corner,
73/75 Murray Place,
Stirling
Tel: (0786) 5053

STAFFORDSHIRE
Hills Hi Fi,
153 Banston Road,
Burton on Trent
Tel: (0283) 33655

WEST MIDLANDS
Millwards,
8/11 Salop Street,
Wolverhampton
Tel: (0902) 23980

Rees Electrical,
95/96 High Street,
Burton on Trent
Tel: (0283) 44013

P. Claridge,
43 High Street,
Walsall Wood
Tel: (0543) 3023

Rugeley Radio,
33 Horse Fair, Rugeley
Tel: (08894) 2447

P. Claridge,
88 High Street,
Walsall Wood
Tel: (0543) 3207

21 Tamworth Road,
Lichfield
Tel: (05432) 22877

Perfect Electronics Ltd.,
508/514 Alum Rock
Road, Alum Rock,
Birmingham
Tel: (021) 328 1497

Micro Tronics,
27A Market Street,
Tamworth
Tel: (0827) 51480
John Martin,
76 Piccadilly, Hanley
Tel: (0782) 24508
Living Design,
39 St. Edward Street,
Leek
Tel: (0538) 371576
CAT. Electronics,
31 Pall Mall, Hanley
Tel: (0782) 25194
SUFFOLK
Alderburgh Music
Centre,
180 High Street,
Alderburgh
Tel: (072 885) 2412
SURREY
Burnham Audio Visual
10 High Street.
Walton on Thames
Tel: ( 927) 46050
Cosmic Radio,
252/254 Station Road.
Addlestone
Nr. Weybridge
Tel: (0932) 54522
Jim Park Audio.
46 High Street,
Godalming
Tel: ( 04868) 22300

A & DSounds,
21B Kings Road,
Sutton Coldfield
Tel: (021) 355 2054
Audio Tech,
43 Cape Hill,
Smethwick
Tel: (021) 558 4444
RSC,
17 Shelton Square,
Coventry
Tel: (0203) 25983
RSC,
Great Western Arcade,
Birmingham
Tel: (021) 236 1279
WEST SUSSEX
T.W. F. Bryon,
Bedford Street,
Bognor Regis
Tel: (0243) 825825
John Rees,
13 South Road,
Haywards Heath
Tel: (0444) 450333
WEST YORKSHIRE
Goff Jackson,
14 Hyde Park Corner,
Leeds
Tel: (0532) 781513
Eric Wiley,
64 Beancroft Road,
Castleford
Tel: (09755) 53066

Surbiton Park
Radio Ltd.,
RSC,
48 Surbiton Road,
Kingston Upon Thame s 5/7 County Arcade,
All branches of Arnotts
Leeds
Tel: (01) 546 5549
SHROPSHIRE
Tel: (0532) 458252
Berrylands
Hi
Fi,
Avon Hi Fi,
R.S.C. Ltd.,
148 Chiltern Drive,
12 Barker Street,
Robin Lane, Pudsey,
Berrylands, Surbiton
Shrewsbury
Leeds
Tel: (01) 390 0486
Tel: (0753) 55166
Tel: (0532) 577631
Maydale
Electronics,
SOMERSET
2Wellesley Parade,
Yeovil Audio,
WILTSHIRE
1/3 Princes Street, Yeovil Godstone Road,
L. J. Rutter,
Whytleafe
Tel .(0935) 25430
17 The Brittox, Devizes
•
Tel: (08832) 5169
Tel: (0380) 2268
Homesound,
Tru-Fi,
Station Road, Taunton
Salisbury Hi Fi,
2Cromwell Road,
Tel: (0823) 73321
3Butcher Row,
Redhill
Salisbury
Burnham Audio Visual,
Tel: (0737) 66128
Tel: (0722) 29438
23 Victoria Street,
WARWICKSHIRE
Burnham-on-Sea
P.R. Sounds,
A.R. Stringer,
Tel: (0278) 789766
5King Street, Melksham
2Camphill Road.
Tel: (0225) 705045
F. F. & FAudio Visual,
Chapel End,
18 Market Street,
Nr. Nuneaton
Highbridge
Tel: (0203) 392430
Tel: (0278) 787857
J.C.V. Organisation,
SOUTH GLAMORGAN
Unit 7, 8Wharf Street
Houlden Hi Fi,
Tel: (0926) 43796
Morgan Arcade,
CTS,
The Hayes, Cardiff
3Regent Grove,
Tel: (0222) 44011
Leamington Spa
Tel: (0926) 29265
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SPLIT THEM
AND THEY STILL
STACK UP

In most cases, the
components in arack system
have sacrificed quality for the
sake of convenience.
Not so with Trio.
The Trio 10( 71R cassette
deck, for example, performs
superbly as an add-on
separate to an existing hi-fi
system.
At the same time, its
cool, understated lines fit
snugly into the Trio rack,
sparing you the trailing wires
of a "component" system.
All of which is equally
true of Trio amplifiers, tuners,
and turntables.
In short, Trio make
components that stack up.
Rather than racks that
fall down.

TRIO
HiFi STEREO

HOW WE TEST
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TC 3000

2

CARTRIDGES.
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YOU CAN TEST YO

°norm

TC 3000

2

Four decades of designing and manufacturing the
world's finest HiFi cartridges have given Ortofon a
reputation for excellence that is not easily maintained.
So, when checking the quality of our cartridges
as they leave our factory, we don't trust to the human
eye and ear alone. We also use computers, designed
by our own technicians, which can give an impartial
and completely accurate assessment of acartridge's
performance.
In barely 30 seconds, these computers will take
over 1900 measurements. Testing everything from the
cartridge's frequency responses to its tracking force.
And also giving data on the tonearm and turntable.

9
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They've proved so valuable in helping us evaluate
our own cartridges, that we've decided to make them
available to other people concerned with the quality of
Hi Fi reproduction.
At each of the Hi-Fi dealers listed below, you will find
one of our TC 3000 computers, together with aqualified
operator. Simply take in your cartridge (and the deck,
if you like), and within afew minutes the computer
will give you afull, precise report on its condition and
performance.
So you can find out whether°
your cartridge can meet the
same standards as an Ortofon. accuracy in sound

rip f
on

ABSOLUTE SOUND AND VIDEO, 19 OLD HIGH STREET, HEADINGTON, OXFORD. ANALOG AUDIO, 849 HIGH ROAD, NORTH FINCHLEY, LONDON NI2. AUDIO AIDS, 52 GEORGE
STREET, EDINBURGH. AUDIO 7,190 WEST END LANE, LONDON NW6. BARTLETTS, 175-177 HOLLOWAY ROAD, LONDON N7. BERRYS RADIO, 37-39 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON WC1.
CLEARTONE
156 BLACKBURN ROAD, BOLTON. EASTERN AUDIO, 87 NORWICH ROAD, IPSWICH. HAMILTON ELECTRONICS, 35 LONDON ROAD, SOUTHAM PTON. J.C.V. HI-FI
VIDEO SUPERSTORE, UNIT 7/8, WHARF STREET, WARWICK. J.G. WINDOWS (HI-FI DEPT.), 1-7 CENTRAL ARCADE. NEWCASTLE-UPON-1YNE.J.L FtUTTER,17 THE BRITTOX, DEVIZES,
WILTS MIDLAND HI-FI STUDIO, ROYAL LONDON BUILDING, WULFRUMA STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON. NEWDAWN HI-FI STUDIOS, LOWER BRIDGE STREET, CHESTER. NORMAN H.
FIELD, 35 HURST STREET, BIRMINGHAM. PHOTOCRAFT HI-FI, 40 HIGH STREET, ASHFORD, KENT. SIMPLY HI-FI, 48 SPRINGBANK, HULL TELEMECH, 23-29 MARISCHAL STREET,
ABERDEEN. THE MUSIC ROOM, 221ST. VINCENT STREET, GLASGOW.

AUDIOPHILE
,COMPETITION
The ultimate challenge

PART TWO
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Research, Krell Oracle Talisman
and Ma • ne • an.
The prize

What you have to do to win it

Front-end of the system is based on the latest turntable from
Canadian company Oracle, the Alexandria (£750),, shown in the
photograph below. Replacing their best-known model's skeletal
Perspex plinth with a more conventional wooden one, it retains
the tried and tested three- spring suspension, belt- driven
configuration, and adds to it anew arm offering aVTA fine-tuning
facility. We've coupled the Alexandria with the Talisman S
cartridge (£ 233), a moving- coil model David Prakel found last
September to give stereo imagery with an exciting size,
substance and stability.
The heart of the system, the amplification is also shown below.
Providing the muscle is the Krell KSA-50 class- A transistor power
amp (£ 1452). The Krell has become the reference power amp for
many British audiophiles, combining true speaker- driving power
with an exceptional transparency. JA reviewed it back in August
and liked it so much he bought one! Upstream of the Krell is the
SP8, avalve preamp from Audio Research. When Martin Colloms
reviewed the SP8 for HFN/RR last February, he felt that it had the
ability to provide musical detail without aggression, revealing
many other preamps to be almost mechanical in character.
To turn the electrical signal into acoustic, we chose the
Magnepan Magneplanar MG2 loudspeakers ( around £ 1400),
which are new to the UK. With a flat diaphragm design
resembling an electrostatic but using an Isodynamie' drive
principle, these offer many of the virtues of an electrostatic
without most of the disadvantages.
This system should enable any audiophile to get the most from
his or her LPs. And we don't expect -anyone to be able to answer
all the questions — don't be put off!

'The Audiophile Competition' is running in three consecutive
issues of HFN/RR, with the first part appearing last month
(December 1983, page 37).
The questions in December were fairly easy — the answers were
all hidden somewhere in that issue — but from now on it gets
harder. This month, we want to test our readers' depth of musical
knowledge: the first five questions and the last one ( no.16) must
be answered, but you are then free to choose EITHER the set of
'classical' questions OR the set of non-classical.
Next month, your knowledge of hi-fi will be put on the firing line
— you had better start boning up.
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The rules
1. Entries will only be valid if they include the answers to the
questions in ail three parts of the competition.
2. Entries must be accompanied by the official entry form which
will be published in the February 1984 issue of HFN/RR.
3. Only one entry will be allowed per person.
4. Closing date will be second post, Wednesday 29th February
1984.
5. The entrants must not object to their name being made public
in the event of winning.
6. Employees of Link House Magazines ( Croydon) Ltd and
Absolute Sounds Ltd, and their relatives, are not eligible to enter.
7. The result will be announced in the May 1984 issue of HFN/RR.
8. The decision of the Editor will be final and correspondence will
not be entered into.

The Questions follow overleaf:
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WHERE TO SIT TO GET THE BEST OUT OF BOSE.
Bose speakers are designed to reproduce true
balanced stereo wherever you happen to be sitting.
It's done by bouncing sound waves off the walls of
the room.
Thus recreating the acoustics of alive performance.
This is accomplished by pumping sound out of the
back of the speakers as well as the front.
The 901Series V, for instance, has just one drive unit
at the front of the speaker and eight at the back
The result is remarkably lifelike.
Indeed, Bose are said to be the only speakers to do
full justice to the sound quality of the increasingly

popular compact disc systems.
The Bose range of Direct/Reflecting Sound speakers
starts at about £100 and goes up to
around £1250 for the 901Series V
pair featured on the right.
If you would like to listen to
them for nothing, just contact Bose
at the address below They'll put you
in touch with your nearest Bose dealer
who will be happy
to anange afree - "4rjr
demonstration. WALL TO WALL SOUND
ROSE(UK) 1.1d..Trinilerading

Unit GaSiiiinglxlurno,Kenl

WHERE TO GO
TO GET THE BEST
OUT OF BOSE

AUDIOP
1 y. ETITIsN
711-e
Àdtimate challenge

ABERDEEN
Holburn
Ltd

PART TWO

ANDOVER
Andover Audio
General

BARKING
Hyperfi
BLACKPOOL
FBenfell Ltd
BRIGHTON
Jeffries
BROMLEY
Sound Systems Ltd
CAMBRIDGE
C.V. S. Hi -Fi
CARDIFF
Houldens Hi -Fi Ltd
COLWYN BAY
Owens Hi -Fi Ltd
CRAVVLEY
L. C. Down
CROSBY
P & A Audio
DAR WEN
Darwen Hi -Fi Ltd
GLASGOW
Victor Morris Ltd
GLOUCESTER
Houldens Hi -Fi Ltd
HULL
Simply Hi -Fi Ltd
LEICESTER
Leicester Hi -Fi
LINCOLN
Critics Choice
LONDON WI
K J. Leisuresound
LONDON W5
Ealing TV & Hi -Fi
LONDON N22
Goodwins
MANCHESTER
Zenith International Ltd
NEW MALDEN
Unilet Hi- Fi
PRESTON
Norman Audio Ltd
REDCAR
McKenna & Brown Ltd
SOLIHULL
Alternative Audio
SOUTHAMPTON
Ha mil tons
STAFFORD
Stafford Hi -Fi
STOCKPORT
Bespoke Audio Ltd
SUNDERLAND
Red Radio Ltd
WESTON-SUPER-MARE
Paul Roberts Hi -Fi Ltd
WOLVERHAMPTON
Midland Hi -Fi Studios
YORK
Multisound Hi -Fi Ltd
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1: What other companies associated with sound recording and reproduction, other
than HMV, have used the ' Nipper' trademark?
2: With which countries do you associate the following instruments: bouzouki, ud,
mrdangam, gong ageng, shakuhachi, shofar?
3: Dukas' The Sorcerer's Apprentice àla Mickey Mouse is probably the work that
immediately springs to mind when Walt Disney's film Fantasia is mentioned: name 5
of the other musical works featured.
4: An aging ' Father' Hines was featured on the 1980 Ry Cooder album Jazz: which 2
seminal bebop musicians made their name in pianist Hine's swing band of the early
1940s?
5: The note A on the bottom space of the bass clef has afrequency of 110Hz. What
frequencies would aviolinist play if you asked him to play the following notes in that
note's harmonic series: A below middle C; Eabove middle C; the A above that; the C#
above that; and the Eon the top space of the treble clef?
Either Classical:

Or Popular:

6: Weimar, COthen, Dresden, Leipzig
—which is the odd one out and why?
7: Which composers were also
known as:
Florestan and Eusebius
Philip Heseltine
E.D.U.
The Red Priest?
8: Name 4classical concertos/
orchestral pieces that begin with a
percussion instrument.
9: Which 3major baroque composers
are reputed to have been born in the
same year and what year was it?
10: In what order were Dvorak's
Symphonies actually written?
11: Which author collaborated with
Stravinsky in The Soldier's Tale and
what was his nationality?
12: Of JS Bach's 20 children, how
many became celebrated composers
in their own right and what were their
names? ( PDCt Bach was not one of
them.)
13: Complete the following line from
aWilfred Owen poem which Britten
set in his War Requiem: ' Iam the
enemy you killed,
( two
words)
14: Jeux is the name of aballet by
Debussy. Who wrote the following
works:
Jeux d'eau
Les Jeux d'eaux ala villa d'Este
Jeux Pythiens
Jeux de Printemps
Jeux de Vagues?
15: The tune Land of Hope and Glory
first appeared in one of Elgar's Pomp
and Circumstance Marches. In what
work did it first make its appearance
as avocal piece?

6: McKinley Morganfield
Ellas McDaniel
John Henry Deutschendorf
Clive Powell
John Lydon
are better known as ...?
7: '.. , the day the music died ...'
What day was that? ( The exact date,
please)
8: Who did the original version of:
Paul Young's ' Wherever Ilay my
hat'?
The Tourists' Ionly want to be with
you'?
The Beat's ' Can't get used to losing
you'?
The Jam's ' David Watts'?
9: Which otherwise successful record
company turned down the Beatles
before they were signed to
Parlophone?
10: Name five jazz/blues musicians
with ' royal' names.
11: Which songs have the following
opening lyrics?
'A wop bop aloo bop alop barn
boom ...'
'Oo ee, oo ah ah, ting tang, walla walla
bing bang!'
'Urn, um um urn um, um.'
'Fa, fa fa fa fa fa fa fa fa ...'
'Na, na na na na, na na na na na na na
na na na, na na na na ...'
12: What was at the end of Lonely
Street?
13: Who were: Neil, David, Graham,
and Stephen?
Pete, Roger, John and Keith?
Eric, Ginger, Ric and Steve?
14: Complete the following pairs:
Rodgers and ....
Lieber and ....
Goffin and . ...
Greenaway and .. ..
Nanker and ....
15: Name three rock record
producers who started their career as
performing musicians or singers.

16: And finally a ' crossover' question: Which third musician seals the connection
between Miles Davis and Joaquin Rodrigo?
IMPORTANT: Entrants must send their answers to all three parts with the official entry
form to be printed in our February 1984 issue. ( Don't send in your entries until then, or
we'll be buried under paper!)
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HI-FI WRITERS I
PROSE dc CONS

cartridges, from the bottom to the top of the
market? Should we? Would an all-rounder or
arecord reviewer bring adifferent outlook,
and perhaps find adifferent result?
In their attitude to technology ( as opposed
to engineering), current hi-fi writers differ
markedly, seeming to range from bowled
over, through neutral, to antagonistic. Do
you seek awriter who is provocative or
John Seabur asks
cautious? Outspoken, or aback- room boy? A
trendsetter, afollower, or someone
'What do we ex • ect from hi-fi reviewers?'
independent? Readers who regularly browse
tis hard to believe the range of qualities
changed. But how free are writers from
across the range of monthly magazines will
and abilities, approaches and methods
pressure to conform to a ' party line'?
probably recognise these styles. Does the
which hi-fi writers in this country display
Controversy is one thing, but to have people
writer you are considering enjoy debate for
in going about their task. The reader who
'sitting on' their own experience is always
its own sake, perhaps? Has he the courage to
takes asingle hi-fi magazine each month
disappointing. And it could happen!
speak up and dissent, if necessary?
might be surprised at how different the
Some writers offer high technical
Some reviewers may be subject to
views of another organ can be; for those like
qualifications— postgraduate degrees in
fashion, to the 'flavour-of-the- month'
me who suffer from the opposite of dyslexia
syndrome, while others display enduring
engineering or acoustics, for instance. How
—compulsive reading behaviour — the variety
relevant do you think this is? Knowledge of
(even perennial!) choices and preferences.
is an interesting fact of life. As well as
the market place— of products, prices and
Remember the hasty retreat on some of the
providing relief from excess 85 pences
sounds— seems to be an essential reviewerearly ' sound cables'? Remember the Mission
cluttering up the housekeeping basket, it
attribute. If awriter is in touch with the
770s? (The Pro- Foil ' LA'?) Some writers are
often affords extra insight into the strange
performance and cost of both top-end and
consistent, regular and dependable, as a
business of understanding music and its
rack systems, as well as plenty in-between,
matter of course; others may be changeable
reproduction through asilent medium.
he could be well-placed to advise buyers. But
but enthusiastic, and so dependable in a
The point of this article is to highlight the
different way. Do they seem like ' us', in a
variety that exists— among the writers, in
global sense— domesticated, concerned
We clo ex • e
reviewers
their products and between the magazines —
about money, ever-optimistic but easily and
and to discuss the problem of using the
to be im
often disappointed? Or do they distance
information and advice given, of
inde • adent
themselves through an authoritative tone, an
'synchronising' with the judgements of
imperviousness, and acultivation of special
of an ma tufacturer
others. The result should be neither a
'powers', such as ' Golden Ears'? Do you
classification of individual writers nor a
think hi-fi reviewers are special and different,
does he really understand the consumer's
critique of individual magazines, but aset of
or is this just mystification on their part?
position — the constraints in terms of money,
questions for you to carry, away of
When it comes to the actual mechanics of
time and practicality? The level of
'fingerprinting' ( or footprinting) particular
reviewing, we find the greatest difference
awareness, confidence and priorities of the
pieces of hi-fi writing. Let's start at the front
between writers (and between magazines).
end, and work through the system.
buyer? Even if our writer can only guess at
Access to test equipment will vary, as will a
an individual buyer's willingness to
writer's willingness to include, use or rely on
compromise on matters such as speaker
measurements. The writer may work solo, or
placement or turntable performance versus
with friends, or in apanel, or in some hybrid
automation, it is not unreasonable to ask that
of these. Could you be sure how much
he is wised- up on how and why people buy.
difference this would make to your
In actually doing the writing, our
judgement? Some writers and magazines
composite author can start to show his
are extremely keen on specifying all the
mettle. The ability to explain things clearly is
other equipment used in areview; others
important, especially when dealing with
specify only what they feel is pertinent.
judgements, feelings or experience rather
Again, some writers and magazines
than just factual matter. The standard of
carefully specify every track used for
English used, the sentence construction and
listening tests, others pick out pertinent
the handling of meaning are important parts
items or take it for granted that asensible
of this.
range of software was used. Was it all rock
The ability to inject personality into an
music, though? All classical? Or agood
article, to dramatise, to make acomplete
mixture? If you aren't told, what
little story, to narrate or to coin atelling
assumptions are being made? A known
phrase are all part of awriter's craft.
reference system may be used by some
1. The Writers
'Injecting personality' may mean exposing
reviewers. Is it always the same one, or does
What is the range of qualities and abilities
private judgements and explaining them, or
it change to suit the 'type' of equipment
our hi-fi writers offer in total — what can we
expressing personal feelings— do we want a
under review? Are several used, at different
choose from?
writer who sees experience as the main
price-levels? Or is anything to hand pressed
Clearly, the writers differ first in their
source of knowledge? Or one for whom
into service?
experience of music— some play, or have
information (written or musical) is the Holy
Sometimes an item will be reviewed ' on its
played, instruments in groups or orchestras;
Grail? How much credence should awriter
own terms': /twill dictate the method or the
others regularly record live music. Of those
give to hearsay? Is the style we seek
ancillaries. Should all reviews be like this?
not actively involved in this way, some
normative or informative?
Certainly, some reviewers seem more
attend concerts frequently, others
Some writers refer to their colleagues, to
willing ( or have more editorial freedom) to
experience music predominantly through
other approaches and findings. Do we want
devise their own procedures and choose
records and tapes. A 'deep' knowledge of
this 'context' approach, or do we prefer the
what is appropriate, including the
music may mean alot of detailed
'Desert Island Discs' approach — one man,
presentations of the results. Did the last
information is retained, while an 'extensive`
one record player, eight discs and alot of sea
reviewer whose work you read explain the
knowledge is likely to mean quite different
and sky? Some writers choose to explain
way music was handled? Or did he just use a
aspects of music being encompassed. Does
their approach and the assumptions they
verbal code and atacit philosophy: 'greater
the reviewer you're reading enjoy orchestras
make; others take this for granted, or gloss
realism', ' punchier', ' more transparent', ' a
and school choirs as well as rock groups? Or
over the issue alittle. Hi-fi writers do seem to
fuller sound', 'faster'?
drum solos and acoustic jazz as well as
vary in how good they are at judging the
Finally, one reviewer may consciously
chamber music?
appropriateness of the methods they use
seek an item's good points, or bad points,
We do expect reviewers to be impartial, in
and the conclusions they draw. Some
while another pitches every item against a
the sense of being independent of any
specialise by equipment type, review type or
similarly-priced favourite. Which approach
manufacturer, of course, hence the
magazine 'department' — do we read a
do you think would help you more in the
departure of PJC and AG(Mk.1) from the
cartridge review with more respect if the
long run: ' better-the-favourite' or ' let's-seescene some time ago when their status
author has just supervised apanel test of 70
what- it-does'?
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2. The Products
The British hi-fi magazines do offer awide
range of writing — guest comment, regular
opinion columns, record reviews, news,
constructional items and show reports, as
well as special features. Although there is
plenty of interest in all of these, for many
people the real meat ( and controversial
content) of the magazines lies in the reviews
and performance-testing of equipment.
Their review approach in the broad sense is
the factor which distinguishes the magazines
most powerfully, hence my concentrating on
it here.
The vast array of reviews written up each
year can easily be classified along four
simple dimensions: the subject of the
review, the subjective/objective approach
adopted, the appraisal style, and how the
manpower ( ear-power?) is deployed.
While some magazines regularly review a
whole system, and treat it as such, the bulk
of reviews are of individual items, on their
own or in agroup of competing products.
Sometimes arange of similar items from
one manufacturer, such as three cartridges
with the same generator but different stylus
or cantilever types, can make for interesting
reading when reviewed together.
The other main subject of review is aclass
of products ( speakers, cables, mats,
bookshelf speakers) or an old favourite, one
class versus another ( sounds like school
sports day!) Chestnuts from this last type of
review are direct-drive vs belt-drive, etc.
With any luck, something useful is
discovered about both the class of products
and individual members of it.
On the subjective/objective axis, we really
only have achoice of two positions in
reviews now. The first is that which sees
subjective and objective approaches used
together. Measurements and listening tests
are written up separately ( often by different
people), but are brought together in the
conclusions, often being combined into a
grade, mark or performance profile. The
partnership of subjective and objective can
lead to an interesting bit of ' action research'
—finding out as an on-going process how
and where the two correlate, without
specifically setting out to test this.
The second position is the one which relies
on subjective factors alone — listen, compare,
describe, sum up and recommend. This
approach may seem to be asimplification,
yet the basic problem of how to assess and
value what you hear remains. Is information
retrieval all-important? Or is accuracy, or a
pleasant sound? The ' leading edge' problem
apparently connected with some short
gemstone cantilevers and line-contact or
parabolic stylus profiles, or alack of
'seamlessness' in the sound of some
speakers with three drive units per channel —
these won't go away because you have or
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haven't used measurements in Part 1of the
review.
The ' objective only' position is rare these
days, though look back 10 years and you'll
find plenty of examples in which
measurements were obtained, compared
with those from other pieces of equipment,
and recommendations made.
Iremember reading with great interest a
comparative review of the Fons CQ30 record
deck and the Linn Sondek LP12 in 1976—1
have owned both these decks, though at the
time Ihad just purchased one in preference
to the other, hence the interest. In fact, the
review described thoroughly the 'works' of
both decks, their facilities and their
behaviour in use, before discussing the
measurements obtained and concluding,
'Both units are above reproach when
reproducing LPs ... The Fons does what the
Linn does, does it as well, and does agreat
deal more besides'.
At the time Iwas greatly relieved, as Ihad
chosen the Fons on cost grounds ( it was
cheaper!) With hindsight, though, Iknow Mr.
Brady was right, and there was more to it
than just 78 or no 78...
The evidence for some of these later
'discoveries' was there all the time, of
course. Iwas surprised at how the spacious
sound of vibraphone and acoustic
instruments on one of my records
disappeared at my local dealer's when
played on amid-'70s prestige Japanese
system, turning to athick, closed- in and
congealed sound, only to reappear via a
modest belt-drive deck with suspended
subchassis, and budget amp, through the
same speakers. It was probably just as well I
never did catch up with the Sansui directdrive deck which Ihad chased round every
Northern branch of adiscount warehouse on
account of its ultra- low W&F specification
and halving of price in asale. The good old
days!
A further problem with the objective-only
approach is that while it seems to offer a
decisive way of judging equipment — good/
bad, better/worse decisions need cause no
sleepness nights— good judgement about
music and its reproduction may only admit
of finely-shaded greys. Controversy over the
merit of the Decca cartridges seems to prove
this point; measurements and tests never
were able to determine whether these ' rulewaivers' were musically satisfying or not.
The rounded approach offered by today's
subjective/objective partnership is surely
more realistic in describing performance, if
less cut-and-dried. Consider aturntable
displaying slight dynamic wow but avery
neutral, detailed and spacious sound, being
compared with one which is very pitchstable, but has aslight bass emphasis and
hardness in the upper- mid frequencies. In
deciding which has more fidelity, if either,
the subjective dimension is indispensable,
whether partnered by the objective or used
alone.
Three main appraisal styles emerge in
magazine reviews. In the first, the reviewer
seeks to identify strengths and weaknesses,
to take arounded view; care is taken to
recommend suitable partnering equipment
and conditions of use, as well as to indicate
which priorities would be satisfied, and
which needs fulfilled by the review item.
Contrast this with the second appraisal style,
in which absolute judgements about the
'goodness' or ' badness' of apiece of
equipment are made by pitting it against a
suitable reference or favourite. The
judgement is absolute in the sense that the

item will be condemned or accepted, rather
than judged on its own terms or explored for
strengths and weaknesses. In the third style,
an ' absolute' judgement ( in the same sense)
is made by slotting the item into aknown
reference system — and often one with its
own characteristic compensations between
items in the chain, as it happens.
The three appraisal styles are not mutually
exclusive; some reviewers will use them in
tandem, perhaps blurring the distinctions a
little. Some magazines will carry amixture of
review types, mini- or ' quick' reviews often
being alittle different anyway. It is worth
asking, in weighing up areview, 'Which style
or styles are used? How clear does the writer
make this?'
How generalizable are the results of
reviews? It seems that the more of aknown
environment we put the review item into, the
less universally applicable the results will be.
In ahighly specific test situation we can be
sure of the performance of an item
(probably!) but cannot easily generalise.
This was yet another problem with the
objective-only approach;.a carefully
specified, standard test was used— telling us
what, exactly? Precise and reliable such tests
may be, but how do they relate to the
business of perceiving speech and music —
how valid are they?
A highly specific subjective test may also
give us certainty, but no rules for
generalizing. For this reason, we can't get rid
of the problem just by coming out of the
back- room and going subjective (though in
becoming cheaper to conduct, such reviews
may also become more plentiful). If we insert
an amplifier into aLinn/Naim system, or a
system with Quads on the end, the results
may be certain, but much careful thought is
needed before generalizing about the
amplifier's abilities. Unless, that is, we are
happy to prove it doesn't work upside-down
underwater, and leave it at that as our
contribution to International Hi Fi Reviewing
Week. This syndrome seems to have been
responsible for some confusion over how
good or bad CD players sound.
The problem of generalizing from review
findings doesn't only apply to top-end
equipment, of course. Alvin Gold seems to
have studied the propensities of budget
equipment in some detail; he has suggested
that some speakers can be ' kind' to apoor
source, without concealing too much — these
speakers we might describe as being
'diplomatic'! In one particular system they
may do agood job and sound great, but here
that problem raises its head: how do they
sound in adifferent budget system, or with
more capable components? And if that
source sounds aggressive and boomy with
'better' or more ruthless speakers, weren't
the first pair at fault for concealing this
fact? The better writers do draw attention to
these problems and help readers interpret
the results. Alternatively, we can side-step
the problem by agreeing that each item can
only be considered as part of athree- or
four-way symbiosis; but can we really live
with asituation where only ahandful of
systems are endlessly recommended?
Of the three appraisal styles, the first
(strengths and weaknesses) is the least
'rigorous', with the least strong conclusions,
yet has the most universal applicability and
can be the least reliant on assumptions. ' In
some systems it's good on classical music, if
you clean it every week' may not look like a
powerful statement, but it's very helpful to
those who like classical music and keep
things clean! Does ' Not as good as the
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QUAD — SUGDEN — QUANTUM — S.M.E.
AUDIO-TECHNICA — HADCOCK — ALPHASON
HR 100S ON DEMONSTRATION. WHARFEDALE
YAMAHA — TANNOY — MORDAUNT-SHORT — NAGAOKA
AUDAN-AUDIO — SHURE — PICKERING — KORD
SENNHEISER — GOLDRING — TENDRELL — VOGELS
C W & JWALKER — THORENS — AKROYD-GLANZ
OSAWA — TDK — S.T.D. — SANSUI — SONY — DUAL
Q.E.D. PRODUCTS — PROTECH — ARISTON — JVC
MYST — CASTLE — ACOUSTICS — DECCA — MERIDIAN
HUNT EDA — ROYCE AUDIO — NAKAMICHI — MARANTZ
ADC — NVA — TALISMAN
We also stock an extensive range of styli and audio connecting leads.
Our listening room is at your disposal (by appointment please) to
audition the equipment of your choice.
We will be pleased to install and set up the equipment of your choice
in your home free of charge.
Friendly advice — after sales service and repairs to all makes.
Your satisfaction is our guarantee.
• CREDIT FACILITIES
(SAME DAY POSSIBLE)
Tricity Finance APR 30.6%
Written details on request.

FINANCE AVAILABLE
c/o CAL VERTS (WIDNES) LTD.,

39 ALBERT ROAD,
WIDNES, CHESHIRE
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Telephone: 051-420 1887
after hours:
051-424 7912

Where the parking is free and easy.

COMPACT DISC
TAKE SOME SOUND ADVICE
Conventional Pre Amps are not designed specifically for CD
The LINK is!

Get binding!
Keep your copies of
HIFI
NEWS
in smart black binders
(each holds 6 copies) with title in
golden block letters on the spine.
Price: £. 50 each which includes
inland and overseas postage. Send
your order with cheque or postal
order to: Modern Book Binders Ltd.
Chadwick Street, Blackburn, Lancs.
(state clearly your name and address
and the relevant magazine title).
OVERSEAS READERS MUST SEND
INTERNATIONAL MONEY ORDER

LINK HOUSE GROUP

AMBISONIC
SURROUND SOUND DECODERS
Ambisonic surround sound gives a realism in the reproduction of music that is
hard to describe without using hackneyed expressions like natural and being
there'. Positioning of the performer becomes obvious and the acoustic of the
original environment comes through to the listening room. The Minim decoders
also provide enhanced results from conventional stereo material. We can now
supply UHJ encoded records, tapes and compact discs.
And don't forget our other products:

PROGRAMMABLE WEEKLY TIME SWITCHES
TELEVISION SOUND TUNERS
Please send me information on: Time switches/Television Tuners/Ambisonics
Name
Address

Minim Electronics Limited, Lent Rise Road, Burnham, Slough
SL1 7NY. Tel: Burnham 63724

9,9freRer
"Harmonious realism"

Conventional Pre Amps will colour the sound
from any CD player resulting in asometimes
fatiguing sound.
The LINK won't!
Conventional Pre Arps are costly items
The LINK isn't!
WHAT IS THE LINK?
A passive control system enabling direct connection from CD to Power Amp, eliminating the need
for aPre Amp.
THE RESULT
Reputedly the finest sound available from CD.
THE COST
£57.50 incl P + P

Fully demonstrative

All valve analogue disc replay pre-amplifier,
with separate regulated power supply. £362.00
including VAT and regulated power supply.

Available only by direct mail order from
Alternative Audio Systems
104 Longwood Road
Aldridge
West Midlands, WS90 TD
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IIIFI WRITERS
PROSE & CONS
Nagaoka MP15' help you more, or less?
The second style neat the current
favourite') seems more rigorous, but
defining what is asuitable reference item
really means doing a ' get-to-know-it/type
1/strengths-and-weaknesses' routine.
'Beating the favourite' may seem selfexplanatory as aprocedure, yet there
remains the question of how performance is
actually to be judged. Does the favourite
determine the points of comparison? If so;
we are back to the issue which transparency
vs treble dispersion in the original ESLs
illustrates so well. And how willingly are
favourites and preferences overturned?
The third style (' slot- it- into- my-wellknown-system') is apparently the most
rigorous; it certainly gives the strongest
conclusions, yet its results have the least
universal applicability, and make the
heaviest reliance on assumptions. Bear
these differences in mind when you read
through areview, and see whether those
who make the most assumptions tell you so.
Ithink you'll find the best writers do ' lay their
cards on the table' in this way.
There is agood deal of variety in the way
manpower is used in reviews. A typical
month's total magazine output will probably
see the results of writers working on their
own, helped out by friends, contributing to a
'double- or triple-solo' piece ( where two or
three writers review the same items for the
same magazine independently), handling
'split' duties on the listening or measuring
side, and perhaps participating in apanel
test or discussion. No individual writer or
magazine is likely to see this full range each
month, of course. The appraisal style,
subjective/objective position, subject of
review and ' manpower' type are reasonably
independent choices, though, so quite afew
of the possible permutations will be
represented somewhere in the average
month. It tends to be the case that reviews of
complete systems and of classes of product
get the ' strengths and weaknesses'
treatment, while very big groups of
competing products call for apanel test.
Panel tests sometimes need alot of
qualification in the write-up, where there is
any disagreement, too. If three members of
the panel say they want to buy it and the
fourth insists he feels sick every time it's
switched on, how do you sum that up?
Directed numbers (three pluses + one minus
= two pluses)? Vectors ( components in quite
different directions)? Parametric statistics
(standard deviations, with asample of
four?!)? It may read more like real life, but it
can end up along way from any notion of
'the right answer'! Did Ihear acall for
proportional representation?
Scanning the broad range of reviews using
the dimensions already discussed, we find
two main groupings or camps. On the one
hand are the ' subjectivists', with their known
references and known systems. One branch
uses predominantly rock music, the other
'half-and-half'. They often specify carefully
what tracks are used for evaluation and what
the rest of the system is. They may refer
frequently to personal experience ( PB, are
you reading this?) and on occasion be
subject to an identifiable editorial line.
The 'combiners', on the other hand, use
technical test procedures and listening
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evaluations together; they tend to be flexible
in finding suitable 'environment' for testing
equipment, and will often look out for
strengths and weaknesses. A comparative,
rather than ' knockout tournament' approach
may be employed and the music tends to be
agood mix of rock and classical. The
'combiners' may also carry interviews with
musicians regularly and offer music-oriented
columns other than record reviews.
The camps are made up of individuals, of
course; some contribute to both camps
successfully, tailoring their style or approach
somewhat in the process. Freelance hi-fi
writers will tend to change hats ( or at least
rake angle) from one magazine to another
anyway, so achap who never carries
cartridge frequency response curves in his
regular spot may be seen harbouring a
couple in his review for acompeting title.
At any rate, the ' straddlers', as we might
call them, include some very interesting and
able writers who somehow manage to
bridge that gap every month without ever
falling down it...
There are two other points to note about
the actual written products. The first is that
(surprise, surprise) different magazines can
record almost opposite reactions to the
same piece of equipment. Thus last July, the
Monitor Audio R252 speaker was described
by one writer as 'able to inject that certain
something into amusical performance
which transforms it from the merely
accomplished into the really exciting and
involving'. Another writer said it ' simply
failed to raise my enthusiasm to the same
degree' ( as aspeaker which was poorer
when compared on specific aspects of
performance) and admitted to a ' lukewarm
response'. The different methods and
philosophies of rival magazines could easily
account for this discrepancy, as Ihope this
article is making clear. And so to the second
point: how many of the magazines are
actually rivals, bearing in mind that until
recently half of them came from the same
publishing house, and that two publishing
companies now account for 71% of them? I
can't answer that question, but I'm sure
someone can.

3. The Magazines
What problems or issues emerge from the
foregoing? The main one is the fact that
there is no single, ' correct' approach for the
magazines to adopt in evaluating hi-fi. This
problem ( or as some call it, opportunity)
arises from another, fundamental to sound
reproduction. If nothing has absolute fidelity
(sounds like anew importer!), how do we
climb down from ' real' music?
We could climb down in how much
coverage we get, accepting asystem that
has everything but bass ( I), or only does
what it does quietly, for example, or depends

on adisc player for which perhaps only a
fiftieth of the repertoire is available. This
approach means selecting those things we
can do without completely.
We could climb down in the quality we get,
letting one or two areas of system
performance lag behind the others —
dynamics, tonal neutrality and distortion
from records seem to be today's candidates
—or taking an all-round drop but achieving a
pleasing balance. This approach means
selecting the level and balance of
imperfections we can live with.
Thirdly, we could climb down in the
consistency we get, accepting asystem
which succeeds dramatically on two-thirds
of our records and fails badly on the rest, for
instance, or which only sounds really firm
and spacious in the middle of the day when
all those TVs are switched off. This approach
means getting what we want from the
system only some of the time.
These solutions are so very different, yet
we do have to wind down our expectations
somehow. Some decision on compromise is
required. Differences here are compounded
by our different experiences and
conceptions of music, so that what might
have started out looking like atechnical
exercise ( writing about hi-fi) now has to
bridge that 'experience gap' and address
itself to much more subjective things.
In doing this, hi-fi writing will always carry
some underlying philosophy— value-free
evaluation has yet to be invented. The tacit
assumption that one philosophy is right,
isn't — though it might make what
Copernicus called ' auseful working
hypothesis'. Some magazines show agood
mix of ideas and approaches, others choose
to be more homogeneous; some are quite
willing to spell out their philosophy, others
apparently don't feel it is necessary to make
such explicit statements. Few writers will
have room to educate the naive reader in
every review (though some try hard to find
it), and few magazines openly state the
implications of their own policy.
No wonder our casual reader claims to be
confused: the advice is likely to vary with the
aims and assumptions, and these probably
vary with the experience of the writers or the
editorial team. A corporate personality has
to be ' raised up' and remembered: the
Thomases, for example — ThomasFrankland-Kettle-Keywood, and his halfbrother, Thomas-Berriman-Driscoll-Herring
—or Atkinson-Fox-Gold-Colloms, not
forgetting the Howard- Hughes axis. Such a
corporate personality must be understood if
areader is to lift judgements and advice
straight out of amagazine. This is one
reason for the success of shows, of course —
personalities are much easier to understand
in the flesh ( as it were!). The magazines
probably cultivate this brand image to an
extent, to differentiate themselves.
We are probably lucky that, more than
with the specialist photographic press, we
can pick and choose among personalities —
individual, or corporately tailored. This
makes hi-fi writing as aproduct more
interesting and more involving, abranch of
'proper' writing where demands are made
on the writer's ability to craft astory, to
express himself or herself, to refer to the
actual writing task and how easy or hard it is,
how successful or unsuccessful it has been.
All these make for good hi-fi writing, and
together with achunk of well-thought-out
measurements and some interpretation, can
make for an unassailable bit of hi-fi
communication — adollop of experience we
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You've either got it,
Acoustic Feedback, can happen in your
living room. And when it does, as you know,
the effect on your music can be disastrous.
The cabinetry picks up the vibration from
the speakers, then passes it on to the pick-up arm.
The result? Your records just don't' sound
as good as they should.
The answer is Independent Suspension,
and it's to be found on the new L-A100,
QL-A200 and QL-F300 record decks from JVC.
Both pick-up arm and motor float

freely inside the cabinet on independent
sub- assemblys, thus effectively isolating these
sensitive parts from outside vibrations.
All of which gives lower intermodulation
distortion, for better sound quality.
Clearly asound improvement.
The QL-A200 and QL-F300, both have
coreless D.C. Servo Motors with Double Servo
Quartz control fôr greater running accuracy.
Wow and flutter are reduced to ameagre
0.025% (WRMS).

or you haverit.
All models have up front controls,
that can still be operated even with the space
efficient dust cover down.
And the top of the range QL-F300 has
the added facility of fully automatic operation
with repeat.
All you have to do is enjoy your music.
The new L-A100, QL-A200 and QL-F300
turntables from JVC.
The only thing they're missing, you just
won't miss at all.

JVC TURNTABLES
QL-F300

QL-A200

Independent Suspension System

•

•

Double-Servo Quartz Control

•

•

Coreless DC Servo Motor

•

•

Lightweight Straight Tone Arm

•

•

Fully Automatic

•
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Comic Radio,
244-256 Station Road.
0932 54522.
BIRMINGHAM
Perfect Electronics,
504-516 Alum Rock Road.
021-327 6313.
BISHOPS STORTFORD
The Audio File,
40 Hockerill Street
0279 506576.
CAMBRIDGE
Audio Services,
41 Victoria Road.
0223 68305.
CAMBRIDGE
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LONDON, NI
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48 Wigmore Street
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martins Hi Fi Centre,
Stoke Newington
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WE TRUST
ONLY 36
PEOPLE TO
GIVE YOU
AFAIR
HEARING.
The Logic DM101 is avery special turntable. That's why it
needs very special dealers to demonstrate it at its best.
In our book, there are only 36 people in the country who
will set the DM101 up against the competition and give you
afair hearing, of both.
And they won't sell you the
DM101, they'll let you decide for login., - 0
ume
yourself.
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LONDON, SEI
The Sound Organisation,
1Cathedral Street
01-403 2255.
LONDON, NW1
Subjective Audio Limited,
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LINCOLN
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Shannons Radio,
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Gilson Audio Limited,
172 Borough Road.
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NEWARK
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NOTTINGHAM
Nick Dakin,
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RUGBY
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SALISBURY
Salisbury Hi Fi Centre,
15 Catherine Street
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TONBRIDGE, Kent
Standen&
92a High Street
0732 353540.
TONBRIDGE, Kent
Tonbridge Hi Fi Consultants,
19-21 Quarry Hill Road.
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WALSALL
Bridge Hi Fi,
Bridge Street
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WARWICK
J. C V. Organisation Limited,
Unit 7-8 Wharf Street
0926 493796.
WOLVERHAMPTON
Midland Hi Fi Studios,
Royal London Building,s.
0402 771774.

IIIFI WRITERS
& CONS
I can think over, weigh up, discuss and
probably remember. This, it strikes me, is
hi-fi writing at its best. Not everyone expects
it, or even wants it, but for those who do, it
can never be supplanted by manuals or
measurements, natty 'scales' to summarise
performance or free headphone wipes. But it
does act as apitfall for the unwary, or the •
trusting but untutored.
If there was only one hi-fi magazine, Ithink
it would have an awesome responsibility to
either represent everything ( I) or develop a
'corporate personality' which although
selective was ultra-fair to all parties and
approaches: normative and informative,
consistent and changeable, provocative and
cautious, humble and authoritative. In other
words, not acorporate identity at all, rather,
aloose collection of interesting but very
different bits. Imagine•a newspaper
compiled from the contents of The Sun, The
Telegraph, The Guardian, The Times and
The Dorset Advertiser! It might give you
some insight, if you could stand the leapingabout in style, content and presentation for
more than aday.
Our innocent reader, picking one of these
magazines from the shelf ( after reading the
entire contents of ' Photo Weekly' and 'Cars
with pink things on the bonnet Monthly'),
could be forgiven for thinking that advice on
buying, installing and using hi-fi — advice
which could be followed without thought—
was only acubit away. Not so, unless your
requirement of hi-fi is as weak and
undemanding as many people's is of video.
Would you write to amusic paper asking
what sort of music was the best sort to listen
to? Would you ask in aclothes shop what
clothes are good ones to buy ( I've heard that
red jackets are pretty impressive')? No,
you've got to delve abit — what do you like
about music? Why do you want it? What
shortcomings in its reproduction could you
live with? Which would cause you to adopt a
supine posture, with limbs in the air (' It's his
wallet, doctor.
To get more of use from hi-fi magazines,
there are two longefrterm strategies: the
'pick-a-philosophy, any- philosophy'
approach, or the ' buy-the- lot' approach. In
the first case, aregular subscriber will try to
find aconsistent philosophy or mix he likes
enough to pay for each month. In the
second, areader stands to gain extra
knowledge or insight by buying, or at least
reading, all the magazines in a 'volume
eclectic' approach, so long as he or she is
prepared to scan, search, analyse, think and
compare. Whether the reader is of the
casual, regular or eclectic variety, there is
one extremely useful thing that he or she can
do. It is to carry aset of questions about hi-fi
writing, to help in looking at any individual
piece.
This article should have provided those
questions (though since it is amodern piece,
you won't get the answers as Well!) The
questions are really away of 'fingerprinting'
(or footprinting) pieces of writing, to help the
reader identify the approach and methods
used, the basis for judgements and the tacit
dimension of the underlying philosophy: is
the review an aggregate of opinions, or the
writer's solo experience? Is the gear under
review being slotted into aknown ( and fixed)
reference system? Were these speakers
evaluated on rock music only? Were they in a
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knockout contest with the reviewer's
favourites, or being explored for their own
mixture of strengths and weaknesses? How
much does the writer value musical
subtlety? Can you be sure that what satisfied
him will satisfy you? Is ' louder', better? Is
'punchier', better? Is ' more informative',
better? Is ' cheaper', better? Is this writer
normally suspicious of anything with a
technological rather than engineering bias?
Is it coincidence that 'X' is flavour of the
month with two other magazines?
Iam aware that Ihaven't actually
answered the question 'What do we expect
from our hi-fi writers?' Really, this question
is part of the broader one of 'What do we
expect from our hi-fi magazines?'. For the
regular reader, the answer is probably a
dependable philosophy or editorial line,
based on aknown set of judgements, plus
variety within that ' envelope'. For the
'volume' reader, avariety of viewpoints and
approaches is paramount. The casual reader
is probably the hardest to satisfy. If aiming to
buy equipment or advise someone else
about buying, he or she probably wants
information and advice without getting
involved in debate; if buying for interest or a
good read, then he or she probably seeks
plenty of debate without too much
information and advice. There is casual and
casual!
On apersonal level, the characteristics of a
hi-fi writer likely to please are probably as
varied as the people who buy the product.
Which are the best articles — those with a
ou
ite to a music
.1.11Mrrper
MEEtr=sort of music
was the best sirt to listen to?

memorable personal quality? Those which
carry most information? Those which lead to
enjoying music more? Those which are quick
and easy to read ('Western-civilisation-at-aglance)? How far do we want summarising,
or evaluation, to go? Do we want accounts of
experience from known ( or knowable)
personalities, or information in the form of
facts, descriptions and evaluation? What use
is information without some basis in
experience? What use apprisal without
appraisal?
'Synchronising' yourself with the views of
magazines and writers is atricky business,
though shows, dealer demonstrations and
ownersnip of equipment all help. You need
to ensure you understand what the
judgements and methods used in areview
are; Ihope this article helps you do that. If
you have found amagazine or reviewer all of
whose judgements you agree with ( and
know you have experienced the same), then
you are lucky. If the casual reader doesn't
expect to have to do this, no wonder he or
she is often surprised or confused by what is
read. The benefit of synchronising yourself
with others in this way comes when you
realise that if they like what you like, then
you probably like what they like, and can
enjoy their ( often varied) experience at
second-hand. In this sense, hi-fi writing isn't •
really about hi-fi, but about experience.
Are words adequate for the task, then?
Yes, I
think so— there are certainly plenty of
ways to manipulate language and meaning.
There is aspecialised vocabulary, or 'special'
ways of using common words, at least
(which the Celestion booklet recently
brought together very well). As with the
language used in classical record and
concert reviews, there is some groundwork

to be covered if the reader is to gain. The
terms '
keenest ensemble playing', '
buoyant
rhythms' and '
crisp sforzandi', for example,
all contain judgements which rely on some
overhaul or ' dredging' of experience if they
are to be meaningful. '
Rich wind timbres'
and '
warm, singing string tone' use
descriptive words to be found in many a
loudspeaker review. In between the strategic
points at which sonic experience and
reading ' experience' meet, words will have
to serve the purpose of this silent medium.
Some potential readers are naturally
suspicious of mystification or ' bone- rattling',
as they see it, and demand a ' down-to-earth'
approach. Yet if there are as many types of
coloration or tonal inacouracy as there are
physical structures, we will need an
extended and well-developed linguistic code
to classify and discuss them. Simplification
which makes expression clear and economic
is useful; simplification which borders on
misrepresenting experience by smoothing
out its finer or subtler points is something
only some of the public will pay for. Horses
for courses, certainly; but to squeeze out
personal expression of the subtler points of
hi-fi appreciation while fighting
pretentiousness, is to throw out the baby
with the bathwater, as it is with the
appreciation of music itself. The reader's
responsibility, I
feel, is to 'weed out' what is
relevant or not, humble or not, and
convincing or not, whatever the level of
linguistic elaboration used. Whether reviews
of hi-fi equipment should rely solely on
personal opinion is another matter!
The vital thing is that reading and thinking
experiences do contact listening experiences
at strategic points, thereby achieving the
'synchrony' mentioned earlier, and trading
in second-hand experience for first-hand.
The person who has aclear idea of the sonic
capabilities of awell- matched budget
system and awell- matched ' state-of-the-art'
system, playing avariety of music in half- adozen different rooms, probably has avery
good template for both judging other
systems and assessing the judgements of
other people. Shows, particularly their
special events, are very useful in this respect,
as are well-thought-out dealer
demonstrations.
Idon't intend to make recommendations
about particular magazines here ( except to
subscribe to this one!) My advice is to be
aware of the differences between
magazines, and between writers. There is
always some underlying philosophy in hi-fi
writing, and since, ultimately, no-one can
think or experience things for you, this
responsibility really falls on the reader, with
magazines and writers offering alternative
approaches and values. Learn to analyse,
compare and evaluate — if this sounds hard,
remember the process is already afamiliar
one: how far would you look in arecord
shop if you thought there was only one
recording of each piece, one LP by each
group? Pick and choose for fun and
understanding — you can use the variety of
view points to get more depth, like moving
your head very slightly to sense sound
direction and depth. This active approach
should eliminate ' line-of-sight' effects;
remember that depth information requires
more than one channel ( unless Holophonics
really does all that is claimed for it).
Meanwhile, have your 85 pences ready,
and hope this month you find aview you can
live with, taste you can trust, experience you
value and judgements like your own. Well,
next month, perhaps ...
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ivour harman/kardon dealer can furnish you
I with a complete technical information bulletin
on DUAL RIAA, as well as apractical demonstration
of harman/kardon sound engineering in action.
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0625 524 766
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Active Audio
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The Spot. Derby
033 7 380385

!There's nothing
behind our door
except perfection
in sound...
C-10

because at Chew & Osborne you'll find we're
perfectionists. One of the reasons is that our
experience covers 20 years helping people
discover the pleasures of true musical enjoyment,
another is that our customers individual
requirements have always been our first
consideration. When you're looking for advice
and assistance in the confusing world of hi fi
equipment, you'll find us completely professional
— and totally unbiassed.

We only stock the best names...and the latest
models, which means that whatever you choose
whether it's the completely new compact disc
digital audio unit or apick-up cartridge, you'll
know the equipment is right and the price is right.
With everything on display which means you
can seeand hear the ultimate in sound in the
privacy of our hi fi demonstration rooms.
At competitive prices— backed up by our own
after-sales service department. You can
purchase all equipment by phone — on top of that
we deliver free on the U.K. mainland. However,
by calling personally you'll only really appreciate
just how much we have to offer.

c-e And for browsing, try our classical record

selection...chosen with care from the latest
reviews, and of course we also stock compact
audio discs. Why not call in for the sheer pleasure
of hearing fine musicas it should be heard.
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Amplifiers — Preamp Phono Section Design
Fig. 2

Ideal Phono
Preamp

Fig. 1

T

here are many different performance aspects involved in the
reproduction of excellent sound
quality, and the phono section of a
preamplifier is very difficult to design.
The ideal phono preamp must include
all of the following:1. Precise RIAA playback equalization.
2. Performance that is immune to a
high, nonlinear, reactive source
impedance.
3. Low, resistive output impedance.
4. Gain ( amplification) of approx.
30-40 dB (30-100 times).
5. Very low noise.
6. High overload level.
7. Excellent transient response.
8. Excellent linearity ( low harmonic
distortion).

PASSIVE PHONO SECTION
Inpta

O

Buffer/
Amplifier

RIAA
Equalization

Output
Buffer

O

input/output impedance compatibility. Because of this, the passive
circuitry must be used with active
buffer amplifiers at the input and/or
output (Fig. 2). Although these circuits offer greatly improved transient
response, they have an inherently
inferior signal-to-noise ratio.
Kardon design engineers,
Harman
fully aware of the positive and

negative aspects of both of the basic
phono sections described above,
developed an alternative. It combines
the best aspects of both design, with
none of their drawbacks and it provides all eight of the requirements
previously stated.

An
Alternative

Fig.3

DUAL RIAA PHONO SECTION
Input

Conventional
Design: Active

Conventional
Design: Passive

y

et in many cases design elements
conflict with each other. The
most popular method of phono section design is the use of a flat, high
gain amplifier with negative feedback equalization ( Fig. 1). The
problem with this method is that the
negative feedback is not constant
over the audio frequency range, and
is excessive in the high frequencies,
seriously reducing transient response.
During steady-state tests, this type of
circuit performs very well; unfortunately, this is misleading as dynamic
performance is poor.
method of phono section
Alother
design is the use of passive

equalization, which is accomplished
without the use of negative feedback
or active ( transistor) circuitry. However, the phono section of a preamplifier must also provide gain, and

RIAA
Equalization
Buffer/
Amplifier

Output
Buffer

o

-

RIAA Equalization

rr he DUAL RIAA EQUALIZED
phono section has the basic
configuration shown in Fig. 3. The
circuit has both active and passive
RIAA equalization and is superior to
the more popular NFB EQ circuit in
two ways:— 1) Very little feedback is
used, and .2) the amount of feedback
is consistent throughout the audio
frequency range. The result is
excellent transient response. The
DUAL RIAA circuit also out
performs the passive EQ circuit by
inherently adding less noise to the
music signal.
This kind of circuit is used in the
Citation XXP and X- II, and in the
Harman Kardon hk 825.

DUAL RIAA
Circuit
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FOUR,

HIGH-END

MOVING
COILS
Martin Colloms reviews the Koetsu Red,
Kiseki Purs le Heart, EMT MCI van den Hul,
Audio Technica AT37E

W

HEN REVIEWING CARTRIDGES as expensive as these,
one must question the relevance of such coverage to the
bulk of readers. Selling in little more than handfuls per
year, such exotics represent only afraction of the
cartridge market in value and volume terms; at aguess.even 0.5%
might be over-generous. However, for the reviewer such work is both
fascinating and valuable. Critics lacking experience of the very best
are not well placed to make judgements on lesser products. How is
one to judge that X is best if one has never tried Y? Exposure to the
whole range of products from the most humble right up to such as
the van den Hul EMT ' Boron' helps to provide an accurate
perspective on the broad spectrum in between.
Assessing top level products is not without its drawbacks. Having
enjoyed the ' best' product, it becomes difficult to accept alesser
standard subsequently. In sberne cases, areviewer ends up having to
purchase an item for his own use, perhaps causing financial
embarrassment!
The normal retail customer, given areasonable attitude to product
improvement, will probably choose acartridge and settle down and
enjoy it for an extended period. The reviewer often finds himself on a
treadmill of product replacement. No sooner has one model been
properly settled in and the ancillary equipment matched and aligned
to give the best overall results, than another cartridge turns up,
promising an even clearer glimpse of the original performance. This
pattern is repeated with other items in the hi-fi chain, and while
enthusiasts might long for such opportunities, in fact constant
change and improving standards can be amixed blessing for those
on the receiving end! In keeping pace with these necessary
demands, one's own reference standards can never, or at least
should never, stabilise. Furthermore, to assess atop line cartridge it
is of course necessary to mount it in acompatible arm and turntable,
while the auditioning further demands superlative amplifiers and
loudspeakers, and arevealing listening room. The net spreads wide!
lam occasionally tempted to downgrade the whole edifice to a
more manageable level, where judgements are less critical and
product improvements cost far less. But then one would miss the
56

thrill of the chase, the search for the ineffable, the challenge of a
designer's latest creation, and the possibility of the same providing
another step towards real music, and improving one's emotional
involvement in agreat performance. Readers should be warned that
the upgrading treadmill is not, as many anticipate, aroute of blissful
audio happiness. Significant risks lie in following too closely the
equipment progress of areviewer. Almost inevitably ' last month's'
reference is replaced in afew months' time; this does not reflect the
failure of the earlier product; it has merely been passed by in one or
more respects.
Returning to the exotica at hand, these are four cartridges
spanning a £300-£600 price range, which is well above the usual
top- line moving-coil territory represented by such models as the well
respected Linn Asak. On good form, the latter reigns comfortably at
the £200 price level, so models costing agreat deal more than this
must be something pretty special if their existence is to begin to be
justified.
An earlier review included the Koetsu Rosewood, at the time one
of the most expensive cartridges around, selling for about £500.1
doubted then whether one could successfully market such adevice.
That was three years ago, and market acceptance of its high standard
of performance subsequently proved me wrong, for the Rosewood
sold surprisingly well. ( Still much loved, some of the original models
are now being returned for retipping, and continue to set an enviable
standard.) This model was followed by the 'economy' Black which,
for overall balance and control, set enviable standards at the price.
The Kiseki Blue promised to offer an interesting alternative to the
Black, but exotic models from other manufacturers have made
comparatively little commercial headway.
Koetsu designer Sugano is currently in good form, and has
continued in his personal quest for cartridge perfection. Onyx and
Silver versions of his most expensive designs have been produced,
but interest is currently focused on amodel he regards as the natural
successor to the original Rosewood. This is anew wood- bodied
design of areddish brown colour, called the 'Red'. Meanwhile Kiseki
have come up with the ' Purple' at asimilar price, an up-market
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version of the Blue. (What will happen when the manufacturers run
out of colours?) Audio Technica's extravagant AT1000 has now
spawned amore reasonably priced contender, the AT37E, which has
arather different cantilever design. Finally, we have decided at last to
tackle the legendary EMT cartridge, but ahighly modified version as
produced by Mr van den Hul of stylus profile fame. This model is
called the MC- 1and has an aluminium alloy cantilever ( as distinct
from the Boron cantilevered MC1B).
The cartridges were all assessed at room temperatures of 21-22°C,
noting that nearly all came with suggestions that best results were
obtained when the temperature was fairly warm. In fact the VDH
agent recommends asmall lamp directed at the cartridge to maintain.
acomfortable working temperature for the cartridge. Listening tests
were carried out in the Zeta tonearm fitted in aspecial Lux PD300 ( no
queries please), while speakers included Spendor SP1 and Acoustat
2+2 driven by aKrell power amplifier and aBurmester 785
preamplifier ( all pretty fancy stuff). The cartridges were not
compared on an NB basis; rather they were individually auditioned
using anumber of records over amore extended period of time, with
reference to other established models, including the Linn Asak,
Koetsu Black and Dynavector 17D.
For the lab tests, arange of frequency response, separation and
distortion/tracking tests were undertaken, exploring linearity over
the frequency range at both low and high levels. Great care was
taken to ensure accurate alignment. The styli were examined to a
moderate magnification in the range x25 to x100 to assess geometry,
tip shape, mounting, alignment, and polish. Test records included
the excellent JVC TRS1007, TRS1005, Shure TTR103, CBS STR112
andB&K 2010. Subsonic resonance and damping behaviour were
also measured, and the overall published frequency responses cover
a5Hz to 50kHz bandwidth, in an arm of 179m effective mass
including mounting hardware.

A J van den Hul ( EMT) MC- 1
EMT produces electronic and electromechanical professional studio
equipment and is associated with Thorens, of domestic audio fame.
EMT have been manufacturing amoving-coil cartridge for many
years now, based on the original Ortofon SPU series, and this is
generally fitted to their studio turntables. The standard cartridge is
mounted in asubstantial diecast headshell with aspecial socket
arrangement, while the cantilever is fitted with astylus of spherical
grind. (An obvious parallel is the Denon DL103, aspherical-tipped
m-cmodel widely used in Japanese broadcast studios.)
The recent renewed interest in moving-coil cartridges has led
Thorens to market some EMT cartridges, either in SME/JEI
compatible headshells or in Thorens arm wands. Elliptical styli tips
have been fitted, and more recently the van den Hul tip. Meanwhile
van den Hul has independently pursued his goal of maximising the
performance he believes possible from his special tip, one route
being the rebuilding of currently available cartridges. We hope to
interview him in the near future and report in detail on a ' before and
after' cartridge test to assess the quality of these modifications.
Two van den Hul cartridges are available through Automation
Sciences in the UK, namely the MC- 1and the MC- 1B, the former
being the subject of this review. Both are based on the EMT design,
stripped down to its basic chassis. There are anumber of detail
differences between the two, with the MC- 1using the EMT tubular
aluminium alloy cantilever and the MC- 1B aboron rod. In chassis
form the EMT cartridge offers good accessibility to the working parts,
so disassembly is fairly straightforward, facilitating the rebuilding
work.
Amongst the many details that have received attention, the
following are perhaps the most relevant. The magnet system is
cleaned and realigned with arefinishing of the pole sections adjacent
to the moving coil. The pole spacing is adjusted for maximum
linearity, with the original damper block behind the coil replaced by
one with improved characteristics. The entire assembly is then reset
to an accurate alignment, and the compliance compromise adjusted
between maximum dynamic control and good trackability. The
existing nylon tie-wire is retained. The van den Hul tip is accurately
fitted to the cantilever and adjusted.so that the optimal vertical angle
alignment axis coincides with both the tip and the true axis for the
electromagnetic generator. This aspect is vital with an extended line
contact tip such as this.
The van den Hul tip was discussed in detail some two years ago in
HFN/RR, and it is now fitted to several cartridges other than these
EMT models. It possesses a ' natural' shape, with fully blended
contours and symmetrical geometry, in contrast to the Shibata types
and their derivatives. Developed after much theoretical research and
much painstaking work to achieve agood production standard, the
tip is atrue line contact design. Its minor (tracking) radius of
curvature is thinned down to apractical minimum of 3-4pm, while
the major elliptical axis is extended to afigure of around 80pm,
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thereby encompassing aconsiderable proportion of the modulated
groove wall. The stylus, given some allowance for groove
deformation — plastic flow and resilient give under the stylus
pressure— closely mimics the geometry of the original cutting stylus
used in the studio. By comparison, typical elliptical styli have a
scanning radius of around 6pm with amajor axis in the range of
16-20pm.

Sound quality
The MC- 1was found to direct considerable program-derived energy
to the tonearm, and needle talk was quite high, even using an arm
which has proved resistant to such effects due to its solid
construction. For critical listening it was found essential to close the
acrylic lid on the turntable. The cartridge was also temperature
sensitive, as the instructions warned, and it only performed at its
best in the 22-25°C temperature range. A small thermometer on the
turntable plinth helped to gauge the right temperature, used in
conjunction with asmall warming spotlight.
Once these details had been arranged, it was possible to extract
the most from this remarkable cartridge. Set to 2.2gm downforce
(quite realistic in view of the larger-than- usual groove contact area),
it tracked all except the most energetic low frequency transients cut
on acouple of Telarc and Sheffield discs.
The sound was ' lush', superbly relaxed, with an almost ' magical'
space and ambience. Overall depth was ranked with the best ever
auditioned, and moreover the cartridge also demonstrated depth in
the treble register — something virtually no models ever accomplish.
It was quite asurprise to hear such accurate image plane
perspectives maintained to the upper limit of audibility.
Imaging was highly stable and sharply focused. Big sound stages
were created of seemingly effortless transparency, and the cartridge
sounded 'sweet', with very low apparent distortion. Complex
passages were handled without detectable muddling, and the treble
register was exceptional in its subtle detail and lack of 'grit' or ' grain'.
In this respect it sounded much more like amastertape than most.
It was also impressive in the bass. Notably articulate, it showed an
exciting transient accuracy coupled with real ' punch' and extension.
The sound was well integrated and the whole held together very
well.
In the midrange this cartridge also offered something very special.
Instruments such as piano or singing voice sounded full of their real
character, rather than the usual hi-fi 'falseness'; this was particularly
apparent with the best pre- power combination we tried, namely the
Burmester 808/Krell KSA-50 ( Burmester kindly loaned by Subjective
Audio, London NW1).
In general this cartridge gave very fine results on awide variety of
records ( once we had set the vertical tracking angle just right),
though one or two records which were excessively worn did give rise
to more surface noise than anormal elliptical tip cartridge.

Lab results
Mr van den Hul makes particular claims for low distortion, which we
were able to confirm; virtually all the distortion results were amongst
the best measured. High level modulation linearity in the vertical
plane was judged to be particularly good (the L- Ror difference
channel mode). ( Usually distortion here is so high that it can be
clearly seen on an oscilloscope trace.) It is commonly found that the
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Why is precision away of life
at Revox?
Revox equipment presents much more
than meets the eye. Behind the
attractively functional exterior lies not
only amasterpiece of technology, but
also awhole philosophy. The Revox
total devotion to perfection. Revox has
created areputation for quality,
reliability, innovation, precision and
design flair that is the envy of the audio
world.
In product development and
manufacture, Revox simply does not
compromise. Which means that the
customer receives the very best that
money can buy. A Revox audio unit is
an enduring investment that will pay
sound dividends for very many years.
As existing Revox owners will readily
testify.
All Revox components and
assemblies undergo the most stringent
test procedures, and new features are
only adopted after their practical worth
has been thoroughly proven. Revox
products are manufactured alongside
one of the most tried, tested and trusted
ranges of professional recording

equipment available in the world
—Studer— and the same optimum
standards of manufacture and reliability
apply.
Mechanics of tape handling have
been learned from the professional side
and applied to acassette transport of
European design. Two direct-drive
quartz-locked capstan motors and two
spooling motors guarantee smooth tape
motion and all controls are cleaz logical
and precise. The B710 Midi allows the
enthusiast to realise the full enjoyment
of his musical taste.
For more details about the B710
Mial and the rest of the Revox range, just
send in the coupon.

Dedicated to excellence.

FWO Bauch Limited, 49 Theobald Street, Borehamwood, Herts., WD6 4RZ

Address

Name

Post Code

Telephone

R EVOX

4 two channels differ strongly, but the left- right linearity for the van
den Hul model was very good. Some of this advantage may also be
seen in the lower level tests for distortion.
The low compliance is calculated at 8cu, suiting rigid, medium to
high mass arms; it is one of the few models compatible with the
heavy Fidelity Research arms. Output at 0.25mV for 5cm/s was quite
healthy, just sufficient to drive some of the most sensitive movingmagnet preamp inputs direct. The source resistance is higher than
usual, at 25 ohms. High- ratio step-up transformers are not suitable,
but a 40-100 ohm input type was deemed about correct.
A ' Koetsu Rosewood' type of frequency response was plotted for
this model, the output falling gradually by atotal of 2.5dB from 50Hz
to 5kHz, so partly responsible for the 'velvetty' tonal balance. The
bass output rose below 50Hz as the subsonic arm/cartridge
resonance was approached, but this only amounted to acouple of dB
lift at 20Hz compared with the main 100Hz level. Relative to 1kHz a
2.5dB rise in the upper HF was noted, though this was not particularly
apparent on audition. Good channel separation was recorded,
averaging 30dB over awide bandpass. Tip mass resonance was
estimated at 37kHz, with arise in output of 10dB or so. This is
coincident with the cutter ringing signal on the squarewave test
record, so this interfering signal appears dramatically large on the
squarewave response, and apreamplifier with good high frequency
overload performance is advisable for best results.
The Supertrack fault on the tracking tests was surprising in view of
the low compliance, as this was not too far out of reach at a2.7gm
required downforce. Good high-level linearity was again shown
here. The other tracking tests were well handled, while the high
frequency noise distortion results were noticeably better than usual,
probably due to good stylus tracing.
Stylus examination showed asuperbly shaped and polished, true
line contact tip. Alignment was excellent, though the amount of
adhesive used to bond the tip was atrifle generous, probably due to
the difficulty of retrofitting anew tip to an existing product. The
tracing radius was particularly fine, as claimed by the designer.
Conclusion
Partnered by top class equipment and maintained at acomfortable
temperature, this cartridge was capable of areally fine sound. It had
qualities of liveliness and attack, yet it sounded spacious, ambient
and relaxed. Detail recovery was very high throughout the audible
range, and it possessed exceptional tonal qualities and musicality in
the bass, mid and the treble.
Stereo imaging was exceptionally good, distortion was low and
fatigue- inducing effects were minimal. Anyone considering a
purchase in this price range must audition the van den Hul as a
priority; personally Ican forgive its mild tonal inaccuracy in return
for its superbly musical and spacious performance.
It did suffer from some disadvantages, the generator being
exposed and fragile and needing careful dusting ( using an aerosol of
compressed air, not abrush!) There is also the installation drawback
of flying leads rather than the usual pins for electrical connection.
However, these minor inconveniences could not mar my enthusiasm
for the product.

Kiseki Purple (Purple Heart)
Placed above the established Kiseki Blue, itself aloose equivalent of
the Koetsu Black, the Purple sells for alittle under £600. Where the
Blue employs aone-piece chassis/body of amagnesium-aluminium
alloy, the Purple retains the alloy mounting flange but uses a
rosewood body. The flange mounting holes are threaded, and use of
the supplied screws is recommended. The cantilever is aboron rod,
fitted with the low mass elliptical stylus of the Blue. Revisions to the
magnetic system provide an increased electrical output, and sound
quality is claimed to have been improved in proportion. Although the
Blue weighs 11.4gm, the use of arosewood body for the Purple has
meant amass reduction to 8gm.
Sound quality
Without doubt the Purple offered high-ranking sound quality, with an
'open' tonal quality. The treble was fine, ' sweet' yet 'sparkling', and
free of ' edge' or emphasis. Vocal sibilants were well handled, and
better than Irecall with the Blue. Bass lines were ' punchy' and well
defined, with good extension and power. The midrange was
considered to be pretty accurate in balance, with pleasing vocal
projection and generally good clarity. No problems were noted in the
exposition of complex program textures, and the cartridge seemed
both confident and well controlled.
In the main, tracking was secure, with only the severest ( and in that
sense the most unrepresentative) 'torture' tracks causing the
occasional click or grating sound. Stereo perspectives were to ahigh
standard, with decent depth focus as well as ambience.
Continued listening revealed aslightly ' held back' quality. The
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cartridge did not quite convey the full integrated ' life', transparency
and far depth noted with the two other models in this price bracket. It
was, however, clearly better than the Blue, itself awell respected
model.
Lab results
From the 9.0Hz test arm resonance, the lateral compliance of the
Purple is calculated at a moderate 14cu, best suited to arms in
the 11-17gm effective mass range. Damping is unlikely to be needed,
since the resonance rise amounted to just 11dB. Voltage output was
fairly high from alow generator impedance of 5.2 ohms, but ahigh
quality m-cinput is nonetheless recommended.
Microscopic examination revealed the stylus tip to be ground from
anaked square-shank stone. Mounting and alignment were good,
but not quite to Koetsu standard. The tip was asuperbly swept,
super-elliptical, with the radii properly thinned to take the tracing
footprint nearer to aline-contact type than anormal elliptical grind.
The diamond shank, however, was found to be slightly askew,
referred to the cantilever longitudinal axis.
The usual presence band depression on the frequency response
was minimal in this design, and the 100Hz to 5kHz band met + 0.5,
—1.0dB tolerance. Treble lift was mild, even in the ultrasonic range.

a,

Channel balance was very good, albeit with some ultrasonic
deterioration. Channel separation was also excellent, the cartridge
showing very good coil orthogonality; 40dB of separation was
attained around 1kHz, which is an.impressive result.
Tracking was generally good over the range of medium level and
high frequency tests, but really high level signals were clearly
beyond its linear range. Even at a3.5gm downforce, it would not
tolerate the 'Supertrack' band. Nor was it atop performer in regard to
linearity. While the distortion results were good, they do not
compare too well with the Koetsu or the EMT vdH; vertical
modulation linearity was in fact just average.

Conclusion
This cartridge has many fine qualities which set it apart from the
normal round. It was highly neutral, offering fine performance in
bass, mid and treble, and in awell-controlled, smooth manner.
However, at the £600 level adesign has to be truly exceptional to
justify its existence, and in my view the Kiseki Purple does not quite
make the required grade.

Note
As this review was being completed, the UK agent informed us of
another addition to the Kiseki range. This is known as the Blue S,
costs £395, and consists of aBlue with many of the operating
improvements of the Purple buil' in. An audition is therefore
suggested.

Audio Technica AT37E
Audio Technica's current flagship is their AT1000, equipped with a
diamond cantilever and selling for acool(!) £800. The AT37E has
been developed from that model, and claims aperformance
standard little removed from its more expensive brother. In the ' 37E,
the solid diamond has been replaced by an equally interesting
synthetic ruby cantilever, with ahollow bore and ataper from coil
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Model illustrated: Marantz CD 73 Compact Disc Digital Audio player

TO CHOOSE
THE BEST
CD PLAYER
SIMPLY
CONSULT THE
RECORDS.
HiFi for Pleasure Nov. 1983
"Now, better than ever and still recommended as 'probably the best CD player in
the world' but definitely the best value':

What HiFi Oct. 1983

"In terms of sound quality the overall leader must still be the Marantz CD63 player:'

HiFi for Pleasure Nov. 1983
"Lest it be forgotten, the Marantz playerjust hummed away doing what it does best,
I've really no comment to make other than it's the one player I've used which continually seems able to take astack of digits and turn them into convincing music'.'

What HiFi Oct. 1983

"On the error correction disc, the player turned in an exemplary performance
clearing all levels of all tests, interruption, dots and finger print, without so much as
awhisper of dissatisfaction':
To Marantz Audio (UK) Ltd, 15/16 Saxon Way Industrial Estate, Moor Lane, Harmondsworth, Middlesex UB7 OLW. Tel: 01-897 6633
Please send me details of Marantz Compact Disc Players CD73 and CD63 and other hi-fi equipment and my nearest Marantz Dealer's address.
NAME
ADDRESS

IIN1

Mill et. Me ea.me.itz®
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assembly to stylus tip. In terms of cartridge mechanics the hollow
bore should maximise the strength/mass ratio, while the taper
should provide the best distribution of that strength. ( In reality, of
course, the real limits to mechanical performance may well result
from much more simple considerations such as the material used for
the coil mountings, or the strength of the adhesive fixing cantilever
to the coil.)
Audio Technica continue to use their ' V' generator system in their
moving- magnet models, the 'V' comprising two magnetic ' pins'. For
the moving-coil models, two tiny coils are used, these located on the
back of the cantilever close to the pivot. Offset from the cantilever
centre line, it could be argued that this arrangement cannot be
dynamically balanced, but AT have achieved good results with it in
the past.
The coils are wound with high purity copper wire, and the
magnetic circuits are said to be of high linearity, employing
samarium-cobalt cores and vanadium Permendur poles. The chassis
is of die-cast aluminium, while the outer case is asynthetic
moulding. The whole is then gold-plated to provide aconductive
electrical screen. Unusually for an up-market moving-coil such as
this, Audio Technica have chosen to aim for ahigh trackability in
addition to the other requirements, so compliance is quite high and
the downforce requirement correspondingly low at nominally 1.4gm.

though not especially so.
These technical results are pretty good, the main drawback being
the highish compliance, which prevents the more massive
'superclass' arms from being used, as these are nominally too high
in effective mass.
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Sound Quality
A high subjective standard was achieved by this subtle performer. It
proved to be both an effortless and astable tracker at 1.5gm, and
confidently handled all the program 'torture' tracks. It possessed an
open and neutral character, reminiscent of the Dynavector Karat and
Diamond series, with no added ' bloom' or ' richness'. Subjectively,
the frequency response was wide, with ahint of uplift at the treble
band edge. Slightly more surface noise and clicks than usual were
apparent, possibly as aresult of the modest tracking weight failing to
help the stylus tip ' plough its way through' superficial record
contamination.
The mid octaves sounded pure and transparent, with ahigh level
of detail and instrumental separation. In the bass the quality fell
slightly short of that standard, where alittle more ' attack' and
'power' would have been welcome. Detail was impressive in the
treble, though with atrace of 'grain' and ' edge' high in the band.
Stereo images were well formed, with good central focusing and
no apparent restriction in breadth. Depth effects were also pretty
good, especially in the middle register, and image stability was well
maintained. Coloration was very low.
This cartridge fell short of the reference standard by asmall
margin in our ( heavyish) arm, in an area that is quite difficult to
quantify. It was felt to lack the final degree of coherence and
integration, appearing very slightly insubstantial. The musical
immediacy of the Koetsu Black, for example, was less apparent with
the Ar37E, which just could not invoke the same level of musical
immediacy and emotional response.

Lab results
Taking the audio range frequency responséfirst, the graph illustrates
very fine channel balance of typically 0.3dB over the whole range.
Very uniform from 30Hz to 1kHz, the droop to 5kHz was held to amild
0.8dB. Output then rose to + 2dB by 20kHz, and continued to rise in a
well controlled manner to an average of + 3.5dB around 40kHz. Good
channel balance was maintained at these elevated frequencies, tip
mass resonance was estimated at 45kHz, and inner groove tracing
loss held to — 1.5dB at 15kHz.
The subsonic resonance appeared at 6.5Hz in the test 17gm
tonearm, indicating afairly high compliance of 25 x 10' cm/dyne
(25cu). A low mass arm is thus recommended for the best results,
preferrably in the 6-10gm range, suitable examples being the
Mission 774, Alphason HR100s ( and Rega RB300 ... PM).
Some channel separation imbalance was noted, though the
average midband value was agood 30dB. The fine high frequency
behaviour was illustrated in the smooth trend of separation at these
frequencies. Output was fairly low, as was the source impedance at 3
ohms, so agood m-camplifier input ( or step-up) is mandatory.
Medium power microscope examination revealed afinely set nude
stylus ground on alow mass 80 micron square-shank diamond.
Specified at 5pm x 18pm, this top quality elliptical tip was accurately
set in all planes and had fine grind symmetry, with properly swept
radii and excellent polish.
The cartridge demonstrated an impressive trackability margin and
it coped with the 300Hz + 18dB lateral Supertrack at amodest
1.55gm. The high level intermodulation tests ( also tracking
indicators) were also well handled. Investigation of distortion
revealed agenerally good linearity, though the usual distortion
imbalance in the vertical modulation plane was evident ( an attribute
of most designs). High frequency distortion results were also good,
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Conclusion
For such ahigh priced model, in my view the AT37E does not quite
make the grade. It was extremely competent in almost all respects,
but its various points do not seem to draw together to make a
coherent whole. The particular ' life', immediacy, and the ability to
recreate successfully the ambience and atmosphere of a
performance was dulled with this model, and when compared with
superior cartridges it appeared atrifle 'flat'. However, it's fairly
tolerant of arm quality since its mechanical energy feedthrough was
mild, so it represents awelcome addition to the available range of
models that are compatible with lower mass tonearms.

Koetsu Red
Fitting into the slot previously occupied by the original Koetsu
Rosewood, the new ' Red' level cartridge is similar in its use of a
precision-shaped red hardwood body, but this is now Posetta, which
designer Sugano states has asuperior damping ratio with high
strength and low mass. The original Rosewood's cantilever used
boronised aluminium with alow mass, selected elliptical diamond
stylus tip. A step-tapered boron rod cantilever is used for the Red, the
end slotted to take areduced mass super-elliptical stylus. This
possesses true elliptical geometry, with the grinding sweep
extended to move the tracing footprint in the groove closer to aline
contact form.
In earlier models Sugano used asteel suspension wire, but in the
Red he has succeeded in using beryllium, amaterial considered
superior for this application, having aspecific modulus ( stiffness/
mass ratio) seven times that of steel. Beryllium wire is exceedingly
difficult to handle and use, so this is therefore amajor design
achievement. It is also non-magnetic— aworthwhile consideration
for acomponent located so close to the magnetic circuit of a
moving-coil cartridge. The coil wires are high purity copper,
silver-plated and enamelled, though the exact advantage of silver
plating in this context is unclear.
The baseplate in the Black is an SPZ alloy casting, but that for the
Red is milled from asolid billet to maximise the performance of the
material.

Sound quality
Ihave used aKoetsu Black for some time now as adependable
reference cartridge, and still rate it very highly in its price category.
However, substituting the Red was amost rewarding experience. Its
essential character resembled the Black, being neutral and uniform
in frequency response and tonal balance. But something remarkable
happened to the stereo image. Good as the Black undoubtedly is, this
new model in some mysterious fashion appears to add about 50%
more stereo depth. In addition, vocal sections are more clearly
defined and focused, while the perceived resolution in complex
passages was much enhanced. The bass is more dynamic and
articulate and offers impressive slam, which was an attribute of the
original Rosewood. Further improvements were noted in the treble,

which was clearer, more delicate, and offered improved detail and
better instrumental harmonic shading.
Stereo images were startlingly well-focused, with impressive
stereo staging and fine rendition of ambience. Transparency was this
cartridge's keynote, and many older recordings were found to have
space, detail, and amusical subtlety not previously heard. The tonal
balance was slightly ' lean' sounding, not exactly bright but atouch
'thinner' than the Black, and certainly that way inclined when
compared with the vdH MC- 1or Koetsu Rosewood. The effect was to
give a 'closer' sound stage on the front rank solo sections, which
made the excellent depth all the more surprising,

Lab results
The subsonic resonance in the test arm was close to ideal at 8.8Hz,
corresponding to acompliance of around 14cu. Damping is not really
required, and the Red will suit avariety of top class arms preferably
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Without doubt the Red is another great Koetsu cartridge. To my way
of thinking, it is the most tonally neutral, transparent, focused and
depth revealing of all the Koetsus yet. It provided acomplete,
integrated performance throughout the frequency range, and was
superbly built by atrue master craftsman. A fitting successor to the
legendary Rosewood, it provides arealistic 'final stage' for those
wishing to progress beyond the Black level.
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quality often attendant upon using head amplifiers or transformers.
The stylus tip, anaked square-shanked grain-oriented diamond,
was superbly mounted to Koetsu's usual standard. The tip geometry
was essentially elliptical, with the grind extended to sweep the radii
out to aline contact profile, improving tracing resolution and contact
symmetry.
In the tradition of the Black, the frequency response was highly
uniform, + 0.6, — 0.8dB from 30Hz to 20kHz. The treble range was well
controlled, with excellent channel balance maintained up to 20kHz.
Stereo separation was also very good•especially in the midband, due
to the fine coil orthogonality ( another Koetsu hallmark).
Trackability was fine at the rated downforce, and while an increase
to 3gm was required to cope with the + 18dB 300Hz Supertrack,
performance was still quite linear at this level.
Something this cartridge shared with the .vdH MC- 1was the fine
linearity results giving low distortion — both models are extremely
good in this respect. Even the high frequency noise intermodulation
sections were well handled. Overall the measured performance was
very fine and worthy of awell built product at this elevated price
level.

, SI

in the 10-16gm effective mass range. Voltage output was ahealthy
0.36mV for 5cm/s, which is sufficient for direct connection to a
number of the higher gain preamplifiers, thus avoiding the loss in

Comment
In this group the two winners are the vdH MC- 1and the Koetsu Red.
And to tell the truth, Iwould find it very hard to choose between
them, as both possess great qualities. Moreover, their individual
balances might help or hinder aparticular system. For example, with
speakers such as the exciting Acoustat 2+2 ( see review next month)
the Red was ideal, whereas the best result from my Spendor SP1 s
was to be had with the MC- 1, where the latter's relaxed perspective
and superb treble imaging won the day.
With the EMT one has to accept its handling and contamination
fragility, plus awkward installation and wiring system. Conversely
the Red is afully- built, well-shrouded cartridge with normal mounting
and connections. In the end only the user can decide, hopefully with
some good dealer advice, which is best for aparticular application. +

Parameter

AT37E

EMT vdH MC1

Kiseki Purple

Koetsu Red

Cartridge type

low output moving-coil

medium output moving-coil

medium output moving-coil

medium output moving-coil

Body mass/test downforce

7gm/1.5gm

7.59nV2.2gm

8.0gm(2gm

8.8grnagrn

Specified downforce range

1.3-1.5gm

2-2.5gm

1.6-2.2gm

LF resonance in test arm 1169m. me.)

12.5dB el 6.5Hz

l'clEt là 12Hz

11d8 (à 9.0Hz

11dB (a 8.8Hz

Output at 1kHz. 5cm/sec lateral

0.077mV

0.25mV

0.20mV

0.36mV
10-1000

Recommended loading

10-1000

10-2000

10-1000

Recommended arm mass/cartridge compliance

6-10gm/25 x 10 -6cm/dyne

13-209m/8 x 10 -6cm/dyne

11-17gm/14 x 10 -6cm/dyne

10-169m/14.5 x 10

Cartridge coil resistance

30

200

5.20

50

Stylus type

nude elliptical

n.rtle van den Hul

nude super elliptical

nude super elliptical

Stylus finish/alignment

excellentNery good

excellent/excellent

excellent/good

excellent/excellent

Stylus tip geometry

low mass true elliptical; 5 z 111pm true line contact; 3.5 x 80um

swept elliptical; 5.5 x 259m

swept elliptical; 5.5 x 25pm

Tip mass resonance

est 45kHz

indeterminate

Frequency response 30Hz-20kHz
Frequency response 100Hz to 5kHz

37kHz

+ 2.3, - 0.5dB
± 0.5d8

indeterminate

- 2.5, - 1dB

- 1.5, - 1dB

• 0.6, - 0.8d8

11.5, - 1d8

. 0.5. - 1dB

* 0.6, - 0.7d8

Channel separation; 100Hz/1 Hz/10kHz

27/31/24d8

32/30/21dB

26/40/27d8

25/36/25dB

Channel balance 100Hz/1kHz/10kHz

0.2/0.2/0.1dB

Cii0.1/0.3dB

0.2/0.15/0.9dB

0.1/0/0.15dB

Downforce to track * 12d8, 300Hz vertical

0.6gm

12gm

1.0gm

1.1gm

Downforce to track + 15dB, 300Hz lateral

0.9gm

2.19m

1.69m

2.0gm

Downforce to track + 18dB. 300Hz lateral

1.559m

2.7gm

Total harmonic distortion * 9dB, 300Hz lateral - 44dB

- 50dB

Total harmonic distortion

- 35d13

6dB, 300Hz vertical

High frequency waveshapes

32dB
above average

•

good

.3.59m

3.0gm

- 43dB

- 51d8

- 32dEl

- 33c113

average plus

average plus

Intermodulation, 1 + 1.5kHz, 24cm/s ph

- 27d8

- 32dB

- 28dB

- 33dB

Intermodulation. 10kHz pulsed 24cm/s pk

- 38dB

- 39dB

- 40dB

- 42dB

Intermodulation, 1/
3-oct noise, 12/ 16/ & 20kHz

411-36/-29d8

- 44/ - 38/- 33d111

- 38/ - 35/-28dB

- 40/- 37/-30dB

Vertical linearity balance

average

very good

fairly good

good

Need for arm damping

could be helpful

could be helpful

questionable

questionable

Cantilever type

tapered synth. ruby tube

auminium tube

boron rod

boron rod

Price

f299

f575

c.f575
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Selected Ex-demonstration stock
available now
Speakers

Amplifiers
A&R C200-2-SA200

499.90

A&R HA10

e

29.90

Audio Vois V21/210 M/C

399.90

Denon PMA710

79.90

Meridian 103D
NAD 3020.

249.90
S/H

64.90

Naim NAC 32 ... S/H .......

OUR ATTITUDE?

199.95

Nytech CA252 ... S/H ......... 139.95
Quad 33.

S/H

Quantum 207 DA

It's sad that so many of today's music lovers appear to view the
selection and purchase of hi-fi equipment as something akin to taking
unpleasant medicine, ie "close your eyes, swallow hard and you'll feel
better"
It really doesn't have to be like that! Subjective Audio's customers have
proved to their own friends, time and time again that certainly at this
dealer, the process of auditioning and purchase is both highly
enjoyable and interesting, and not something to be apprehensive
about.
"Word of mouth" recommendation is the best sort of compliment a
dealer can receive and we get agood deal of satisfaction from it. We
find that total honesty (some call it bluntness) coupled to aco-operative
attitude is the best assistance we can give to potential customers.
Interestingly, 80% of visitor's to our premises during the last 7years
have become customers - sooner or later.
Naturally, space precludes ùs from giving you the whole story, but if
you are really interested or just curious, all you have to do is to contact
us by phone or letter, requesting our information pack. It will be sent
by first class post within 24 hours.

60.00
139.90

ARC 102's

299.90

ARC 202 Series 1

249.00

ARC 202 Series 2

299.00

Beam SLR 2AP

169.90

Boston A40

89.90

IAF 809

159.90

IAF 810 Lab

279.90

KEF Concorde 4 . S/H

120.00

Meridian M3s inc. .101B +
stands

599.90

Quantum 205 ... DAX2...189.90x 2

Mission 727.

S/H

Sugden A28

110.90

Mordaunt Short Carnival 3

109.90

159.90

Thresham DR1-PS1

189.90

Mordaunt Short Festival 3

174.90

ProAc Tablets

Turntables
Marantz TT120 new

44.90

Reel to Reel

Systemdek 2new

99.90

Revox B77 Hi speed .

169.90

2T. 649.90

Cassette Decks
Aiwa AD3150 new

69.90

163 High Street, Egham, Surrey
(0784) 32344/35036

HIS MASTERS ROYCE??

Our Facilities
1. Three purpose built single speaker demonstration rooms - fully
stocked with the world's finest equipment.
2. Close to Euston, Kings Cross and St Pancras BR stations as well as
Momington Crescent Tube.
3.. Delivery and full installation service within 200 miles of central
London.
4. All major credit cards accepted at no additional charge.
S. Instant credit up to £1000 .00 for suitable applicants - please write
for full details.
6. Interest-free credit facilities on a small number of different items
each month - please write for full details.
7. Sensible and attractive part exchange quotations.
8. Full EXPORT facilities to all parts of the world.
Our Suppliers
MR (Cambridge)
ATC
Audio Research
Audio Vois
Beard
BS Meridian
Burmester
Celestion
Dr Thomas
D.N.M.
EMT/ Van Den Hul
Etude
Gale
Goldring
Grace
Harbeth
Helius

Heybrook
Kesiki
Koetsu
Krell
Linn Products
Logic
Michell Engineering
Musical Fidelity
Nakamichi
Oracle
Pink Triangle
QED Cables
Revox
Sony
Spendor
Supex
Syrinx
Talisman

SUBJECTIVE AUDIO LTD
Audio Consultants

2-4 Camden High Street
London NW1 OK England

ROYCE TURNTABLES
For more information contact:

SOUND')
MARKETING
•
HALLDORE HILL, COOKHAM, BERKS.
Tel: Bourne End ( 06285) 22786

Tel (01) 387 8281
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ARANOIA IS NOTA CONDITION to

its integral headshell ( with SME type collar)
to see if the cartridge body is gold-plated as
which Isubscribed prior to entering
stated in the literature, but Ihave no reason
the brotherhood of audio writers.
to believe otherwise for the cantilever,
Ignorant of my near- leper status, it came as
fingerlift, collar, and nameplate appear in an
something of ashock to find myself the only
auric hue. And any company with the
valve- loving, moving- magnet cartridge
chutzpah to gold-plate so many non-sonic
supporter in the immediate vicinity.
features of acartridge's anatomy are highly
Thankfully, Messrs. Atkinson and
likely to plate the bits that can't be seen.
Humphreys are not of the Himmler school,
and they tend to offer advice and make
Referring back to the old Yearbook, Ilearnt
suggestions, rather than threaten my
that not alot has changed beyond the
physical well-being for failing to embrace the
cosmetics and the modern profiled stylus.
solid-state, moving-coil mode of existence.
Output has dropped from 0.5 mV to a
Still, Ican't help but feel like the man
ludicrous 0.2 mV, and impedance has gained
wearing brown shoes at afuneral, and —
an ohm, up to 3from 2. Aah! what's in an
though I
waver not one bit in my allegiance
ohm? Both share atracking force range of
to valve equipment and Decca cartridges— I
3-5gm, and stated frequency range on both
will admit to worrying not alittle.. .
is 20-20kHz. Plus ça change . . .
The Editor decided that areview of a
But the price — and here's the rub — has
moving-coil cartridge would be asubtle way
gone from £23 in ' 62 to £269 in ' 84, no doubt
of sowing the seeds for my conversion, and
due to gold values. Which creates a
he knows my weaknesses well:
problem: do I
treat this with the same
anachrophilia. ' Ken, it's about time that you
suspension of values I'd exercise in light of
reviewed an historic cartridge, some
its age, or do Itreat it as a
milestone of atransducer.
high-end moving-coil, vintage
And since we've been
be damned? A quick perusal
alternating out-of- production
of my earlier scribblings
antiques with items that have
revealed that Ihad discussed
somehow lingered, why not
the subject matter in terms of
review astill-current movingtoday's offerings, so Iforgot
coil?'
that the SPU Gold was a25Goody, I
thought. JA wants
year-old design and treated it
me to write about Denon 103
instead as acartridge
cartridges, some of the few
available right at this very
m-cs Ican tolerate and which
moment from people that
have been around long
could just as easily sell you an
enough to qualify as
Asak or aKiseki or any one of
anachrophilic.
ahundred other cartridges
'I'd also like to take this
that wouldn't leave much
opportunity,' he continued, 'to
change from £300.
wean you off movingOrtofon's SPU cartrid - ehas rea • seared
This was difficult to do,
magnets, for Iknow that you
though. Here Ihad what some
Ken Kessler • ives it awhirl
rate m-cdevices somewhere
people claim is the first-ever
above transistors, and
moving-coil — though Iknow
considerably below heiçpes.
there were other m-cs around
You shall write about the
just after the Mad Austrian's
Ortofon SPU Gold, direct
Fling — and it deserved some
descendant of the original
added respect for it is aTrue
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No 5848
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continuous production.'
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pre-Beatle vintage, Isought to
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refresh my memory. It soon
it alive for over two decades.
became clear that my brief
Enough of the misty-eyed
was to review acartridge that
musings, though; alistening
served as the state-of-the-art
test was in order. But when a
for longer than any other
cartridge weighs in at 32gm
single design, its security not
and only fits SME type arms
threatened until it had been
and Idon't happen to own one
around for almost adecade.
of the three or four arms that
'You'll love it, Ken — it's the
will actually balance it out, a
world's only valve cartridge.'
listening test is easier to say
That was but one of the cracks
than to do. My original
that preceded the arrival of a
intention was to try this with
fresh sample. Others
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included: 'You'll love it, Ken —
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far as turntable (TD- 124),
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program material ( Ella
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colorations than aJackson
trusty Radford TriStar
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speakers are an old-ish
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for HFN/RR's token psychotic. Ah, what the
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were the Basik LV-V and the Audio-Technics
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Midas impersonation and coating everything
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Martin Colloms reviews the Audiolab 8000A Amplifier, whilel
Paul Messenger and Martin discuss its concept with
designers Derek Scotland and Philip Swift
,IIt111‘11.
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HE ARRIVAL, ALMOST FROM THE BLUE, of the excellent
Audiolab 8000A amplifier, which so impressed Martin
Colloms elsewhere in this issue, demands alittle more
background than provided in astraightforward product
review. Accordingly, Philip Swift and Derek Scotland, the people
responsible, came down chez Colloms, and Paul Messenger
attempted vainly to steer afour-hour conversation along alogical
path.
Setting the scene, Derek and Philip both have scientific/
engineering backgrounds, but operate very much as a ' double act' of
complementary talent. As Derek put it: ' Philip is primarily involved in
marketing, cost control and setting the figures, whereas my
responsibility is in meeting those targets.'
Philip takes up the story: ' In the past, we have been closely
connected with anumber of hi-fi companies and many different
areas ofthe hi-fi industry, ranging from retail throudh distribution,
import and export, and the manufacturing and marketing of
products. We felt it was time to bring this together and be totally in
control of aproject that was originated by ourselves.
'Our overall intention was not so much to design and produce an
integrated amplifier as to create areally modern, top sound quality,
range of electronics. Having established this basic objective, we had
to pinpoint the products that we were going to go on and develop.
'We had felt that for many years there had been alack of areally
good amplifier at an affordable price, and this implies an integrated
amplifier.'

The am • lifier has been desi

ed

Questioned about the importance of the original Cambridge Audio
amplifiers in shaping their thinking, Philip admitted that there had
been asubconscious influence which had helped formulate the
physical format, 'though hopefully without the huge number of
shortcomings of the original unit. In fact we have had quite some
involvement in servicing old Cambridge products in the last few
years, which has given us important and useful information
concerning product longevity and the long-term degradation of
components.'
Derek interjected: 'The " product" which has been formulated is
not just this one integrated unit, but is in fact four units, including the
integrated model, the 100W power amplifier and separate preamp
and tuner, all sharing acommon case. This helps to spread tooling
and metalwork costs, and without this the integrated model could
not have been as competitively priced.
'It took 18 months from aclean sheet of paper to product actually
going out to dealers. The " product" shown at Audio 82 was merely a
model, but was used for important market research with dealers and
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overseas distributors. We came away from the exhibition 100%
satisfied that we were going into avery big area of the market that
had never been properly covered by anyone before.'
The market for ahigh quality integrated amplifier between £200
and £300 has been virtually ignored for many years ( indeed for just
as long as Derek and Philip have had their eyes on it!). 'We set the
price target of £250 and the 50W/8ohm power rating over 18 months

been crucial factors for us

IMINIF"Trrirerrel
ago, and the high standard of finish was taken as read.'
Questioned on whether this unusually high standard of finish and
presentation, not to mention copious facilities, was not somewhat at
variance with audiophile practice, Derek commented, ' It takes extra
effort to get the outside right, and engineers are instinctively
attracted to just worrying about the inside. However, when you
actually go to sell aproduct ... it is difficult to justify to non-technical
people that they have to put up with something that looks appalling
in order to enjoy the benefits of what is inside the case.'
Philip added: 'The amplifier has been designed to have all of the
facilities that any potential user could require. At the same time it has
been designed to satisfy the really critical " audiophile".
'Moreover, leaving offfacilities would actually have saved very
little money, while designing for optional facilities would have
increased the price of the basic unit unnecessarily and significantly.'
Martin noted that his only real complaint was the use of DIN
socketry throughout, and queried the reasons for something he
regards as both inconvenient and a ' hidden cost' in terms of
necessary adaptors.
'Several reasons — space, price, and specifically contact quality for
the price — made the decision essential within the price
framework ... We had to find away of maintaining the sound quality
while still keeping the facilities.'
'To take the sound quality available in the audiophile market and
translate it to abroader-based product?'
'Exactly. It was comparatively easy to identify the subjective
limitations of n00—£300 amplifiers which put them on amuch lower
rung than top-end audiophile products. Much of the typical
commercial product lacks aproperly controlled and defined bass end
"openness" and precise imaging capability. Almost no inexpensive
amplifier provides any depth of image, and often changes in sound
quality are quite dramatic as listening levels are increased.
'Image width and depth have always been crucial factors for us in
the evaluation of any amplifier. There are quite anumber of factors
which help to maintain image; these are largely the interactions
within the amplifier between high level and low level signals.'
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In discussing the problems of finding measurement techniques
which discriminated effectively between amplifiers and correlated
with sound quality, Derek pointed out: ' Distortion measurements on
an amplifier are usually made with ahigh-pass 400Hz filter
connected, to remove hum effects in test equipment. The analysis is
therefore being restricted to the upward components from the
fundamental. But are you justified in saying that an amplifier has
—90dB of distortion when you find 50, 100, 150, 250, 300Hz
line-associated components generated when pulling alot of current
out of the power amp? The 400Hz filter conveniently masks
important considerations such as the ripple rejection in the power
supply and the amplifier's power supply rejection ratio capability.'
Key measurements for amplifier assessment were identified as the
ability to drive low resistive impedances effectively (
eg, 2.7ohms),
and the stability of the amplifier into any load. Intermodulation
distortion measurements can be revealing, particularly with multiple
fundamentals.
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Derek commented: ' Idon't believe that amplifiers of only
moderately low distortion are sufficiently good to be revealing, clear
and detailed on complex material.'
'So linearity is the prime criterion?'
'Yes, but we have measured commercial amplifiers which are
extremely linear— into 8ohms. Then you let them look at 2.7ohms
Moreover, there are also amplifiers which are said to be capable of
driving alow impedance load. If you look at the configuration of the
amplifier, from the voltage amplifier through the driver stage into the
power devices, the output stage very rapidly runs out of available
current from the driver stage to get the current delivery into
2.7-3ohms at low distortion. The current modulation that is taking
place at the voltage amplifier stage becomes proportionally very
high, and the amplifier then becomes non-linear.'
'You're saying, in fact, that distortion measurement is valid, but
only if you use it to explore performance over the whole range of
possible operating conditions?'
'Yes. If you halve the load from 8ohms to 4ohms the distortion
often rises considerably more than 6dB, and then into 3ohms it rises
considerably more again. It's quite arevelation actually to use full
power tones in the musical spectrum, something like 200Hz and
2kHz. Then let the test amplifier drive 2.7ohms. Not only do you see
intermodulation products, but harmonic products as well.'
'But are these low impedances realistic in the real world. Had they
examined Otala's recent work on "real" loudspeaker impedances?'
'The end result of our work is not that far removed from Otala's. It
was actually Robert Cordell's paper in Wireless Worldthat . . . sent
me lock;ng for currents with stepped waveforms, which can
represent adrum being kicked at the same time as alot of other
things going on. From our measurements it does appear that
currents corresponding to as little as 60-70% of the minimum
impedance may be required. It is asad reflection on amplifier
designers that the majority of them are apparently not aware of the
loads they are supposed to be driving with their amplifiers.'
'But we are dealing with high level effects here; what about more
normal and lower levels?'
'That is where the interactions within the amplifier and choice of
the right circuit topology and component type becomes important.
These control the more subtle distortions which have adramatic
effect upon the clarity, particularly at low listening levels. They also
have asignificant effect on listening fatigue— something that alot of
amplifiers suffer from.'
'What components do you feel are suspect in sound quality
terms?'
'Relays. And fuses are even worse, in either speaker or power
supply lines. As far as switches are concerned, alot of the problems
are due to not using good quality examples. We use multiple- path,
silver-contact, wiping switches. Capacitors can also be asignificant
problem, so our circuit topology has been arranged so that all the
electrolytics in the signal path are strongly biased. This is something
that many people seem to have forgotten.
'We explored the possibility of apreamp which used split rail and
no electrolytics, which avoids problems of switch clicks, etc, but the
price was uneconomic. Such atechnique would be interesting if it
was feasible for us to look at astate-of-the-art product ... but it
would be significantly more expensive.
'Incidentally, the separate component amplifiers were developed
before the integrated model. We have worked to maintain as much of
the performance of the separates as possible in the integrated
model. As much as anything, it's easier to hear where you are
degrading sound quality rather than trying to ensure you are making
an improvement.'
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Moving on to power supplies and reservoir capacitors: 'There are
capacitors available which offer avery large value in avery small
package. The problem is that this is achieved by very deep etching in
the foils.
'I believe that that is an extension of the technique that was
brought in to make small electrolytic components for use in
automatic component insertion machines. The technology is now
being used to produce power supply reservoir capacitors, and these
have found their way into alot of audio amplifiers, because they're
cheap. But they don't deliver the performance.
'At the end of the day, the power supply is very, very important in
the amplifier, and avery large proportion of the cost of building our
amplifier had to be allocated to the power supply.
'You can actually measure differences in distortion in an amplifier
when changing power supply capacitors. If you put in, say, 23Hz Ito
avoid the mains harmonics), and measure the spectral lines of
distortion, you find you can see different levels of distortion with
different power supply capacitors.
'It is also interesting to analyse the spectrum of the ripple on the
power supply capacitors when the amplifier is driving alot of current
into the load. The ripple waveform differs when the capacitors are
changed, purely as afunction of impedance.
'The transformer output impedance shows up on that as well.'
'What attention do they pay to earthing?'
'There is asingle ground plane track in the preamplifier. In the
power amplifier, earthing is amajor problem. When Iset up a
mathematical model of the power amplifier, Ifound Icould not get
anywhere near the theoretical open- loop bandwidth that the power
amplifier ought to have had, based upon the data for the devices.
'Every time I
tried to push the amplifier's open- loop bandwidth
anywhere near that theoretically attainable, it would go into
oscillation. Istarted to notice effects relating to how the ground
return paths were taken from the breadboard back to the power
supply, and eventually discovered Icould get more and more
bandwidth by paying more and more attention to the decoupling and
the earth returns, particularly the " noisy" return back to the centre
point of the power supply. In effect you can design avery wide
bandwidth amplifier and then "throw it all away" because you can't
stabilise it. And you can't stabilise it because of spurious impedances
appearing in the power supply connections, which appear inductive
The thin • that sets our am • tiller a • art
from man

other desi
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its inherent freedom from TIM
to the amplifier. Before you know it, the amplifier has "gone off" ...
1MHz is afavourite frequency...
'The decoupling of the supplies to the power amplifier is one
important aspect. So, too, is the routing back of " rubbish" from the
power supply. The path from the Zobel network back to the centre
point has to be removed from the ground line which is being used as
the amplifier's feedback reference line. If you don't split those two
and decouple them quite carefully, you end up with an amplifier with
alimited open- loop bandwidth, simply to keep it stable.
'If you look very carefully at ground returns, the better decoupled
the supply lines and the returns from the " dirty path" to the power
supply are, the more stable the amplifier appears when driving a
reactive load.
'You then get into the trade-off of whether to make aconditionally
stable or an unconditionally stable amplifier. We have opted for the
latter, but for test purposes you can get lower IM distortion if you
accept conditional stability, and you can push your open- loop
bandwidth further.
'The thing that sets our power amplifier apart from many other
designs is its inherent freedom from TIM. This amplifier does not
need an input filter, yet it does not go into slew rate limiting up to the
level of a2V step applied to the input. The output of the amplifier is
an exponential rise and not astraight-edged constant-current
charging waveform.
'The reason Iwanted to achieve this is that it left me free to
examine the effects of different levels of feedback and open- loop
bandwidth, independent of slew limiting effects and considerations
of TIM.'
'What level of negative feedback did they eventually choose, and
why?'
'50dB, dictated by the physical properties of the devices which
fitted the £250 budget! Without such constraints I
would probably
push for awider open-loci') bandwidth, for the improved linearity.'
'Certainly it is beginning to look as if high feedback or low feedback
should not give you aparticular amplifier "sound".'
'The 8000 is actually awide bandwidth amplifier, with asingle- pole
filter at 85kHz merely to " keep out the rubbish". Low frequencies are
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also extended, using aDC servo- loop, which is the best of several
alternatives. A straight DC amplifier has to be trimmed, and you have
to watch for temperature drift. Alternatively you can decouple within
the feedback loop, but what do you use? — atantalum bead or
electrolytic with no bias across it!
'The power amplifier is DC-coupled with the LF — 3dB point at 1Hz;
the line amplifier is — 3dB at 3Hz. But there's arolloff at the low end of
the phono stage — — 3dB at 20Hz at 6dB/octave — in order to produce
the best performance from the majority of loudspeakers.
'The RIAA is also accurate; the equalisation used is the
mathematical solution of Lipshitz' paperwork, and the capacitors
which produce it are actually wound to the nominal values that came
out of the calculator.
'Putting the tone controls into the amplifier was amajor piece of
work. If you build aline amplifier that has again of 7-10 ( 20dB), and
you turn the treble down, it goes unstable, because that's your worst
loop gain condition. If you restabilise the amplifier for operation
under this condition, you end up by worsening the slew rate of the
line amplifier. Idiscovered. By adding acouple of components I
was
able to stabilise the amplifier so that it's got the best possible gain
bandwidth as though the tone controls were flat, yet doesn't go
unstable when you turn the treble down.
'They are driven by the low output impedance line amplifier, which

is there anyway as abuffer between the input signals ( or the output
signal from the phono stage) and the volume control, and the power
amp input stage. And because the line amplifier was there in the first
place, it was just acase of adding the tone control components, not
another stage to the amplifier as is usually done.
'Market research indicated that people do want tone controls.'
'I feel the need for them with many CDs Imust admit,' quoth
Colloms ruefully.
'We were delighted when CD came along, because we were really
able to utilise the tone controls properly.' Swift responded!
The conversation then lightened, and turned away from the
intensive technical explanations which had gone before towards
more general observations on the marketplace and its dynamics.
In the immediate future there is bound to be some shortfall in
supply, because the initial production samples have already
generated impressive waves of reputation.
It is obvious from the above that this new range of electronics has
been very carefully conceived, with an unusual amount of prior
research and development. So there is every reason to believe that
Audiolab will avoid the pitfall of continuous prototype development,
with the customer as guinea pig, which so often afflicts promising
new audiophile-oriented products based on less firm foundations.
legends above the controls where they can be easily read; all too
often one has to crouch in front of aproduct to read the labels and
indicators.
The moving-coil input has afixed loading of 100 ohms, in parallel
with 4.7nF of capacitance, but can easily be modified by adealer if
desired. The moving- magnet input has asecond parallelled socket
into which an optional loading plug may be inserted for optimum
matching.
Pre-and power amplifier sections are normally wired together on
the pcb, but apatch socket is installed on the rear panel and
changing afew links provides external independent access to preand power amplifiers. This was done on the review sample to aid
assessment of each section, though it should be noted that the
preamplifier lacks anti-thump circuitry for switch-on transients, as
this is part of the power amplifier.

Technical data
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ANUFACTURED BY CAMBRIDGE SYSTEMS
TECHNOLOGY LTD, the new Audiolab range is
introduced by the 8000A integrated amplifier, which
sells for around £250. Trade rumours are that the first
batch was sold out even before any press mention of the product,
and that the few dealers appointed so far are finding it impossible to
hold any stock. In these commercially depressed times it is
refreshing to cover asuccess story such as this, though Isuspect that
this model may be in short supply for some time to come.
Built in afull width, low- profile metal case, finely finished in dark
grey metallic, the 8000A offers aspecified 50W per channel ( 17dBW)
at alow distortion level, 20Hz to 20kHz. The well balanced and
elegant front panel is sensibly laid out. Rotary selectors occupy the
left-hand section, one for input, and the other for the record-out
terminals. Selection may be made from moving-coil and movingmagnet disc, auxiliary/tuner, CD, tape 1and tape 2. Bass and treble
controls have deliberately limited range and adefeat/flat switch. The
complement is made up by the balance control, avisually dominant
volume control knob, speaker selection switch, and headphone
socket. One set of 4mm socket/binding post type speaker terminals is
permanently hardwired for the best sound, while the second set is
controlled by the speaker switch, allowing convenient muting for
headphone operation if desired.
The rear panel has aliberal array of DIN input sockets, which
would not be my favourite choice. Though Ican appreciate that DIN
are mechanically and electrically superior to phonos, while their •
modest component price also reduces assembly costs, it must be
pointed out that few signal sources these days come with DIN
sockets or cables, and consequently it will probably be necessary to
use anumber of DIN-tophono adaptors; Audiolab will be able to
supply these as moulded one-piece assemblies rather than the more
usual flying lead types. Considerable care has been taken over the
ergonomic and appearance engineering, with properly tooled panels
and controls which fit and work very well, and great attention to
detail. Other small touches also impress such as the placement of
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This innovative design is built around aseries of very high quality,
high linearity operational amplifiers, constructed using sealed
discrete components. The amplifier remains non- inverting via any
combination of input, mode or output, which is ahappy but rare
occurence.
The design framework was established following extensive market
research which indicated that acomprehensive unit with tone
controls was required to satisfy customers all round the world.
Hence the inclusion of such facilities as headphone socket,
secondary speaker switching, bass and treble adjustment, and
flexible disc inputs. Such adesign could not have been economically
manufactured without abroader marketing strategy. High grade
metalwork and tooling have been devised which can also be used for
separate preamplifiers and power amplifiers with only minor
changes, and these are expected soon, with the promise of atuner
later on. In fact, the designers say that the preamplifier and power
amplifier were fully designed and prototyped first, and with minor
compromises formed the basis of the 8000A.
The design was conceived from the belief that highly linear, low
noise, wide dynamic range circuits oughtto sound good; and that
the discipline required to achieve this would result in high standards
for crosstalk, unwanted coupling, common mode rejection and the
like. In particular the effects of power supply harmonic spectrum, its
variation with program, and its effect on other circuits was analysed
in great detail. This is effectively an aspect of the so-called 'envelope
distortion', discussed in last month's Meridian review.
Details such as good input matching were taken in hand at an early
stage, whereas the requirements for output matching needed
considerable effort. Here designer Derek Scotland pursued an
analysis of the current and voltage needs of real loudspeakers under
dynamic music drive conditions, by monitoring the power drawn at
the output transistors themselves. His results parallel those in the
Otala-directed paper on loudspeaker dynamic impedance, to which
frequent reference has been made recently, indicating that multi-way
speakers of nominal 6-8 ohms rating may have dynamic or transient
effective impedance values as low as 2ohms.
For adesigner to guarantee agiven high standard of power
amplifier performance into avariety of loads, there must be sufficient
peak output current to meet most of the load probabilities. In this
case, the ability to supply asubstantial peak current was not
considered the only criterion. It was also considered important that
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the amplifier should remain linear, or low in distortion, at peak
currents, an aspect frequently neglected in other models. Sufficient
peak current does avoid catastrophic loudspeaker load mismatching, but unless the amplifier remains linear, it can sound
compressed or even change its sound quality and tonal balance
when power levels approach peak output.
Earthing has received great attention; indeed the attainment of
very low hum levels throughout was dependent upon the success of
the multiple-tier earthing system, which involves signal reference
earth, general decoupling, main power ground, and loudspeaker
signal return.
Progressing logically along the signal path, the moving-coil signal
is amplified by around 25dB by afairly elaborate and well decoupled
series feedback head amplifier, with low noise, shared area
input transistors and applied ultrasonic filtering. Spliced back
into the disc signal path, the normal moving- magnet stage follows.
This is one of the ' super op-amp units', non- inverting with single
stage series feedback equalisation incorporating the IEC rolloff and
again, with ultrasonic filtering at the output. The dubbing input
selector follows, leading to balance and volume controls.
Another ' super op-amp' forms the basis for the line output
amplifier which incorporates the low- rate tone controls in its
feedback loop. The configuration is such that the tone controls can
have no degrading effect on the performance, bar avery slight gain
change accompanied by atouch of bass rolloff in the flat position.
'Tone cancel' removes all the tone controls from the feedback loop,
leaving all else unaltered; even contact effects in the changeover
switch are nulled.
While the op-amps are differential and could so easily have been
used with balanced supplies and near DC coupling potentials,
Audiolab's research on component sound quality showed that
excellent results could be obtained with selected electrolytic
capacitors, provided that these were properly biased. Hence the
preamp supplies are single-ended, and use capacitors with afull 15V
of polarisation.
A similar consideratioq arises in the power amplifier where
frequently alarge unpolarised electrolytic capacitor is used in the
feedback chain. In the Audiolab this has been avoided by the use of a
separate heavy integrating servo amplifier in the side chain, solely
responsible for the DC stability of the amplifier. The main amplifier
may then be DC coupled throughout, hopefully providing abetter
sound.
The power amplifier uses adifferential input with constant-current
sources liberally applied; this input amplifier is arranged with
capacitative degeneration coupling the collectors, to provide an
input which guarantees anon-slewing performance from the
feedback looped amplifier. Symmetrical throughout, the signal
passes via asecond differential stage to the complementary voltage
amplifier and the special bias/driver configuration, which provides
good temperature stability and afreedom from crossover effects.
The output stage is arranged as acomplementary triple, the
parallelled sets of output transistors in collector coupled mode and
direct-coupled to the load. Negative feedback is applied afterthe
high quality output relay.
A comprehensive protection system is built in, to deal with
over-current/short-circuit conditions, while excessive DC or subsonic
signals trigger output muting.
The amplifier uses asubstantial 250VA toroidal transformer,
feeding specially produced high peak current reservoir capacitors,
the supply being shared between the two channels. Constructed on a
single full-size printed circuit board, with an absolute minimum of
wiring, the 8000A is built to high engineering standards, and should
be easy to service. The heatsink is located inboard which further aids
assembly and simplifies power transistor mounting arrangements.

Sound quality
With such care having been taken concerning good matching,
uniform responses, and alinear, consistent performance, it was
gratifying to report that this amplifier's subjective hallmark was its
neutrality. It was highly transparent to all signals applied, movingcoil or moving- magnet cartridge, tuner, CD and PCM tape, adding
very little of its own character to the sound. Its most severe
aberration was amild 'grain' and hint of 'sheen' added mainly to the
sound of the moving-coil input. The moving- magnet input was felt to
be atrifle cleaner in the treble, but both set avery good standard
nonetheless. Striking aspects were its NAIT-like transparency,
achieved without any tonal emphasis, and it also proved very strong
in terms of depth and ambience. Stereo focus was very good, with
strongly defined frontal images— perhaps atouch 'close-up' — and it
demonstrates exceptional separation of the multiple strands in
complex musical textures. ' Fine definition' is an apt description, this
holding right through the frequency range. The bass sounded 'solid',
extended and articulate in amanner not heard from some units
costing considerably more.
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Via the auxiliary input, the clarity marginally improved, and the
reproduction standard from CD and PCM masters was in aclass
far removed from this amplifier's competition. It was found
necessary to extract amplifiers costing around the £ 1000 mark from
my loan stock ( and elsewhere) in order to begin to reveal the
limitations of the Audiolab, and this involved respectable brands
such as PS Audio, Electrocompaniet and Naim.
The preamp alone was tried in conjunction with aKrell KSA-50,
and it made avery respectable effort indicating that this section
alone was competitive with models in the £300-500 class.
We tried anumber of speakers, and found it drove the Quad 63s
well, and also partnered the Celestion SL6 and SL600, and Spendor
SP1 superbly. It would also take on loads equivalent to the Sara and
the NS1000, attaining arespectably loud sound level, while it clipped
well and could be made to play very loud. In fact the Audiolab is
rather like the Krell in this particular respect, sounding like a100W
per channel model most of the time. The only load we tried that
showed insufficient 'go' was the Acoustat ' 2 + 2', alarge
electrostatic, and even here the sonic mismatch was nothing like as
severe as might be supposed ( on the other hand the speakers cost
some 10 times the price of the amplifier!).
After extended listening we were left with an impression of alively,
dynamic, transparent and powerful amplifier, with dependable
neutrality giving low listening fatigue. It demands to be compared
with top class equipment, and then it is possible to show mild
imperfections in the sound — for example aslight touch of clinical
brittleness, the vaguest softening in bass definition, and aslightly
'close' frontal sound-stage. But such objections pale into
insignificance in the light of the price vs performance equation.

Lab results
Conservatively rated at 50W, 17dBW per channel, the 8000A
produced aminimum of 19.0d6W into one 8ohm channel over the
whole 20Hz to 20kHz bandwidth. It also produced the rated power
level over the same range into two 4ohm channels, and approached
100W/20dBW into 8ohms on peak-program- related drive. lids high
output level fell by only 2dB when loaded by 2ohms, apeak- power
level of some 250W per channel! Peak current was impressive at a
symmetrical ± 15A. The balance of output voltage level versus
current capacity is agood one, resulting in adesign that possesses a
fine load tolerance and dynamic range.
Rated level could also be sustained into 8ohms + 2pF loading at
20kHz, and total harmonic distortions were very low at all power
levels as claimed. The worst figure recorded was — 77dB at 20kHz full
power, and at lower frequencies distortion in the region of — 95dB
was typical. High frequency intermodulation was comparably good
at better than — 93dB for 19 and 20kHz full level fundamentals. These
excellent results held via all inputs, afine result since moving-coil
inputs are often of poorer linearity. Good results were obtained for
input noise, while residual hum levels were very good on both
channels. For example, the CD input gave afigure of — 73dB CCIR
ARM ( 1kHz reference); referred to full power and normal CD input
levels this corresponds to around 100dB dynamic range, perfectly
compatible with the CD standard.
DC offset at the speaker terminals was quite negligible, as was the
power amplifier's output impedance ( effective damping factor is 8
divided by Rout).
To investigate
the claimed
linearity, narrow
band spectral analysis
was undertaken
at rated level, 17dBW,
with a4ohm load and
a23Hz fundamental
(chosen to separate
the harmonics from
the mains frequency
residuals.) The accompanying frequency
analysis ( fig.1)
has abaseline at — 140dB relative to the fundamental ( nulled), with
the bright spot marker positioned over the 46Hz second harmonic
and reading — 110dB. The major horizontal divisions are at 25Hz
steps and show the mains at 50Hz intervals harmonics, which are not
of course related to this linearity test. Second is the largest harmonic,
and the rest are better than 115dB down. Incidentally, despite the
heavy drain on the power supply, the good common mode rejection
kept the line harmonics at — 100dB or less. As Scotland correctly
pointed out, the real dynamic range is that pertaining under full drive
conditions, not when the power output is near to zero as is
>72
71

commonly used for purposes of assessment.
Noise intermodulation tests gave very good results, so the linearity
was clearly maintained under transient conditions at high
frequencies ( test input a10-20kHz noise octave.) Input overload
margins were ample, while the stereo separation was particularly
good, much better than usually encountered. Channel balances were
accurate, with very good volume control tracking except at the very
lowest settings.
The design was sufficiently sensitive to cope with awide range of
cartridges and other inputs, though the CD input terminal could have
had less sensitivity in view of the 2V maximum level possible; a
10-16dB attenuator could easily be wired into one of the DIN plugs.
(Sony will be making good quality attenuators available for their
CDP-101 player, and these will be suitable for others with fixed
outputs such as the Philips/Marantz models.)
The preamp output has 600 ohm impedance, with amaximum
level of 7.5V, which is sufficient for any known power amplifier.
Available range on the tone controls has been deliberately restricted

sound quality. It was versatile as well as load tolerant, and almost as
powerful as anyone could sensibly require. Furthermore, it
managed to satisfy on technical grounds as well. It may therefore
now be taken as defining the new standard for the price, offering
exceptional user satisfaction plus real value for money.

Audiolab 8000A
Power output
Rated power into 8 ohms

Disc ( m cl

Nt

/a

so

Too

100

501
FREQUENCY III IIN

111

TONE DEFEAT'PLOTS
ASA STRAIGHT LINE
21
51
101
MI

at 50Hz and 15kHz. The auxiliary input response was wide in
response at — 3dB, 0.68Hz and 60kHz, with aslow roll- off beyond.
RIAA equalisation hinted at atouch of treble lift of the order of
0.4dB or so, which was more noticeable on m- m than m- c. Overall
±0.25dB limits were met from 50Hz to 20kHz via m-c, with the IEC
rolloff at — 3.5dB, 20Hz. The response was rolled off at ultrasonic
frequencies beyond 40kHz. The addition of 2pF to the 8ohm loading
caused the 20kHz response to increase amild 1dB, which would
probably pass unnoticed. Overall this was avery fine set of test
results.

-70
-65
-73
-78

DC offset preamp, (/rmV
DC offset preamp, Or

2.2/3.3
-/-

Input overload dB
Disc ( m-m) input 4IKF)
Disc ( m-c) „ „
Aux/CD „ „

20Hz
29
26
20

Stereo separation dB
Disc input
Aux „

-90
-78

Output impedance (
damping) ohms

0.03

Channel balance, disc, @ 1kHz

0.04dB

Vol/balance tracking
Aux input

OdB
0.04dB

socket type
DIN

Outputs, preamp .„
Disc eq error, 30Hz-15kHz
Dimensions (
w,h,d)

In the Audiolab 8000A we have one of those rarely encountered
products, namely aunit which encompasses an admirable balance of
visual design and finish, internal engineering, serviceability and

9
12
14
16
17
19
21

NOVEMBER'S WINNERS: B. N. McQuade, Shepperton, Middlesex; John Wells, Orford,
Warrington; B. Waters, Canterbury; Timothy Bowen, Portland, Dorset; R. G. Horne,
Bromley, Kent.
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1kHz
- 97

20kHz
-77

1kHz
30
26
20

20kHz
30
26
20

- 72
- 77

-51
-55

0.04

0.12

- 20d8
OdB

sensitivity
0.3mV
0.0075mV
120mV
70mW

loading
47k/.30pF
100R/4nF
20)/70pF

7.5V mas

6000

-60dB
3.5dEt

see graphs

44.5 x 7.4 x 30.2cm
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CLUES DOWN
The sound which Claudio Abbado produces (51
Art Nigel otherwise found in the percussion section (81
Electrical giant takes in garbled emergency call for Belgian composer (6)
(see 1ACROSS)
Three notes before the American government agency for the Italian hunt, or music
therefrom (6)
Music group encountered coming back from choir training (4)
Dead acoustically from arather mundane choice (81
Audio bugbear has statute embracing the medic initially (6)
Sacred music returning in the air Olga sings (6)
Mr. Coates gets astart appearing in Guarneri Conservatoire (4)
Risen in away to discover the nasty noise (5)
A famous music school initially gets astart for the composer of 'Gayaneh' (
4)

20kHz
19.0
17.0
-

A £5record token will be awarded to the first five correct solutions received by January 5th.

CLUES ACROSS
1 ( a, 5DOWN) Seminal audio software produced

2
3
4
5
7

1kHz
19.5
17.6
18.0

Typical selling price inc VAT £250

Compiled by Maurice Taggart

by Pater's mate somehow (6-4)
6 Get arm once around for short musical composition (7)
8 Little medic has crazy fit for radio reception problem 15)
10 Music in miniature, though mainly nautical 161
11 Fancy footwork got together by little hippopotamus and familiar Ernest 18)
13 Vocalise stylishly, though finishing out of sorts, almost exciting ( 5)
15 Italian tarantella featuring composition by Rimsky-Korsakov (5)
18 It's Cyril somehow producing the words for the song (8)
20 Popular singing group do present the recording conductor (6)
22 The vocalists are rich somehow, though having nothing ( 5)
23 Care otherwise, before the little transducer, for the magnetic material (7)
24 Power initially, before one hundred, for musical stress (6)

,,

Disc (m -cl
„
Aux/CD
„
Residual, unwtd (v/c @ min)

Input data
Disc I
m- m I
Disc ( m cl
Aux
Power amp

Conclusion

CROSSWORD

,,

20Hz
-93
-95
<-90
<-85

Noise dB, 1kHz ref
Disc ( m- m) input ( IHF. CCIR wtd)

....„--TONE CONTROLS AND
RI AA ACCURACY

..•
20Hz
19.4
17.2
19.9/18.6

Distortion dB
Total harmonic distortion at rated
power, Aux input (see spectrogram)
Intermod, 19/20kHz, rated power, Aux
Disc 1m- ml
„
„

to maximise performance, ( fig.2) showing amaximum of ± 7.5dB

7„,

50W (= 17dBW)

Power output, dBW:
One channel, 8 ohm load
Both channels, 8 ohm load
One channel, 2 ohms pulsed
Instantaneous peak output 80/40
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Make it
aCompact
Christmas
Add aCompact Disc Player to your system, the most
convenient sound source available.
And where else would you expect to see all the latest
models, than Laskys? We'll advise you on compatability
with existing systems, invite you to test play, compare
and cross match equipment and then offer you achoice of

easy ways to pay, a2year Free Guarantee, anationwide
after-sales service, and commitment to exchange any
product.
Look around. We don't think you can buy Compact
Disc Players anywhere better than Laskys.

HITACHI DA 1000

Front Loading, Memory,
Location Indicator, Repeat.

TECHNICS SLP 10i

Auto-Load, Auto- Search,
Programmed Playback, Timer.

SONY CDP 101
WITH FREE
SONY WALKMAN
(USUAL PRICE £79.90

11,•'""te4e-eA

Front Loading, Multi Function Display,
Intro Skip, 3Beam Tracking Servo.

MARANTZ CD 63

3

Auto- Loading, Auto Sensor,
I/R Remote Control, Timer.
'Offer ends 24th December 19&1

,ofe

All prices corred at the time of going
to press, but subject to change without notice.
1711143

xnereeMbenneeme

Top Loading,
Pause/Repeat Control,
Fast Search Facility,
Progr
able.
LONDON& NONE COONDES .
6.66., , .,,, %de ^116 • •
S. Ionee•••••• , ,
ke ‘
iade el •
VO. E3HE s'II • i,E',.
,A.221.1.66,
.•••• ' 'oceTear , ow...coo A • FINE NI iNOSS SI•eopmCITee
•9 'leers+. SS: .9.01A 1322 IANser Snow,
leer Sbene, ., so ',sr
COI CNE SID R12 sees S000m
I.'9-30.491 9,ess e,
coos's*/ •••• 9,Neor coo
•
9 • ? Fenn N9.3.9“ ,:•el ,•• SW* t0se s8 Oassee GATIee•

ALL MAJOR
CREDIT CARDS
ACCEPTED

Front loading, Random
track selection, Quick
check play (scan) repeat.

MORE COMPACT
- DISC PLAYERS
FROM LASKYS
FISHER AD SOO
£479
MARANTZ CD 73
£429
PHILIPS CD 100
£398
PHILIPS CD 303
£449
SANSUI PCV 1000 £498
MINIMMEMI•

EASY

The Home Entertainment Specialists
9,NGSTON Es, Soft,
SOUT1£RN ENG-AND
. ler ON , ,': 6,1ale Ceme
ONIGNION '
ST?Weser Noe
READING I.,Seem
8555505 ,620 Nee $ee,
DeCNIAONDIV•Ofee•
GNAT MIA 8Tee .9.,
s1091,901913 So» Seee
GI °DUSTED 25.EasGate Seem
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SOU ,NNW TON 22 93 Le, Swee,

SODTITE30 205 X6 CIN/Coe wee
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CAAII3RDTGE 2:' 20 Toe Gahm Cs.°
CHESTER 2Toe Faun
LEEDS NI•39 Aeon See«
LEICESTER 9S Made Race Sae

LvERPOOL 13 O. Seem
IS' St »ors Preceo
msisCNESTER
12,1a St Mac, sGate
NEWCASTLE • UPON frniE
6Nortluseesee SI
NO0TNANITION 13 Ateseoe Sloe.

toys to PAY

ASK ifi STORE FOR OEVULS

610116601.10.161 ,
sDee, Roe
OSONO IS Weep.
PESEFEIOROUGHOuseosgate Deese
PPESTON Gotha Amoco
ecodd
WoLVERNAIAPTON 2 %Non Swore
TORN lea Cone, Sleet

•66, creel olloss eve,ct
6CC•plance Usk, CrecitBreaers
Mk
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IS, VAT .. Exceptparlabe
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months I

SCOTLAND
001529AG. c,CSt JarTes Dense
GLASGOVrSS ,X Btchean SU.
WALES C.901F I- I
22 CuseT Ssee

XMAS &
NEW YEAR
OPENING HOURS

(Mon Sth Dee - Mon 9th JanI
ALL STORES
9arn - 7pm ( Mon-FriI
9am - Tem ISM)
Sat 24th Dec closes epro
Open Mon 2nd Jan
OUEENSWAY A GOLDERS GREEN
OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
II any7pm

New store opening in Exeter late December
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The finest loudspeaker in the world?.

The NEW horn-loaded
loudspeaker system
from Tannoy

...the Japanese say so!
With the Westminster we set out to produce
the finest loudspeaker you can buy.
We took our renowned 15" Dual Concentric
drive unit and around it we built the optimum
cabinet design—acompound horn enclosure.
The combination of straight front horn and
rear folded horn increases the radiating area
of the drive unit by 21
/ times, giving anew life
2
and 'presence' to recorded music. With the
Tannoy Westminster, the overwhelming
sensation is of actually being there.
The excellence of the Westminster has even
been recognised in Japan. The prestigious
Japanese audio magazine ' Stereo Sound'
recently conferred their ' Golden Sound'
award for the best new audio component on
the Westminster.

Visit one of our specialist Westminster

dealers and hear the Westminstel
difference for yourself.
The Music Room
221 St. Vincent Street,
Glasgow. Tel: 041 221 2527
Fanthorpes
Hepworths Arcade, Silver Street. Hull,
Humberside. Tel: 0482 223096
K.J. Leisuresound
48, Wigmore Street, London, WI
Tel: 01-486 8263
Midland HiFi
Royal London Buildings, Wulfrana
Street, Wolverhampton, West Midlands.
Tel: 0902 771774

Perspective drawing showing details of
Westminster folded horn construction.

Bringing Music Back to Life

Nobody gives
you more sound
advice than Las
Rather than buy an off the shelf hi-fi package, we ask
you to listen.
Listen to our vast range of equipment. Test play and
compare the various components, audition our vast
range of loudspeakers. Then we'll help you to put
together the system that is right for you. Where else can

you find so much - low prices, afree 2year guarantee, a
commitment to exchange purchases that you are not
completely happy with, achoice ofeasy ways to pay and,
our nationwide after-sales service?
Look around, we don't think you can buy your hi-fl
anywhere better than Laskys.

You'll find all these manufacturers (and more!) at Laskys: A & R, Crimson, JVC, LUX,
Mission, Quad, Sansui, Akai, Dual, Fisher, Marantz, Pioneer, Sony, Technics, Ariston,
Thorens, Teac, B & W, Celestion, Goodmans, Kef, Wharfedale, Hitachi, Hailer, Aiwa,
Philips, Sanyo....the list goes on, and on.

MISSION SYSTEM 1

I

TECHNICS 315/10
'if/eagle

£498
111.1101111teeelM111111111M

•

'Ammo

British turntable based hi-fi system comprising 778 amp,
775LCT with 773mm turntable and cartridge, 10 metres of
cable J3c 70 Mk 2speakers.

Cassette/receiver based mini system offering 22 watts per
channel, linear tracking fully automatic turntable, Dolby B
cassette deck and SBF5 speakers.

LASKYS HI-FI UPDATE

PRE/POWER
AMPLIFIER

TUNERS

QUAD FM4:

A&R C200/SA150:

Popular pre/power amp
combination offering high
output o175 watts per
channel.
£269

& £279
•

AMPLIFIERS

MARANTZ PM230:
Slimline, golden finish, 30
watts p.c. integrated amp.
with slider controls & low
total harmonic distortion.

£94.90

FISHER CA275:

100 watts p.c. integrated amp.
with soft- touch controls
3- way tone control. £ 189.90

Al prices correct
at ime of going
to press, but
subject to
change without
notice.17/11/83

LASKYS
SUPERDEALS

LUX PD284:

BBC recommended British
FM tuner with digital display,
preset facility & original fine
signal scale for precise
tuning.
£239.00

FISHER FM55:
3waveband tuner complete
with illuminated dial pointer,
FM muting, signal level
meter & distinctive flywheel
tuning control.
£69.90

TURNTABLE

AR ART/T/MISS:

Re-released legend, the
original 3-point suspended
sub-chassis design complete
with popular Mission 774LC
tonearm.
£198.90

Semi-automatic, direct drive
turntable with straight
tonearm & integrated
headshell also anti-skate
adjustment & low wow &
flutter.
£119.90

CASSETTE
DECKS

AMPLIFIERS:

• RECEIVERS:

PIONEER CT740:

Full logic, soft- touch
control, Dolby B & level
LED's.
£129.90

AIWA ADF770:

Superb three-head cassette
deck with Dolby B/C
automatic tape bias microcomputer, feather touch
logic control, output level
& de-magnetizer.
£279.90

'Mogen offers Tut'Kt
Acceptance by LAsYysCredli Brokers
Miler Amnon detuls
correo
as auTme olgoevoopms AN ,AAT
C. sub,cle var./bon AA antvs
ITT. VAT -law p.a.
mi.,. my- CANA..
AmoNNANAH99.9...., ,
1ComeHne tornpoNsvou
an,e8, AINiNeNNA,99 ,9HH
NomAt

LONDON NOME couNnt
(
wee Row » II
.12 Tolln.A.C.0... Road MN BE ALEYNEATH
Re Bead«.
257 Tonr.a. Cc. Raw Mr BRENT CROSS 99,30,93 Cemee
--90LeeesearMAT
EIROIALET nWed Swage
sue, Swear IIer ce.
. 0i DaESTER . 2Tn., Suede
a-30dan Seem N • ,: a0vDON
MTNee. Enn
18 1g Em.,,
c

K,NL,S ,ON Eden Ne.
LUTON 192 Mee Cerac
READNG 4a,
MCwneCMSe.,
ROM,ORD
SAen
520UGe °teeny.. Ceram
WAl r0.0

SOUTHERN ENGLAND
SRGHT01. IST2 Wake Roan
ERMA 16.20 Peer Seem
;KATMAI) 19e Pelage
GLOUCESTER 25 Edstgale SA991
MAIDSTONE '9-81 week Sleet
KeNAmelON 92 93 E3M sheet

SOUTHEND 205.206 Churchol Wem
MIDLANDS AND NORTH
NRIANGHAN 19.21 Co-maw 9
CaMBRIDGE 21 28 be Wake Ce
CFESTER TIN Fame
LEEDS28.34 Aten Skeet
EACESTERAS Mange Race Soo,

VE HHOOL 13 Claw Sirte
15 st John s
MANCHESTER
12-IA 9 Ati, AGA.
NENCASTt EuPoN ryng
6Nomurateeee SI
NOR 1HAAW ,ON 6Aommlor

SANSUI AUD101
SANSUI AUD22B
SANSUI AUD33B

,O , NGHAm
See, Roa
OxFcRo 16 Je,e».
PETENBOROUGHOueenscHeCtee
PRerION GWYN. acacia
SHEVELD 58 Loom Suee
V1,01.2(RHAMPTON2VvoATte SA.ffle
YOR., I0a Coney Snee

£89.90
£ 114.90
£ 129.90

TECHNICS SA210L - £ 159.90

TURNTABLE:

ARISTON RD8OLINN - £ 199.00
SANSUI SR222MK4 - £79.90
SANSUI PD30
£84.90
TECHNICS SL5
£ 129.90
TECHNICS SLDL5 - £ 129.90

CASSETTE DECKS:

AIWA ADWX110
JVC KDD40

-

£209.00
£129.90

10 FREE TDK SA90 CASSETTES
USUAL PRICE £22.50

TECHNICS RSM233X - £ 139.90

EASY WAYS TO PAY
ASK IN snens fostegmas
ALL MAJOR
XMAS&
CREDIT CARDS
ACCEPTED
NEW YEAR
°C5,ILIG.MHon t19J5
SCOTLAND
EDINBURG.. 69 la,. Came
CAASGOW 66.108Neana, Sam
WALES CAREMP. .122

ALL STORcS
9ade - Op.,, ( Mon- Fri)
9ant - fiern ( Sat)
Sat 24ta Dec closes 4pm
Open Mon 2nd Jan
QUEENS WAY & GOLDERS GREEN
OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
11 ant.7pan

New store opening in Exeter late December
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DRIVING

Alvin Gold looks at Meridian's
To -line active s • eaker

A

QUICK LOOK at the M10 will show why Meridian are one of
KEF's best OEM customers — it practically sprouts drive
units, and frorn almost every available surface. Somewha't
surprisingly, then, the M1-0 is aremarkably civilised looking
product, especially with its cover in place. It is also beautifully
designed ( given that you like Daleksi and has genuinely first-class
standards of finish, making extensive use of real wood veneers.
The M10 is an active loudspeaker, or what Meridian prefer to call
'interactive'. In other words, it has built-in dedicated power
amplification and electronic crossovers, to which the only access is
from the preamplifier chosen to go with it. It is alarge, free-standing
speaker that needs breathing space in the listening room, and is
therefore quite an imposing package unless the room is large.
You have to be pretty serious to think of owning apair of M10s: the
going price is some £2,000/pair, though this does include power
amplification, of course. The only items you would need to add to
make afully working record playing system, for example, are a
preamp, arecord deck, arm and cartridge.

Design and construction
The design brief for the M10 called for alouder and deeper M2, but
without loss of the latter's most important feature: its directivity
pattern. In essence the idea was to produce an apparent, or virtual,
acoustic source smaller than the cabinet itself. Thus the bass is
handled by four small drivers, two on each side of the cabinet,
working in opposition ( and thereby effectively cancelling any tendency for the cabinet to rock in either plane). This arrangement is
augmented by apassive bass radiator to the rear, which is tuned to
33Hz, the cut-off point of the design. The midrange is handled by two
drivers arranged symmetrically around the tweeter. Finally, the
tweeter has abuilt-in 871.1s delay with respect to the mid drivers,
which is intended to push the apparent source of treble back into the
cabinet.
The motive power of the beast is hidden in the stands, and is
accessed either by balanced or unbalanced inputs at line level,
making the M10 suitable for studio use. Four amplifiers are employed:
35W for the tweeter, a70W for the two midrange units, and two more
(70W) for the four bass drivers. Two 180VA power supplies, one for
76

the bass amps and one for the others, provide the energy.
The elaborate crossover requirements have received special
attention. The 200Hz bass/midrange acoustic double- Butterworth
crossover ( 24dB/octave) is designed so that the pitch-defining
frequencies are kept away from the large excursion bass drivers, and
to ensure that the bass operates effectively as asub-woofer. The
main part of the cabinet is, in fact, aself-contained bass enclosure
with double 3
/ in. ply ( not chip) walls and extensive internal bracing,
4
with panel damping and internal foam to control the cabinets. The
bass and midrange units are KEF B110/1057s (the high powerhandling version) with aPVC surround and ahigh temperature
voice-coil. The passive unit is, of course, the KEF P139. The
midrange/treble enclosure takes up the front few inches of cabinet
depth, and is filled with long hair wool.
The mid/top crossover is at the unusually low frequency of 2kHz,
using similar slopes to the bass/mid. The determining factor here
was Meridian's belief that this is the natural point to roll-off the
midrange if the driver is to behave properly. The trade-off, of course,
is that the tweeter needs to go lower in frequency than usual, and
this resulted in the choice of KEF's large-dome T52. The reasoning is
that the last half-octave or so of treble is of less importance than the
area around 2kHz. There is also alot of empirical and experimental
evidence to suggest that 2kHz is the lower limit of that area where
phase relationships begin to become discernable.
Bass alignment is 6th order below resonance (33Hz), and the
directivity of the enclosure is designed to approximate to the
dispersion of characteristics of aperson talking. It is also more or less
symmetrical in both vertical and horizontal planes.

Measurements
Most of the measurements presented here were done by Stan Curtis,
using, in the main, B&K equipment. The exception is the in- room
frequency response which Idid myself, using Neutrik equipment.
Semi-anechoic measurements of maximum output are broadly in
line with the claimed 110dB maximum music program output in a
typical living room, and this certainly appears to correspond with
reality— the M1Os can go very loud indeed. Another observation,
confirmed from the measurements, is the quite severe loss of HF on
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aglancing axis due to the large, directional tweeter. No less than
about 8dB loss of output above 12kHz was noted with the
microphone positioned 30° off-axis.
The full- range frequency responses were made with the
loudspeakers 2m above the ground level, and the microphone 1m
above this; they show awell tailored and even response. Three
response shaping ' plugs' are supplied, and the flattest response was
achieved with the green version; this also gave the most satisfactory
results in the room used for listening.
The final measurement is the in- room low frequency response.
The aim here was to measure the LF response at anormal listening
MERIDIAN M10

r
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„s

200

lOK

On-axd.30 o 1- axis response

On- cat's response with pal ow and red plugs
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The proof of the pudding

PIA /4ATCP
1110

500
Fot10001CY 11111,

10

20

102

position, with both speakers working at once. A 1/
2octave continuous
sweep was run with the microphone placed 2.5m in front of aline
between the two front panels, the speakers themselves being 1.8m
from each other and 110cm from the rear wall, measured in each
case from the tweeter position. The room itself is some 4.5 x 5m, the
speakers being positioned along the shorter wall. Note that bass
extends to well below 40Hz in this test (the — 6dB point is just below
30Hz), the peaks and dips largely being accounted for by the effect of
the major room dimensions, not the rear wall effect. The latter begins
to make itself felt at 400Hz ( see plot).
System matching
It is no exaggeration to say that the M10 is more critically dependent
upon the performance of the ancillaries used with it than any other
loudspeaker system Ican think of. And the choice there may be
harder than you think. Other products— the Krell amplifier, or the
Linn lsobarik loudspeaker, to give acloser example— also require the
best possible systems to allow them to work optimally, but they still
treat unsuitable ones relatively kindly. The M10s, on the other hand,
literally murder the wrong preamp and turntable ( or whatever
source). An ill-chosen front end is easy enough to spot: the music
reproduction acquires arelentless, forward ' ebb you by the throat'
kind of feel. In part this is because the M10 is alittle that way inclined
anyway and needs to be controlled.
The M1Os were originally supplied with the latest version of the
101 preamp, acombination which quickly showed itself to be
completely unsatifactory. At the best of times I
feel the 101 to have a
hard, 'transistory' quality, and although alarger room, allowing the
system more breathing space, might have helped, Isuspect it would
still not be enough.
The next try, and amuch more successful one, was with the
preamp of Meridian's new Modular Component Amplifier, which is
now available without the power amps. This preamp is much
sweeter than its predecessor and has avery tightly controlled sound,
especially at the frequency extremes. This suits the M10 well, and the
system settled down to produce amore transparent and relaxed
musical performance.
Ididn't stop there, though. Istill had the nagging feeling that there
was yet more to come, and was able to try atotal of three other
preamps: the Musical Fidelity ('The Preamp'), the DNM Primus and
the Burmester 785— Ichose the latter because their advertisement
claimed special suitability for the Meridian range.
To cut along story short, the Musical Fidelity was not agreat
success. The M10 tended to sound over-sharp and 'over the top' in
this combination — not aresult typical of this preamp in other
combinations, Ishould add. The DNM, though, was agreat success.
In many ways this system sounded the most unforced and musically
transparent of all, though it didn't have quite the smooth, sweet,
uncoloured feel of the Meridian. The more expensive batteryHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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powered DNM ought to be better still, but Iwas unable to find out
during the review period.
The Burmester was the real revelation, though. Ihave to say that
neither the m- m nor m-cinputs seemed wholly comfortable with
the unusually high output ( for alow o/p m-c) of the Koetsu Black
cartridge Iwas using, and Iwas not able to eradicate completely a
rather harsh-sounding, low level hum problem in the few days Ihad
the preamp, though from conversations with the importer and
Martin Colloms Iam satisfied that it can be resolved. Despite these
problems, though, the combination had all the qualities of a
marriage made in heaven. For the only time during my period with
the M1Os Ihad no impression that there was apreamp in the circuit;
the music just flowed naturally and the whole system was relaxed
and comfortable, yet as sharp as arazor in terms of musical
resolution.
I've said little about the front ends so far. Iused aLinn/Ittok/Koetsu
Black, which proved entirely suitable ( brief experiments with the
Rega RB300 suggested that in some ways, this combination works,
better still). Whilst the Linn is not de rigeur, any alternative should be
in the same class, performance-wise. Ialso used Compact Disc
extensively— recent Sony and Marantz players— the Meridian
extracting both the best (the LF cleanness and depth, the apparent
resolution) and the worst ( the often relentless, unresponsive way
music goes loud and soft) from the medium.
Finally, note that for best results the M1Os should be switched on
at least an hour before use, and preferably left on permanently, being
pre-conditioned with afew minutes' music if possible. They can be
spaced well apart and need about 350-500cm of clear space behind
them to sound at their best; the tweeter should point at the listener.
Oh, and remove the grill cover! A racehorse of ahi-fi productindeed!
Imake no excuse for spending so much space discussing system
matching problems: with the M10 this is the key to musical Nirvana.
Having got it right, though, the positive aspects of the product easily
outweigh the negative, and music reproduction takes on avivid, alive
feel that very few other speakers can match. The Ml Os don't display
the sleek euphony, the ' comfortable as an old glove' feel of some
equivalently priced systems using smaller loudspeakers, but its
ultimate capabilities are, in fact, much greater than you might expect.
A few words are in order about bass reproduction in general, since
this provides part of the key to understanding what the M10 is all
about. It has asubjective bass- resolving ability that goes down
perhaps an octave below most of its competitors. This does not
mean that other large loudspeakers don't have equivalently deep
bass in extremis; rather that no other UK- made models Ican think of,
apart from the Linn lsobarik in PMS or DMS form, have the real,
usable controlled bass of the M10 in atypical living room
environment.
But it's worth remembering what it is we're trying to reproduce in
the octave below, say, 60Hz. A lot of fundamentals from avariety of
instruments fall within that region, of course, but in their absence the
brain can, Ibelieve, quite easily fill in what's missing by extrapolation
because the upper harmonics have alinearly predictable relationship
to the fundamental. As aresult, little real information is lost. In
support of this hypothesis I
would add the following points: first, lack
of very low bass adds acrispness to low frequency reproduction
which aids intelligibility; second, most system/room combinations
are particularly weak in reproducing clean, tight and tuneful bass.
Leaving out the bottom octave eases the job and can help the system
as awhole to sound better than it otherwise might. If you like, it does
amore limited job more effectively.
All this, though, begs the question of what we want that bottom
octave for in the first place. Indeed Iasked that question of myself
when Ifirst heard the M1Os some months ago, and the answer was
not hard to find. Quite clearly the sort of information Iwas now
hearing off records, which Ihad not been hearing so clearly before,
was the kind of ambience signal clues that define the recording
venue's acoustic characteristic or 'fingerprint'. For once, the almost
tangible electric hush that surrounds areally telling musical
performance is made accessible. These sounds do not enjoy the
same kind of recognisable harmonic structure as musical
information, so are not readily suggested by limited bandwidth
speakers. This explanation is somewhat generalised, of course, but
the fact remains that one of the M10's outstanding features is that it
lays bare awhole layer or category of such information that is not
ordinarily audible.
Bass reproduction, then, is at least part of what the M10 is all
about. Its abilities in this respect are extraordinary. It has a
combination of lean, taut and tuneful, yet powerful music- making in
this region that allows the drumming on old rock albums ( where the
instrument isn't recorded taped up in an acoustically dead ' booth'),
or the rasping cellos and basses on old Klemperer and Barbirolli
Beethoven and Mahler recordings, to shine through. The M10
77
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Pail 701
Martin Colloms looks at Sony's new PCM701es digital processor

I

REVIEWED THE FIRST SONY PCM domestic digital recorder
last year ( Oct'82). This used aPCM-F1 processor in conjunction
with aVCR, normally the matching SL- F1 mains/battery
portable. Since its introduction, it has achieved wide
acceptance, not least from many professional and semi-professional
users, as apowerful mobile recorder, producing abetter sound
quality than that of many professional recorders at higher prices,
giving aforetaste of digital audio's potential.
Despite its realistic pricing, the PCM-F1 was quite difficult to build,
with ahigh concentration of complicated circuitry and the handicap
of low voltage battery operation. As aresult Sony have now
introduced the PCM-701es, which is superficially similar to the
original machine but packaged in alarger enclosure for mains-only
operation. The lower manufacturing costs due to the design and
production engineering alterations have resulted in the lower price
of £749.95, some £250 less than the PCM-F1 ( batteries not included).
It has also been hinted at that the ' 701 has received some attention
from the audiophile-oriented Esprit designers, and that as aresult it
might offer subtly enhanced sound quality.
Full details of the system were given in the original review, and I
will only cover some of the more obvious changes here. The
peak- reading record level display is now wider, and the 16/14 bit
mode switch has been brought to the front. Record level control is
now asingle knob, friction-ganged for the two channels. Microphone
inputs have been dispensed with, all signals now entering and
leaving at line level. Headphone monitoring facilities remain, via a
switched attenuator.
Aside from the obvious differences in power supply arrangements,
the main change in components concerns the use of anew Sony
CX20017 D/A convertor, which replaces the previous CX890. In the
manner of Sony's CD players, one such convertor handles both
channels on atime-share basis, and these are extracted by
multiplexed sample/hold circuitry following the D/A convertor.
Consequently asmall relative time delay exists between the two
replay channels. This does not happen in the record circuitry, so
there is no problem concerning the interchangeability of recordings
made by this unit.
The '701 has some useful options, when the 14- bit EIAJ standard of
other PCM recorders is considered. Firstly, a16- bit Sony recording
will play on another 14- bit player, truncated cleanly to the 14- bit
resolution. Likewise, an EIAJ 14- bit recording will play correctly on
the Sony. Some error correction margin is traded for the 16- bit
resolution, however, and experience has shown that good quality
tape ( especially Sony Digital Grade Videotape), plus aVCR in good
condition, are necessary precautions. Likewise, the tapes should be
handled carefully and not subjected to frequent ' pausing' or short
section rewinds, which tend to produce bunching and edge damage.

Sound quality
As with the original PCM-F1, the ' 701 was subjected to critical
insertion loss tests in the tape monitor loop of atop quality hi-fi
system. Arrangements were made ta cascade additional gain
following the PCM unit, to allow judgement of the sound quality right
into the noise floor, while tests were also run with simulated musical
pulses down to very low levels, to assess low modulation level
resolution. To examine its behaviour at the limits of its dynamic
range very fully, it was also modulated to peak level and in some
cases beyond.
In addition, HFN/RR's Editor John Atkinson carried out some live
tests at their recent Penta show in London ( see ' Comment',
November issue). Here acritical source bonsisting of live female
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speech was used, fed in stereo to ahigh quality monitoring system,
and the direct feed from the microphones was compared with that
from the ' 701 interposed, on both 14- and 16- bit reconstructions. This
live insertion technique is just about the most revealing that can be
applied.
With this audience the '701 was almost undetectable in 16- bit
mode, and provided mild subjective impairment in 14- bit, where a
degree of 'grain' and imprecision was detectable in the treble, as if
the microphone had degraded slightly. A similar comparison made
on analogue machinery showed more significant defects. Included
with the ' show' tests was arepeat of the Nimbus ' reducing tone' test,
and here the '701 passed with honour: under excess replay gain
conditions, the tone was heard to slip gently into the noise floor
without any audible distortion components ( this applies on 16- bit
which has proper dither).
Irepeated my original test on the PCM-F1 during auditioning, and
was again able to show that alkHz tone could be heard in the replay
when switched on and off-at a — 105dB record level ( 16- bit). Insertion
tests using thefinest analogue disc sources and CD program
confirmed the HFN/RR show results, with the '701 subjected to what
might be regarded as excessive cruelty. It was used as aline level link
in full digitising mode between Krell pre- and power amplifiers, both
of exemplary sound quality. Ican report that the ' 701 could be
detected, certainly in 14- bit and to alesser degree in 16- bit. Here the
effect was of amild reduction in depth and space with atrace of
'hardness' in the upper mid, amarginally less firm bass register and
also atouch of treble ' grain'.
If this description sounds severe let me point out that this
impairment is comparable with the line inputs of the vast majority of
amps and preamps under £800! However, the '701 is arecorder and
not just asimple line input amplifier, and it is here that the strength
of its achievement can be gauged. Original recordings made with the
'701 are strikingly good, and stand clear of almost all commercial
material on account of their liveliness and immediacy.
Concerning record level, the sound in the treble deteriorated
slightly in the upper 10dB of the dynamic range. Therefore,
depending on the likely treble content of program, the last 10dB
below the OdB full level should be used with discretion.

Lab report
Tight ± 0.15dB limits were met for afull 15Hz to 19kHz frequency
response (fig.1), while the low frequency — 3dB point was a
surprising 1.3Hz, ensuring afine low frequency phase response.
Harmonic distortion, line analysed, was surprisingly low at — 98 to
—110dB for individual harmonics, both 14- and 16- bit. At — 80dB
record level, the 16- bit resolution showed some advantage, with
SONY 701 es
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harmonics better than 36dB down, or below 1.5%, while 14- bit
distortion neared 10%. A spectrogram ( fig.2) was taken at an
extraordinary — 100dB record level, corresponding to an input of just
4µV, 1kHz. The lower trace is 14- bit and the signal is not sufficiently
resolved. The upper trace, raised one major division for clarity, is for
the 16- bit, and shows that this minute signal is well resolved above
the noise floor, with no harmonic distortion components visible. This
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proves convincingly the low level resolution possible with aproperly
dithered 16- bit system.
Two-tone intermodulation was quite satisfactory at typically - 70
to - 75dB, worsening to - 60dB at full level. This marginal shortfall is
due to imperfections in the present state of D/A convertors, since lab
tests have shown D/A performance approaching - 100dB for this I/M
test. Likewise the downband products resulting from single high
frequency tones are in the - 65 to - 80dB range, above a14kHz input
signal, for the record replay PCM chain. However, via signal sythesis,
it can be shown that agood D/A convertor is already capable of
better than 100dB here as well. We can thus anticipate further
improvements in this area over the already high standard of PCM
recording systems over the coming years.
With dither, the 16- bit linearity rooks very good, with only 0.5dB
error at - 90dB. With 16- bit, the A-weighted S/N ratio was fine at
94dB, corresponding to 88dB CCIR ARM with alkHz reference
frequency ( my present reference standard). The ' 701 does not phase
invert. Digital spuriae above the audible range were typically better
than 115dB down, though some breakthrough at around 60kHz was
seen at - 50 to - 60dB; perhaps this should be dealt with. ( See fig.3
with 100kHz bandwidth for spuriae, and note the lkHz marker
reference is at - 100dB. Scale 10dB/major vertical div. 10kHz/
horizontal div.)
The 500Hz squarewave response (fig.4) was typical in view of the
system filters, and gave no cause for concern. Sensitivity was not

'701es is amore logical proposition, and offers a25% cost saving as
well. It becomes the reference amateur and semi-professional PCM
recording encoder, and survives comparison in solid state terms with
some of the best hi-fi electronics currently in production. That it can
do this as well as store audio on low cost tape via an ordinary VCR is
aremarkable achievement.
Until digital compact cassette units are properly developed, the
PCM-F1 and '701es will rule the roost in this narrow field, except
where tape splice editing is essential, and for this agood open- reel
deck is still required.
PCM recordings made with this encoder continue to illustrate just
how poor the subjective quality of commercial digital recording
currently really is. [ Iquite agree - see ' CD Monitor' on p.91 - Ed.1

,.. ony PCM701 es
Frequency response @ - 10dB
(see graph)

Total Harmonic
Distortion
@ OdB dB down

,

15Hz - 19kHz, 0.15dB
- 3dB et. 1.3Hz & 20.8kHz
-90dB e, 24kHz

2nd
14-bit - 102
16-bit - 106

3rd
- 98
- 98

(n, -80dB dB down

14- bit - 20 - 16
16-bit <- 36 <- 36
see spectrogram for low-level distortion
Two-tone intermod
19/20kHz ( 16- bit)

@

4th
5th
- 105 - 108
- 110 <- 110

etc

- 20 --- 25 <- 30
-

e DdB, pea level-60dB ( 1kHz dill spuriae
- 15dB „ • ,, - 70dB
better than - 75dB)
@ - 20dB „ ,, - 75dB

Linearity ( by narrow band input 0 - 20
spectrum analysis)
output 0 - 20

- 40
- 40

-60
- 60

- 80
- 80

-90dB
89 5t1B

Signal/noise .

14-bit - 92dB unwed,. - 90dB CCIR wtd
16-bit - 94dB unwtd, -88dB CC1R wtd
NB: the CCIR readings are ARM for a1kHz ref. For IHF A-wtd reading add approx 6c16.
Eg, 16- bit A-wtd noise is - 94dB. Note also that the rec./mute monitor has 8-10dB
worse S/N.
Fig.2: 14/16 bit low level (- 100dB)
tone discrimination (16 above,
14 below).
Fig.3: Digital spuriae, 100kHz bandwidth, 1kHz marker at - 100dB.
Fig.4: 500Hz Équarewave response
(-6c113
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Phase

In contrast to the PCM-F1 the 701 is non- inverting

Crosstalk

<- 77dB, 20Hz-20kHz -

Spurious responses dB
4kHz
8kHz
16kHz
24kHz
for 20kHz. OdB metered - 65
37
for 16kHz, OdB metered - - 70
for 16kHz, OdB metered - 75
for 14kHz, OdB metered - - - 77 for 12kHz. OdB metered ( above audible range)

particularly high at 370mV for full level, and output was 6dB higher
than line reference at 1.4V. Line attenuators may therefore be
required on replay with some of the more sensitive amplifiers. It
offered alow output impedance, and will drive long cables.

Digital breakthrough

Some ripple (ii • 60MHz around - 50 to - 60dB

(see spectrogram)

Up to 100kHz, spuriae <- 1.15dB

Squarewave

Photo shows response (
a -6dB rel level,
500Hz quite typical for the system

Conclusion

Sensitivity

370mV for OdB

In my view Sony have marginally improved upon the well accepted
performance standard of the PCM-F1. In fact, for domestic use the

Output

1.4V ( 100 ohm output impedance unaffected
down to 1k loading)

doesn't make excuses, though, when the mastering has robbed the
tapes of deep bass altogether- it tells the truth in no uncertain terms.
But bass is only apart of music- making, and far from the central
part at that. The M10 is extraordinarily detailed - as clear as best
optical glass- and it responds with awillingness and vitality to
recorded dynamic shadings that may well cause offence to
neighbours. If there's something wrong with the way arecord, CD,
tape or radio broadcast was produced, you'll know all about it: the
M1Os are transparent and to no uncertain extent. But this
spotlighting of the source works to the user's ultimate benefit. Most
loudspeakers sound undercharacterised after the M10, if not
downright anaemic.
The list of abilities extends to the stereo image the speakers create,
though not perhaps to the degree Ihad anticipated. The sound-stage
was, in fact, well defined in both width and depth, but Isuspect that a
larger space may have been needed to allow the image to 'gel' and
focus wholly convincingly.
The only real criticism of the M10 that remains is of the tweeter.
Meridian have, I
think, made the best of what they had, but there is
no doubt in my mind that the top-end sounds alittle raw, and that it
lacks perceived extension - 'sparkle' if you like. I
was also unhappy
about the fact that the speakers have such an obvious ' sweet spot'
on-axis with the tweeter. Treble apart, though, the M10 produces a
more or less homogeneous soundfield over alarge listening area.

Conclusion
The M10 is not the kind of speaker that can be recommended
unequivocally for all circumstances. It rightly belongs in alargish
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room that allows it space to breathe, and needs to be used on the end
of agenuinely first-class system. Its advantages are otherwise likely
to rebound on system performance. Iam reminded of the saying '
the
wider the window ....'. In any case, the M10 should only be
considered on the basis of athorough home demonstration with the
final system components in place. The same manufacturer's
modular preamp represents, in my opinion, the minimum desirable
standard. All this aside, Isee the M10 as potentially one of the most
able loudspeaker packages available, if not the end of the road for
this line of technology.

eridian M10
Measured with 1018 preamplifier
Sensitivity:

estimated at 103c113 SPL (d; 1m, for
100mV into Aux socket

Maximum output

for visible distortion seen
on microphone output)
50Hz
1kHz
10kHz
98dBA
103dBA 98dBA
(measured semi-anechoically, 2m above ground, mit 1m higher again on tweeter
axis; tone- burst signal 1/2s on, 1/2s off)
Harmonic distortion
92dBA
98dBA
1.3%
1.2%
0.6%
0.7%

40Hz
IkHz

101dBA 103dBA
1.5%
2.0%
1.0% -

106dBA
4.3%
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MAIL ORDER ADVERTISING
British Code of Advertising Practice
Advertisements in this publication are required to conform to the British
Code of Advertising Practice. In respect of mail order advertisements
where money is paid in advance, the code requires advertisers to fulfil
orders within 28 days, unless a longer delivery period is stated. Where
goods are returned undamaged within seven days, the purchaser's money
must be refunded. Please retain proof of postage/despatch, as this may be
needed.

Mail Order Protection Scheme
(Limited Liability)
If you order goods from Mail Order advertisements in this magazine and
pay by post in advance of delivery, HiFi News will consider
you for compensation it the Advertiser should become insolvent oi
bankrupt, provided:
(1) You have not received the goods or had your money returned;
and
(2) You
write
to
the
Publisher
of
HiFi
News
summarising the situation not earlier than 28 days from the
day you sent your order and not later than two months from
that day.

No other HiFi has our Tradition.
Our Quality
Our Devotion to Pure Audio.
See the Luxman 200 Series
illustrated above at:

A WRIGHT

Audio Studio, 37 Hollingbury Road,
Brighton, Sussex. Tel: 558911.

Please do not wait until the last moment to inform us. When you write, we
will tell you how to make your claim and what evidence of payment is
required.
We guarantee to meet claims from readers made in accordance with the
above procedure as soon as possible after the Advertiser has been
declared bankrupt or insolvent up to alimit of £ 5,200 per annum for any
one Advertiser so affected and up to £ 0,000 per annum in respect of all
insolvent Advertisers. Claims may be paid for higher amounts, or when the
above procedure has not been complied with, at the discretion of Hi- Ft
News; but we do not guarantee to do so in view of the need to set
some limit to this commitment and to learn quickly of readers' difficulties.
This guarantee covers only advance payment sent in direct response to an
advertisement in this magazine ( not, for example, paymeiit made in
response to catalogues etc, received as a result of answering such
advertisements). Classified advertisements are excluded.

You'll hear the difference with different loudspeakers
Get it right at Laskys. Rather than buy an off-the-shelf
HiFi package we ask you to listen.
Listen to the range of equipment. Test play and compare
various components with different loudspeakers. They
will help you tc get together the system that is right for
you. Where else could you find so much — low prices, a
free two year guarantee, acommitment to exchange
purchases that you are not completely happy with and
our Nationwide Aftersales service?

•

Look around, we don't think you can buy your HiFi
anywhere better than Laslcys.
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AK.22 40W per channel amplifier.
TX22L Quartz locked digital
synthesizer FM/MW/LW Tuner.
QL - A200 Quartz locked autoreturn direct drive turntable.
KD-V22 logic control cassette
deck. Dolby C. LKG20 rack.
Celestion Ditton 130 Mk2
speakers.

25W per channel amplifier ATK1L
FM/MIN/LW tuner. APB1C. Belt
drive, auto return turntable. HX:1
Cassette Deck with feathertouch
controls. Dolby B. RV- El rack.
Celestion Ditton 110 Mk2
speakers.
AIWA V300

1
- XMAS&

25W per channel amplifier. 12 presets AM/FM tuner, soft-touch
cassette deck with Dolby B & C,
fully automatic belt-drive turntable.
Celestion Ditton LSIO speakers.

NEW YEAR

OPENING HOURS

The Home Entertainment Specialists
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A visit to Saydisc Records
Peter Turner talks to Gef and Genny Lucena
of Saydisc Records about the origin of and
philosophy behind their highly individual
and intriguing collection of ' preservation'
recordings. In its 18- year history this unique
venture has assembled an impressive collection of recordings, ranging from the art of
bell ringing, English customs and traditions,
mechanical music ( barrel organs, musical
boxes, pianolas, etc), wildlife, brass, religious and seasonal musics, dialect, steam,
ethnic, ragtime and jazz, early cylinder and
historic classical. The latter, made at Finchcocks, home of collector, scholar and pianist
Richard Burnett, has concentrated on period
keyboard instruments, but more recently
has expanded to tackle the Beethoven violin
sonatas with Ralph Holmes ( see ' Interview'
May '83) and Alan Hacker's unusual collection of early clarinets ( see June '83 reviews).
In all, avery special endeavour, not least for
the care taken in recording and presentation
of the material.

T

AKE THE BATH ROAD from Tetbury,
and you will pass the Worcester
Lodge of Badminton House, seat of
the Dukes of Beaufort. A few hundred yards
beyond Dunkirk Fork, turn right, and proceed
through Hawkesbury Upton, and then take a
narrow lane which plunges down the CotsHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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wold escarpment to Inglestone Common.
There stands a house called The Barton,
home of Gef and Jenny Lucena and their two
daughters.
Having known the Lucenas for many
years, I needed no introduction, and was
soon seated in a pleasant room with undressed stone walls. The Barton is aquiet house;
the Lucenas are quiet people: you will not
hear music there unless somebody is practising or listening; there is no television and
the only radio on view is aRogers FM tuner. I
asked Gef how it all began.
'I was managing the record department of
amusic- shop where they had acollection of,
in the main, mechanical instruments like
polyphons and street- organs. Ibecame fascinated by them, and came to realise that
there were very many things which
belonged to an earlier generation which
were worthy of preservation — not least
speech and song. Hence Saydisc, which is
partly aplay on words and partly reflects the
dialect recordings which we went in for early
on. Ileft the record shop in order to pursue a
career as afolksinger and songwriter, but did
not end my association and friendship with
Roy Mickleburgh there, who has supported
me ever since in every possible way.
'From the start Iconcentrated on trying to
make the recordings sound as near to the

original sounds as possible. That meant a
simple microphone technique. We still do
that, even with the much more advanced
equipment we have now: we use, basically,
a single pair.
'What disappointed me was the failure of
the final pressing to retain the sound Iheard
from the master-tape, a problem which was
not solved until Nimbus came on the scene.
There Ifound a team of enthusiasts, prepared to take endless trouble to get the
sound off the tape and on to the disc. They
do all our pressings now.'
... ' Our classical records are on adifferent
label, yes: Amon Ra. That's because Egyptology is a hobby of mine, and the two great
gods — Amon the ram and Ra the sun, who
were later united into one — gave me aname
that lliked. Here we've tended to concentrate
on early music, using the Finchcocks Collection of keyboards. Many of these are owned
by Richard Burnett, who is an authority of
rare dedication: he studies individual instruments, and adapts his playing to them —
unlike some artists who sit down and play
each and every instrument as if they were all
alike.
'This is enormously important. Ilistened to
him playing, and realised that the vast
majority of recordings of early keyboards are
atravesty of the true sound, and make them
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If you want the
best in HiFi Sound,
listen to
the experts ...
"Clearly in the top turntable group on our test . . . A recommendation is thus
mandatory"

(Martin Colloms reviewing TD 160S —
. HiFi Choice
Turntables & Tone Arms)

"A typically sensible Thorens package, gaining from abackground of
continuous development . . . Plenty of technical merit; definitely atop claimant on
value criteria"
(Clement Brown reviewing TD 147

HiFi for Pleasure)

"The floating subchassis was agreat success. Very high levels neither
provokéd feedback nor gave any signs it could occur, and shock resistance was
excellent. As aproduct, then, the Thorens has alot to recommend it.
(Alvin Gold reviewing TD /66 — HiFi Answers)

"The sound quality is good, noise is low and unobtrusive and the floating
chassis confers good isolation upon the pick up system as awhole . . . The TD166 is
excellent value and is probably the best turntable and arm available in its price range.
(Ron Harris reviewing TD 166 — ET!)

Thorens turntables have consistently won praise
from both the professional reviewer and the hi-fi
enthusiast. If you want excellence in sound
reproduction, make sure you listen to the right
people.

See us at the
LASKYS SHOW.
Manchester Excelsior
Hotel
19, 20, 21, 22
January
284

LISTEN TO

11101k5
100 years ofExcellence in Sound Reproduction
1883 — 1983
Cambrasound Ltd, Britannia Road, Waltham Cross, Herts. Tel: 0992 716666
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and Op.30/2 on SAR 9] and Alan Hacker's
clarinets [' Clarinet Collection', SAR 10] were
both digital. The sleeve doesn't say so,
because at the time we hadn't facilities for
ARREL ORGANS
editing digitally, and so transferred the tapes
to analogue for that; but the masters are
all sound like honky-tonk pianos. They don't.
digital.'
All our sessions are also attended by Alastair
Icould have been fooled!.
Laurence, who is far more than a piano'Precisely. I was originally very much
tuner: he is an expert restorer who respects
opposed to digitals. Ibought a number of
the nature of the instrument he is working
them which Ifound intolerable, and have
on. He sets up each instrument before we
never played them again; but there were a
use it, and as often as necessary during the
few which were as good as the best anasessions.'
... ' The Clementi grand, yes, it's a superb •logues.'
My experience too, but were the good
instrument. But we have a sampler record
ones all from the same source?
which demonstrates many of the Finchcocks
'As a matter of fact, they were: they were
keyboards, and shows how different they all
all made by Tony Faulkner, who knows how
are.' [' The Finchcocks Collection', SAR 6]
to use microphones. The engineer Iwork
In that one, Iparticularly liked the way in
with is David Wilkins of Valley Recordings,
which they have retained, not only the tonal
who is a musician as well as an audio
differences, but the dynamic ones.
engineer. He has devised a set-up whereby
'That's essential. Imean, if it is necessary
we can record simultaneously in digital and
to strain your ears to hear agiven instrument
analogue, and we've been doing that — Sony
when you're in the room with it, then that's
and Studer. We can then compare directly
how it should sound off the record. In
the one master-tape with the other. For the
practice, one can't quite do that, but we do
most part, it is difficult to hear any differour best.'
ence, but when you get, for example, asharp
But what then happens to the signal/noise
edge to a note, then the digital is the more
ratio?
realistic. And of course there is a greater
'We use a carefully set up Dolby-A, and
dynamic range with the digital version.
have no problems now that Nimbus handle
David now has all the takes logged on a
the pressing. We spend a long time listening
computer, with search- and- recall facilities,
to the instrument, and experiment until we
so that we can do our editing far more easily.
are satisfied that the sound coming off the
You see, Iwas educated more musically than
mic-lines is as near as we can get to the
technically, and my main interest is in prosound in the room. And we try to get a
ducing the music.'
suitable background for the instrument: I've
In fact, Gef took a course at Bristol Uniknown recordings which are ruined by
versity recently. ' Yes: in composition and the
extraneous, twentieth-century noises like
history of music. I find it important to
lorries, aircraft and underground trains. They
compose, and do so all the time: rather
distract me to the point where Icannot listen
way-out classical.' Dodecaphonic? ' Someto them, whatever the merits of the performtimes, yes, but all my music seeks to be
ance. At Goudhurst we don't get much of
lyrical and intense, and when Iwrite serially
that; but if we do, we stop until the nuisance
the sound tends to resemble other ways of
has passed.
writing, so that people don't know they are
'Balance is another vital element. When
hearing twelve- note music. Schoenberg, to
there is more than one instrument, they
my ears, always retained the characteristics
should sound together as they do when
of his pre- serial sound, and Stravinsky, in his
played; and the problem is quite different
experiments, certainly did.'
when one is using early instruments. SupWe strayed far into musical concepts at
pose you play the Fifth Brandenburg: with a
that point, and it was some time before I
modern instrumental ensemble the harpmanaged to drag us back to the matter in
sichord is drowned out unless you boost it;
hand, and to talk about the distribution of
with early instruments you can hear it.'
Saydisc records, which has been problemaDared Imention the dreaded word digital?
tic. 'Yes. Most dealers are only interested in
Are they going into that?
making money, and small- circulation
'We already have! The recordings of Ralph
records don't interest them, although we
Holmes' Beethoven Sonatas [' Spring' Op.24

EETHOVEN
LUES

DUFAY

by David Fellows
(Master Musician Series) Dent
£9.95

—

BOOKS

It is possibly one of
the soundest indications of the esteem in
which Dufay is held,
and of the popularity
which he has gained,

that he is the first
mediaeval' composer
to be included in Dent's long-standing
'Master Musicians' series. The debate over
the presentation of material within the M.M.
format — life and works or life followed by
works — is aperennial one. David Fallows
opts for the latter solution : the first seven
chapters devoted to the life, although, due to
the paucity of documentary evidence— a
mere handful of references in church
accounts and records— much of the
chronology has to be deduced actually from
the music; the last eight chapters
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concentrated on the music. This approach
has acertain advantage for acomposer such
as Dufay, for the specific genres in which he
wrote can be discussed in separate chapters:
the cantus firmus masses, the isorhythmic
motets, the cantelinas, etc.
It must be said that this book goes far
beyond the sort of expanded programme
note style to which studies of this type
sometimes fall prey. David Fallows modestly
asserts that he has done very little source
research for the book, and that he has merely
collated the information already available.
-This he has done with great skill, leading us
through the evidence from which the details
of Dufay's life can be deduced in avery lucid
way, scrupulously verifying references, but
and
still managing to convey the excitement of
detection and re- construction. The
discussion of the music is equally
interesting, for it combines detailed,
scholarly analysis of Dufay's style and
musical forms with awider examination of

have anumber of dealers who are interested
in more than just money, and who stock our
records. We are now doing better through
the standard distribution companies, but
we've always relied heavily on mail-order,
and made many friends through that.'
Iturned to Jenny at this point, who had
been sitting there, emanating calm into the
room. ' Ilook after the mail-order side, with
help. I write the leaflets and advertising
material, and do some of the artwork,
though most of the sleeves are now done by
specialist firms.'
How, then, do they visualise the future?
[Gef:] ' With great optimism. Ibase this
firstly on the great success we have had in
the export market: last year [ 1982] we did
something like 60% of our sales abroad,
particularly to the States, and this year I
expect the proportion to be higher. Then, we
have a very good schedule ahead: we've
about 24 issues in hand. On the classical
side, we shall continue to work at Finchcocks, with more recordings by Ralph
Holmes, and we've also engagements with
Howard Shelley and Stephen Preston, as
well as Richard Burnett, of course. Then we
have others in our Blues' Master series on
the Matchbox label, and on the Saydisc
preservation side. These include the Bells of
London, children's singing games, African
folk, street pianos, a hammer dulcimer, a
Finnish kantele, pianola rolls of the Roaring
Twenties, clocks, an aeolian harp and phono
cylinders.' ... ' No, we don't use mics, we go
to John RT Davies, that remarkable chap
who gets rid of the clicks by physically
scraping off the emulsion. He has an electrical pickup to play the cylinders, so they are
recorded electronically.'
Things have changed somewhat since
they began in 1965! ' Indeed they have. Come
into the next room and I'll show you our next
export order to America ...'
My wife, June, returned from a photographic walk on the Common, where she
heard a nightingale and saw both male and
female cuckoo. After acup of the heartening
and strengthening, we scrambled back up
the escarpment in lovely sunshine, leaving
the peace and isolation of Inglestone Common, and recalling the farewell waves of two
remarkable people who have managed to
confront the twentieth century while remaining curiously outside it. ,tSaydisc Recordings are at The Barton, Inglestone Common,
Badminton, Glos, GL9 1BX. ( 045-424-266)

the principles and developments of medieval
music.
Four extensive appendices provide a
calendar of 15th century artistic and political
life, aclassified list of extant works, a
fascinating Personalia, and afulsome
bibliography. 80 musical examples, 12 pages
of illustrations and three maps complete this
excellent introduction to not only Dufay the
man and musician, but also to afascinating
slice of 15th century life.
Roger Bovven

ALSO RECEIVED
CAROLS FOR CHRISTMAS Acompilation by Sir
David Willcocks of 41 favourites ancient
modern, illustrated in colour with paintings
from New York's Metropolitan Museum of Art.
AChristmas coffee table collection, but none
the worse for that. Price £9.95, hardback, 96pp,
published by Victor Gollancz Ltd, 14 Henrietta
Street, London WC2E 8C1J.
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Still life with 208
Whether you are seven or seventy keep adate with 208
Sunday 15th January is party night for everyone
Luxembourg reaches out and
touches 1.7 million live listeners, live,
night in, night out, 7days aweek,
right across the nation.
Luxembourg continues to set the
pace and the style of live radio, fifty
years and 2million records later.
And on Sunday 15th January 1984,
Luxembourg invites you to tune in to
the biggest radio party the world has

ever known as we celebrate our first
half century.
Tune in as recording stars from
around the world home in on the
heart of young world radio to nominate
their all time favourite recordings.
And at 11.00 p.m. on the button listen
to what we calculate as being our 2
millionth air- play. What record will it
be? That's for you to decide.

Write (on apostcard orir please) the
name of the record you would choose
to be Luxembourg's 2millionth
record together with abrief'
dedication. Send it to:
50th Anniversary Celebrations,
Radio Luxembourg (London) Ltd.,
38 Hertford Street,
LONDON
WlY 8BA.

Sunday 15th January 1984 7pm-3am
2million records later,our 50th anniversary celebration
Everyone in music will be there, make sure you are

14/10KHz

rac

,0208Luxembourg

YDEN
THOMSON
talks to Andrew Keener

T

HERE IS, as they say up north, no
'side' to Bryden Thomson. Ask him
whether he considers himself an
academic and, as likely as not, the reply will
be an amused but earnest ' Good heavens
no!'. A wholehearted, softly- spoken Ayrshire
man with a lively eye, he is an artist who
above all trusts his intuitive responses. He
talks glowingly of the Bax and Harty scores
in which Chandos have recorded him;
engage him on the matter of repeats and he
becomes animated (' generally Ifeel that the
greater the work, the better it sounds with all
repeats — though I'm still in two minds about
Brahms 2 despite all those first-time bars');
but the real insights are clearly to be gained
from the music- making itself rather than
from any verbal dissertation of ascore. In the
best sense, then, 'Jack' Thomson is an
enthusiast, refreshingly aware of his musical
roots. He has little truck with musical snobbery. 'There was a lot of music going on in
the west of Scotland when Iwas growing up,
particularly in Ayr Academy; so many fine
orchestral musicians have come out of that
area. Istarted violin then took up the cello.
There was piano too — the local teacher was
a fine lady called Edith Ward, who Ithink
later was the only female organist in Windsor Chapel. Iremember her as apretty strict,
almost pencil- over-the- knuckles type of
teacher.'
Before that, formative musical influences
at home were few but potent: while radio
and records played little or no part, Thomson
remembers his mother as an accomplished
amateur singer on the local concert circuit
('I'm told the musicians of the family were
chiefly on my mother's side') and his grandfather as the possessor of 'a lovely tenor
voice for Scots songs'. The piano lessons
started at the age of 15 after a spell of
'tagging along' to his younger sister's
weekly half-hour sessions, 'with the music
stuck up my jumper so as not to be branded
a cissy by my pals'.
Nothing especially out of the ordinary so
far, Bryden Thomson readily admits; the
story could be that of any Third Former with
amodicum of musical awareness. However,
the moment of revelation was at hand and
he remembers it with relish. ' Yes indeed. I
went to hear the local amateur orchestra in
Ayr, and the soloist was Jean Harvey — ask
anyone in Western Scottish musical circles
about her. She can't have been more than
ten, but she played the Mendelssohn Violin
Concerto in the first half and Saint-Saëns'
Second Piano Concerto after the interval!
But it was the symphony in that programme
— Beethoven's Fifth — which froze me to my
seat. Now if Iheard it today played like that I
might weep! But it was the first big symphony I'd heard and the impact was utterly
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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tremendous; Ican still hear the noise it
made.'
There followed a tussle between music
and architecture during which the 15 yearold schoolboy set his sights firmly on the
former subject, while parents looked forward
with equal determination to an Edinburgh
degree course in the latter. A local musician,
John Wilson, helped to decide the matter:
through him Jack gained an audition to the
Royal Scottish Academy of Music, winning a
piano scholarship and a four-year course
there. Then came aspell of teacher training —
'the family felt happier that way' — followed
by.a month or two in the classroom. It wasn't
the happiest time. 'You might get one class
out of the whole week with whom you could
do anything worthwhile — some decent partsinging and the like. But basically it was
driving me round the bend and Ijust had to
get out.' The lifeline was provided by an offer
from Hamburg which the organist Herrick
Bunney — another distinguished Scottish
name — brought to the young teacher's
attention. ' It was through him and the composer Hans Gal (93 and still apparently
taking adaily dip in the Edinburgh Commonwealth Pool!) that Igot to Hamburg where I
studied with Hans Schmidt-lsserstedt. The
first time I'd met him was after an Edinburgh
Festival Brahms 2and Ifound him the most
kind, delightfully charming person. In Hamburg there was a fine student orchestra to
work with and Iwent to all his rehearsals
with his own Hamburg Radio Symphony
Orchestra. That was probably most valuable
of all. It was like watching asport. I'd like to
play more golf than Ido, but Ifind that even
watching how a good professional swings
instils a mental picture and a sensation of
how to use certain muscles. Ilearnt agreat
deal from Schmidt-Isserstedt in the way of
mental pictures, how to cope with areas of
difficulty in ensemble. He had the most
extraordinary grace at such corners; the
"engine" never seemed to rev out of control.
Ithink it's significant that he talked very
little in rehearsal; the orchestra simply
responded. He'd tell us we were all different,
built differently both mentally and physically, and that we must find our own way.
You'd never find him with aclass of twenty
students all carefully beating out seven in a
bar to thin air. If you talk too much you
destroy. Instead, observe, communicate.'
The words are those of one for whom
spontaneity is of the essence, though they
will hardly come as asurprise to those who
have experienced at first hand aJack Thomson Rachmaninov Second Symphony or
Tchaikovsky 5; afine, fiery Ulster Orchestra
account of the latter work, broadcast on
Radio 3 last summer, is still vividly with me
as Iwrite; so is the exuberant televised

partnership with the BBC Young Musician of
the Year, Anna Markland, in the first movement of Rachmaninov's Second Piano Concerto. That was his third year as conductor at
the competition, and he will preside over
next year's as well. He is, however, cautious
about competitions for conductors. 'You
win, go straight into a top income bracket
and work with a top orchestra which gives
you no scope at all to develop your talent as
an orchestral trainer.' A spell in Salzburg
with Igor Markevich, he maintains, set the
seal on those ideas of rigorous discipline; it
was followed by some no less assiduous
practical experience on returning to Scotland. With characteristic modesty, Thomson
talks of 'getting together large semi-professional groups to try out big symphonies and
the like, in the .hope of making me into a
half-decent musician. Great fun and excellent experience, though at that stage Iwasn't
even sure it was as aconductor Iwanted to
make my musical way'.
The problem was weightily solved with
Thomson's appointment as associate conductor of the BBC Scottish Symphony
Orchestra. ' Suddenly Iwas landed with alot
more concerts than Ianticipated, so that by
the time Ihad left the BBC I'd conducted
maybe 210 broadcasts.' Thus the crude tag
'studio conductor' was temporarily applied
to Bryden Thomson's work; there was a
fallow period with little symphonic conducting and a run of West Side Story performances, taken on atour of Britain and Scandinavia. The label left its mark, though pragmatism has since taught him to turn the
experience to positive effect. ' Iused to send
all the good notices to my manager and put
the rest in the bin! Nowadays, to be honest, I
go in and do each job as it arrives to the best
of my ability. If it's good and there are
bonuses — marvellous. If not, tomorrow's
another day. As far as the slow progress of
that time is concerned, I'm now convinced it
was the right way, for me anyway. I'm not
the sort of person who chases people to do
everything and then comes unstuck because
he's taken on too much.'
Indeed; rather than shooting perilously
towards the heights, Jack Thomson's career
at the end of the '60s began a gentle curve
upward. In 1968 he began a five-year principal conductorship of the BBC Northern
Symphony Orchestra, taking them on a
highly successful European tour, and there
were concerts with London orchestras, the
Scottish National and Chamber orchestras,
the South African Broadcasting Commission
and operatic work with Norwegian Opera in
Oslo. 'That was as aresult of aguest visit to
Oslo with the Royal Ballet. They offered me a
post and Idid opera and ballet there for a
year or two. Then Iwent down to a little >87
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Celestion SL6
speakers cost
£250 per pair
at Laskys

Celestion SL600
speakers cost
£650 per pair
at Laskys
You may be wondering why
The answer is in the cabinet.
Up to now, speaker cabinet design has been acompromise.
So that most cabinets transmit some sound frequencies.
With the SL600, all the exciting features developed from the
company's laser-scanner programme for the SL6 have been
incorporated in the design. To these have been added new
materials technology pioneered by the aerospace industry.
Instead of aconventional veneered, braced chipboard
enclosure, Celestion have introduced an immensely-strong,
sandwiched honeycomb-cored cabinet structure all hand
made from aircraft-grade aluminium alloy.
Cabinet Resonance - afact of life with wooden cabinets - is
minimal so more of the original sound comes through crisp
and clear, bass sounds the way it should be - deep and clean.
Quite simply, the SL600 is the sweetest sound the hi-fi
perfectionist has ever heard. Hear it and compare it at Laskys.
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MUSICAL CHAIRS
Audio Note: We import this magnificent make and have on demonstration the complete front-end consisting of the I. II
H cartridge the AN-S7 transformer and the M7/1I pre-amplifier and of course the Audio Note silver cable. Prices on
application.

VD

Snell Acoustics: American Loudspeakers at their best. From the smallest model the type K to the largest the type A/II
they offer absolutely sJperlative performance. Great care is taken in production to secure avery flat frequency response, a
well controlled dispersion with an emphasis on the time relation between early arrival sound and reflected sound. Prices on
application.
Esoteric Audio Research: After extensive listening we have come to the conclusion that this is one of the finest amplifiers
built in the U.K. today. We recommend it be used only with .the best ancillary equipment. We have even taken our
enthusiasm astep further and become sole U.K. Distributors for Esoteric Audio Research. We will sell and stock models
not previously sold in the U.K. for instance the EAR519 100 watt mono amplifier at £ 1300 per pair and the EAR549 200 watt
mono amplifier at £ 1800 per pair. We have the whole range on demonstration including the EAR529 Monster 500 watt
mono amplifiers at £3500 per pair.
Music Reference: American valve equipment. The RM4A pre pre amp is already well known as a viable step up
alternative to atransformer. RM5A pre amp is extremely good value for money at £750. It will make many competitors at
twice the price look somewhat embarrassing.
Octave Research: 70 watt Class A. Andy Rappaports amp 1's successor. The only real time power amplifier on the
market. State of the art performance at £2500.
We aim at being able to please the most discerning audiophile and stock only equipment that warrants this endeavour.
We stock LINN, QUAD, KRELL, KOETSU, BEVERIDGE, BREUER, HELIUS, GOLDRING, DAHLQUIST, SYSTEMDEK, A&R
CAMBRIDGE, AUDIO RESEARCH, ORACLE, ZENN, GALE, MUSICAL FIDELITY, SYRINX, EXPOSURE.
By appointment only contact'

DONNINGTON AUDIO

52 Blue Cap Rd, Stratford-upon-Avon, Warwickshire. CV37 6TQ.
Tel. 0789-294482
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theatre in Goteburg and did a season of
opera, operetta and ballet there. Anything
you can think of, even musicals. Then, in
Stockholm came the greatest production I've
ever seen: Bergman's production of The
Rake's Progress. It was agreat privilege to be
involved in that Appearances with Scottish
Opera — Le Coq d'or, Cenerentola and Don
Giovanni — were also afeature of the earlymid seventies
Then, in 1977 came the appointment
which, one senses more than any other, has
brought him artistic fulfilment and peace of
mind. Since that time, visits to London have
been relatively few (though these seem set
fair to increase) and our conversation was
taking place in the shade of a London hotel
garden a day or two before Bryden Thomson's Prom performance with Manoug Parikian and the BBC Welsh Symphony Orchestra ( of which he was until recently principal
conductor) of the Bax Violin Concerto; within
the week he would be returning to Belfast to
supervise plans for the forthcoming season
with his Ulster Orchestra. He clearly feels at
home in the Irish musical environment (from
this month he also takes up the principal,
conductorship of the RTE SO in Dublin)
relishing the personal and professional
contact with local amateur choruses as well
as the Ulster orchestra itself. Among other
things the orchestra's increasing good
fortune — the fruit of which London
concertgoers were able to hear for the first
time last month at St John's Smith Square —
can be traced to two factors: its enlargement
in 1980/81 with forces from the disbanded
BBC Northern Ireland Orchestra and an
injection of funds for eight concerts in the
orchestra's subscription series in Belfast's
Ulster Hall ( where the Chandos recordings
are made) from the tobacco firm Gallaher.

War Requiem

lee

j
(

it's acommitment,
asense of well being
which makes an orchestra
. . .

The orchestra's Society also has a loyal
group of Friends who have helped to support
several of its Chandos recordings, including
the latest Harty offering ( see reviews),
The relationship between orchestra and principal conductor began some eight years ago
with a handful of guest appearances. ' It
began as a quick one-off for somebody
who'd fallen ill.; Ihad a phone call on the
Saturday, turned up in Belfast on the Monday and did acouple of concerts. It worked
out well, even if Ifelt the orchestra was abit
slipshod — though having said that they
seemed to have got quite good by the
Tuesday lunchtime. Then Wednesday morning it all seemed to have disintegrated again
—Icouldn't understand this and Iused to get
quite angry! What it was Idon't know — habit
maybe — but whatever, they weren't in good
shape. The size was ideal for Haydn, Mozart
and smaller Schubert though, and we played
those until the audience started to moan.
Now we play them a bit less and the
Romantics a bit more (the audiences are

today's rapidly changing world, you have to
keep up with the latest technology — and
right now, that means going over to
Members of the
HFN/RR team were
Compact Disc. Not only is the list of
invited this November
companies with CD on their catalogue
to join in the celebrgrowing, but also the actual production of
ations at London's
CDs is set to expand greatly in the coming
year. One of the main problems with CD to
Savoy Hotel of what
EMI have called a
date has been the limited availability of the
discs themselves. The situation should
recording event',
'major
The record in question
improve, however, as existing pressing
is of course Britten's War Requiem which
plants increase production: PolyGram at
was released in November —not inappropriate Hanover plan to more than double
timing given the current political climate,
production from 6million to 15 million discs
ayear in 1984, and new plants are expected
For those who have missed the publicity, the
to open here in the UK, in Japan and the US.
performance features Simon Rattle
The current UK list of classical labels
conducting the CBSO and chorus, Elisabeth
producing CDs is as follows: Accord, Archiv,
Seiderstrifirn, Robert Tear, Thomas Allen, and
Argo, CBS, Chandos, Decca, Denon, DG,
the boys of Christ Church Cathedral, Oxford,
Erato, Hungaraton, L'Oiseau Lyre, Nimbus,
'and was produced by John Willan ( see
Philips, RCA, Telarc, of which Decca, DG and
feature in HFN/RR November'83). At the
Philips have the most extensive catalogues,
reception, EMI Classical Division General
The number of Popular labels with CD on
Manager John Patrick, commented on the
their lists, now available in the UK, is greater,
significance of the recording —completed in
and shows that here, too, anumber of
only five sessions— which was made
smaller companies are upfront in the CD
following aconcert performance at the Town
race: Casablanca, CBS, Charisma, Chrysalis,
Hall Birmingham in February dedicated to
Decca, DJM, Elektra, Gama, London,
the memory of the late Sir Adrian Boult. He
Mercury, Philips, Polydor, Polydor/EG,
also took the opportunity to present Rattle
Rocket, Vertigo, Verve, Virgin, Warner
with some of his numerous latest record
Brothers, RCA, RSO, and Threshold. Other
awards which had allegedly been cluttering
labels such as A&M and Arista are also
up the office at EMI! For the review of this 2planning to move over to CD with some of
record release ( HMV SLS 1077573, Cassette
their artists in the near future.
no. TC-SLS 1077579), see HFN/RR December.
A glance at this month's CD Monitor ( page
91) will reveal the HFN/RR reviewing team's
reactions to the latest batch of classical CD
CD News
releases... More and more record companies are
recognising that in order to survive in
*. --e,- 1
/
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keen to experiment, but we still have to
programme something like Walton 1 or
Nielsen 2, which I'm doing soon, with caution) and now some folk are asking where
the Classical stuff has gone — you can't win!
What I'm trying to do is build up aloyalty for
the orchestra of the kind they have in, say,
Manchester for the Hallé, Liverpool for the
Phil, Glasgow for the SNO. That way morale
stays high, and so standards have agreater
chance of being more dependable. We've
spent quite abit of money on the marketing
side — that part of things was rather neglected — and the management also put some
into the first Harty record we did [the Violin
Concerto with Ralph Holmes — ABR 1044].
That was areal fillip which made the orchestra realise that they could do better than they
had been doing in the past. You know, I'm a
great believer in taking sectional rehearsals —
wind and strings separately at least — when
we're doing a big unfamiliar work. It's
worked quite successfully and no-one seems
to object — too seriously anyway! It's agreat
time-saver. Ithink it's fascinating that there's
been practically no change of personnel
(apart from the new players who came in
with the expansion), which just goes to show
that it's acommitment, asense of well being
which makes an orchestra. I'm convinced of
it. It's not just stars sitting in chairs that
creates good orchestral playing.'
The principal conductor might also, one
suspects, have something to do with it.
Perhaps, he agrees; it's a question of chemistry as in so many other relationships.
'Once or twice in the past Iknow I've started
off on the wrong foot with an orchestra,
maybe barked too early in the proceedings.
But that's how I'm made and Ican't change
now. This time it seems to have clicked
though.'+

Free error
In his Ten Masterwork Portraits review in
November ( p.134) CB referred to aspecial
offer whereby one free LP could be had in
exchange for five saved vouchers. There was
some misunderstanding here, unfortunately,
since CBS have since informed us that the
offer applies only to the Great Performances
series. We're not sure whose mix-up it was,
but apologise for any confusion caused.

Solid Success
Solid Records is arelatively rare kind of
record company today, being run by two
working musicians. It was formed in 1981 by
guitarist Martin Kershaw, who has played on
over 5000 albums and on TV shows as a
session musician, and is co- directed by
ex- Mike Oldfield drummer and principal
percussionist of the LSO, Michael Frye. They
aim to produce talent to ahigh standard
without having to involve themselves with
the infamous ' middle man'.
A pleasing aspect of this careful, smallscale business is the concern for recording
quality: Solitude, Kershaw's debut solo
album released earlier this year, has been
given the audiophile treatment with a
Nimbus pressing. It features the sound of
solo and multi-tracked acoustic guitars in 18
evocative tracks written by Kershaw himself,
and its natural sound is indeed arich feast
for the ears. Their only other issue to date is
asingle by saxophonist Raf Ravenscroft ( of
Gerry Rafferty's Baker Street fame) called
Maxine, which was released in September
and will be followed by an album in
February. We wish them luck for the future.
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TEAC - leaders in tape technology The ultimate deck for your hi fi system is only available from these specialist stockists
AVON
Paul Green.
Kensington
Shawrooms.
London Road. Bath
Tel (0225) 316197
C MiIsom & Son.
12 Northgate Street.
Bath
Tel (0225) 22183
F H Moss.
6St James Parade Bath
Tel (0225) 21450
Hi Fi Markets.
36 Union Street. Bristol
Tel (0272)294183
Radford Hi Ft.
(Hi Fi Markets)
52,54 Gloucester Road.
Bristol
Tel (0272) 428248
Audio Bristol..
8Park Row, Bristol
Tel (0272)291931

BEDFORDSHIRE

Anglia Audio.
32/34 St Loyes Street
Bedford
Tel (0234) 57713
Luton Disco & Lighting
75 Wellington Street
Luton
Tel (0582) 391021

BERKSHIRE

B& BHi Fi.
36 Minster Street
Reading
Tel (0734) 583730
D. Coles & Co.
I
1St Marks Crescent
Maidenhead.
Tel (0628) 26755

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Hughes Hi Fi
7High Street.
High Wycombe
Tel (0494) 30138

CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Audio Services.
41 Victoria Road
Cambridge
Tel. (0223) 68305
Cambridge Audio.
110 Mill Road.
Cambridge
(0223) 60442
Campkins.
19/20 Market Street.
Cambridge
Tel (0223) 312240

CORNWALL

ETS.
25 King Street. Truro
Tel. (0872) 79809
ETS.
4Market Place. Flelsion
Te (032 65) 3285
ETS.
Trelowarren Street.
Camborne
Tel (0209) 712344
ETS.
4The Green Market.
Penzance
Tel. (0736)4274
ETS
Tregenna Hill. St. Ives
Tel (0736) 795101
G & G Thorpe.
25 Trinity Street.
St Austell
Tel (0726) 5400

CLEVELAND

RSC .
103 Linthorpe Road.
Middlesborough
Tel (0642) 247096

DERBYSHIRE

Active Audio.
12 Osmaston Road.
The Spot. Derby
Tel (0332) 380385

DEVON

Homesound.
145 Sidwell Street,
Exeter
Tel (0392) 72814
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Peter Russells.
58 New George Street.
Plymouth
Tel (0752) 669511
Framptons.
90./92 Cornwall Street.
Plymouth
Tel (0752) 60264

EAST SUSSEX

The Tape Shop.
6Preston Road.
Brighton
Tel. (0273) 60909
Jefferies Hi ri
4Albert Parade.
Green Street.

X Lent.
537/539 Wilbraham
Road.
Chorlton.cum Hardy
Tel (061)881 2617

GWENT

Ht Fi Western
52 Cambrian Road.
Newport
Tel (0633) 62790
E JEdwards& Son
87/88 Commercial
Street Tteclegar
Tel (049) 525 2288

HAMPSHIRE

Tru Fi
10/12 Grosvenor Road.
Tel (0323) 31336
Aldershot
Hove Tele Radio
Tel (0252) 26390
101 Western Road
Hopkins Hi Ft
Hove
40 Fration Road,
Tel (0273) 70202/770202 Portsmouth
Tel (0705) 822155
HATV
Craig Hi Fi,
183 Barrack Road.
13 South Street,
Christchurch
Romford
Tel (0202)473901
Tel (01) 508 2715
Hamilton Electronics
Audio Time.
35 London Road
100 High Street.
Southampton
Barkingside
Tel (011 550 2856
Tel (0703) 28622
Cantelac Ht Fl.
Bryanis Hi Ft.
81 Hiah Street
190 Houlsham Street.
Aldershot
Chelmsford
Tel (0252) 20728
Tel (0245) 84444
KLW Cook.
Fssex Hi Fi Centre.
2The Broadway.
210 London Road,
Hadleigh
Andover
Tel (0264) 3573
Tel (0702) 558339/
557490
Hyperfi Limited.
C & PSound Systems
30/32 Longbridge
97 Bernards Green
Road. Barking
Road. Malvern
Tel (01) 591 6962
Tel. (06845)3607
K A Cheeseman.
Johnsons Sound
Shewell Road.
Services
Colchester
43 Friar Street
Tel (0206)5921
Worcester

Robbs.
15 Worcester Streei
Gloucester
Tel (0452) 20518
Robbs.
3Clarence Street.
Cheltenham
Tel (0242) 584404
Robbs.
55 High Street. Stroud
Tel (04536) 2753

GREATER
MANCHESTER

Ashton Audio.
139 Old Street.
Ashton under Lyne
Tel ( 061)330 5730
Bespoke Audio.
145 Buxton Road.
Stockport
Tel (061)456 8515
Fairbotham & Co..
58/62 Lower Hillgate.
Stockport
Tel (061)480 0872
J. Koczur
185 Yorkshire Street
Rochdale
Tel (0706) 42107
JMB Electronics.
48 Market Street. Hyde
Tel (061)368 1879
LPM,
34 Moorfield Walk.
Urnision
Tel (061) 747 9722
Svvifts of Wilmslow.
2/4 St Annes Parade.
Wilmslow
'IM (0625) 52613
The Sound Centre
2Bold Street.
Altrincham
Tel: (061)928 3195
Ward & Williams.
34 Stockport Road,
Romiley
Tel (061) 430 2934

Tel (0905) 25740

The Critics Choice.
64A High Street,
Lincoln
Tel (0522) 38718

LONDON

M O'Brien
95 High Street.
W Darby & Co .
Wimbledon Village
Lackey House
SW 19
St Peter sStreet.
Tel (01)946 1528
St Albans
Francis of Streatham
Tel. (0727) 50961
169/171 High Road.
Audiopower Ltd.
Streatham. SWI6
68 High Street. Watford Tel (01)769 0466
Tel (0923) 26169
Atkins Radio,
Photosound Vantage.
210 Brixton Hill.
13 Devoils Lane.
Brixton. SW2
Bishop Sionford
Tel (01) 674 4433
Tel (0279) 55780
Nicholls Hi
Spectrum
432 Lee High Road
Lays Avenue.
SE12
Letchworth
Tel (01) 852 5780
Tel (046 26) 79548
Hi Way Hi
Russells Radio.
318A Si Albans Road.
Tel (01) 723 5251
Watford
Sound Sense.
Tel (0923) 32717
350 Edgware Road. W2
AZ Radio,
758 Spring Bank West.
Hull
Tel: (0482.) 508021
RSC
7Whiternar Gate. Hull
'1'el (0482) 20505

KENT

Canterbury Hi Fi.
21 The Burgate,
Canterbury
Tel (0227) 65315
Standens (glonbridge)
Ltd..
92A High Street.
Tonbridge.
Tel -(0732) 353540
H C & C Coppins.
131/132 Bellegrove
Road. Welling
Tel. (01) 303 5431
IW Hi Ft Consultants.
92 Goodnesione Road.
Siningbourne
Tel: (0795)71417

SOUTH GLAMORGAN

STAFFORDSHIRE

NORFOLK

LINCOLNSHIRE

Tel (01) 560 0194
Sona Electronics.
34 Pembridge Road.
Notting Hill Gate. WII
Tel (01)402 2100
South Ealing
Electronics.
196/198 South Ealing
Road. W5
Tel (01) 560 0194
Chelsea Hi
305 Kings Road. SW3
Tel. (01) 352 2596
Crouch End HIFi
13 Park Road.
Crouch End. N8
Tel (01)348 3722
McDonald Stores.
70 Oxford Street. WI
Tel. (01) 636 2877
Bartlett&
175/177 Holloway Road.
N7
Tel. (01)607 2296
Analog Audio.
849 High Road.
North Finchley. N12
Tel. (01)445 1443

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE

Haywood & Haywood
Hi Fi,
38C High Street. Corby
Tel (05366) 61166
Richard Reeves
174 Kettering Road.
Northampton
Tel (0604) 33578

NORTH YORKSHIRE

Dennis lfisker.
8Cheltenham Parade,
Harrogate
Tel (0423) 500333

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

Nick Dakin
45 Radford Road.
Nottingham
Tel (0602) 783862
Forum Hi Fi ( Notts)
600/602 Mansfield
Road
Sherwood, Nottingham
Tel (0602) 622150

OXFORDSHIRE

Foreways Services.
I9A Old High Street
Headington. Oxford
Tel (0865) 68472
Ast ley Audio Centre.
3Market Place.
Wallingford
Tel (0491) 39305
0 ER .
256 Banbury Road.
Oxford
Tel (0865) 53072

SCOTLAND

Audio Aids
52 George Street.
Edinburgh
Tel (031)226 3979
Audio Aids.
43/45 South Clerk
Street. Edinburgh
Tel (031)667 2877
The Music Room.
Glasgow
221 St. Vincent Street.
Glasgow
Tel (041)221 2527
Thistle TV.
4/6 Ashvale Place.
Aberdeen (0224) 52172

Audio Tech.
54 Cape Hill.
Smethwick Watley
Tel (021)558 4444
Bats of Birmingham.
2262
Coventry Road.
Avon Hi Fi.
Birmingham
Sheldon.
12 Barker Street.
Tel (021) 742 6311
Shrewsbury
Bats of Birmingham.
Tel (0753) 55166
Corporation Street,
Birmingham
Watts Radio.
Tel (021) 236 2139
IWest Street. Somerton
Hacken Sound Ltd.
Tel (0458) 72443
1195 Pershore Road.
Yeovil Audio.
Stirchley. Birmingham
1/3 Princess Street.
Tel (021)459 4242
Yeovil
Norman H Field.
Tel (0935)25430
35 Hurst Street.
Homesound.
Birmingham
Station Road. '1fiunic-n
Tel. (021) 622 2323
Tel (0823) 7332)
Perfect Electronics
Burnham Audio Visual.
Ltd.
23 Victoria Street.
508/514 Alum Rock
Burnham.« Sea
Road. Alum Rock.
Tel (0278) 789766
Birmingham
FF & FAudio Visual
Tel (021) 328 1497
18 Market Street.
Forum Hi Fi Centre,
Highbridge
Unit 26/27 Tivoli Centre.
Tel (0278) 787857
Coventry Road.
Yardley
Houlden lIt Ft.
Tel. (021) 707 3640
The Morgan Arcade
Forum Hi Fi Centre.
The Hayes. Cardiff
78 Lower Precinct.
Tel (0222)44001:
Coventry
Tel. (0203) 21218
A & D Sounds.
E & N French
218 Kings Road.
52 Dordon Road.
Sutton Coldfield
Tamworth
Tel. (021) 355 2054
Tel (0827) 892252
Karma Audio Visual.
Rrrs Electronics.
School Street.
21 lfimworth Street
Wolverhampton
Lichfield
Tel (0902) 773338
Tel (05432) 22877
R.S C .
17 Shelton Square.
Anglia Audio.
Coventry
Hessette Hi Fi Centre
Tel (0203) 25983
Near Beyion,
RSC
Bury Si Edmunds
Great Western Arcade.
Tel (0359) 70212
Birmingham
Tel (021)236 1279
Cosmic Radio.
252/254 Station Road.
Jaysound,
Addlestone
5Waterloo Square.
Tel. (0932) 54552
Bognor Regis
Burnham Audio Vsual
Tel (0243) 826355
10 High Street.
Walton on Thames
Eric Wiley.
Tel (09322) 46050
64 Beancroft Road.
Surbiton Park Radio
Castleford
Ltd.
Tel (09775)3066
48 Surbiton Road.
RSC Ltd
Kingston Upon Theme;
Audio House.
Tel (01) 546 5549
Robin Lane Pudsey
Unilet Products Ltd
Tel: (0532) 458252
Compton House.
Erricks,
35 High Street.
Pholosonic House.
New Malden
Rawson
Square.
Tel (01) 942 9567
Bradford
Oakey & Lee. .
Tel (0274) 309266
45/49 Upper High
Goff Jackson.
Street. Epsom.
14 Hyde Park Corner.
Tel (03727) 26555
Leeds
PJEquipment.
>I: (0532) 781513
3Bridge Street.
RSC Ltd.
Guildford
5/7 County Arcade.
(0483) 504801
Leeds
Landau Brothers Ltd
Tel. (0532) 48252
18 The Market.

SOMERSET

MERSEYSIDE

Leicester
Tel ;0533) 541338

WEST MIDLANDS

SHROPSHIRE

LEICESTERSHIRE

HERTFORDSHIRE

HUMBERSIDE

Telemech Audio Video
Engineers,
23/33 Manschal Street.
Aberdeen
Tel (0224) 574248

LANCASHIRE

HEREFORD & WORCS

GLOUCESTERSHIRE

SM Electronics,
Myers Audio.
68 Croydon Road.
6/7 Central Parade.
Beckenham
Hoe Street E17
Tel (01) 650 4701
Tel (01) 520 7277
Sound Systems.
Goodwins
218 Bromley High Stree t 7The Broadway.
Bromley
High Road.
Tel (01)460 4000
Wood Green. N22
Michael Stevens
Tel (01) 888 0077
216/218 Homesdale
"lend Video & HI
Road. Bromley
167 High Street. E17
Tel (01) 464 4157
Tel (01) 521 6146
Paragon Hi Ft.
Sound Information,
23 Chenton Place
13 St Johns Hill.
Folkestone
Clapham. SW11
Tel (0303) 55306
Tel (01) 228 7126.
(01) 223 5532
Spatial Hi Fi,
Darwen Hi Fi
29 Tottenham Court
219 Duckworth Road.
Road. WI
Darwen
Tel (01) 637 8702
Tel (0254) 75201
Budget Sound Systems,
Record Centre
242 Tottenham Court
18 Breck Road
Road WI
Poulton Le Fylde
Tel. (01)636 5974
Tel (0253) 886163
Atlantic Electronics.
37/39 High Road.
Alpha.
Willesden. NW 10
1Guildhall Lane
Tel (01) 451 0302"
Leicester
(01)451 4298
Tel (0533) 58597
Leicester Hi Fi Centre.
P & A Audio.
215/219 Melton Road,
98 Liverpool Road
Leicester
Crosby
Tel (0633) 667801
Tel (051)931 3695
Mays Hi Fi
27 Churchgate.
Scarfe Audio Visual
Leicester
161 Unihank Road.
Tel (0533) 58662
Norwich
Design Stereo,
Tel (0603) 22833
150 Narborough Road.

SUFFOLK

SURREY

WEST SUSSEX

WEST YORKSHIRE

Wrythe Lane
Carshalton
Tel. (01) 644 445
Alan Laurenson.
9Bell Street. Reigate
Tel (0737) 24649
Berrylands.
148 Chiltern Drive.
Berrylands, Surbiton
Tel (01) 3900486

TYNE & WEAR

A R. Stringer.
2Camphill Road.
Chapel End.
Nr. Nuneaton, Warw:cks
Tel (0203) 392430

WILTSHIRE

Li Rutter.
17 The Britiox. Devises
Tel. (0380)2268
Salisbury
Fi.
3Butcher Row.
Salisbury
Tel (0722) 29438
PR Sounds.
5King Street.
Melksham
Tel (0225) 708045
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IT FACES ITS TOUGHEST
RIVAL BEFORE IT
LEAVES THE FACTORY

V-909RX Auto REVEPSE
POWER

Stereo CaSSEttE Deck

—

PLAY •
oui" •
Ii-PC •

TEAC's V-909RX is an exceptional cassette deck.
It reverses tape so quickly that you'll scarcely notice abreak
in the music.
It boasts Dolby B® Dolby C® and dbx® noise reduction
systems.
It can select your favourite track or tracks, repeating them as
often as you want.
It even speeds past sections of blank tape, automatically
switching to play the next section of music.
Best of all, the TEAC V-909RX reproduces sound so faithfully,
you'll hardly believe it's acassette deck. But then, as makers of
some of the world's finest open reel machines, we have some high
standards to aim for
Our own.

TEAC

Dolby is atrademark of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp. dbx is atrademark of dbx Inc.

The Watford and Maidenhead NAD Centres
The Radio Times NAD
System

Systems Selection
All our systems have been highly recommended by reviewers and
designed by our own experts for perfect compatibility and to suit
all requirements. All our systems come complete with cartridge,
speaker leads, plugs, and shipping is FREE on UK mainland.
— Marantz PM230 Amp.
Dual CS514 Turntable
Wharfedale Diamond
Loudspeakers

£225
9 Yamaha A300 Amp.
Yamaha P200 Turntable
Boston A40 or AR18LS
Speakers

£257

I NAD 3020A Amp.
NAD 5120 Turntable
JPW Pl Speakers

£299

A

Features:
NAD 5120 Turntable
NAD 3020A Amplifier
NAD 4020A Tuner
NAD 6050C Cassette Deck
Boston Acoustics A40 Speakers

NAD 7125 Receiver
NAD 5120 Turntable
Wharfedale Laser 90 or.
Omar Wendover Speakers

£369

A highly recommended
system designed for the
discerning HiFi listener.

R. NAD 3150 Amp.
Ariston RID40 inc. Arm/Cart
NAD 120 Speakers

6

•

NAD

£479

£769 -

Agood addition to any of the above systems would be the Yamaha
K300 (£ 139), NAD 6050C (£ 159) or Yamaha K-500 (£ 179)
Casette Decks

New Additions
Worth aListen

£99.50
£ 109.00
£ 199.00
£ 149.00
£77.00
£ 109.00
£ 169.00
£189.00
£308.00
£119.00
£139.00
£159.00
£199.00

Yamaha

Fantastic value and superb
specifications from the latest Yamaha
range.
A-300 30W + 30WAmplifier £89.95
A-40040W+40WAmplifier....£129.00
A-50070W+70WAmplifier....£169.00
T-300AM/FM/LWTuner
T-500 DigitalTuner £ 119.00
K-300 Dolby B-C Cassette
Deck
£ 139.00
K-500 Dolby B-CCassette
Deck
£ 179.00
C-50 Preamplifier £295.00
M-50 Power Amplifier £365.00
P-200Turntable £79.00

1 Wharfedale Diamond Speakers at only £64.50 ( pair)
2 JPW Range of Speakers from £89 to £ 185
3 The New AR turntable superb value at £ 169 exc arm with
4
5

The full range of the world's most acclaimed hi-fi is available and
on demonstration in our showrooms.

NAD 5120 Turntable
NAD 3020AAmplifier
NAD 3150Ampl ifier
NAD 2150PowerAmp
NAD 1020 PreAmp
NAD4020ATuner
NAD4150Tuner
NAD 7125 Receiver
NAD 7150 Receiver
NAD6040ACassette Deck
NAD 6125 Cassette Deck
NAD 6050CCassetteDeck
NAD6150CCassetteDeck

NAD 7150 Receiver
NEW AR Turntable inc.
Arm/Cart
Rogers LS7 Speakers

£598

Complete.

Linn Basik arm £209 or AR arm £219

Yamaha 700 Series — Latest Class-AAmplification.
Proton 300 Stereo Radio. Highest quality sound £289

P-300 Turntable £99.00
NS- 1000M 3-way Speakers
(pair)
£ 726.00

Portables

Ideal g.ifts for Xmas including personal hi-fi and full range of radio cassettes from
Sony Toshiba. Sharp and Aiwa.

Compact Discs
Prices reduced on compact disc players
from Sony and Ma rantz
Marantz CD63
£399.00
Marantz CD73
£429.00
We offer awide selection of speakers from all the leading manufacturer's
including ROGERS. AR, KEF. OMAR. DEAN. HARBETH. WHARFEDALE.
CELESTION. JBL, BOSTON ACOUSTICS, MORDAUNT SHORT, JPW and NAD.

New Marantz Range
Including Systems. MS300 £ 399, MS350 £499, MX250 £ 549

Mail Order

NAD 5200 Compact Disc £399
Sony CDP101
£539.00
Includes FREE Sony Walkman DD
worth £ 90

Turntables

Accessories

On Demonstration
Dual, NAD, Ariston,
AR. Pink Triangle.
Thorens. The Oak
and The Rock.

We stock a4ull range of
accessories, headphones
and cassette tapes
from Maxell and TDK

All the items in this advertisement are available by Mail
Order. Phone Jim Langley at Watford Mail Order department
on 0923 26169 or Alan Lovell at Maidenhead Mail Order department on
0628 73420. Same day despatch subject to availability by Roadrunner. Carriage
£5.25 per 25 Kilos.

Evening appointments available in our single speaker demonstration room, please
phone for details. 24hr Answer Phone After hours please use our answer phone for
appointments, enquiries or orders, at your convenience.

Watford NAD Centre
68 High Street. Tel: 0923 26169

Maidenhead NAD Centre
18 King Street. Tel: 0628 73420

Late night shopping every Wednesday until 8.30pm.

Evening & Weekend Appointments

Ir*

=

Late night shopping every Thursday until 8.30pm.

_J

HM MARKETS
The place where

care about hi-6

Bartok: Sonata for violin, Sonata for two
pianos and percussion, Schneeberger ( win),
Janka and Jurg Wyttenbach ( pnos) Schmid,
Huber ( perc) ( 149 047) This analogue recording was made during the 100th anniversary
concerts for Bartok ( though not at live con.
certs) in the hall of the Basle Music Academy
during May 1981. The violin sonata recording betrays a strong presence of ambience
mikes. Initially the sound is appealing and
could well be so on analogue disc, but with
digital replay equipment through good
domestic equipment the superficially
'ambient' sound is replayed like a double
image of violin with astrong halo — almost a
second image — of the violin from secondary
mikes. There is some analogue tape hiss and
LF noise, presumably local traffic.
The recording of the sonata for two pianos
is altogether more successful, with the
pianos being disposed left and right of the
image, although a little distant and woody
toned. Some percussion effects are overlaid
on the piano image but the sound is generally spacious and pleasingly lively. Though
nowhere on this disc is a mention of the
analogue tape origins of this recording, the
'signature' of LF non- linearity and occasional
moments of ' squash' betray the source; such
issues do not necessarily benefit from digital
reproduction, and unless they are of outstanding performance or musical importance it does beg the question as to whether
this material truly deserves CD issue. A
straight B for the violin sonata raised to A/B
for the two- piano sonata.
David Prákel

BIS
Works for percussion by Cage, Cowell, Lundquist & Taka, The Kroumata Percussion
Ensemble ( CD-232) The Swedish BIS label,
run by experienced ' sound hunter' Robert
von Bahr, has acquired a reputation for
natural sound quality. For their LPs, they
have usually used a high-speed Revox with
often just two mics, but for this, their first
Compact Disc, they used a Sony PCM-F1
digital recording system. The sleeve carries a
note: ' WARNING! This record, contrary to all
established principles, has been recorded
and reproduced with all the enormous original dynamics'. The works, featuring drums
of all kinds, prepared piano, and tuned
percussion instruments, are arranged in
order of loudness, and if you set your level
by the first, John Cage's Second Construction, the last, alive recording of-Hiérophonie
V by modern Japanese composer Yoshihisa
Taira, has an astonishing impact. Recorded
by Michael Bergek of Swedish Radio, the
sound has a tangible presence, with superb
stereo and aprecise sense of ' space' around
and behind the players. Differentiation
between the timbres and pitches of such
ill-defined instruments as used here is also
superb, and those who would deny digital's
ability to encode leading edges should hear
what this CD can do! A* indeed!
John Atkinson

CHANDOS
Bax: Tone Poems, Ulster Orch/Thomson
(CHAN 8307) Chandos' issue of Bax Tone
Poems, including Garden of Fand, is particularly welcome for two very good reasons:
the first being the opportunity of hearing this
wonderful music, and the second that it has
been recorded by Brian Couzens so superbly. The frequency response is very wide
indeed, the openness and clarity of the bass •
drum being remarkable, whilst the delicacy
of some of the inner string and percussion
writing is aptly put over in the balance.
Everything is very clear, and recorded in a
hall that suits the music perfectly, so that the
ambience is finely preserved in atotal sound
which is almost faultless with its natural
perspective. All the strings sound as silky as
1-11 FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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disc very highly. Rated A*, it is one of my
personal favourites; nothing seems too
close, and it is difficult to believe that many
mics were used on the session.
Angus McKenzie

DECCA

MONITOR
John Atkinson
Ivor Hum . hre s
Andrew Keener
David Piákel
An . us McKenzie
they should do, with no screechiness and
hardness. Rated A*, this is one of the finest
orchestral CDs of all, and very warmly
recommended. Perhaps this disc could show
the main companies how worthwhile it is to
record good British music well.
Angus McKenzie

Beethoven: Emperor Concerto, Lupu/lsrael
PO/Mehta (400 050-2) The sound seemed
rather larger than life on this disc, the piano
being just slightly too close and a little
over-wide, whilst some of the strings are too
far left or right. The general mass of fiddles,
though, are positioned a little further back
and this certainly sounded better than the
Solti Mahler 9. Even if woodwind instruments were multi-miked, they are clear and
better positioned than usual. The ambience
seemed well in tune with the music, but Ican
only rate this B because the recording lacked
openness and was not natural enough.
Angus McKenzie

Mahler: Symphony 9, Chicago SO/Solti ( 2
CDs) ( 410 012-2) This recording has a very
wide dynamic range but it seems to be very
Hoist: The Planets, SNO/Gibson ( CHAN
artificial. Ifound the strings shrill yet lacking
8302) There is a delicate tracery of imagery,
in openness and EHF, whilst there seemed to
particularly of percussion instruments, to be
be ageneral confusion in much of the stereo
found on this recording, but the sound, in
positioning, particularly of woodwind. The
common with some other Chandos recordoverall sound was colourful and Idid not like
ings, has a rather thin tonal quality. Some
the tendency of the front desk fiddles to stick
may approve of this kind of balance, but I out all the time, microphones obviously
find it a little too bright for comfort, strings
being too close. Itried very hard to get used
acquiring a ' steely' edge which for me
to this over-miked sound, and in finally
intrudes. Dynamics are well- captured,
rating it B, Ifeel Ishould add that one of my
though there are occasional extraneous
colleagues thought this was too generous.
noises and the fade-out ol the choir is not
This is the sort of CD that anti- digital people
that well- managed at the end of Neptune.
might well play, and then try to blame digits
There is a slightly greater sense of depth in
rather than sound balance!
this last movement, presumably due to
Angus McKenzie
some spill- over from the orchestral sound
into the choral mics. Not abad thing, though,
Rossini Respighi: La Boutique fantasque,
and in my opinion, this Scottish offering is
NPO/Bonynge ( 410 139-2) An opulent ( even
the only CD Planets with a sound quality
ashade opaque) quality contrasts oddly with
worth considering. But compare with the
atouch of digital ' edge' on certain peaks leg,
1979 black disc from Boult on HMV ( ASD
if cymbals and massed upper strings). OK,
but not among Decca's best CDs. Isuspect
3649 — I had to hunt for an acceptable
the existence of better things on the master.
pressing) if you doubt a fully digital CD can
B/C
be bettered by conventional analogue LP
Andrew Keener
and player. Rated A.
John Atkinson
Purcell: Dido & Aeneas, Taverner Choir &
Players/Parrott ( CHAN 8306) Possessing a
nice sense of the acoustic in which the
recording was made ( Rosslyn Hill Chapel,
Hampstead), agood balance has been struck
between voices and the varied accompaniments. Soloists — including the divine Emma
Kirkby— are set alittle more forward than the
cho.r, reducing the work's dynamic potential, there are some extraneous noises, and
occasionally astring rings on after the end of
a number, but these are minor quibbles.
A- rated, therefore, and recommended to
those who aren't put off by the astringent
sound of ' original' instruments.
John Atkinson
Tchaikowsky: Symphony 2 ( Little Russian),
LSO/Simon ( CHAN 8304) Brian Couzens has
had much experience with digital recording
over the last few years and us balances have
generally been better than those of the big
companies. Ihave looked forward to hearing
his CDs, particularly this, the first major work
to reach me from their catalogue. The mic
technique is based on a stereo pair, plus
fillers to add discreet contributions from
woodwind, percussion and strings, etc.
Chandos do not consider it necessary to mic
up brass instruments, and this seems one of
many good reasons why their recordings are
natural, as indeed this one is. The disc was
recorded in the warm reverberant acoustic of
the Church of St Jude- on-the- Hill, Hampstead. The sound is very spacious, the
ambience absolutely right and the clarity
quite amazingly good, giving an overall open
sound which allows me to recommend this

Tchaikovsky: Swan Lake and Nutcracker
Suite excerpts, Israel PO/Mehta ( 410 5512)
This recording seemed so much better than
the Decca Emperor, with plenty of space
round the music, accurate and sensible
positioning, and string tone that is certainly
not harsh, but smooth. At the opening of Act
II, Swan Lake, the violin and cello solos
sound marvellous with just the right ambience behind them to make me to curl up in
my chair and listen to the music without
being distracted by technicalities. Loud passages in the Nutcracker seem spacious and
clear, but it is in the quietest passages such
as in the ' Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy',
where the full advantages of CD come into
play. The Celeste is as natural as Ihave ever
heard it and there is no background noise to
disturb. Not only does this deserve an A
rating, but Ialso suggest that it is the sort of
record almost anyone can enjoy, forgetting
the business of sound reproduction. My only
criticism is of the slightly over- wide strings
again, the cellos and violins being almost
completely isolated from one another.
Angus McKenzie
Wagner: ' Ring' excerpts, VPO/Solti ( 410
137-2) Again aCompact Disc issue comes up
which demands a lower rating than that
given to the LP (
A:2 9/83). The problem here
lies with the added clarity of the CD medium,
which moves the already dissected sound
yet further away from Wagner's intentions.
At least the LP has some honourable muddle
about it. The 1981 sound smacks of the
minutest contrivance of the shading and
weighting of line in the recording not in the
performance. Wotan's Farewell is curiously
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balanced as if to make up in recorded tone
for the lack of bass voice. There is no crude
over-miking, but the CD reveals what ought
never to be heard if fidelity to the composer's intentions is intended. There is plenty of
orchestral power and asatisfying bass quality but the Sofiensaal acoustic seems almost
to have been dispensed with, so unatmospheric are the results. String tone is scrubbed bright; showy sound deserving only aB
rating.
David Prükel

DENON
J.S. Bach: Organ Works ( various), Hans Otto
(C37-7004) One of the most wonderful organ
recordings that I have ever heard is performed here by Hans Otto on the Freiberg
grand Silberman organ. The playing time is
over 55 minutes, and the programme
includes the famous Bach Toccata and
Fugue in D minor, 6 Schübler chorales, trio
sonatas and other works. The sound was as
clean as Ihave heard reproduced; there was
no trace of any intermodulation distortion of
the kind that besets virtually all analogue LPs
of Bach organ music. The sound is extremely
clear and fairly close, yet the church's acoustic is always allowed to come through. An A*
disc which Ivery warmly recommend as
being in the demonstration class.
Angus McKenzie
J.S. Bach: Organ Works ( various), Helmuth
Rilling ( 38C37-7039) Another Bach organ
recital, this time played on the organ of the
Gedactniskirsche, Stuttgart, by Helmuth Rilling. Whilst the actual balance is well done, it
seems to be louder than life, and considerable blower hiss and various hums from
motors are clearly audible throughout.
Strangely, this disc also includes the famous
Toccata and fugue in D- minor, but again
Denon give very good value for money with
nearly 57 minutes of playing time. Rated B, it
is not in the demonstration class but nevertheless enjoyable.
Angus McKenzie

Handel: works for oboes, bassoon, harpsichord and bass continuo ( 38C37-7026)
There is just the right direct to reverberant
sound ratio here, placing the listener right at
the recording location. There are some
enjoyable sounds here, and the interplay
between the two oboes really is well performed and recorded. Although the sounds
are fairly intimate, and instrument key clicks
are quite audible, the reproduction is so clear
that it all seems in perspective, and as one
would expect to hear at a concert. The hall
has a fairly long reverberation, but this is
played down slightly. Maybe not everybody's musical choice, but rated A.
Angus McKenzie
Haydn/Boccherini: Cello Concertos,
Fujiwara/Netherlands CO/Inoue ( 38C377023) This is a lovely recording of the
orchestra but has a solo cello which is just
that little bit too big and marginally too
close. Despite this criticism, the recording
just scrapes into the A class overall, for the
orchestra is natural and the cello clear. The
engineers obviously have the right idea
about balance, for no instruments in the
orchestra are out of perspective and the
whole sound has a bloom and welcome
openness which seems to characterise
Denon CDs.
Angus McKenzie
Mozart: Chamber Music for Oboe, Philharmonia Quartet of Berlin/Hansjorg, Schellenberger ( 38C37-7034) Judging by the CD
catalogue so far, the main European companies seem to be imagining that pure
chamber music, digitally recorded, won't
pay its way; but how wrong they are, for this
new disc of Mozart's chamber music for
Oboe, including the Quartet, sounds truly
magnificent. A very odd occurrence, though,
is the chopping of the opening transient of
the Quintet in C minor, K406, far better
known in its string quintet and divertimento
versions. Iam very surprised to see such a
bad and unmusical edit on this otherwise
almost perfect record. Inevertheless award
an A rating for its natural and open quality;
there is some lovely warm ambience here
but never any loss of clarity.
Angus McKenzie

Beethoven: Symphony 6 ( Pastoral), Berlin
Staatskapelle Orchestra/Suitner ( 38C37Schubert: Symphony 9, Berlin RSO/Rogner
7040) Ihave previously much enjoyed Beeth(38C37-7035) A slightly disappointing
oven's Symphonies 3, 5 and 7 with these
recording, this, rather thick at LF, and lacking
performers, so it is hardly surprising that this
in clarity at HF. Positioning is slightly forced,
Pastoral comes up to my highest expectaand Ithink Ican detect a graininess which
tions. The strings are never hard but always
could be attributable to the original master
open and smooth, with cellos delightfully
being 14- rather than 16- bit. Not a patch on
warm without sounding soggy as they often
the Beethoven Symphony cycle, but worth
are in BBC broadcasts from the Albert Hall!
considering, and rated B, since many will
Woodwind instruments are clear but
undoubtedly enjoy the natural ambience.
obviously behind the strings, and the whole
Angus McKenzie
ambience appears totally in context with the
direct sound. Climaxes seem to expand
Vivaldi: Four Seasons, Lucerne Festival
gloriously, and some of the quietest
Strings/Baumgartner ( 38C37-7013) Vivaldi's
moments are very natural, but Iwondered
Four Seasons have been recorded very frefor a moment if the oboe in the third
quently, and we compared the sound of this
movement wasn't just slightly closer than I
third CD version with that of the DG Archiv/
might have expected. Rated A, it seems
Pinnock, finding the Denon to be very much
almost embarrassing that Iam g.ving such
better sounding in almost all ways than the
high ratings to Denon CDs compared with so
rather shrieky Archiv. Here is a delightful
many poor ratings for some western labels.
open sound with excellent positioning,
Angus McKenzie
bringing one virtually into the performance
occasion. There is no coloration here on the
Debussy: Preludes Book II, Jacques Rouvier
harpsichord or lower strings, and the violins
(38C37-7043) Solo piano has often been
and cellos really sing. Iappreciate that the
regarded as one of the most difficult instruPinnock disc is, on original instruments
ments to record due to many problems,
which are tuned a semitone lower in pitch,
most of which seem to have been combut the Denon is so lively that Iam sure it will
pletely overcome here. The piano is never
be enjoyed by those who purchase it. A
clattery, never too bright nor too close, loud
strongly recommended A rating.
transients exciting the ambience which helps
Angus McKenzie
the whole sound to be very realistic. The
choice of mic is important, and in this
Invitation to Baroque Music ( 38C37-7037)
recording they seem to be very smooth
This disc seems to be a strange invitation,
indeed. The piano is fairly wide, but not
since almost the entire disc is taken up with
ridiculously so. This disc, rated A*, is most
very slow Baroque pieces, including Albinoenjoyable, having very wide dynamic range,
ni's Adagio, Bach's ' Air on a G- String',
and can be warmly recommended.
Handel's '
Largo' from Xerxes and Purcell's
Angus McKenzie
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Chaconne. The violins are virtually extreme
left whilst cellos are very hard right. The
sound is slightly coloured, particularly the
reverb which almost seems artificial at
times. Although some tracks are better than
others, Imust admit that Icould not sit down
and relax to this for 45 minutes and Icannot
rate it higher than B, with some tracks C.
Angus McKenzie

DG
Beethoven: Sonata in C, Op. 111/Schumann: Etudes symphoniques, Ivo
Pogorelich ( 410 520-2) No sooner had Ityped
and despatched a favourable impression of
DG's silver disc Rostro/Shostakovish 5 ( see
later) than this superb piece of piano recording arrived for review. It has been flawlessly
preserved on CD. The tone gleams on top
and packs a formidable punch, rieti in harmonics, down below. Nothing, however, is
inflated. The instrument is closely caught
with a suggestion — no more — of wide
spaces beyond ( try the short ff chords in the
coda of the Beethoven first movement) and
the image is set with rock-solid consistency
between half- left and half- right. The performances are alternatively outrageous and
spell- binding, foppishly capricious and commanding, but that isn't the point at issue
here. Suffice it to say that DG have offered a
faithful reproduction of this young colourist's remarkable soundworld, and that the CD
deserves an immediate place in every
demonstration room in the country. A*
Andrew Keener
Brahms: Double Concerto, Tragic Overture,
Mutter, Meneses/BPO/Karajan (410 603-2)
The sound of the Berlin Phil is boxy small
and bright, which offers a poor backdrop to
the fruity, rich ' cello sound. The soloists are
balanced as for an intimate chamber recording and seem to have acquired an unusual
stereo width and the trappings of some
artificial reverberant bloom, probably from
bleed over into orchestral mikes. The
adopted balance makes an artistic nonsense
of the concept of the concerto and makes for
some odd dynamic contrasts and balances
between and within soloists and orchestra. A
poorly integrated sound, quite unnatural.
B/C
David Prákel
Brahms: Cello sonatas, Rostropovich/Serkin
(410 510-2) The printed music may suggest a
near- equal partnership between the two
instruments, but that is not the case here.
Rostropovich's cello has an upfront, wideangle perspective, with the piano set back in
level ( although its sound is paradoxically
dryish). The overall balance is on the murky
side, which becomes wearing after a while,
and dynamics seem restricted, pp and fnot
always being sufficiently differentiated. B/C
John Atkinson
Brahms: Symphony 4, VPO/Bernstein ( 410
084-2) This recording was particularly
interesting, for we all gained the impression
that DG's engineers have started listening to
criticism. Rated B, the sound, however, is not
right yet, for the violins seem to be extreme
left, whilst cellos and basses are on the
extreme opposite side. Woodwind and brass
instruments, though, seem to be far better
perspectived and are not brought forward
absurdly; the sound is more natural. The
ambience is more cohesive than in older DG
titles, and both signal/noise ratio and distortion are immaculate. We could really get into
the music and we proved the point about the
balance being good but the string width
absurd by listening in mono, the sound then
being very well balanced, as one does not
hear the positioning anomalies. In rating this
B, Idon't want to appear to be condescending, and the disc is recommendable. Someone, however, seems to have rather large
feet, for the odd stamp on the floor is clearly
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audible, and surely it is rather careless that
this was allowed to pass. We also heard the
odd digital glitch which was rather annoying,
and note that there seem to be more glitches
on European than on Japanese CDs when
the discs are played back on Japanese
players. The Tragic Overture fill- up helps
make this disc very good value for money at
58 minutes playing time.
Angus McKenzie

the close Suite 1, which should not be
louder; dynamic range seems here entirely
out of the conductor's hands and an artifact
of a fader setting. The ' Death of Tybalt'
typifies what is wrong with this recording, as
the balance sounds like the frantic opening
and closing of the windows in a musical
Advent Calendar, giving the listener brief and
close-up views of each section of the music.
A poor, overproduced sound rating only C/D
David Priikel

fizziness was going up and down behind the
flutes. EMI will have to do better than this
when they release CDs under their own
steam on the British market. We also noticed
some hum in the background and wonder if
the master could have been an underrecorded non- dithered 14- bit tape!
Angus McKenzie

Brahms: Symphony 2, VPO/Bernstein ( 410
082-2) This shows a clearly improved perspective compared with previous orchestral
DGs, but the strings are grossly over-wide,
panned extreme left and right. The sound
didn't seem to be quite so satisfying as that
of No.4, although the balance is very similar.
Rated BIC, there are many intrusive noises
audible throughout the performance, which
is careless, but the Academic Festival Overture seems to sound better, and the record is
good value at around 58 minutes playing
time.
Angus McKenzie

Shostakovich: Symphony 5, Washington
National SO/Rostropovich (410 509-2) The
chief sonic distinction of Haitink's Decca
Shostakovich 5 in CD format ( see ' CD Monitor' Sept) is its natural, consistent internal
balance set within a credible acoustic. Are
the upper strings indeed a little overbright,
as those who marked down my starred
rating to a straight A would seem to think?
Perhaps, but a touch on the treble control
sets all to rights. Now comes this successful
Rostropovich CD, smoother on top, less
opulent down below and acoustically more
contained. ES was right to cite the occasional
piece of 'focus pulling' in his review of the
black disc in July: prepare to be battered
about the head by some outsized side- drums
in the first movement development and to
have your nerve- ends tickled by pizzicato
violins in the Scherzo reprise. But such
distractions are few. Ifound more to quarrel
about in the volatile Rostro's subjective view
of the work; it isn't, I've found, an interpretation which wears well. Some of the execution sounds a shade threadbare too: Ican
appreciate the concept of bleakness behind
the non-vibrato of the violins' first entry, but
how feeble it sounds when so mercilessly
exposed by the medium. One of DG's best,
though. A/B
Andrew Keener

J.S. Bach: Toccata and Fugue in d, Passacaglia in c, etc, Marie-Claire Alain ( ECD 88004)
Though none too enamoured with an earlier
Erato digital recording, Iwould recommend
this organ recording strongly. Marie-Claire
Alain plays a Schwenkendel organ, though
sadly no information is provided about the
instrument ( the Philips' Widor text is amodel
on this point, providing afull disposition for
the St Sernin organ used). The sound is
refreshingly clean and airy, yet packs in
considerable low frequency power as
appropriate ( note the pedal points in the
Allegro to the Vivaldi concerto, BWV 593).
The balance provides a spacious ambient
bloom and while one can hear the blowers
breathing, there is no noisy tracker action or
wheeziness to detract. A more pleasing
sound than the Widor on Philips but not yet
deserving a technical star rating, merely a
high A.
David Priikel

Brahms: Symphony 3/Haydn Variations,
VPO/Bernstein ( 410 083-2) Although the
playing time is nearly 62 minutes, making
this one of the longest CDs, Ido not think it is
good value for money, because of some
extremely poor balances. Throughout the
disc, we again hear strings far too wide — in
this case with the fiddles almost hanging on
the left wall — whilst the cellos seemed to be
in a back-front line with their backs against
the wall. The ambience is reasonable
enough, but there are so many inappropriate
balance points, such as the horn variation in
the Haydn Variations, where the harmony is
as indistinct as I have ever heard it. Our
dislike of the disc is not helped by the very
slow tempi at times, and rated C, we can only
regard it as rather boring. Iappreciate that
there is a double bassoon part, but do we
really have to hear it so loud at the opening!
Listen to the beginning of the 3rd movement
and ask yourself if the cellos seem correct in
their hard right position, with the leader right
up front; then note the violins hard left
immediately after this opening.
Angus McKenzie
Mozart: Violin Concertos 3/5, Perlman/
VPO/Levine ( 410 020-2) The same ping-pong
problem on orchestral strings that troubles
so many DG recordings arises here. Surely
by now we should have got over this syndrome with modern microphone techniques.
Strings lack sweetness, sounding a little
screechy and there is a complete lack of the
magic that should be reproduced from the
music. Perlman's violin, though, reproduces
quite well, and his performance is excellent.
Even so, Icannot rate this higher than C,
since the sound is so fatiguing. Itried hard to
like it on my Quad 63 electrostatics, which
can reproduce good string tone as well as
any other speaker, but they so readily
expose bad balances.
Angus McKenzie
Prokofiev: Romeo and Juliet ( Suites 1 & 2)
National Symphony Orch of Washington/
Rostropovich ( 410 519-2) It is difficult not to
let one's reaction to this very heavy-weather
performance colour reasonable judgement
of the sound quality. However, Ifeel it fair to
say that this is one of the most artificial
balances to have come along from DG in a
long time. The sound is compartmentalised,
while reverberation tails seem only to relate
to the portion of the stereo image in which
that instrument or group of instruments lies.
Spot miking is at times crude; note the close
balance of the woodwind in the Allegretto of
Suite 1. The final chord too shows signs of
limiting and sounds artificially loud without
actually ' getting anywhere'. The explosive
chords at the opening of Suite 2 are pitifully
weak, particularly coming immediately after
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New Year's Day Concert, PO/Maazel (410
516-2) Extracts from the 1983 Vienna Philharmonic's New Year concert, show that DG
engineers can get a natural sound if they
want to. Played back flat, the sound was very
slightly dull, though only a slight EHF lift is
needed to reproduce Strauss as I feel it
should sound. Although the audience is
present, they do not seem to intrude. The
recordings are exciting, and multi-miking
seems to have been done very skilfully — in
particular the string tone is much smoother,
making me wonder if DG have abandoned
their normal rather shrill microphones! This
recording has plenty of depth, and the
ambience is just right, so it well deserves an
A rating, if you can allow for the slight treble
boost required. Much less forced than the
first Decca digital VP0 New Year, released
on analogue LP a few years ago.
Angus McKenzie

EMI/TOSHIBA
Hoist: Planets Suite, Phil./Rattle (CC38-3028)
Although David Prákel reviewed this recording in Nov (
B/C), Iwant to add my comments
as it is just the type of disc which the
anti- digital brigade will leap on with joy,
showing just what can go wrong with bad
digital engineering. Taking Neptune as an
example, the background hiss is very high,
but faded down between movements, and
this hiss contains a sharp graininess which
shows something is clearly wrong with
the added dither, if indeed any was
added at all. There is also audible noise
modulation of the hiss at the beginning of
Neptune, which is just what we heard
recently from some rather nasty domestic
digital audio processors. These are not
abstruse technical points that can only be
heard by experienced audiophiles, for aprincipal cellist of one of the famous orchestras
had a listen to the disc with me, and without
my prompting him commented on the hiss
saying it was fizzy, and then asked why the

ERATO

Handel: Water Music Suites in F, G & D,
English Baroque Soloists/Gardiner ( ECD
88005) All three suites on one disc adds up to
21 individual movements, which is six too
many for the indexing on my CD- 63. ( Fortunately it will play them!) Made in St Peter's,
Morden in 1980, the Erato recording is very
good generally, even if it does tend to
exaggerate the 'thin' quality of the period
fiddles through somewhat close miking.
Nevertheless, the overall integration of the
sound is well managed. If Ifind the balance a
little wearing after a while it is because I
could have done with a seat just a little
further back. Sparkling playing, incidentally.
A
Ivor Humphreys

PHILIPS
J.S. Bach: Brandenburg Concertos, ASM/
Marriner — 1,2,3 ( 400 076-2), 4,5,6 (400 077-2),
(available separately). This 1981 recording
from Neville Marriner features an all-star
cast — Szeryng, Holliger, Malcolm, Rampal,
Carl Pini and Michala Petri — and was eagerly
awaited in LP guise by those who found his
1971 recording of the Thurston Dart edition
too idiosyncratic. The performances were
thought generally uninspired, however — I
was told by one musician at the sessions that
a considerable degree of editing was necessary — and the CD also reveals the recording
to be patchy. The sound is clean, certainly,
but suffers from a ' cotton-wool acoustic'.
Perspectives are flat and ambience is on the
whole amorphous, lacking integration with
the direct sound of instruments. There is a
general lack of ' sparkle', one misses the
sense of ' being there' revealed by the best
recordings, and although this set is better
when only two or three instruments are
playing, louder passages are congested and
take on an unmusical opacity. No better than
C, I'm afraid. A lamentable lack of index
points on 1,2,3 ( but not 4,5,6).
John Atkinson
Beethoven: Symphony 3, ASM/Marriner
(410 044-2) A good if not spectacular sound,
with effective integration of the wind and
brass. Rather close-miked, it carries the
seemingly consequent penalty: the need to
select just the right replay level if the climaxes are not to crowd. It's all a bit too slick
for my taste and there isn't the open breadth
of sound we associate with good ' natural'
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172 High Street
Tel 33400
ENFIELD
At Labe
191 Chase Side
Tel 01-363 7981
GLASGOW
Stereo Showcase
98 Bain Street
Tel -332 5012
GRIMSBY
Grimsby HiFi
71 Cartergate
Tel 43539
GUILDFORD
PJ Equipments
3Bridge Street
Tel 504801
HARROGATE
AGJ Video Library
81 Station Parade
Tel 55430
HARROW
The Tape 'glop
27 Springfield Road
Tel 01-863 0938
HEMEL
HEMPSTEAD
VIdIvideo
217 London Road
APSLEY
Tel 3010
ILFORD
AT Labe
442 Cranbrook Rd
Gants Hill
Tel 01-518 0915
LINCOLN
Lincoln HI-FI
271A High Street
Tel 20265
LIVERPOOL
Tape
56 Whitechapel
Tel 051-709 3454
MANCHESTER 2
Cleartone Hi-Fl
62 King Street
Tel 061-835 1156
MANCHESTER 14
Shedoos
162 Wilmslow Road
Tel: 061-224 4215
MIDDLESBROUGH
Boro Electronics
118 Borough Road
Tel 217166

OXFORD
Absolute Sound &
Video
19 Old High Street
Headington
Tel 65961
PONTEFRACT
AGJ
Knottingley?4aoraer
Shell
Tel 793331
PORTSMOUTH
TV & Video Services
33 Powerscourl
Road North End
Tel 690233
PORT TALBOT
Audio Excellence
10 Forge Road
Tel 882068
PRESTON
goodrights
1Friargate
Tel 57528
RAMSGATE
F.J. Ropers
10 Grange Road
Tel 51196
READING
Listen
131 Butts Centre
Tel 595002
ROCHDALE
Cleertonelli-Fl
52 Drake Street
Tel 524652
SHREWSBURY
Avon HI-FI
12 Barker Street
Tel 55166
SLOUGH
Audiomart
5Old Crown
Windsor Road
Tel 37021
SOUTHAMPTON
Suttons
421 Shirley Road
Tel 772069
ST ALBANS
St Albans
Electronics
130 London Road
Tel 56351
STEVENAGE
Anglia Sound
23 Oueensway
Tel 55336
SWINDON
Absolute Sound &
Video
60 Flee Street
Tel 38222
TONBRIDGE
Tonbridgo HI-FI
19 Quarry Hill Road
Tel 366767
WALTON ON
THAMES
Burnham Audio
Visual
10 High Street
Tel 46050
WATFORD
Rediolux
108 The Parade
(by the Dena/
High Street
Tel 29734
WEYMOUTH
Dorset Radio
29 Walpole Street
Tel 785729
WOKING
Aerco
11 The Broadway
Tel: 4667

NEWCASTLEUPON-TYNE
HI-FI Opportunities
33 Handyside
Arcade
Tel -327791

WOLVERHAMPTON
Woods Audio Visual
39 Victoria Street
Tel: 772901

CHELTENHAM
Absolute Sound
Video
42 Albion Street
Tel 583960

NEW MALDEN
Surrey Cameras
31 High Street
Tel. 01-942 0478

WORCESTER
Johnsons Sound
43 Friar Street
Tel: 25740

NORWICH
Peter Watts
12 Lower Goat Lane
Tel: 24470

WORTHING
Phase 3HI-FI
53 Brighton Road
Tel 206820

CHESTER
Video Vaults
116 Northgate Street
Tel 28802

NOTTINGHAM
Nottingham HI-FI
120 Alfreton Road
Tel: 786919

YEOVIL
Yeovil Audio
3Princes Street
Tel 25430

CAMBRIDGE
CVS
112 Regent Street
Tel: 67773

7.95

CROYDON
KJ Leisuresound
89 London Road
Tel 686 1343

CARDIFF
Audio Excellence
134 Crvrys Road
Cathays
Tel: 28565

recordings; the hall itself is quite anonymous. B
Ivor Humphreys
Bruckner: Symphony 9, Concertgebouw/
Haitink ( 410 039-2) This recording is
certainly very welcome, although the acoustics of the hall seem to cloud- over some of
the detail. The actual multi-mic balance is
extremely well controlled and strings are so
much smoother than those on many DG
recordings. Woodwind and instruments at
the back reproduce with just the right perspective, and nothing seems to be out of
context. A rating of A/B might be a little
debatable as there will be some readers who
will find the sound too reverberant, but I
found that Icould settle down and enjoy this
a lot. Recommendable then, but you should
hear it before purchase. There seems to be
some strange untidiness in the opening of
the first bar and this should have been
cleaned up.
Angus McKenzie
Haydn: Piano Sonatas Hob. XVI/48,50 & 51,
Alfred Brendel (411 045-2) A close-miked
piano sound, obviously recorded in a lively
room but with the natural acoustic more
than a little suppressed. Once again some
care over the replay level is needed if the
more urgent passages are not to sound
ungrateful. It is ' cut' at rather ahigh level too.
Analytical clarity and a very good, lifelike
piano, but just not as open- sounding as one
could wish. A/B
Ivor Humphreys
Mahler: Symphony 8, Boston SO (&Ch)/
Ozawa ( 410 607-2) 2CDs. This work is one of
the most difficult to put over on any recording medium, and almost every recording
since the very first Philips one has failed in
one way or another. This remarkable issue
succeeds and seems almost beyond any
criticism; the orchestral sound not only has
wonderful perspective, but stereo positioning is amazingly natural. The chorus spreads
from extreme left to right, allowing one to
hear all the different sections in their right
places. For once, the soloists are not brought
too far forward, and this set, in my opinion,
is one of the greatest recording achievements in recent years. It makes me realise
that any playback reservations are due not
so much to the recording as to the inadequacy of most speakers to reproduce peaks
at realistic volume, although the better the
speakers are, the more stunning will the
sound be. This is aset that should be owned
by all Mahler enthusiasts, and places Philips
right up front, in that their engineers really
can make a fantastic recording when they
want to. The very quietest moments of the
work are just as enthralling as the climaxes —
all in all, beware of blowing out your neighbours! So many fine points of detail in the
woodwind, for example, are absolutely right,
each instrument in the orchestra having
precisely the right ratio of direct to reverberant sound. Engineers should study this
recording as an example of how to get it
right! A*
Angus McKenzie
Saint-Saëns: Piano Concerto 2/Rachmaninov: Rhapsody on atheme of Paganini, Bella
Davidovich/Concertgebouw/Járvi ( 410 0522) Reviewing the ' black' in November, AK
rated the recording A/B, although he offered
no other assessment of the sound quality. I
find it excellent throughout — artificial, yes,
but even if it is obviously multi-miked, there
is a real sense of an orchestra with a soloist
in a hall acoustic. The piano sound is closely
scaled, but it ' lives' and there is a colossal,
open weight to the orchestral climaxes
which lingers in the mind; mightily persuasive yet always comfortable, with room to
breathe. A*/A
Ivor Humphreys
Tchaikovsky: Piano Concerto 1, BRSO/Kondrashin/Argerich, (411 057-2) Entitled HornHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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age à Kirill Kondrashin, this was our Basic
Classical Library recommendation in LP
form, with Martha Argerich turning in a 1*
performance. Digitally mastered from analogue tapes, it was recorded live by Bavarian
Radio, and the sense of atmosphere comes
through beautifully. And the audience is
well-behaved! Although the balance is on
the ' light' side, it is not unduly spotlit, the
piano integrating well with the orchestra.
Stereo separation is not exaggerated and
there is asense of ' wholeness' to the sound,
leading to an A rating.
John Atkinson
Widor: Symphonies 5/10, Chorzempa ( org)
(410 054-2) This pleasing organ recording
from the Basilica Church of Saint Sernin in
Toulouse gives a fairly spacious, if not
thoroughly atmospheric, sound to a powerfully voiced though quite noisy instrument.
Stereo imagery and acoustic are not as crisp
and clean as would be ideal; perhaps it was
found necessary to introduce a few
sweetener microphones at alower level than
the main mics. The beauty of organ on
Compact Disc ( this was, in fact, the first
organ CD I'd heard) is that the natural
dynamics and power of the instrument are
translated without strain into the listener's
music reproducing equipment. Powerful
chords and clusters, runs and speedy fingering can be heard with appropriate clarity.
The organ seems both mechanically and
pneumatically noisy, not to mention the odd
pipe intonation problem. However, a full A
rating is still appropriate.
David Prákel

TELARC
Mussorgsky: Pictures at an Exhibition, Night
on Bald Mountain, Cleveland Orchestra/
Maazel ( CD-80042) Telarc CDs, manufactured in Japan mainly by CBS/Sony, have a
limited distribution in the UK, but can be
obtained from Trim Records, 47 Armstrong
Close, Wilstead, Bedford. Tel: 0237 741152.
Like BIS, Telarc are run by people concerned
with capturing the natural sound of instruments; producer Robert Woods and
engineer Jack Renner have built up an
impressive catalogue of digital recordings
with an unexaggerated balance. They prefer
to use aSoundstream digital recorder with a
50kHz sampling rate compared with the CD's
44.1kHz, but instead of possibly degrading
the sound by first converting it to analogue
in order to transfer it to CD format, Telarc
have acquired a Studer digital standards
convertor so that the signal can remain in the
digital domain whilst being processed.
(Some of the poor standards of early CD
sound could well be due to too many
conversions back to analogue, with all the
potential for data corruption that entails,
during the mastering process.) This early
Telarc digital recording suffers a little congestion at climaxes, and the bass drum can
become oppressive, even with small speakers. The overall sound is open, however, and
doesn't suffer from the so-called ' digital
edge' ( that steely Compact Disc coloration,
so often noticeable on string instruments,
which is often due to ' bright' microphones
used too close, in conjunction with an inade-

(

quately set-up PCM recorder). The perspective is a little flat, but the stereo is nevertheless good. An A rating.
John Atkinson
Orff: Carmina Burana, Blegen ( sop), Hagegard ( bar), Brown ( ten), Atlanta SO &
Chorus/Shaw ( CD-80056) As mentioned by
JA, in his review of the Saint-Saëns ' Organ'
Symphony (
HFN/RR November), Telarc are
having some of their discs mastered and
pressed by Technics in Japan, as well as by
Sony, and this issue carries the legend
'Manufactured by Matsushita Electric Ind.
Co. Ltd,'. Telarc's recordings are made with
three omni-directional mikes spaced in front
and above the orchestra; levels aren't
changed during recording and touch-up
mics are rarely used. The digital recorder
used is the Soundstream system which has
proved so satisfactory to this listener in the
Boston Pops recordings on Philips ( Philips
Sony 1610 recordings from the Boston Symphony Hall compare poorly with the Boston
Pops/Soundstream recordings from the
same hall). The Soundstream bits have been
transferred to CD via a Studer sampling
frequency converter and so have passed
through none of the analogue stages that
some digital tapes have been through to be
transferred to CD.
The sound of this CD is extraordinary;
there is a surprising clarity in the quietest
chóral passages, and a ' breathing' power in
the low bass which is quite natural. Yet
despite the consistency of dynamics and
internal balance there is some sense of
missing dynamic excitement, you are always
waiting for the recording to take off, and
while it reaches very high levels, there is a
curious hemmed- in quality about dynamic
aspects ( the nearest real life comparison I
can come up with is the current sound in the
Barbican hall for those who have experienced its blanketing, compressive acoustic).
The chosen miking ( with vocal mics added)
produces stable imagery, but there is no
great sense of pinpoint stereo, particularly in
the instruments furthest from the mikes. The
soloists are stunningly well recorded, clean
and uncoloured with natural tone and
balance. Mixed feelings about this recording
and transfer must be reflected in an A/B
rating; however, my appetite for further
Telarc issues has been convincingly
whetted.
David Prákel
Tchaikovsky: Symphony 4, Cleveland
Orchestra/Maazel ( CD-80047) In black disc
form, this 1979 performance has long been
my favourite, and I'm happy to say that the
CD doesn't disappoint. A Soundstream
recording, this again was transferred to CD
format with the Studer standards convertor.
An excellent balance between direct and
reverberant sound has been struck, which
quite causes the end of the listening room to
disappear. Engineer Jack Renner used his
customary three spaced-omni mic technique, but the stereo imagery is not unstable in
the manner of the Telarc Saint Saéris ' Organ'
symphony, for example. Another member of
that select — and surprisingly small — bunch
of CDs to get an A* rating.
John Atkinson +
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DECCA
Beethoven: Violin Concerto, Kyung Wha ChungNPO/
Kondrashin (
400 048-2)-A
Beethoven: Symphony 5, Philharmonia/Ashkenazy
(400 060-2)-A
Beethoven: Symphony 6, Philharmonia/Ashkenazy
(410 003-2)-A
Canteloube: Chants d'Auvergne Vol. 1, Kin iTe Kanawa/ECO/
Tate (410 004-2)-A
Dvorak: Symphony 9, VP0 Kondrashin (400 047-2) - A/B
Falla: Three-Cornered Hat, Montreal SO/Dutoit (410 008-2)
-A
Janacek: Sinfonietta/Taras Bulba. VPO/Mackerras (410 1382) -A
Ravel: Bolero, etc, Montreal SO/Dutoit (410 010-2)-A
Ravel: Daphnis et Chloe, Montreal SO/Dutoit (400 055-2)-A
Respighi: Pines of Rome/Fountains of Rome/Feste Romane,
Montreal SO/Dutoit (410 145-2) - A*
Shostakovich: Symphony 5, Concertgebouw/Haitink
(410017-2)- A
R. Strauss: Don Juan, etc, Detroit SO/Dorati 1400 085-21-A
Tchaikovsky: Swan Lake and Nutcracker Suite excerpts,
Israel PO/Mehta ( 410 551-21-A

CLASSICAL
ARGO
Vivaldi: Glorias, St John's Cambridge Choir (410 018-2)- A
BIS
Works for percusiion by Cage, Cowell, Lundquist & Taira,
The Kroumata Percussion Ensemble ( CD-232)- A*
CBS
Bruckner: Symphony 4, BRSO/Kubelik (
38DC6) - A/B
Mozart: Symphonies 38/39, BRSO/Kubelik 38DC4) - A
CHANDOS
The Special Sound of Chandos (000 8301)-A
Box: Tone Poems, Ulster Orch (CHAN 8307)-A*
Purcell: Dido & Aeneas, Taverner Choir & Players/Parrott
(CHAN 8306)-A
Tchaikovsky: Symphony 2 ( Little Russian), LSO/Simon
(CHAN 8304)-A*

DENON
JS Bach: Organ Works (various), Hans Otto ( C37-70041- A*
Beethoven: Symphony 5, Berlin Staatskapelle/Suitner ( C377001)- A
Beethoven: Symphony 6 ( Pastoral), Staatskapelle
Orchestra/Suitner ( 38C37-7040)-- A
Beethoven: Symphony 7, Dresden Staatskapelle/Suitner
(C37-7032) - A
Debussy: Preludes Book II, Jacques Rouvier ( 38C37-7043(
-A*
Dvorak: Symphony 9, Czech PO/Neumann ( C37-7002) -A
Vivaldi: Four Seasons, Lucerne Festival Strings/
Baumgartner ( 38C37-7013) - A
CD Demonstration Disc (TD-9001) -A
DG
Beethoven: Sonata in C, Op. III/Schumann: Etudes
symphoniques, (vo Pogorelich ( pool (410 520-2) - A*
Berlioz: Reverie/Lalo: Symphonie Espagnole, Paris 0/
Barenboim ( 400 032-Al- A
Placido Domingo Gala ( 400 030-2)-A
J. Strauss: Radetzky March, etc, BPO/Karajan ( 410 027-2)
-A
EMI/TOSHIBA
Edita Gruberova: Operatic Arias ( CC38-3014)-A
ERATO
JS Bach: Toccata and Fugue in d. Passacaglia inc etc,
Marie-Claire Alain ( ECD 88004)-A
Handel: Water Music Suites in F. G & D. English Baroque
Soloists/Gardiner (ECD 880051-A
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Access
Barclaycard
accepted

CASSETTE/TAPE RECORDERS ( P&P £4.95)
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
JVC
P.O.R.
Nakarroclu BX2 P.O.R.
Nakamichi LX3 P.O.R.
Nakamichi LX5 P.O.R.
NAD
P.O.R.
Onkyo
P.O.R.

Pioneer
P.O.R.
Rotel 80400 £74.90
Rev«
P.O.R.
Sansui
P.O.R.
Sony
POR.
Tandberg TCD440
P.O.R.
Tandberg 1020A
P.O.R.
Teac
POR.
Technics
P.O.R.
RSM233X
P.O.R.
RSM216
P.O.R.
RSM235X
RSM28R
£Z30.00
Trio
P.O.R.
Yamaha K300.... P.o.a,

HEADPHONES (
P&P € 1. 95)
AKG
A/Technics
Beyer 01550
Beyer D1350
Beyer 131220
Koss PRO4AAA
Koss Pro 4x
Stott

P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
£44.66
£49.00
P.O.R.

Sennheiser
HD410 £ 15.00
HD414 £22.00
140400 £ 15.00
H0420
£28.00
HD430
f38.00
H0424 £29.00
H0222
£33.00
HD40
£ 12.95
Sony
PO.R.

TURNTABLES IP&P
Ariston 8040
P.O.R.
Ariston RD80
POR.
Akai
P.O.R.
Aiwa APD35 £59.00
Audioref MAT £ 18.95
ADC 1500/034 £59.00
ADC 1600/036 £76.00
DUAL CS505 £79.00
DUAL CS514
P.O.R.
JVC
POR.
Le Mat
£ 18.95
Maranta
P.O.R.
Michell Focus P.O.R.
Pink
P.O.R.
Pioneer PL400 £108.00
Rotel
P.O.R.
Sansui 222
P.O.R.
Sony
P.O.R

95)

ST0305S
P.O.R.
Technics SL7... £217.00
Technics SL5. £125.00
Technics SL10 £308.00
Technics SLOL1
£41.00
Technics SLOL1
£193.00
morses TD166
£114.00
.Thorens 10147
£209.00
Thorens TD126BC
P.O.R.
Thorens 1609C E119.00
Thorens 160S £164.00
Yamaha
P.O.R.

AMPLIFIERS (
P&P f4.951
A&R
Akai

P.O.R.
P.O.R.

Rotel RAMO
£119.00
Rote' RA860 £ 199.00

ROCK
CHARISMA
Peter Gabriel (800 091-2)
CBS
Friday Night in San Francisco (35DP9)
DJM
The Superior Sound of Elton John ( 1970-75)(810 062-2)
MERCURY
Dire Straits: Love over gold (800 088-2)
Dire Straits: Making Movies (800 050-2)
Steve Miller Band: Abracadabra (800 090-2)
POLYDOR
Abba: The Visitor (800 011-2)
VIRGIN
Phil Collins: Face Values (CDV 2185)
WARNER BROS
Ry Cooder: Bop till you drop (256 691)

M.11111t11.1

Please include post and packing
(Send large S.A.E. for brochure and enquiries)
All prices include VAT at 15% and are subject
to alteration due to Manufacturers inc ases

Aka i
Aiwa ADF 220
Aiwa ADF 330
Aiwa ADF 660
Aiwa ADF 770
B &0
Denon
Dual C816
Dual C806
Dual C828
Dual C844

NIMBUS
Nimbus Natural Sound ( NIM 5001- 1)- A/C
OISEAU-LYRE
Handel: Messiah highlights, AAM/Hogwood (400 086-2)-A
PHILIPS
Chopin: Piano Concerto 2/Krakowiak, Davidovich/LSO/
Marrriner (
410 042-2)-A
Haydn: String Quartets Op. 76/4 & 2, Orlándo Quartet
(410 053-2)- A*
Mahler: Symphony 8, Boston SO &Ch Ozawa (410 607-21
2CDs - A*
Rodrigo: Guitar Concertos, ASM/Marriner (400 024-2) - A
SaintSains: Piano Concerto 2/Rachmaninov: Rhapsody on
atheme of Paganini, Bella Davidovich/Concertgebouw/Jarvi
(410 052-21-A./A
A. Scarlatti: Concerti Grossi, IMusici (400 017-2)-A
Schubert: Piano Sonatas in A ( 06641 & a ( D537), Alfred
Brendel (410 605-2)-A
Stravinsky: Firebird, Concertgebouw/Davis (400 074-2)-A
Tchaikovsky: Piano Concerto 1, BRSO/Kondrashin/
Argerich, (
411 057-2)-A
Widor: Symphonies 5/10, Chorzempa lorg) (410 054-21,A
RCA
Julian Bream: Granados & Albeniz (RCD 14378)-A
Gershwin: American in Paris, etc, Dallas SO/Mata ( RCD
14551)-A
TELARC
Mussorgsky: Pictures at an Exhibition, Night on Bear
Mountain, Cleveland and Orchestra/Maazel (CD-80042) - A
Saint-Saëns: Symphony 3 ('Organ'), Philadelphia/Ormandy
(CD-80051)-A
Tchaikovsky: Symphony 4, Cleveland Orchestra/Maazel
(CD-800471-A*

Rotel RAMO
P.O.R.
Rogers
P.O.R.
Sugden
P.O.R.
Sansui AUD22. P.O R.
Sansui AUD33 P.O.R.
Technics SUV303
P.O.R.
technics SUV505
P.O.R.
TEAC
POR.
Trio
P.O.R.
Yamaha A05
POR.
Yamaha A300
P.O.R.

fICI( UP ARMS ( P&P El 75)
A&R
ADC LMF1
ADC ALT1
NTechnice
Hadcock
Helms
Last

P.O.R.
£80.00
£49.00
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

SME 3009/S2
P.O.R.
SME 3009/ND P.O.R.
SME Series Ill._ P.O.R.
SME FD200
P.O.R.
SME Series IIIS P.O.R.
Syrinx
P.O.R.

TUNERS RECEIVERS (
P&P E4 95)
Aka,
P.O.R.
Aiwa
P.O.R.
Harman Cardon P.O.R.
JVC
P.O.R.
Maranta
P.O.R.
Mitsubishi
P.O.R.
Pioneer
P.O.R.
Quantum
P.O.R.
Quad FM4
P.aR.
Revox
P.O.R.
Rogers T75 £99.00
Rotel RT820
POR.
Rotel 131840
Rae.

Sansui 17 £95.00
Sansui TUS33L £99.00
Sansui TUS9
P.O.R.
Sony
P.O.R.
Sugden
P.O.R.
Tandberg
P.O.R.
Technics STS4 £144.00
Technics SA313 .
£213.00
TEAC
P.O.R.
Trio
P.O.R.
Yamaha TOS
Raft.
Yamaha 1500
P.O.R.

SPEAKERS/KITS/UNITS ( P&P £ 3.95 each)
AR 18LS £95.00
AR
P.O.R.
B&WDM110 P.O.R.
B& W DM23
P.O.R.
B & W DM220 P.O.R.
B&WDMI4
P.O.R.
Castle
P.O.R.
Celestion 100 £75.00
Dillon 110
£95.00
Ditton 130 _ 1119.00
Dillon 150 _ 1149.00
IMF
JBL
P.O R.
KEF 127 £ 14.00
CEP 110A £ 18.00
CEP 103/2 £235.00

TANNOY
POR
KEFI3200 £20.00
KEF 8100 £44.00
KEF DN12 £9.95.
CEP Coda Ill £99.00
KEF Canna £ 135.00
KEF Carlton £ 199.00
Maranta 1030....€89.00
Monitor Audio ... POR.
NVShort MS20... PQ.R.
Rogers LS3/5A PO.R.
Rogers Studio 1 P.O.R.
Rogers LS1
P.O.R.
Rogers LS5
P.O.R.
Rogers LS7
P.O.R.
Wharfedale
P.O.R.

93 Bus route
Open 9.00am 5.30pm

Tuesday, Saturday.

01 946 1528
Dual CV1160
P.O.R.
Dual CV1260
P.O.R.
JVC
P.O.R.
Lux
P.O.R.
Marmita PM310 £71.00
Marantz PM350 £89.00
NAD
on dem
Nytech CA202 .... P.O.R.
Nytech CA252 .... P.O.R.
Quad 34/303
P.O.R.
Quantum
P.O.R.
Pioneer
P.O.R.
Reveo
P.O.R.
Rotel RA820
£79.00

95 High Street
Wimbledon Village
London S.W.19

e

4.

Closed an day Monday
Prices correct et time ol goin9
to press and subject to yarienon

VIDEO
Hitachi VT11
P.O.R.
JVC HR7200 £429.00
Panasonic NV333
£449.00

Mitsubishi 303
£429.00
Sony CO
£299.00
Sony CO
£649.00

CARTRIDGES STYLI ( P&P £ 1.50)
A&R P77
A&R C77
A&R E77
AKG

ArTechnice

Kart

P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

ADC Phase IV £44.00
ADC Phase Ill
£32.00
ADC Phase II £22.00
ADC Phase I £ 13.00
Dynavector 201142
£89.00
P.O.R.
Dynavector 208/2
£99.00
P.O.R.
Dynavector 10X/3
£52.00
P.O.R.
GredoGT
116.95
P.O.R.
Grado GC £21.95
P.O.R.
Grado GF3
f29.95
P.O.R.
Goldring G800 ....£7.15
£3.95
JVC
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
Nagaoka MP10 POR.
P.O.R.
Nagaoka MP11 P.O.R.
P.O.R.
Ortofon Concord 10
£27.00
P.O.R.
Ortofon Concord 20
£7.00
P.O.R.
Ortofon Concord 30
£49.00
P.O.R.
Ortofon M20E Super
£49.50
£23.00
Ortofon VMS5...£11.50
P.O.R.
Ortofon VMS10E/2
£16.50
P.O.R.
Ortofon VMS201
£28.00
P.O.R.
Ortofon VMS30/2
£37.00
P.O.R.
Ortofon F1SEX/2£19.90
P.O.R.
Ortofon MC10 ... £46.00
P.O.R.
Shure M55E £ 15.18
£ 12.00
Shure M75ED....E25.50
£ 14.00
Shure M95ED .. 128.50
£ 17.50
Shure M75EJ/2 £22.50
£ 10.10
Shure V15 Mk3 £69.00
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ALWYN: Miss Julie
Gomez, Jones (sops)/Mitchinson (ten)/Luxon (bar)/
Philharmonia/Tausky
Lyrita SRCS 121/2 (
2 recs)
William Alwyn's operatic adaptation of Miss
Julie, Strindberg's naturalistic drama of
1888, is a major tour- de-force. It is a gloriously ripe score redolent of the heady,
fin- de- siècle late- Romanticism of many composers contemporary with Strindberg, and
also a number of later composers with
Impressionistic traits. With a sure touch,
though, Alwyn maintains his own originality
through the sparks of pastiche to produce an
entirely convincing musical commentary on
the overt eroticism and sexual innuendo of
the drama, and its harsh realities. This
outstanding Lyrita production features a
cast that is admirably strong, both musically
and dramatically, a glowing, luscious
orchestral support from the Philharmonia
Orchestra, and a conductor, Vilem Tausky,
who has brought out brilliantly the balance
between the score's warm decadence, its
feelings of surging animal instincts and
aroused passions, and the insidious callousness of the main protagonists' self-fixation.
Della Jones and John Mitchinson are both
excellent in their respective roles of Kristin
and Ulrik ( the Gamekeeper), but Jill Gomez
and Benjamin Luxon as Miss Julie and Jean
(the Count's Valet), inevitably shoulder the
opera's main burden. They do this splendidly, both bringing to their roles great vocal
acting and spine- tingling singing. The
Lugano duet of Act 1, Scene 2 is a prime
example of this last quality. Iwondered at
one point if Jill Gomez might have effectively
brought more power to her upper register in
the fuller passages, but I eventually concluded that this would have made her sound
inappropriately Salome- like and more in
charge of her fate than the drama allows.
Benjamin Luxon digs deep into the personality of Jean and presents him as amuch more
complex character than at first seems
obvious. His diction makes the supplied
libretto almost superfluous.
The recording has the vocalists and
orchestra well balanced, with effective
'stage' movement. The orchestral sound is
too detailed to give the impression of an
opera pit, but is fine for listening at home
and appropriate to the work's first performance on the gramophone medium. A wide
dynamic range and good transient reproduction all add to the vividness of the production. [
A/A*:1*]
Doug Hammond

and one can admire the robust outputs
obtained from relatively small instruments
by good tonal design. As far as we can
ascertain this is not part of a complete Bach
set. It does not displace Hurford on Argo as
my first recommendation for sheer listening
pleasure in an equally good recording, but it
merits the attention of serious collectors.
[A:1]
Trevor Attewell
J.S. BACH: Ouvertüren ( Suites for ' orchestra') in b
(BWV 1067) & in D 11068)
ASM7Thurston Dart
Argo ZRG 948
Reissues from 1971
This recording recalls the grand Handelian
English style encouraged by the late Thurston Dart, the glorious creamy Decca sound
of the period, and a time when the St
Martin's Academy were less overworked
than they often sound today. The style suits
Bach's French Overture- Suites rather well:
such overtures were always capable of being
performed with few or many instruments to
a part. The flute soloist in Suite No. 2 is
William Bennett, and the famous ' Air' of
Suite 3 set a pattern in 1971 which became
universally familiar through television commercials. Lovely, luxurious playing, and a
fine tribute to Professor Dart, who was so
very soon afterwards to die at the early age
of 50.
Of its kind, the recording is superlatively
good. Today we might expect a little more
immediacy ( so-called ' presence'), but in
gaining that we have often lost important
qualities, too. Ihope that Quality Monitor
may comment briefly on it in due course.
Altogether, a classic recording, possibly a
little too romantic, but wonderfully evocative.
[A:1*/1]
Stephen Daw

J.S. BACH: Six Sonatas for Violin and Harpsichord
BWV 1014-1019 E Sonatas, Fugue and Suite for
Violin and Harpsichord BWV 1020, 1022, 1025 D
Sonatas for Violin and Basso Continuo BWV 1021,
1023, 1024 E Three Sonatas for Viola da Gamba
and Harpsichord BWV 1027-1029 IE Sonata for
Violin and Harpsichord BWV 1019a D Three Sonatas for Flute and Basso Continuo BWV 1033-1035 LI
Three Sonatas for Flute and Harpsichord BWV
1030-1032 El Partita for Solo Flute in aBWV 1013
Musica Antigua Köln
DG Archiv 2742 007 digital ( 7 recs) ( 3383 007)

Debussy wrote that ' in Bach's music it is not
the character of the melody that moves us,
J.S. BACH: Orgelbüchlein El The Eighteen Leipzig
but its curve ... it is the parallel movement
Chorales CI The Six Trio Sonatas
of several lines whose meeting calls forth
Daniel Chorzempa (org)
emotion'. It is exactly this concern with line
Philips 6768 363 (
6 recs)
and the contrapuntal interchange which sets
MAK's approach to these Bach works apart
Although these discs bear a 1977 production from so much of the competition. Superb
date, only the trio sonatas have been prephrasing and shaping of all of the melodic
viously available in Britain, so the set is a strands regardless of their position in the
first issue for review purposes. Three very texture, a rock-solid idea of where the harfine Dutch organs are used. Two of these, at monic impulsion is leading, and the sheer
Deventer and Meppel were rebuilt by Schnitbeauty of the actual sound ( at least to my
ger, the former recently restored by Flentrop
pro- original- instrument ears!), not to menand the latter by Mense Ruiter, while the tion the transcendant quality of so much of
third, in Leyden, was moved from another the music, makes this set one of the most
church in the same town in 1733 and has special Ihave ever reviewed.
also been restored by Flentrop. All are very
More detailed comment can only do very
appropriate to the programme.
scant justice to the essential emotional core
Chorzempa's account of these groups of and impact of the set, but Ipress on notwithworks is highly articulate and sensitive, but standing. Reinhard Goebel and Robert Hill
perhaps a little stilted and rhythmically decide not to treat the six Violin and
pointed in parts, and sometimes rather
Keyboard Sonatas as true trio sonatas ( unlike
deliberately phrased. His registration is apt the Harnoncourts and Tachezi on Teleand conservative, so that the recital might funken) yet despite this they manage to instil
almost be described as purist, a term cer- into their performance the spirit of indepentainly not used pejoratively.
dant, characterful part- playing, with some
The recording is enjoyable, nicely encom- engagingly ' busy' textures. Wilbert Hazelzet,
passing the buildings, so essential to retain- using copies of 18th century flutes, likewise
ing the musical atmosphere, and justifying
penetrates to the essence beneath the activthe ambient background sound. The full
ity, and whilst he achieves abigger dynamic
frequency range has been well preserved, and tonal range in the two sets of sonatas for

flute than Stephen Preston ( on CRD) he more
than matches the delicacy - particularly in
the minor- key sonatas - which Preston has
in great measure. The three accompanied
Gamba Sonatas have been unduly overshadowed by the unaccompanied suites, and
Jaap Ter Linden's eloquent gamba playing
illuminates their evident magnificence. The
recording gets as unqualified astar rating as
does the performance. [
A*:1*1
Roger Bowen
J.S. BACH: The Six Unaccompanied Cello Suites
Paul Tortelier (vIc)
HMV SLS 1077723 digital ( 3recs) (TC SLS1077725)
Paul Tortelier's new recording makes for
interesting contrasts with his earlier one
(which, it is to be hoped, may now reappear
on areduced- price label). First, the playing is
slightly less cool and more intensive.
Second, the sound is closer and more
immediate, possibly even a little too big for
intimacy ( Iquite. like the earlier, rather backward setup). Third, the range of interpretation has broadened, and there are interesting
new plasticities in the rhythm of the playing.
Sometimes, as in the opening movement of
Suite 1, Ifeel that the artist is even trying too
hard to convey the evocative riches of the
music. At other times, as in the Menuets and
the Gigue of the D- minor Suite, the sense of
effortless communication is very moving better than it was before, at least for me.
Of the grand style performers, Tortelier
has a very strong rival in Navarra ( on the
Calliope label, records available separately).
Of the baroque dance specialists, Anner
Bylsma is presently the most impressive
protagonist, and my favourite to boot.
However, that recording ( from RCA Séon)
may be hard to get. Admirers of Tortelier,
whose whole musicianship is almost taken
for granted as a way of life, should not
hesitate before buying the new set to treasure and to compare with the old one. But
the earlier one was more consistent, if alittle
cool, and as a first integral recording I
recommend alternative accounts to the one
under review. [
B:1*/11
Stephen Daw

J.S. BACH: Cantatas — ' Falsche Welt, dir trau ich
nicht'. BWV 52 El 'Ich bin vergnügt mit meinem
Glückè. BWV 84 CI '
Non sa che sia dolore'.
BWV 209
Elly Ameling (sop)/London Voices/ECO/Leppard
Philips 6514 142 (
7337 142)
Here is a lovely record of three widely
differing cantatas. Least familiar is probably
No. 52, though its Sinfonia - a reworking of
the opening movement of the first Brandenburg Concerto - is of course an old 4riend.
The two pairs of recitatives and arias neatly
contrast the falseness of the world with the
reliability of God ( the second aria with three
oboes positively dances), and there is afine
closing chorale. No. 84, like 52 currently

J.S. BACH: Mass in B- minor ( BWV 232)
Judith Nelson (sop)/Julianne Baird (sop)/Jeffrey
Dooley (c-ten)/Frank Hoffmeister (ten)/Jan Opalach
(bass)/Bach Ens/Joshua Rifkin
Nonesuch 79036 digital ( 2 recs) ( Conifer)
The whole Mass is conveniently fitted onto
two records without serious effect, and
although speeds are so managed that the
music is full of vitality, there's certainly no
rushing. The whole venture was prompted
by the opinion of Professor Rifkin ( a major
Bach specialist) that the B- minor Mass
should all be sung with solo voices. Whether
or not one agrees with this opinion — which
is not ill-considered, and has been defended
— this certainly makes for an interesting
performance. The higher dependence on the
soloists places considerable strain upon
them, but they respond well, and there is a
very agreeable clarity in some of the choral
movements — notably in the Oui to//is, which
is excellent. However, the arias and duets
somehow sound less intimate in contrast,
and there are certainly problems of balance
between the instruments and voices which
have not existed previously ( but then there
are also problems of balance when achorus
is present).
However, despite some beautifully tender
playing by Joshua Rifkin's Bach Ensemble,
there remains aproblem. This is, simply, that
the recording has not really let us hear the
relationships between the performers properly. The whole ensemble is set rather far
back ( not excluding the soloists), but since
the players have clearly , been taught to
accompany softly ( much more so than European period- instrument groups), the effect is
frequently rather muffled and indistinct.
Occasionally the strands of sound emerge
from this obscurity, and what we hear is very
beautiful. But if we are to be as faithful as
possible to Bach we must surely remain as
faithful as possible to directly expressive
sound, and sound- recording. Tantalising and
interesting, at times very beautiful. [
B/C:1/2]
Stephen Daw
W.F. BACH: Sinfonia in D ( Falck 64) D Sinfonia in d
(F 65) D Sinfonia in F ( F67)
Kólner Kammerorchester/Helmut Müller-Brühl
Schwann VMS 1411 (£4.99, TOL)
This recording is new to the UK but was
made in 1975. Wilhelm Friedemann, the
eldest and favourite son of Johann Sebastian, proves an absorbing composer if not a
tremendously compelling one — not that
there is any lack of fire, rhetoric or contrast in
his work. His main expertise was probably in
extemporisation, an art far removed from
the technique of the symphonist, although
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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we must remember that these are preMozart and effectively pre- Haydn works. The
Cologne Chamber Orchestra plays them
well, but iione too intimately, which means
that much of their originality (the subtlety or
extremes of contrast, the neatly balanced
orchestration, the proportion of the structures) is somewhat swamped. Early Mozart
sounds odd played like this, and compositions of good ' second-rate' quality need
more help from performers than masterworks by established major composers if
they are to prove effective.
The Schwann recording, made at some
distance Isuspect, in a resonant church,
hardly adds to the directness of the communication. By today's standards it lacks
depth and direction, but it is nevertheless
easy to estimate from it how the performance actually did sound in the church.
Friedemann Bach has all too few records
devoted to him exclusively. This new arrival
therefore warrants a welcome, but for the
above reasons this has to be somewhat
qualified. (C:21
Stephen Daw

BARBER: Cello Concerto/SHOSTAKOVICH: Cello
Concerto No.1
Wallfisch/ECO/Simon
Chandos ABRD 1085 digital dmm ( ABTD 1085)
As a choice of coupling, the Barber gives
Wallfisch some advantage over Rostropovich and Tortelier — his distinguished rivals
in the Shostakovich. Not that his performance of that work requires any apologies: he
projects it with virility. It is a potent, impassioned account sung from the heart, full of
perceptive half- shades and, in the slow
movement, an acute sense of the desolation
in this music. Iam not at all sure, however,
that the forthright in-the- lap- of-the- listener
balance he is afforded by the engineers does
not rob some of these pages of their full
potential, atmospherically speaking. The
really fragile pianissimo is at a premium, so
that passages like that icy exchange in the
slow movement between celeste and the
soloist's high harmonics lose something of
their half- lit eeriness.
In short, then, this is another of Chandos'
big, overbearing sounds, unmistakably the
legacy of an overly reverberant church
acoustic and, for my money, all too tiring on
the ear. The Barber, with its heavier scored
tuttis, actually fares worst; the collective
winds, for instance, certainly sound vivid —
but fierce and glassy too. Again, though, one
cannot fault the performance and it's good to
hear this fresh and generously lyrical work
once more. There is perhaps a mite too
much hot air blowing bark and forth in the
outer movements, but the seamless cantabile of the andante sostenuto is vintage
Barber to be sure — a creation in his most
heart-warming vein, and as such to be
cherished. Ihaven't yet extolled the virtues
of the ECO's contributions under Geoffrey
Simon, which are first-rate. [
B/C:1]
Edward Seckerson

BAX: Symphony No.4 [1] Tintagel
UO/Thomson
Chandos ABRD 1091 dmm ( ABTD 1091)
Unlike its brothers, Arnold Bax's Fourth
Symphony has not had the good fortune to
be represented in the catalogue for anumber
of years by a Lyrita recording. However, this
new performance on Chandos goes a long
way towards redressing the balance. The
Ulster Orchestra under Bryden Thomson
produces some of its finest playing, giving
us a straightforward yet atmospheric reading of this intricate score. Bax was a master
of constant variation and kaleidoscopic
detail — with many interesting things happening which can sometimes cause one to
loose track of the main threads. In this
recording both Thomson and the engineers

get the balance just right — all the detail can
be heard but the listener's attention is
directed towards the most important lines.
Much beautifully supple phrasing helps this
along, and the fine solo violin playing is
especially noteworthy. The organ is adeptly
integrated into the texture, and the whole
broad, pleasantly distant image is well
balanced. My only reservation about the
recording rests with aslight edge, indicating
anot- quite clean HF reproduction, and alittle
lack of transient bite.
These reservations are dispelled for Tintagel. All the best qualities of the Symphony's performance are here, with more
besides, and the recording is smoother and
has a touch more body. Later reflection
affirms that the ebb and flow of the orchestral tide is subtly controlled and graded, but
whilst listening the effect of this is totally
absorbing, dispelling thoughts of technique.
Clearly a very desirable disc and a fitting
tribute for the centenary of Bax' birth
[A/A*:1/11
Doug Hammond

BEDFORD: Star Clusters, Nebulae and Places in
Devon* O The Song of the White Horse
Ch & brass of LP0*/Alldis*/Nash Ens & Queen's
College Ch/Mike Rat/edge/David Bedford (keybds/
Diana Coulson (sop)/Bedford
Oldfield Records 0M1 (£5.99, TOL)
David Bedford's mode of expression is very
direct. The two works on this disc illustrate
well two facets of that directness: the clearly
outlined complexity of Star Clusters, Nebulae and Places in Devon, and the crude but
effective climax building of The Song of the
White Horse. The former piece is constructed
largely of sound blocks, dense clusters for
the chorus, intricately textured and skilfully
juxtaposed, imaginatively combined with a
great range of effects from the brass. The
performance is remarkable, with a weird
chattering fugato towards the end done with
great rhythmic impetus and zest.
The second work was commissioned by
the BBC for its Omnibus programme and has
three instrumental sections leading towards
a repetitive setting of G.K. Chesterton's The
Ballad of the White Horse for children's
voices. This setting is purposefully simplistic, with an upward shift of a semitone at
each repetition of the verse and with an
increasingly violent accompaniment. The
stunning horror of the battle described in the
verse is barbarically conveyed by these
means. Both pieces show that direct
expression can still create asense of mystery
and reach deep-seated emotions.
Star Clusters was recorded at the Henry
Wood Hall and suffers from an artificial
limitation of the higher frequencies and
some downgrading of the loudest passages;
ironically this seems to suit the work well
and adds to its other-worldliness. The Song
of the White Horse is artificially engineered,
with close recording of the excellent Nash
Ensemble and added, taped sounds. The
effect is brilliantly coloured and right for the
work. Hard to grade but well worth buying.
[A/C:11
Doug Hammond

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No.5 in c D Egmont
Overture
ECO/Ti/son Thomas
CBS 37288 digital ( NC)
Faithful to the scoring, to repeat marks, and
with his violins antiphonally divided, Tilson
Thomas directs a dapper, almost prettily
bright Fifth — expertly played by the English
Chamber Orchestra, although the forward
balance of first violins exposes some intonation weaknesses here and there. Horns too
are very forward in the mix, and are reproduced with a cutting edge. The general
quality is dry, 'tight', and studio- like. What
one misses in the conducting, especially if
99
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available in Britain only in one of the Teldec
albums, is memorable for Bach's consummate skill in making much of his slender
resources. The opening aria is concerto- like
in its oboe obbligato; the soprano sings of
supreme contentment. And in the second
aria, with prominent oboe and violin parts,
the tone is frankly popular, dance- like; the
symmetry is complete, with recits in second
and fourth place, and a chorale again to
round off the work. The Italian work is bright,
even bouncing, and the almost frenetic closing aria hardly sounds like Bach at all.
Elly Ameling sings finely in the German
cantatas, making more of the words than she
once did, especially in the recits; but she
sounds less involved in the Italian piece,
despite ( or perhaps because of?) having
recorded it at least twice before. Leppard
drives the tempi along, but with players as
fine as those of the ECO ( the oboe and flute
obbligati are outstandingly assured and
melodious here), there are no hitches. The
horns are rather backward in placing in No.
52, but the recording otherwise leaves
nothing to be desired: airy, spacious and
rich. Full texts are included. [
A:1]
Peter Branscombe

The Home Entertainment Show '84, at the Excelsior Hotel Manchester
Airport, January 19-22 '84.
The first major exhibition of the year, showcasing all the latest
products and developments in HiFi, Video and Personal
Computers.
Sponsored by Laskys and Hi Fi for Pleasure, the country's
No. 1Hi Fi magazine, it's the one show it's doubly important
you visit.
First, it will help put you well ahead in knowing what 1984
will have to offer.
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Second, it will help lots of youngsters in the North West
too, we'll be making adonation to the Variety Club of
Great Britain to buy Sunshine Coaches, guaranteed by
Laskys to the tune of £20,000.

HI-FI EXHIBITORS: ADC• AKG • ALPINE • A & R CAMBRIDGE • ACOUSTIC RESEARCH AIWA • ARISTON • BOSE • & W LOUDSPEAKERS • BEYER CASTLE ACOUSTICS • DBX • DENON •
DUAL • FEDERATION OF BRITISH AUDIO FISHER • GOLDRING • GOODMANS • GRADO/PS AUDIO •
HAFLER HARMAN KARDON • HI-FI ANSWERS HI-FI FOR PLEASURE• HI-FI NEWS • HI-FI SOUND •
JBL • KEF • KEESONIC KRYSTAL • LUXMAN • MARANTZ • MISSION • MONITOR AUDIO • NAD •
ORTOFON • PHILIPS ELECTRICAL • Q.E.D. • QUAD ELECTROACOUSTICS • QUANTUM QUESTAR RAM • REVOX • ROTEL • SANSUI • SENNHEISER • SHURE • TEAC TANDBERG • TANNOY •
THORENS •TRIO • WHARFEDALE WHAT HI-FI• YAMAHA •
HI-FI & VIDEO EXHIBITORS: ALLSOP • AKAI
PERSONAL COMPUTERS: ATARI HITACHI

- BASF• HITACHI • JVC • MAXELL • SANYO • TDK •
•
STOP PRESS. SEE OUR NEXT AD. FOR THE FULL LIST OF COMPUTER EXHIBITORS.

• FREE ADMISSION AND A
FREE COLOUR SHOWGUIDE
• OPENING TIMES
Thursday January 19 4pm-9pm
Friday
January 20 4pm-9pm
Saturday January 21 loam-9pm
Sunday

EXCELSIOR HOTEL MANCHESTER
JANUARY 19-221984

January 22 10am-6pm

• COMPETITIONS
Over £ 15,000 worth of prizes to
be won.

• SPECIAL EVENTS

Hi-fi presentations on LIVE v
RECORDED SOUND, ANALOGUE
DIGITAL. And even live shows for
children from atop entertainer.

• PERSONALITIES
Daily appearances by avariety
of personalities.
See the local press for detads.

•

CAR PARKING
Ample space for over 2,000 cars.
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Hi Fi, Video, Personal Computer + Software
and Accessories Exhibition.

Sponsored by
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Organised by
MORGAN
GRAMPIAN
EXHIBITIONS
LIMITED.
30 CALDERWOOD ST.
WOOLWICH
LONDON 5E18 6QH
Tel: 01-855 //7/
EXT. 530

you put on Klemperer's Egmont Overture for
comparison, is that revelatory grasp of structure and dramatic weight accorded by the
scoring. Nice to have the bassoons at ( i) 303
neither with nor replaced by horns (
cf.
Karajan, Jochum, Bóhm) but is the ff croakily
defiant? And does the whole brunt of the
movement peak at 482? Ithink not. Incidentally, this release has four paragraphs about
the music, eight about the conductor. But I
mustn't labour the point.. [B:2]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: String Quartets Op.18
Juilliard at
CBS 37868 digital (3 recs)
The complete Juilliard Beethoven cycle,
brought together as GM101, was made over
a long time span, with two changes in the
group. Violinist lsodore Cohen joined the
Beaux Arts Trio, and with Joel Krosnick as
cellist now the new sets will be derived from
concerts recorded at the Washington Congress Library. This Op.18 box includes a
revealing interview, and photographs confirm the stage microphone setup, which
gives afeeling that one is in close contact —
almost among the players.
With the undoubted 'charge' of live performances, these features make for adistinctive and progressively involving experience.
Isay ' progressively' because the Juilliards
have a deliberately uncompromising attitude; they have aimed to recreate the 'tight
vision' characterising their earliest Beethoven readings. Thus you don't get the sort of
enjoyable rounded atmosphere of the recent
Gabrieli Op.18 — and that reverberant Decca
acoustic contrasts, too, with the dry, almost
husky string sound here. You might also
initially find the abstract style too suggestive
of Haydn, yet the rapt but tense unfolding of
La Malinconia in No.6 reflects the Juilliard's
long-searching tenure of the Bartok quartets.
(A/B:1)
Christopher Breunig

Alban Berg Or
BEETHOVEN: String Quartet in B6, Op.130 El
Grosse Fuge, Op.133
Alban Berg Qt
HMV ASD 1435631 digital dmm (TC ASD 1435634)
The slow movement of the Ninth Symphony
can work at a flowing pace, if the raptness
can be preserved; so too the Op.130 cavatine, as the Alban Berg Quartet shows here in
a reading full of refinement and subtlety.
After the Lindsay's ( very slow), this new
EMI/Electrola recording may come as something of a shock, and it is a pity that the
cutting engineers leave afull eight seconds
pause before the Grosse Fuge. The proud
attack, the hammer- like tone, put one in
.
mind both of the famous Klemperer-Philharmonia strings' Op.133, and of Beethoven's
late piano sonata movements ( 0p.101 and
106). Irather think many will prefer to jump
to the later allegro finale, placed at the end of
Side 2, although I confess I have been
playing the two finales together, a sort of
symphonic whole for four players. The inner
movements of the quartet dazzle with brilliance and aptness of tempi, and the digital
recording is marginally finer than the preHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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vious OP.127/135 coupling (ASD 4305). But
with a half-hour side and Beethoven's
densest writing, the experience is inevitably
a little abrasive! [A:1*1
Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN: Complete Piano Trios
Beaux Arts Trio
Philips 6725 035 part digital ( 7 recs) ( 7655 035)
This is the most 'complete' set we have had,
since besides the short without-opus movements it includes arrangements of the Septet
and the Second Symphony (the latter probably by Ferdinand Ries). The Clarinet Trio
Op.11 is excluded, however. We have
already had aBeaux Arts recording, coupled
with Brahms, so this album offers a digital
version of the violin/pno/vIc alternative,
backed by a fine account of the Ghost
(0p.70:1). The two transcriptions are also
digital discs, and apart from the Archduke,
greeted as disappointingly mannered in
interpretation when it appeared in 1980,
these are all new productions. The analogue
recordings have a rather sterile character,
with a wide spread and dominant piano
balance, and the cello lacking presence.
Perhaps Greenhouse is the most reticent
member of the Trio, for even in the musing
solo passage at bar 29 in the Archduke slow
movement he is very sotto voce. The expansive first movement here is interesting: more
acceptable than Ihad remembered it, but the
older record, reissued as 6570 917, has more
ambience and the performance is far fresher.
These readings are ' led' by Pressler, and I
find atoo consistent, almost routine application of 'grandeur' to the music. There is little
of Kempff's subtlety; and as Szeryng
showed on DG, in collaboration with Fournier, it is not just the pianist who should lead.
Also, the new account of the Symphony in D
lacks all the charm and intimate warmth of
the 1972 Archiv version — what a pity the
companion Septet disc was never issued
here. Of course, there are some delightful
things: the Trio from Op.1:3 ( iii) comes
straight to mind; yet on the whole this
Philips box has !provided me principally with
a reference springboard from which to dip
into earlier memorable recordings, those
with Stern ( CBS), Casals ( deleted Philips),
and that fine Prague/Supraphon disc of
Op.1:1. Since the digital recordings here
offer more integration of the three instruments, Ilook forward to any separate reissues. [A:2]
Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas — c Op.27:2 'Moonlight' 0 C, Op.53 'Waldstein' Cl f, Op.57 'Appassionata'
Friedrich Guide (pno)
Decca VIV59 (
KVIC 59)
Reissues from 1974 (see text)
Ending a Vienna recital in the 1970s by
giving a Hitler salute to a protesting audience, Friedrich Gulda has long been an aloof
and controversial figure. His recordings have
ranged wildly, and it is apity so few remain
today. From tapes made in the late 1950s
Decca released eighteen Beethoven sonatas
on 'Eclipse' in 1974, readings of compelling
lucidity, with astonishing rapid articulation —
though hampered by dull piano tone and
narrow in dynamic and frequency ranges.
The tension in the Appassionata opening
movement, and the luminous Moonlight,
with pedal markings strictly applied, are
uniquely interesting; so are the middle
movements. In Op.53 the contrasting dynamics make a Pinterish dialogue between
characters; in Op.57 the descending dotted
motif is played ' in parenthesis' — like an echo
—apreparation for its later significant expansion. Strongly recommended, notwithstanding the bass- heavy tonal balance ( and, at one
point in the river- like flow of Op.57 ( iii), a

momentary dropout in the left channel)
[C:1*/2]
Christopher Breunig
BOITO:Nerone
Tokody (sop)/Takacs (m-sop)/Nagy (ten)/Dene
(bar)/Miller (bar)/Hungarian Radio & TV Ch/Hungarian State Op Orch/Oueler
Hungaroton SLPD 12487-89 digital (3 recs) (Conifer)
Boito was equally eminent as composer and
poet, and spent a great deal of his time
collaborating with Verdi and writing the
libretti of Otello and Falstaff As a result he
continually postponed work on his own
opera Nerone, which was not produced
during his lifetime. After his death in 1918 a
virtually complete manuscript of the work
was found and the opera was performed in a
setting of overwhelming magnificence at La
Scala in 1924 under the direction of Toscanini. This is the first complete professional
recording of the work and it makes one
wonder why it is so neglected. Possibly the
enormous scale of the opera and the
tremendous demands of the stage settings
are largely responsible, but the music is
intensely dramatic and the writing for chorus
and orchestra is quite magnificent. This
album makes one realize that the work has
never been fully appreciated.
The digital recording has splendid depth
and spaciousness, with fine definition in the
great climaxes. The Hungarian singers bring
great dramatic conviction to their roles, with
Janos Nagy ( Nero), Joszef Dene ( Simon
Magus) and Lajos Miller ( Phanuel) being
particularly notable. Ilona Tokody as Asteria
sings with great involvement, but forces her
voice which becomes shrill and unsteady at
times. The chorus and orchestra are splendid
under the brilliant conducting of Eve Queler,
and this is anotable addition to the recorded
library of operatic masterpieces. [A:1/21
John Freestone

BRAHMS. Double Concerto in a0 Tragic Overture
Anne-Sophie Mutter (vInI/Antonio Meneses (vIc)/
BPO/Karajan
DG 410 603-1 digital (410 603-4)
This is the debut recording of a young
Brazilian cellist, pupil of Janigro, who plays
with eloquence and economy; his Don Quixote with Karajan will be something to look
forward to. The Brahms concerto is full of
marvellous orchestral detail, as well as fine
solo playing ( although Mutter's fluttery vibrato is caught rather too insistently in the
slow movement). However, Karajan's view
of the work does not satisfy conventional
expectations: the tempo at the beginning of
the rapt Andante is fast, and the finale calls
to mind the minor-key turbulence of the First
Symphony, particularly in the way the drum
rolls are held at the yell/ end of the score.
Fricsay welded the elements of the finale
into one expression; Karajan throws them
into violent contrast. Imention that 1962
Schneiderhan/Starker/RIAS recording, since
Gunther Hermanns was the engineer there
too. The new digital production is dessicated, not a natural kind of sound; it compares oddly with the beautiful quality DG
were securing twenty years ago.
Ever avoiding the Academic Festival Overture, Karajan turns in his fourth stereo
recording of the Tragic. Iam slowly warming
to the reading, which at first seemed so
dogged, so late-Klempererish in gait. Difficult to rate with easy conviction. [A/B:1*/2]
Christopher Breunig

BRAHMS: Two Motets, Op.29 CI Two Motets,
Op.74 0 Fest-und Gedenksprüche, Op.109 CI Three
Motets, Op.110
La Chapelle Royale de Paris/Collegium Vocale de
101

Grand/Herreweghe
Harmonie Mundi HM 1122 ( HM40 1122)

Cf P CFPD 4434 ( 2 recs) (TC CFPD 4434)
Reissue from 1958

Brahms' motets have not fared too well on
record in the past. The recordings available
have often failed to get to the heart of these
sometimes intricate, always finely-wrought
pieces, and unfortunately this latest recording does not really advance their cause much
either. La Chapelle Royale de Paris and
Collegium Vocale de Grand produce afinely
controlled, well balanced and detailed
sound, but somewhere along the road in
their attempt to achieve precise realisation of
Brahms' instructions the overall flow of lines
and paragraphs has become obscured.
They have paid assiduous attention to the
contrapuntal balance demanded in many of
these pieces, but quite often loose track of
the harmonic emphasis, a problem exacerbated by the lightness and integration of the
bass line. The style that they adopt would be
well suited to music of the Baroque, but lacks
anatural feel for Brahms' idiom; the Germanic, Romantic ardour is replaced by something more limited in emotional and dynamic range. There seems to be little feel for
the joy of Brahms' chordal progressions, his
expressive inner lines, and the shapeliness
of his phrases.
The chorus is closely recorded in an
enclosed space with a fair degree of reverberation behind it. This gives rise to some
rounding-off of the sound and congestion àt
times, but stereo spread is good and the
close placing is not disconcerting. Slight
distortion might arise with some cartridges.
[13:2/3]
Doug Hammond

This famous recording has been reissued
more than once, most recently on this same
label. It remains a highly desirable possession, and the sound quality is still very fine,
with abundant breadth and firmness for the
grand climaxes and impressive pianissimos
too, although the close of the scherzo is
perhaps ashade bottom-heavy. The surfaces
are pleasantly silent, apart from background

BRITTEN: Early Chamber Music — Temporal Variations O Phantasy in fD Alla Marcia J 3 Divertimenti 02 Insect Pieces CI Phantasy Quartet Op.2
Gabrieli Qt/Derek Wickens (ob)/John Constable
(pno)
Unicorn-Kanchana DKP 9020 (
NC)

M-A CHARPENTIER: In Nativitatem Domini Canticum Cl Sur la Naissance de Notre Seigneur Jésus
Christ
Les Arts Florissants/Christie
Harmonie Muni HM 5130 ( HM40 5130)

Churches are rarely ideal venues for chamber music recitals and recordings: the reverberant acoustic often creates too much
space behind and above the performers to
reproduce the natural feeling of intimacy and
clarity that such music requires, and certain
portions of the sound spectrum tend to be
uncontrollably emphasised at the expense of
overall balance. Thus this endearing programme of early Britten chamber works,
which includes three pieces that appear here
on record for the first time (
Phantasy String
Quintet, Alla Marcia, and three Divertimenti),
suffers sadly from the inappropriate setting
of St Giles' Church, Cripplegate. Tony Faulkner has directed his consummate recording
skills towards producing a very accurate
record of the live impact of the performers,
but the truth in recording does not always
produce an easily lived-with sound.
The performances themselves are of the
very high standard that one would expect
from this group of artists: the F-minor Phantasy has all the polish of a well-known
favourite, and the Alla Marcia and Divertimenti are beautifully pointed to show the
depth of talent of the young Britten. Some
may prefer the less astringent timbre of
Robin Canter on his Phoenix disc of Britten's
oboe works to that of the oboist here, Derek
Wickens, who is not well served by the
closeness of the recording nor by the nature
of the acoustic. The details of John Constable's piano accompaniment are lost in
mid-range, and the muddy bass does not
provide a solid balance for the oboe tone.
The mixed sonic rating, then, is for the
quality of the recorded sound rather than its
veracity. [C/A:1*/1/2]
Doug Hammond
BRUCKNER: Symphony No.8 in c
BPO/Karafan
ICI,

hiss to which the ear soon grows accustomed. The performance itself is even more
stately than the 1976 Karajan reading with
the same orchestra on DG; but on the whole
Ido prefer the faster, more fully sustained
tempo for the finale in the later version, in
which the scherzo and the trio too are also
marginally quicker. The BPO plays with
warmth and great beauty in this 1958 performance, and Walter Legge's production
reveals detail with impressive and natural
clarity. [A:11
Peter Branscombe

For the third Festive Season in arow William
Christie and Les Arts Florissants attempt to
solve - with another ravishing Christmas
idyll from the 17th century Charpentier - the
problem of what to give that sophisticated
(but perhaps just a touch sentimental) discophile to whom you gave Charpentier's
Pastorale in '81 and his Antiennes '0' de
l'Avent in '
82. The mixture in the larger-scale
In Nativitatem, one of the five of Charpentier's dramatic motets, is slightly less tilted
towards the bucolic, with the big first ensemble for the 'Chorus of the Just' outlining the
Old Testament background in music of some
less transparent appeal. After an astonishing
evocation of ' Nuit' on muted strings and a
tinglingly off-key tolling bell, the mood lightens slightly for the final chorus, where the
faultlessly intoned and articulated choir
excel. The instrumental group, with its
melifluous, open-toned recorders counterpointing the sweetly astringent string tone,
is as stylish as always in its support of the
solo voices in the more intimate Sur la
Naissance.
The basic sound is substantial and clear,
with a reverberation which is quite quantifiable. The lateral spread of the voices is
fairly broad, with the soloists being very
directional and the chorus clearly split although acceptably so. Less satisfactory is
the stage depth, which occasionaly has a
soloist or group too recessed, and at the
other extreme offers Tircis in Sur la Naissance murmuring into a mike which seemed
an inch-and-a- half from his nose. [Bi]
Roger Bowen
CHOPIN: Piano Concerto No.1 in e ID Andante
aplanat° et Grande Polonaise brillante, Op.22
7
amas Vase), (pno)/Northern Sinfonia
ASV ALH 940 (
ZC ALH 940)
The record opens with an Op.22 of rich

intelligence, elegance and refinement. Bombast is entirely absent, even in the coda
which, swift and mercurial in Vásáry's
hands, leaves little of the hectoring sense of
repetition found on too many rival versions.
In the opening tutti of the Concerto the
emphasis is more on gentle shaping than
incandescence; here, as in Vasáry's recording of No.2 ( reviewed in October), the feeling
of sharing, of achamber-music- like intimacy
of feeling, is inescapable. Not that Vásary
hesitates to declaim when that is appropriate: the opening solo is as commanding as
one could wish, and there is an attractive
exuberance to the finale coda. In short, there
is not atrace of narcissism in these stylistically acute performances; everything is
there for areason, and everything possesses
a sense of rightness born of intelligent
response to markings. Some may wish for a
greater relaxation of pace at the C- major
episode at bar 385; but look at the score.
Nothing about slowing down there, simply
dolce e espressivo, which is what we have
here.
It is the slow movement which will probably cause the most raised eyebrows. Vasary's range and command of colour is as
rewarding as ever, but here, surely, his care
to avoid indulgence has led to some corners
being turned alittle more hurriedly than they
might have been. Better this than ashow of
self-admiration, but the twenty year-old Chopin must have thought of the music as more
ardent than this. But little matter: the finale
contains some miracles of deft accentuation
and imagination, and with its warm and
intimate, if slightly blanketed acoustic, this
new Chopin E-minor is indisputably among
the elite. [A/B:1/1*]
Andrew Keener
CHOPIN: Piano Concerto No.2 in fCl Polonaise in
fil, Op.44
Ivo Pogorelich (pno)/Chicago SO/Abbado
DG 410 507-1 digital (410 507-4)

At what point in a musical interpretation
does imagination become mere perversity?
When, Iventure, the artist is clearly bathing
his/her ego in the music, holding up the
sound and sense of the interpretation for
his/her own delectation instead of ours. That
is what happens here, constantly. Idisliked it
and, failure on another criterion, Icame
away having learnt nothing new about this
Concerto or its composer. My patience in the
face of so much simpering narcissism
(elongation of phrases, exaggerated dynamics and some downright ugly fortes, some
marked by Chopin, others not) gave out
halfway through the second movement
accompanied-cadenza, though out of duty I
returned to the disc a few hours later to
finish playing it and to confirm impressions
about DG's recording. The latter is big, bright
and strangely variable in solo balance. If
Pogorelich has the musical integrity I
trust he
has, he will be much dismayed by this
recording in five years from now. Icertainly
shan't be returning to it. [A/B:4]
Andrew Keener

COOKE: The Seamew D Suite in C for piano
Quartet for Oboe and String Trio
Francis Loring (bar)/Roger Garland (vIn)/Lynn
Fletcher (vIn)/Andrew McGee (vial/Roger Smith
(vid/Richard Adeney (fill/Roger Lord (ob)/Colin
Horsley (pno)
Meridian E 77064
Arnold Cooke completed his Suite in C
during World War Il and later dropped two
movements to give it its present threemovement form. Colin Horsley plays it here
with vigour and commitment, not overloading it with meaning. His performance is not
perfect, but has the live feel that characterises all of this disc, and the recording
presents the piano in an immediate but
unstrained manner. The Quartet dates from

1948 and is amore plaintive, rhapsodic work,
as befits the instrumentation. Again, the
performance is fresh and persuasive, but the
recording level seems higher and there is a
fair amount of background and ambient
noise, plus some edginess.
The most substantial work on this disc,
The Seamew, dates from 1980 and is a
-setting for baritone, string quartet, oboe and
flute of three poems by the vocalist here,
Francis Loring. The emphasis in this work is
on the long second poem, 'The Seamew',
which is framed by the shorter 'The Swallows' and 'The Empty Cage'. Loring does not
have an ideal singing voice and allows afew
moments of suspect intonation to enter his
performance, but his voice does have great
character and he brings to his own verse an
air of authentic involvement. The sound is
vivid and close, with substantial stereo
spread. Together the three recordings fairly
present an important side of Cooke's work
that carries his distinctive stamp. [
A/B:1/2]
Doug Hammond

CARL DAVIS: Film score for Abel Gance's 'Napoleon'
Wren Orch/Davis
Chrysalis CDL 1423

Abel Gance sought to make the most powerful, technically accomplished film ever in
Napoleon, but the distribution companies
were not so keen on the scale of Gance's
vision and eventually released ridiculously
edited versions. Kevin Brownlow's reconstruction of the full-length 1925 masterpiece
for the National Film Archive led eventually
to the public's first sight of the revived full
length film in November 1980, with a score
composed by Carl Davis.
The score comprises music from live synchronised projection, and the LP of course
gives only abrief taste of the five- hour span.
Davis draws from Beethoven, in particular
the Eroica on the strength of the argument
that it was only after Napoleon became
Emperor that Beethoven struck out his
dedication from the title page. The score
uses music from up to the year 1810 and
includes both Corsican folk music and
Revolutionary songs. Most beautiful is
Davis' own theme for the Eagle of Destiny,
Napoleon's tame bird which also recurs
symbolically throughout the film and the
score. Mozart, Haydn, Beethoven, Gluck,
Cherubini, Dittersdorf — the acknowledged
sources are legion; but Davis forges the
components• into an integral whole of
tremendous power.
Tony Faulkner's recording is unusual for
him in that it is amulti- mike production. No
gross balances, however, but astrong overview of orchestra with touched-up perspectives and colours. The technical realisation
after recording lets the record down to some
extent, particularly the pressing. However,
recommended not only as amemento but as
exciting film music in its own right. [
A/B:1]
David Prálcel

DEBUSSY: La Mer O Nocturnes
Philharmonia/Ambrosian Singers/Tilson Thomas
CBS D37832 digital ( NC)
I'm not sure that the sound of this disc, vivid,

forward and frequently impressive, is quite
right for these fine performances, or for that
matter the music itself. There is a certain
tightness to the upper strings which precludes the range of nuance to be found on
Sir Colin Davis's superb recent La Mer or
Abbado's DG account of Nocturnes. Compare the opening pages of the latter version
with this newcomer to hear the difference in
anutshell. Yet there is much to enjoy. Tilson
Thomas's Sirenes are just that — their fortes
carry menace as well as voluptuousness —
and throughout each performance there is
characteristically intelligent moulding and
much telling, though never overstated,
HI-FI NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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inflection of thematic cells. Tempo relationships are also unerringly judged, with
the result that the outer movements of La
Mer make uncommonly good structural
sense. Tilson Thomas includes the optional
trumpets and horns before Fig. 60 of Dialogue du Vent et de la mer. Other machines
and ears may react differently from mine, so
my letter rating carries an element of caution. Excellent pressing. (13:11
Andrew Keener

DVORAK: Symphony No. 2 in 13 b, Op. 4
Czech PO/Neumann
Supraphon 1110 3205 ( Bond Street Music)
Reissue from 1975

Originally recorded in 1973 and released
here as part of acomplete set of the Dvorak
symphonies two years later, Neumann's
performance of this attractive if somewhat
overblown work is in general more relaxed
than that of the rival versions. These include
recordings by Rowicki, Kertesz and Kubelik,
all vintage and dating from the late 1960s
and early 70s. Neumann most closely
matches Kubelik in the way he responds to
the young Dvorak's ardent Bohemian
inspiration, whereas Kertesz (and to alesser
extent Rowicki) concentrates on form by
imposing a tighter rein on the rhythm.
Neumann's is an affectionate performance
with much to recommend it, but the sound
quality is congested by modern standards
and lacks brilliance. [
B/C:1]
Kenneth Dommett

ELGAR: ' Enigma' Variations ' Introduction &
Allegro LI Serenade for Strings
LPO/Handley
Eminence EMX 2011 digital (IC EMX 2011)

In asense the strongest competition comes
from Handley himself. When it came out, his
CfP recording of Elgar's First Symphony
struck me as arguably the finest available,
and there are also distinguished accounts for
the same label of the Second Symphony,
Sea Pictures, Falstaff; Cockaigne and the
Pomp and Circumstance marches. Let me
say straightaway that this newcomer is fully
able to withstand such company. The watchword is fidelity to the score, but it is afidelity
which invariably makes good musical sense.
Only the clarinet's tenub in RPA seem to me
overdone; more to the point, in any case, are
Handley's skill in shaping the music and his
evident affection for it. Pianissimo strings in
Dorabella sound most beautiful, and Nimrod, swifter than many, possesses amoving
simplicity. Introduction & Allegro is similarly
fresh of expression as well as texturally
lucid: as usual, Handley divides his violins to
the left and right of the rostrum. Ifound the
recording a little short on opulence, though
in clarity and decibel power it makes avery
impressive sound indeed. [
A/B:11
Andrew Keener

ENESCU:
Rhapsody
in D
Romanian
Jerusalem

Romanian Poem, Op.1 LI Romanian
No.1 in A O Romanian Rhapsody No.2
Broadcasting Orch & Ch/Conta
Records AID 8302 ( Bond St Music)

This is the first of aprojected series devoted
to the recording of all Enescu's orchestral

music, and presumably it emanates from a
Romanian source. Pressed here by Nimbus,
the sound quality is very acceptable though
not of the highest quality. The playing of the
orchestra too is not especially polished — the
popular A-major Rhapsody with its whirling
finale is treated with more vigour than
sophistication — but there is adeal of enthusiasm for the music which helps compensate
for any lack of refinement. The novelty here
is the Romanian Poem, Enescu's Op.1. It is a
long ( and long-winded) suite evoking Romanian life and landscape. The chorus's part in
this is confined to vocalise, and its coloristic
effect is employed with discreet skill. Enescu
was only 16 when it was first performed in
Paris in February 1898 and won the approbation of Saint-Sáens, another example of
prodigious musical youth.
The two Rhapsodies which make up Op.11
are much more compact and cohesive, and
demonstrate how far the composer had
travelled in the two or three years since the
Poem. Currently the only other version of
No.2, a restrained and lyrical work, is in a
concert recorded by Stanley Black which
does not appear to have been offered for
review. It is well worth getting to know,
though the real evidence for Enescu's continuing reputation as a composer will
undoubtedly be established with the later
issues, in which among other things, we are
promised the Third Symphony. [
B:1/2]
Kenneth Dommett

GLUCK: Armide
Palmer (sop)/Rolfe Johnson (ten)/Lewis (ten)/
Herincx (bar)/Richard Hickox Singers/City of London Sinfonia/Hickox
HMV SLS 1077513 (3 recs) (TC SLS 1077515)

Gluck's Armide, first produced in Paris in
1777, has always been acknowledged as one
of his masterpieces; but it is not often
performed due to the difficulty of finding an
artist who can meet the exceptional
demands of the title role. However, last year
avery successful revival took place in Christ
Church, Spitalfields, and this recording followed as aresult. Felicity Palmer sings with
great dramatic conviction and authority as
Armide, although her tone is inclined to
harden under pressure. She is particularly
impressive in her arias 'Ah, si la liberté' and
'Venez, venez, haine implacable' and in the
final scene. As her lover Renaud, Anthony
Rolfe Johnson sings throughout with
delightful ease and lyrical beauty, his aria
'Plus j'observe ces lieux' being one of the
outstanding moments of this wonderful
score.
There are numerous orchestral passages
for the corps-de- ballet, and not surprisingly
these become a trifle monotonous without
the visual interest of alive performance; but
the other roles are well sung, with Sally
Burgess, Raimund Herincx and Lynda Russell all making notable contributions. The
chorus and orchestra are well rehearsed
under the stylish direction of Richard Hickox
and add greatly to the success of this
recording — the first complete one of the
work. The sound is clean and well defined,
with a very natural overall acoustic and
excellent balance between soloists, chorus
and orchestra. [
A:1]
John Freestone

HANDEL: Water Music ( Suites in F, D & G, ed.
Boyling)
Bath Festival Orch/Menuhin
Eminence EMX 4120471 ITC EMX 4120471)
Reissue from 1964

The Boyling edition incorporates a movement not usually included, aGigue featuring
solo trumpet which is placed after the first
Allegro of the D-major Suite. The linking
cadenza at that point sounds contrived,
however, and much of the remainder of the
editorial contribution would today be consi103
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HANDEL: Music for the Royal Fireworks III Oboe
Concerto No. 1 in g LI Overtures to Acis and
Galatea & to Alexander's Feast
Robin Miller (ob)/Scottish CO/Gibson
ASV DCA 521 digital ( PRT Records) ( ZC DCA 521)
After the English Chamber Orchestra's eloquent account of the Water Music reissued
recently on the same label, my hopes were
raised on receiving this related programme
for review. Very sadly, and despite many
pleasant details, my expectations were not
met, as overall this account contains only
routine performances.
First, the concept is far too symphonic —
presumably due to choice of a conductor
whose accounts of so much symphonic
music are notable for their liveliness of
communication. Second, the performances
seem to be recorded from some considerable distance in a rather large hall
(unnamed) without acoustic merit — such
treatment might make even an Elgar or a
Mahler sound rather characterless, and
Handel on modern instruments with symphonic delivery suffers badly as aresult. The
clarity that we expect from well- managed
digital recording is sadly lacking, which is a
pity, since the impression is conveyed that
this is really how the music sounded from
where the microphones were placed.
There are some redeeming features. The
solo oboe- playing of Robin Miller is delightful, there is good brass- playing in the Fireworks suite, and the tempi suit the music
well for much of the time. However, this is
not really an account to be recommended to
all but a very conservative and staid Handelian; a pity, since the sleeve is so pretty, and
Adam Matthews' cover- note so interesting.
[C:2]
Stephen Daw

HANDEL: Famous Orchestral Works
ASM/Marriner/Brovvn
Philips 6725 037 (
4 recs) ( 7655 037)
Some reissues from 1980, 1981
This box would make a very handsome
Christmas present for a Handelian who has
not yet fallen for the clean, sparklingly fresh
approach of Neville Marriner and the
Academy — for his performances of many of
the works here assembled are widely familiar. The Water Music, his second complete
recording with the ASM, was issued in
August 1980. The Fireworks Music, '
Alexander's Feast' Concerto Grosso, and Overturein- D date from November 1981. The third
disc, containing the three Concerti adue cori
and also dated 1980, does not seem to have
been issued before; and the fourth, directed
by lona Brown and containing seven works,
is not only new but the one record in the set
offered in digital sound. This contains the
Oboe Concertos 1and 2 in B1,,3 in G- minor,
the Sonata à 5 in B for violin, oboes and
strings and the Overture in B 4 (
both probably written in Rome in 1707), the recentlyHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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discovered Sonata in G- minor, and ( as sole
contrast to B1, and its relative minor) a little
Hornpipe in D that here makes a distinctly
jazzy impression.
Celia Nicklin is a neat, stylish and sweettoned soloist in the four oboe works, and
Miss Brown, apart from playing the solo in
the Sonata à5with nimble purity, directs this
varied assemblage of works with feeling and
panache. Mr Marriner's lively and polished
approach to the perennial favourites here is
already well known; just occasionally one
may quibble about his reading of aparticular
passage ( ornamentation or dynamics), but
the affection and insight are never in doubt.
His performance of the superb Concerti a
due cori is quite as exciting as the famous
old Leppard disc, and is much better
recorded. Indeed, the technical standard
here is for the most part outstanding, with
clear but not unnatural separation and
attractively warm, true tone. [
A:1]
Peter Branscombe

HANDEL: The Complete Sonatas for Oboe and
Continuo
Robin Canter (ob)/Anthony Pleeth (vIc)/Alastair
Ross (hpd)
Phoenix DGS 1033 digital ( 45 rpm)
The four works which Robin Canter plays are
the Sonata in F ( more familiar as Op.1/5 in G
for flute, though Mr Canter convincingly
argues in his sleevenote for the authenticity
of the oboe version), the one in G- minor
(0p.1/6, more properly for violin, though
originally published for oboe), the unimpeachable C- minor Sonata ( 0p.1/8), and the
equally authentic Sonata in B1,.The trouble
is, the four pieces together play for abare 30
minutes — there was surely a case for
including one or two of the probably spurious Handel oboe sonatas too, for comparative purposes.
What we do get is pleasurable. All three
artists play copies of 18th century instruments, and do so stylishly and well, while Mr
Canter produces a strong, resonant tone. He
is occasionally taxed by the rapid figuration,
but he tosses off neat flourishes and his line
is well sustained in slow movements. The
vigour of the baroque oboe might better
have been suited by a slightly more distant
microphone placing, and pre- echo is ablemish, but the recording is otherwise acceptably fresh and clean. [
B:1/2]
Peter Branscombe

HARTY: Piano Concerto in b U In Ireland El With
the Wild Geese
Malcolm Binns (pno)/UO/Thomson
Chandos ABRD 1084 digital dmm (ABTD 1084)
Hamilton Harty's B- minor Piano Concerto
has not appeared on record before, and Ican
understand why. In much of his music Harty
found a very individual voice for his ideas,
despite the obvious indebtedness that most
composers show to the music of others, but
in this work that indebtedness ( especially to
Rachmaninov) becomes almost pastiche,
with very little to commend it. Malcolm
Binns and the Ulster Orchestra nevertheless
make agood job of it, with Bryden Thomson
bringing out as much interest from the work
as is to be found there, while the clear piano
sound is well set centre- stage without being
highlighted.
The two works on the other side are much
more interesting. The Fantasy In Ireland is
Harty's 1935 orchestration for flute, harp and
orchestra of an earlier piece for flute and
piano. Colin Fleming produces a breathy,
sometimes shrill flute tone well suited to the
inspirational source of the piece, Dublin
street- musicians, and Denise Kelly contrasts
both the crisp and lush capabilities of the
harp in a refined but idiomatic performance.
With the Wild Geese is one of Harty's

best-known works, wonderfully atmospheric
and passionate. Thomson avoids the
extremes of Harty's own performance on
disc, but does allow more detail to emerge.
The orchestra tackles the work with zest,
though a little more body to the string tone
and some smoothing off of edges might
have been in order. The recording serves the
brass and percussion well, but adds a little
plumpness to the strings and aslight veil to
the woodwind. [
B:1/21
Doug Hammond
HAYDN: English Canzonettas
Adrienne Csengery (sop)/Malcolm Bilson (f-pno)
Hungaroton SLPD 12374 digital
These are beautiful songs, thoughtfully written, wittily and tenderly set by the ageing
composer, and calling in their interpreters
for a firm sense of style and immediacy of
response. Adrienne Csengery is afine artist,
but she cannot here match the poetry and
insight of her accompanist. Malcolm Bilson,
playing a fortepiano by Frank Hubbard of
Boston after an instrument by Johann
Andreas Stein, shows great sensitivity and
beauty of touch; when he departs from the
Henle text it is to make apoint, or support his
singer, with what sounds like the freshness
of inspiration. Miss Csengery makes rather
heavy weather of the English words ( consonants hazy), though much of her singing is
neat and attractive, especially in the middle
and lower reaches — the top is less secure
under pressure.
There is an interesting sleevenote, in commendably good English, and an insert contains the poems in five languages. The
ordering of the songs in this recital departs
extensively from the familiar sequence —
which one can find on James Griffett's
excellent Teldec recording of last year, also
with fortepiano accompaniment. Elly Ameling in her three- disc set of Haydn songs also
alters Haydn's order, though only slightly.
The recording is slightly anœmic, though
free of any distraction. It's not often that one
will expect to return to a lieder record for the
sake of the accompaniments. [
6:211]
Peter Branscombe

HEBDEN: Six Concertos for Strings
Cantilena/Shepherd
Chandos ABRD 1082 digital dmm ( ARID 1082)
John Hebden was born in Yorkshire in 1712,
became principal cellist and bassoonist in
Arne's enlarged orchestra at the Vauxhall
Gardens, played in the Messiah under
Handel, and published two works only — the
Six Solos for German Flute and these Six
Concertos for Strings. No-one could claim
that Hebden was a genius, but all of the
Concertos are filled with the very best of
baroque gestures in the vigorous movements and with easy melodic moves in the
well-turned Largos. The writing is skilful and
far from a mere aping — Hebden shows a
fondness for bouncy, memorable tunes, with
more than a hint of the country dance.
Those familiar with Cantelina's performances of Boyce will recognise the polish and
evident care of the present interpretations.
Given that the sound is undeniably that of a
modern chamber orchestra rather than of a
more ' authentic' group, Cantilena and its
soloists grasp the rhythmic vivacity nicely
and contrast well the slow movements with
the faster contrapuntal writing. Cantilena
normally play in-the- round, facing inwards,
but whether this arrangement was used in
these sessions is left unspecified. The middle-to-close placing of the main body of the
strings and the very homogeneous nature of
the sound might suggest not. Solo lines are
separated from the accompaniment enough
to differentiate nicely, and upper and lower
sonorities achieve a good balance. Teldec
have done their masterful job as usual on the
dmm front. [
A/B:1]
Roger Bowen
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dered stylistically questionable. The recording sounds rather dated, too. The strings do
not sound wide or separated enough, there
is little definition in the wind, and the
harpsichord continuo is most unhappy in
timbre.
However, the performers themselves
achieve well — so well that others besides the
eminent director should certainly have been
named on the sleeve. This record deserves
consideration as a modestly- priced reissue:
because it contains all the music ( plus that
extra rarity), because it is a useful recorded
document of what might be termed the
'Boyd Neel' style with Handel, and because
the playing is fresh, rhythmic and disciplined. However, the recording for the 1980s
remains John Eliot Gardiner's eloquent
period- instrument reading on Erato — a real
treat, that, but at full price ( from Conifer).
[C:1/2]
Stephen Daw

HILDEGARD: Ordo Virtutum
Sequentia Medieval Mus Ens
Harmonies Mundi HM 20395/6 digital ( 2recs) ( NC)
This is amost unusual recording. We already
know something of the Abbess Hildegard of
Bingen through the outstanding issue on
Hyperion A 66039, which was arevelation to
many of us. Here is aliturgical drama written
by Hildegard for the opening of her abbey
church at Rupertsberg. Its title might
perhaps be translated as The Life of Virtue,
for it depicts the ancient theme of the soul in
search of God, in conflict with the devil who
strives to draw it away from the path of
virtue. Hildegard was an astonishing woman
by the standards of any age: spiritual director, adviser of the great and powerful, mystic, poet, composer, administrator - she
covered the world with her talents, though
her own domain was her private union with
God, into which her music allows us a
privileged and searching revelation.
The problem, as with all medieval music
(Hildegard was born in 1098) is the interpretation of the mss. Sequentia is agroup of
scholar- musicians who have carried out an
intense examination of the subject and
arrived at a performing style that may
perhaps be described as near-chant, which is
difficult to follow systematically in the absence of a score. Note-values are not equal,
and Iam in doubt as to how the values sung
are determined. There is a musical accompaniment, with a strong element of drone.
Interpretations must be speculative, but
one cannot but be struck by the haunting
beauty of this music and its appropriateness
to its lofty theme. If only one could know! A
fine recording of great atmosphere and
presence is set in a resonant acoustic
entirely suitable. Do hear this one. IA:1/11
Peter Turner

HOLST Choral Fantasia CI The Hymn of Jesus CI
The Perfect Fool - ballet music D Egdon Heath
Baker (m-sop)/Partodge (ten)/Purcell Singers/ECO/
Hoist; Choristers of St Paul's/LS Ch/LPO/Groves;
LSO/Previn
HMV ESD 1783041 ITC ESD 1783044)
Reissues from 1964, 1975, 1978
Canny forces are at work here. With this
Greensleeve compilation from three
sources, EMI clearly intend to outsell Boult's
Jubilee reissue ( Decca) of Hymn of Jesus,
Perfect Fool and Edgon Heath by adding
Holst's late, mystic settings of Robert
Bridges. The latter, originally coupled with
Holst's setting of Psalm 86 and Finzi's Dies
Natalis, are not easily grasped at a first
hearing: instrumentation is austere, the partwriting uncompromisingly homophonic. But
the work repays study, and this reissued
performance is radiant with a recording to
match; it would be abrave soul who put over
adecade between it and the remainder of the
disc. Groves' 1978 Hymn of Jesus (
originally
c/w Rig Veda, Ode to Death and Short
Festival. Te Deum on ASD 3435 - still listed)
is sensitively shaped and quite well sung
(some of the sopranos' intonation would
have benefited from afurther retake), though
it is Boult who steers the earlier part of the
Hymn setting with the greater concentration;
honours are impressively equal in the serene
Prologue.
Sound quality may be the deciding factor:
age is at last creeping up on the 1962 Decca
taping, which hisses and tends towards
paperiness in the heavier brass and choral
writing. Separation between St Paul's boys
and LS Chorus women is also superior here.
Likewise, Boult's accounts of Egdon Heath
and Perfect Fool cannot compete with Preyin's orchestral refinement. Tender loving
care has gone into the remastering and test
pressings; Itrust the finished copies of this
generously filled disc will be similarly
flawless. A single black mark: there are just
four seconds of silence between the final
106
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of Hymn of Jesus and the tromevocation of elemental spirits in
Fool. Shattering, and, notwithstandlong side, surely avoidable. EA/B:11
Andrew Keener

JANACEK: String Quartets Nos.1 & 2
Medici at
Eminence EMX 4120461 ITC EMX 4120461)
Reissue from 1981
This is one of the most successful recordings
of these two uniquely characteristic quartets.
Few ensembles, even in Czechoslovakia, can
have got inside the music as successfully as
this British team. They respond equally well
to the considerable emotional demands and
the extraordinarily difficult technical problems posed by both works. In purely technical matters too the recording is an unqualified success. The sound is clean, bright and
immediate, and remarkably natural even
though there is a slightly larger-than- life
space between the players. This is a reissue
that can be unreservedly recommended.
[A*11
Kenneth Dommett

MAHLER: Symphony No.3 in d
Helga Dernesch (con)/Chicago SO, etc./Solti
Decca D281D 2 digital ( 2 recs) ( K281K22)
Solti's Mahler Third with the LPO, at the 1982
Edinburgh Festival and repeated in London,
had some bruising reviews, but record collectors will surely be glad that he returned to
Chicago's Orchestra Hall to re-record the
work. (The sound is preferable to that of the
Medinah Hall Resurrection.) The finale, a
disappointment in the 1969 LSO set, is
arguably Sir Georg's most sensitive Mahler
movement yet - and is replete with Barbirolli-like groans. Ialso liked the Tempo di
Menuetto: a kind of Mahlerian distortion of
Mendelssohn's MND music. As Ido not care
for the heavy contralto voice, typified by
Norman's, Iwelcome the casting of Helga
Dernesch, and the initial distant perspective
is to be applauded. Later, the voice is pulled
forward, and the choruses, lively, are not
without American colorations.
Ido find Solti too relentless in the opening
movement: Kubelik's is unsurpassed, so
joyous in its treading march. How comparitively subtle the old DG Munich production
is, set against the digital Abbado and this
new Decca ( all three avoiding the sidebreak). At least Decca, with superior pressings, avoid the masking of low levels by the
surface noise to be found in Abbado's
Vienna set. But, trying to convey the scale of
the orchestration the producers of both
these digital versions put too much into
close-ups. On the other hand, Side 4 here
could almost be from adifferent engineering
team, with pianissimi in a distanced wash,
and climaxes opening up considerable and
stable depth perspectives.
Overall, asatisfying issue, but not as fine

as Kubelik's, at mid- price, too - unless you
cannot accept the Bavarians' horn timbres.
Certainly the CSO is in resplendent form, and
their horns are very lovely in the Nietzsche
setting. Some eloquent flute playing in ( vi)
put me in mind of the Levine/RCA Mahler
Tenth finale, where the Philadelphia flautist
creates one of the most haunting passages I
know on black disc. [
A/B:1]
Christopher Breunig
MARTINU: Nonet CI Trio in F0 La Revue de Cuisine
Dartington Ens

Hyperion A66084 dmm
Apart from the Swiss Da Camera Magna
label which has embarked on a complete
edition of Martinu's chamber music, with
variable results, this fruitful field has
remained virtually the preserve of the two
Czech companies, Supraphon and Panton.
Thus it is encouraging to find a British
company prepared to enter the field, and
doing it so successfully. Two of the three
works represented here, the Nonet of 1959, a
lovely example of Martinu's late style, and
the robust pastiche ballet La Revue de
Cuisine of 1927 with its lively versions of the
Tango and Charleston, are represented on
Czech releases. The Trio for flute, cello and
piano ( 1944), a product of Martinu's American years, is not otherwise available. It is an
attractive piece with a nostalgic slow movement and along finale, but it does not really
rank among the composer's greatest works.
•All the performances are extremely good.
The Dartington Ensemble make rather more
of the Nonet than their Czech counterparts
and are more responsive to the nuances of
the score, emphasising its deeply felt
nationalism. And they seem to be slightly
more at home with the frenchified accents of
the ballet score. Technically this new recording is a considerable advance on the two
Czech productions, with marked increase in
the clarity of the textures and amore natural
presence. We are promised from the same
source a recording of Martinu's various
chamber works bearing the title Madrigal,
and I for one await it with pleasurable
anticipation. (
A:11
Kenneth Dommett
MASSENET: Manon
Cotrubas/RaphaneUAlliot-Lugaz/Mahé/Kraus/
Burles/OuilicoNan Dam/Frémeau/Loreau/Ch &
Orch of Capitole de Toulouse/Plasson
HMV SLS 1731413 (
3 recs) digital dmm
(IC SLS 1731415)
Manon is surely Massenet's masterpiece,
and it is amazing that this is the only version
currently available. All the more pleasant
therefore to be able to declare that it is
certainly the finest account of the work to
have appeared on LP. The first, now deleted,
had Victoria de los Angeles singing
exquisitely in the title role, but as an interpretation her performance is quite surpassed
by that of Cotrubas, who also sings with
great tonal beauty, but in addition gives a
vivid and carefully thought-out portrayal of
the frivolous but lovable Manon. As one
might expect, Kraus is a most stylish and
fervent Des Grieux, bringing great delicacy
to the Dream Song and rising fully to the
dramatic intensity of 'Ah fuyez douce image'.
Van Dam makes a dignified Comte des
Grieux and Gino Quill«) is first-rate as
Lescaut, using his lightish baritone to suggest the rather shallow and callous character
of Manon's cousin.
All the other parts are well taken, and
Michel Plasson conducts with complete
understanding of the work, capturing perfectly the gaiety of the crowd scenes and
showing great consideration for the singers.
The recording is excellent, too, with good
stereo spread and placement and clean
definition. This splendid set could hardly be
bettered. [A:11
John Freestone
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MESSIAEN: Organ Works, Vol.6 — Livre d'Orgue
Jennifer Bate (org)
Unicorn-Kanchana DKP 9028 digital UHJ ( NC)
This is the last volume in the series, all of
which have been played on the Gonzales
organ in Beauvais Cathedral. Published in
1953, Livre d'Orgue contains some of the
more rigidly structured of Messiaen's works,
with complex treatments of Hindu rhythms,
and it is naturally also much preoccupied
with birdsong. It is splendidly played, Ms
Bate showing great insight and sympathy in
bringing out the mysticism and religious
fervour that pervade these works ( no less
than the freer ones). This, coupled with
superb technique in fleshing-out the intricate
rhythmic structure makes this a memorable
series.
In terms of sound quality this disc, like its
predecessors, is certainly good, if hardly
great. Compared with Vo1.1 the others seem
to cramp the pedal range a little, possibly to
reduce the effect of traffic noise - which is
achieved very successfully. The balance is
excellent, revealing the building reverberation without clogging the music. With proper
Ambisonic decoding, however, the sound
comes to life with a spacious realism that
simply cannot be matched in ordinary
stereo. Ihope Unicorn-Kanchana will continue to use UHJ - it takes nothing away
from plain stereo but considerably enhances
the enjoyment of those with decoders.
There is only one alternative complete
Messiaen, played by Almut RoBler on
Schwann. My own choice would certainly be
Ms Bate, for both performance and recording. [
A/B:1*1
Trevor Attewell

MONTEVERDI: Belli eBalletti — Orfeo ( 4excerpts)
Tirsi e Clod El II Bailo delle Ingrate D De la
Belezza E Volgendo il Ciel
Patricia Kwella (sop)/Anthony Rolfe-Johnson,
Lawrence Dale & Alan Woodrow (tens)/Monteverdi
Ch/English Bar Soloists/Gardiner
Erato NUM 75068 digital ( Conifer) ( MCE 75068)
It was avery good idea to group together the
singing dances of Monteverdi on one record,
and the spirit of the composer's music is
sensitively conveyed, especially since the
solo singing is very good throughout and the
English Baroque Soloists are in fine form
The recording is also very good: the sound is
really lively, yet not oppressive or tiring in
the way that some digital recordings have
proved to be. The choral singing is also
excellent, but Ifeel that the choir is too large
for either the orchestra or the music. This
isn't a terribly serious misjudgement, since
the music is built on the ' assembly of
consorts' principle in which sizes are not a
first priority; but dance- music sounds no
less infectious when heard from a much
more madrigalian-scaled choir.
My only other quibble concerns the recorders; well though the two instrumentalists
play, I find them curiously ' modern' in
approach in comparison with, say, their
continuo colleagues. To neglect so much
that has followed from the practical research
of Frans Brüggen and his pupils seems
anachronistic to me. There is no need to
copy anybody slavishly, but Icannot imagine
how the performers have concluded that
such opaque playing is appropriate in this
kind of performance. A good assembly of
marvellous music, nevertheless, with a real
sense of joy and zest. [
A:1]
Stephen Daw

MOZART: Symphony No.25 in g CI Symphony
No.28 in C E Symphony No.29 in A
Northern Sinfonia of England/Chung
ASV ALH 937 (
2C 937)
These are routine performances of these
three popular symphonies, particularly of
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the C- major ( which opens the record) and
the early G- minor. The slow movement of
No.28 is almost lugubriously slow, while the
Minuet plods. The two outer movements are
better, but too heavy-footed to bring out
much of the quality of this effervescent and
poetic work. Something of the same stolidity
afflicts the G- minor: phrasing is emphatic
rather than flowing, and the result is turgid
rather than dramatic. The A- major comes off
best, but its success is insufficient to salvage
the record. Myung-Whun Chung, brother of
Kyung-VVha and Myung-Wha, has achieved a
reputation as both pianist and conductor,
though on this evidence he has not yet
mastered the eloquence of Mozart's style.
The sound too is not good. Recorded in the
Henry Wood Hall, Newcastle, and recorded
by EMI's Mobile Recording Unit, the acoustic
is congested and lacking in brightness.
[B/C:3]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Symphony No.40 in g D Symphony
No.31 in D. ' Paris'
AAM/dir. Schroeder-Hogwood
Oiseau Lyre DSDL 716 digital
Reissue from 1982
These appeared originally in Volume 6 of
AAM's complete series of the Mozart symphonies in ' authentic' performance. Both are
the first versions, the G- minor being the one
without clarinets, the Paris the one with the
original slow movement and unrevised
finale. All the repeats are observed in both.
This pushes the G- minor's last two movements over on to Side 2, thus making it a
very long work indeed. There are good
scholarly grounds for this extension, and it is
true that it does do something to enhance
the stature of awork already recognised as a
landmark in pre- Romantic symphonic literature. But success does not depend only on
scholarly aspiration; it is measured also by
emotional impact, and in this respect much
of AAM's work has excited question marks.
Here though they have come quite close to
achieving a synthesis of the two, though
there are other recorded performances
which give greater overall satisfaction Colin Davis's for instance. Nevertheless, for
those interested in essays in historicity this is
well worth trying. [A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Piano Concertos K271, K415, K459, K466,
1(488, K491, K595 LI Rondo in A, )(386 I: Violin
Sonatas K301, 304, 376, 378, 454, 526 E Piano
Sonatas K280, 330 [7 Variations 1(265, 573
Clara Haskil (pno)/VSO/Sacher, Baumgartner/
Lucerne Festival Strings/Baumgartner/BPO, Bavarian State/Fricsay/Lamoureux/Markevitch/Arthur
Grumiaux (yin)
Philips 6768 366 (
7 recs) some M ( NC)
Reissues from 1955-1961
This album contains all the late Clara Haskil's
Mozart recordings for Philips. She was by
common consent a great Mozart interpreter,
a pianist whose insight into the music was
matched by a very high degree of technical
skill and who had astrong emotional though
intellectually cool attachment to all the
music she played. The former quality she no
doubt derived from her teacher Cortot, the
latter from another of her mentors, Busoni.
Athough not apparently much concerned
with Mozartian ' style' as interpreted nowadays, she nevertheless was a stylish performer, and throughout this album one finds
evidence of that consistency of purpose and '
outlook that made her mistress of her
chosen repertory. Not all the performances
here are classic; some are let down rather by
pedestrian orchestral playing or stolid conducting. Here one would single out the
rather dull account,of K415, not perhaps the
most inspired of Mozart's concertos, and
Baumgartner's rather lumpy direction of the
Concert Rondo in A.

Although old in sound quality, the two
concertos recorded with Fricsay ( K459 and
595) retain much of the lightness that made
them highly prized when they first appeared,
while the series of Violin Sonatas recorded
with Arthur Grumiaux are delightful examples of suppleness combined with strength.
But Isuppose the best examples of her work
to be found here are the two concertos ( K466
and K491) recorded in 1961 with Markevitch,
and the two solo records. What apity she did
not address herself to some of the greater
piano pieces.
Inevitably in a group of recordings spread
over several years, recording quality varies
and the grade given represents a hopefully
reasonable compromise, as does the performance marking. [
B/C:1/21
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Piano Concertos No.21 in C, K467 E
No.12 in A. )(414
Radu Lupu (pno)/ECO/Segal
Decca JB 134 (
KJBC 134)
Reissue from 1975
Reviewing this on its original appearance, PB
praised the eloquence of the performance
and the quality of the recording. In the main I
can endorse his findings even after an
interval of eight years and a host of rival
appearances, particularly of K467 which continues to be one of the most heavily exposed
of all the Mozart concertos. K414, quite the
best of the trio in which it is the central star,
remains relatively under- explored, though
there are more recordings now than in 1975.
Lupu is inclined to be a trifle erratic and
impulsive in matters of tempo: while it is
exciting, the finale of the A- major is surely
too hectic? The marking is Allegretto yet
here it is something well ahead of that. Segal
provides well balanced and sympathetic
support, and the engineers have captured
the performances in lively unexaggerated
sound. [
A:1/21
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Piano Concertos No.21 in CE No.26 in D
Ingrid Haebler (pno)/LSO/Rowicki
Philips 6527 147 (
7331 147)
Reissue from 1968
Sad how an artist or series of recordings,
once categorized in a certain way, can carry
the most superficial aspect of that judgement for life. Such has happened to Ingrid
Haebler's Mozart concerto records, to which
such descriptions as ' prettified' or ' Dresden
china Mozart' have stuck with unfortunate
tenacity. The performances do not, it is true,
tell the whole story. Mozart is made of
sterner stuff than Miss Haebler sometimes
lets on and she does not decorate very
inventively, if at all. Subtley different opinions of rubato between conductor and
orchestra produce a suspicion of rocky
ensemble in the No.21 Andante, which tends
to plod. Yet there is eloquence, elegance,
some deft rhythmic pointing and sensitive
shaping; and there is more orchestral poise
and refinement in these performances than
there is almost anywhere to be found in the
LSO's current Mozart series with Rudolf
Serkin. Warm, well balanced sound. [
A:2]
Andrew Keener

MOZART: Operatic Arias
Lucia Popp (sop)/Munich RO/Slatkin
HMV ASD 1467871 digital (TC ASD 1467874)
Lucia Popp has appeared with distinction in
a number of complete Mozart opera recordings, but as far as Ican see this is her first
aria recital. Since she tends to favour soubrette and tender or repining roles it is
perhaps not surprising to find that she has
essayed nothing that calls for intensity or the
dramatic imperative. The closest she comes
to this is Fioriligi's Come scoglio, which she
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brings off well though without the vibrant
force needed to make one believe
wholeheartedly in that lady's inviolability.
Curiously, given her talent for tenderness,
there is nothing from the Countess or
Pamina, and though we get Elvira's
beseeching Mi tradi and Anna's pleading
Non mi dir, the vituperation of both characters is passed over. Similarly Constanze's
impassioned Marten aller Arten is discarded
in favour of Traurigkeit, and Electra's violence is exchanged for Ilia's reverie Zeffiretti
lusinghieri. One cannot have everything of
course, but the range does seem restricted.
Within these self-imposed limits the.
results are satisfying without being electrifying. The same goes for the orchestral playing
and Slatkin's direction, although the violin
soloist in L'amerd and the clarinettist in Non
plu di fiore remain anonymous. The sound,
digital, matches the performances in being
satisfying but unrevelatory. [A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

Cross, later utilised in the liturgy. It has been
re-scored for widely different forces, but
here we have Pergolesi's original conception
of soprano, counter-tenor ( contralto), string
quartet ( on original instruments) and organ.
The tempi adopted send the music along
with a rapid stride and a degree of bounce
which make the pathos of the words not easy
to convey; and as the vocal duet is exposed
throughout, one has to ask whether these
singers are ideal. My view is that they are
not: the two voices do not make the most
pleasing combination, and to my ears the
soprano lacks the expressiveness required in
exposition of the text. The Stabat Mater is ( or
was) sung in verses between the Stations of
the Cross, to much greater effect than I
derive from this performance. Your view, of
course, may be different from mine.
The recording is adequate: set in an
acoustic with a strong echo ( Carmelite
Church, Gand) it does not wholly cope with
the environmental difficulties, and the instruments lack a degree of presence and realness, though the overall sound is pleasant.
The voices fare better, and there is no reason
to ascribe my reservations as to them, if
valid, to the engineers. Iam afraid that Ifind
this issue rather awasted opportunity. [6:3]
Peter Turner
PLAYFORD: The English Dancing Master
The Broadside Band/Barlow
Harmonia Mundi HM 1109 ( HM40 1109)

MUSSORGSKY Orch. ASHKENAZY: Pictures at an
Exhibition/BORODIN: Polovtsian Dances
Phitharmonia/London Op Ch/Ashkenazy
Decca 410 121-1 digital (410 121-4)
In many respects Ashkenazy's orchestration
of Mussorgsky's Pictures is more elaborate
than Ravel's. The Ballet of the Unhatched
Chicks sparkles yet more brightly with its
additional percussion; Limoges market
seems to be an even more raucous place;
and the descent into the Catacombs,
heralded here with mighty tam-tam and
emphatic bass-drum and timpani rumblings,
is more awesomely Slavonic than the subtler
Ravel. Indeed, whilst Ravel is apt to impose
his own sophisticated stamp on the music,
Ashkenazy works very much from within,
reminding us constantly of the work's Russian roots. His use of oboe d'amore for the
song of Il Vecchio Castello may strike one as
a less audacious inspiration than Ravel's
saxophone, but ultimately it distracts less
from the grass- roots melancholy of the
melody. Similarly, the folk-tune of Bydlo
gains something from its coarse unison in
the lowest register of the horns. Ilike too the
addition of horns to Samuel Goldenberg's
opulent string melody and Ashkenazy's decision to depict the subservient Schmuyle with
a solo violin, trading beautifully on the
innate Jewish character of the instrument.
The ' promenades' are generally grander in
flavour. So too is the Great Gate, its Russian
Orthodox chant simply and effectively introduced in the woodwind before the brass. The
final pages are marvellous.
An exciting achievement, then, and one for
which Ashkenazy could not have wished for
a better gramophonic christening. The
Philharmonia are on formidable form and
the recording could hardly be bettered. A
rousing account of the Polovisian Dances
provides a splendid bonus. [A*:1*]
Edward Seckerson
PERGOLESI: Stabat Mater
Concerto Vocale/Sebastian Hennig (sop//René
Jacobs (c-tert)/René Jacobs
Harmonie Mundi HM 1119 ( HM40 1119)
The Stabat Mater is amedieval poem on the
sufferings of the Mother at the foot of the
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When the only other relatively full selection
from Playford's The English Dancing Master
appeared a few years a9o, performed by a
French group, it was reviewed by HFN/RR in
both its Classical and Popular sections. The
performance, with its tin-whistle, Northumbrian pipes and, more startlingly, its use of
wordless vocalising or ' didling', conjoured
all the flavour of amodern Irish folk band. No
bad thing in itself of course, but more of a
re- interpretation of Playford than The Broadside Band are prepared to take on.
Jeremy Barlow and the other three members of the Band, Alastair McLachland,
George Weigand and Rosemary Thorndycraft, opt for a more conventionally ' early
music' approach, both in their choice of
instruments and in their interpretative
response to the music, which is altogether
more 'straight' in its filling out of Playford's
melodies and in the chosen accompaniments. Despite the name, the Broadside
Band is quite a sophisticated sounding
group, varying the instrumentation skilfully
with clear reference to the music. The execution is very accomplished too.
The constant changes of attack and timbre
between so many short tracks must be a
tricky technical problem, and Iam afraid that
HM have not been totally successful in
keeping the image convincingly consistent
through this issue. Too often the placing jolts
one uncomfortably and the equalised
volume is all too obvious, with some vinyl
noise coming through at times. [B/C:1]
Roger Bowen

PROKOFIEV: Romeo & Juliet — selections CI Symphony No.1 Classical'
Chicago SO/Solti
Decca SXDL 7587 ( KSXDC 7587)
What one gets here are streamlined, neon- lit
performances of the R & Jselections, beautifully recorded and played with great dash
and virtuosity. With what unnerving
accuracy the Chicago violins sear out above
the stave towards the close of Juliet's Variation and throughout the raptures of the
Balcony Scene; how ferociously they negotiate the tragic conflicts between Mercutio,
Tybalt and Romeo. Yet an intangible chill, a
sense of detachment hangs over Prokofiev's
most beautiful pages. One admires and
responds to the sensitivity, the elegance of
the execution, but never is one caught up in

the emotions. It is the sensuality and warmbloodedness of this music that escapes Solti.
Too many phrases are driven and manipulated where they need to be nurtured. Fierceness too often rears up in the guise of
passion or exhuberance. In short, it's a
performance full of surface dazzle and cool
beauty but too little real heart.
Solti's somewhat unorthodox selections
make for a reasonably satisfying whole,
though the absence of Romeo and Juliet
before parting and the first part of the tomb
scene prior to those wonderful closing pages
(included here under the heading Juliet's
Death) strike me as serious losses. The
recording, bar a touch of glare which I
suspect has more to do with the conductor
than the engineers, is ripe and dynamic. For
good measure we are offered the First
Symphony: a not especially charming and
occasionally heavy-handed but laudably
transparent account. [A:2]
Edward Seckerson
PROKOFIEV: Piano Concerto No 3/POULENC:
Piano Concerto
Ousset/Bournemouth SO/Barshai
HMV ASD 1077851 digital (TC ASD 1077854)
Those seeking thrills and spills from Prokofiev's 3rd Piano Concerto should look
elsewhere, for Ousset's great strength and
individuality here lies in her poise, her
understatement, her Gallic sophistication.
The pace is deliberate, the temperature on
the low side, the control absolute. Lingering
in my sub-conscious as I write are the
dreamy departures of the first and second
movements, their watery impressionistic
beauties distilled with effortless limpidity.
But in general Imust confess to harbouring a
preference for an impetuous Slavonic
response to this music: something richer by
way of characterisation. in the diverse
second-movement variations, for example,
something a little more extravert in the
torrential closing measures of the finale.
Still, for the poetry of her reading, for its
unforced musicality and many refinements,
Ousset is not to be overlooked. The coupling is unique, and here on home
ground she is in her element. Not that
IDoulenc's keyboard writing is especially
eventful. Far from it. The fun here stems
from his unashamedly quirky melée of
styles. A veritable pot-pourri is this, ranging
from the conventionally charming to gentle
nods in the direction of the baroque, from
the quasi-solemn and dramatic to the
romantically chic. It's a lot of fun provided
you don't set your sights too high, and
Barshai plainly enjoys the games as much as
did Poulenc. The recording, which offers us a
ripe and generously spread image with an
exemplary balance between soloist and
orchestra, is marred only by that all-toofamiliar hardening of tone in the extreme
fortes. [
A:1/2]
Edward Seckerson

PUCCINI: Turandot ( highlights)
Ricciarelli/Hendricks/Domingo/RaimondiNienna
State Op ChNienna Boys ChNPO/Karajan
DG 410 645-1 digital (410 645-4)
These are highlights from the complete
opera released last year on DG 2560 047-9
and reviewed in September 1982 by Doug
Hammond. He ' aye the set an A*/A:1 rating
but had misgivings about Ricciarelli in the
title role. Certainly the other principals are all
excellent, with Domingo in magnificent
voice. Ricciarelli's voice is naturally too
soft-grained for the part of Turandot, and she
sounds uneasy at some of the climaxes. The
recording is first-rate throughout and Karajan is at his most inspired. All the well-known
excerpts are included in this selection of
highlights which occupies two well filled
sides. [A*:11
John Freestone
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RACHMANINOV. Symphony No.1
Concertgebouw/Ashkenazy
Decca SXDL 7603 digital ( KSXDC 7603)
Some mightily imposing sounds characterise this fine account, the last of Rachmaninov's three symphonies to appear under
Ashkenazy's persuasive baton. The generous ambience of the Concertgebouw is once
more gratefully exploited, with the orchestra's trombones and horns summoning each
other across the spacious image to thrilling
effect, the woodwinds well-focused and
truthful in perspective, the strings full and
lustrous. Only in the latter stages of the
Finale's demoniac allegro con fuoco does
the nature of the acoustic ? ive rise to some
blurring of rhythmic definition.
On the whole Ashkenazy proves vibrantly
alive to the 'storm and stress' aspects of
Rachmaninov's ill-fated score. His first
movement combines breadth with urgency,
its grave opening measures darkly, sonorously intoned, the forlorn second subject
wistfully and sensitively attended. No-one
penetrates the slow movement's melancholic heart quite like Previn, but this is lovingly
wrought nonetheless, with playing from the
Concertgebouw that is tenderly, deeply, eloquent. Disappointingly, the Finale doesn't
quite take fire. Like Previn ( but unlike Svetlanov and Ormandy) Ashkenazy somehow
manages to appear staid in the -opening tutti.
The tonal opulence is there of course, but not
the swagger which really brings it off the
page. And so it goes on, the temperature
never really rising sufficiently, for instance,
in the frantic approach to the momentous
penultimate climax. Incidentally, that heartstopping solo tam-tam stroke, though atrue
mezzo-forte for once, here proves something
of a damp squid. The ensuing coda,
however, is tremendous: a black, heavy
concentration of sound, daring in its breadth
and huge in its oppressive splendour.
[A/A*1/21
Edward Seckerson

SAINT-SAËNS: Symphony No.3 in c, 'Organ'
Jane Parker-Smith (organ)/LPO/Baudo
Eminence EMX 2012 digital ITC EMX 2012)
Another organ-graft, and an excellent one at
that. The instrument used is the one in
Paisley Abbey, an 1872 installation by the
Paris firm Cavaille-Coll rebuilt by J.&W.
Walker and Sons fifteen years ago. It sounds
admirably idiomatic and the two acoustics
(Watford/Paisley) have been made to blend
well. All this and good intonation between
pipes and orchestral reeds too! The latter
helps amagical unfolding of the slow movement, with atempo that seems just right and
a radiance from the LPO strings which is as
impressive as any on disc. Iparticularly liked
the reticence at the start of the reprise.
Elsewhere, sure pacing and rhythmic life are
among the distinctions of this new issue (the
Scherzo, very swift, is unsurpassed in the
latter respect) and though there may be
readings of the Finale in which the adrenalin
flows more freely ( Barenboim's or Dutoit's
for example), few build towards the peroration more singlemindedly than Baudo. A
touch of glare on the upper strings is easily
tamed. Recommended. [A:1]
Andrew Keener

SCHUBERT: String Quintet in C, D 956
Gabrieli Or/Olga Hegedus (v/c)
BBL 28760/4
This recording originated in aNational Trust
May Night concert at the Buxton Opera
House in 1981. The presence of an audience,
often a serious distraction for the home
listener, is hardly a problem here; even at
the end there is amoment's hush before the
clapping starts. The playing is now and again
flawed — as indeed it can be even with the
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advantages of studio conditions; there is
however areal sense of occasion, of nervous
strain and excitement. The sound is mellow,
resonant, quite rich; and the viola can be
firmly felt at the heart of the texture. Dynamic contrasts are less marked than one could
wish, and there is some ugly, rushed playing
at times (though it does no harm to be
reminded just how difficult much of this
music is). In the Adagio Iwas impressed by
the musicians' sense of shape and responsiveness to mood, and the scherzo benefits
by their generous observance of repeatmarks as well as by their sobriety; the outer
movements come off less successfully. This
is an interesting issue, but only for those
wanting a lasting souvenir of a particular
occasion can it rank with the best of the
numerous versions which adorn the catalogue. [B:2/31
Peter Branscombe

undue reticence, aholding back from the ful
fortissimo, an unwillingness to allow th(
breathless pianissimo to emerge. The clos(
recording affects the apparent dynamii
range, of course, and fill-in chords for tit(
first few fingers of the right hand acquire toc
much significance for the same reason, but
have the impression that Brendel has choser
this particular range and balance and has no
been too much at the mercy of th(
engineers. However, these are fine perform
ances despite the anomalies, and allom

SCHUBERT: Quartet No. 13 in aL Quartet No. 12
in c
Juilliard Or
CBS 74107 ( NC)
The special interest of this issue lies in the
inclusion, after the familiar and fiery Quartettsatz which normally constitutes Quartet
No. 12, of what is claimed to be the first-ever
recording of its fragmentary Andante second
movement in A- Flat: just 41 bars, and incompletely scored towards the end. Fascinating,
yet Iam inclined to see external rather than
internal justification for Alfred Einstein's
description of it as 'an indescribably rich and
tragic movement'. After such avivid account
of the C- minor opening movement, the twoand-a- half minutes of the Andante seem
almost lame, if of undeniable interest. The
Grand Quartet in A- minor receives a broad,
spacious reading, rich in drama in its Allegro
movements, tender yet firm in the Andante,
rather too slow and heavy in thé haunting
minuet. This is fine playing, yet it is selfconscious at times. The recording has
strength and breadth, if little sense of a
specific location. [A:1]
Peter Branscombe
SCHUBERT: Die schone Müllerin/SCHUMANN:
Liederkreis D Dichterliebe
Ian Partridge (ten)/Jennifer Partridge (pno)
CfP CFPD 4436 (2 recs) (TC CFPD 4436)
Reissues from 1973, 1974
The reappearance of the Partridges' distinguished accounts of these Schubert and Schumann cycles will be eagerly greeted. Ian
Partridge's fresh, unmannered singing and
felicitous control of vocal line and insight
into the poetry is matched by his sister's
perceptive, buoyant and beautifully played
accompaniments. The worlds of the Heine
Dichterliebe and Eichendorff Liederkreis settings are equally effectively evoked; and
Schubert's Müllerin cycle is paced, and its
emotional and dynamic levels are judged,
with deceptively simple art. Though the
voice and piano are faithfully recorded ( apart
from a very occasional harsh climax), the
surfaces on my final pressings are disturbingly gritty. [8:1]
Peter Bra nscombe
SCHUMANN: Fantasiestucke, Op. 12 - Fantasy
in C
Alfred Brendel (pno)
Philips 4514 283 digital ( 7337 283)
Although I have often admired Brendel's
playing of Schumann, these latest two offerings leave me less convinced as to the
aptness of his approach. There is still the
emotional tautness and intellectual intensity
that characterise most of his work, and his
highly individual view of Schumann's piano
writing; but here, especially in the C- major
Fantasia, my impression is of a certain

these well- loved works to be heard in ne%
perspective. The famous held-back opening
to the Fantasia, for example, is taken in a
much more restrained manner than is usual,
expressing not the constrained passions ol
an ardent youth but the habitual reticence 01
amore mature individual now confronted by
emotional extremes.
The Philips sound is smooth and clean, but
a slight glaze over the recording just prevents the piano from being there before you
in the listening room. The result is better
than on some of the earlier recordings,
though. (A:1)
Doug Hammond
SCHUMANN: Kreisleriana D Kinderszenen 0 Fantasiestücke, Op. 12 D Fantasy in CD 3Romances*
'Abendlied', Op. 85: 12* 0 Adagio & Allegro* 0
Fantasiestücke, Op. 73* 0 'Stücke im Volkston'•
Alfred Brendel (pno)/Heinz Holliger" (ob)
Philips 0725 033 (3 recs) digital
Partly reissues from 1980, 1981
Philips have here coupled the above new
single Brendel disc with two earlier issues,
one of solo piano works and the other of
pieces for oboe and piano ( mainly arrangements) to form a worthwhile set of Schumann in, for the most part, outstanding
performances. Holliger and Brendel together
produce the sort of magic you would expect.
They are quite well recorded, but with a
woolly, lid-down piano timbre and Brendel's
singing intruding. In Kreisleriana and Kinderszenen Brendel is marvellously inventive
and original, hampered only by an overresonant recording and some indistinctness
in the bass. Coupled with the better- recorded
Op. 12 and C- major Fantasy we must hope
that these discs represent Brendel's stocktaking before his grand recording assault on
Schumann's oeuvre. [A/B:1/1*1
Doug Hammond
SCHUMANN: Der Rose Pilgerfahrt Et Romances &
Ballads (for mixed voices)
Donath/Lcivaas/Hamari/Altmeyer/Poia/Sotin/Dússeldorf Musikvereins Ch/Burgos
EMI 1C 193-28 842/43 (
Conifer)
Good soloists and conductor, and fairly good
chorus and orchestra here combine to pro-

duce a very presentable account of one of
Schumann's lesser- known works, the fairytale in Oratorio format Der Rose Pilgerfahrt. •
The chorus alone provides more mundane
readings of some of the Romanzen und
Balladen for unaccompanied choir. The Oratorio began life with piano accompaniment
and was only some months later unenthusiastically orchestrated by Schumann to produce the work recorded here. Dating from
1852, it has typical flashes of genius, a well
organised structure, and a few tracts of
worthy but uninspired makeweights. The
performers maintain the airy lightness of the
writing and the acoustic of the large hall
lends some magic to the sound of the
chorus. There is some congestion in the
recording of the body of singers, but the
soloists are well defined in front of the
orchestra.
For the Romances & Ballads the wellintegrated, grainy choral sound is firm, but a
little limited in expressive power and dynamic range. Some pianissimos are very fine,
but the fortissimos lack depth and power in
the bass. With some unsure moments during
chromatic shifts, these performances do not
really get the best out of these very effective
miniatures. [
B:1/2/31
Doug Hammond

SCHUMANN: Violin Concerto in d/SIBELIUS:
Violin Concerto in d
Gidon Kremer (vIn)/Philharmonia/Muti
HMV ASD 1435191 digital dmm
For all the sadness surrounding Schumann's
composition, his mental breakdown, rejection by Joachim, and subsequent exclusion
from the Complete Edition prepared by Clara
Schumann and Brahms, the Violin Concerto
is a touching and appealing score ( finale
excepted, perhaps), and its introvert fantasies are well suited to Kremer's artistry. Muti
conducts in the sophisticated and dramatic
way familiar from his symphony- cycle ( now
on CfP), and although the more home- spun
Prague/Supraphon alternative is in some
ways more sympathetic, EMI do here manage to restrict the concerto to one side.
On the reverse is a disturbing offering of
the Sibelius, with a recorded ambience hard
to reconcile with the Kingsway Hall acoustic,
as we hear it on Chung's superb Decca
recording. In the Adagio Kremer seems to
cocoon himself in introspection, against the
wider ranging Muti accompaniment, which
in the finale takes on a Carmen- like vigour —
orchestral colours of poster- work intensity.
Apart from three or four rasping bowings
(fewer certainly than on Perlman's Sibelius
remake) Kremer displays virtuosity, almost
Heifetz like in seeming ease — except that
with this violinist there is awithdrawal from
any sense of revelling in display. Imiss here
that unity of feeling so striking in the Ferras/
Karajan partnership.
The technical rating reflects one or two
areas of mistracking ( either an over- ambitious cut or pressing roughness peculiar to
my copy), and the anonymity of acoustic,
also the soloist/orchestral separation. [ 13/C:1/
3]
Christopher Breunig

SJÓGREN: Songs ( 16 in Vol. 1, 20 in Vol. 2)
Nicolai Gedda (ten)/Jan Eyron (pno)
Bell 141/2 (
Conifer)
Emil SjOgren ( 1853-1918) was a prolific song
composer. He wrote more than one hundred
and fifty, and also composed music for the
piano, the violin and the organ — but virtually
nothing for orchestra. He studied in Berlin
and was afrequent visitor to Paris. The three
dozen songs included on these two discs are
very varied in character and are well written
for the voice, with accompaniments which
are always interesting and imaginative. But
as nearly all the songs are sung in Swedish
and no texts or translations have been
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supplied with the review copies, it would be
difficult to say more than that Gedda is in
excellent voice, while Jan Eyron is asplendid
accompanist. The recording too is very good
—just the sort of acoustic you would expect if
you were sitting about halfway back in the
Wigmore Hall. [
A:1]
John Freestone

STENHAMMAR: Six String Quartets
Fresk at/Copenhagen Qt/Gotland Qt
Caprice CAP 1201-3 (
3 recs) ( Conifer)
The reawakening of interest in the music of
the early years of this century is bringing to
light many works long discarded by fashion,
among them the compositions of Vilhelm
Stenhammar ( 1871-1927), one of the most
prestigious Swedish composers of the
period. A contemporary of Sibelius and
Nielsen, he was less individualistic than
they, though his influence on his country's
music was strong. Inevitably, though disappointingly perhaps, it is left to the Scandinavian companies to press his claims as
far as records are concerned; BIS recently
released his First Symphony and Caprice
have released others which unhappily have
not been received for review here.
This album of Stenhammar's six string
quartets is an important event in the context
of an understanding of his work and of the
appreciation of the breadth of styles in
Scandinavian music at the turn of the century. Their language is predominantly
Romantic, reflecting Stenhammar's admiration for Schumann and his understanding of
Beethoven. But there is greater individuality
than such casual associations might suggest, and this began to show itself as early as
the second in C- minor written in 1896. There
is considerable variety in these quartets and
in Stenhammar's approach to the medium.
The last three, written in 1904-9, 1910 and
1916, represent him at his best and most
inventive. Unlike Nielsen, Stenhammar
seems not to have been so distressed by
international events that they affected his
music; in fact the last quartet, although it is
in D- minor, is a comparatively peaceful
work.
The performances, all excellently
recorded, are shared by the three quartets
who have introduced them into their repertoires: the Fresk do 1and 5, the Copenhagen
2and 6, and the Gotland 3and 4. A welcome
addition to the catalogue, and required
listening for those whose interest in
Stenhammar has been awakened by Stig
Westerberg's splendid account of the
Second Symphony ( CRD 1004) and the
delightful Serenade ( Conifer/EMI 4E061
35148). [
A:11
Kenneth Dommett
STRAUSS: Alpine Symphony
Philadelphia/Previn
HMV ASD 1435771 digital ( TC ASD 1435774)
Kempe's 1973 Dresden recording ( also EMI)
still provides us with the most honest, the
most naturalistic realisation of Strauss'
panoramic score. Would that the present
EMI team had adopted a similar approach,
but as it is they have moved in very tightly
with their mikes, denying Strauss' grandiose
filmic imagery the expansiveness it
demands — and consequently much of its
atmosphere too. Certainly one can relish the
sheer physical impact of the sumptuous
Philadelphia brass, the life- like timbres of the
timpani and bass drum, and some uncommonly robust lower strings. Yes, the
immediacy is undeniably exciting, but at
such close quarters all true sense of scale
and perspective is lost in the congestion of
the climaxes. The great declamations of
brass at ' The Summit', for instance, do not
reverberate across the valley. Even the
twelve off-stage hunting horns hold no
magic, no sense of distance in their brief

appearance.
All of which is agreat pity, since Previn has
as keen a sense pf portraiture as any, and
just the orchestra to realise his every wish.
Dawn unfolds majestically, the basses stride
vigorously into.the muscular ' ascent' theme,
and upon ' Entering the Forest' one encounters string playing that only Karajan's Berliners can challenge. And so on. It's an
exceedingly fine performance. So whilst
no-one would deny that this is a brute of a
score to record, one can only lament that the
Philadelphia could, not have been transported to a more accommodating acoustic.
The proof, after all, lies in Previn's many LSO
recordings. [ B/C:1]
Edward Seckerson
STRAUSS: Also Sprach Zarathustra E Macbeth
Detroit SO/Dorati
Decca SXDL 7613 digital ( KSXDC 7613)
In failing to get in ahead of DG's identical
MaazeINPO coupling, Decca have somewhat
fallen down. Not that we the record- buyers
need fret, for by comparison with Maazel's
Macbeth Dorati's is a rather tepid affair,
unlikely to win new friends for this flawed
and rarely- aired early opus. If there's one
thing that the piece needs it is pace, and in
adopting arather ponderous gait Dorati only
accentuates the young Strauss' decidedly
clumsy transitional bridges. Real dramatic
tension is at a premium, too, acriticism one
could never level at Maazel who at least has
expectancy bristling through every page.
No more remarkable, I'm afraid, is Dorati's
Zarathustra, its feet firmly planted on the
ground, safe rather than inspired, and quite
without Maazel's brand of heady exhilaration. I wasn't entirely convinced by the
sound either. Though warm and tonally
agreeable, I found the image somewhat
airless, a little too enclosed for comfort. The
organ, its presence well-felt to be sure,
proves almost obtrusive in the passage
following on from the great 2001 cadence, as
does the problematical midnight bell —
though I'm not complaining on that count
since it's at least audible for once! As for the
playing, the Detroitians really cannot hold a
candle to their Vienna ( Maazel) or Berlin
(Karajan) counterparts. The winds are fine
enough, but the strings lack body, and
tell-tale signs of ensemble insecurity are to
be found in the culminating pages of the
great fugue, to say nothing of the introduction to the ensuing Tanzlied. [
A/B:2/3]
Edward Seckerson

STRAVINSKY: The Rite of Spring
Israel PO/Bernstein
DG 2532 075 digital ( 3302 075)
DG have managed to cream- off all the
atmosphere here with their dry, fastidiously
analytical recording. True the score's complex textural layering, its hidden inner
voices, are revealed with ruthless pin- point
clarity and a good sense of dynamic proportion, but without even the merest sniff of a
hall ambience you would hardly credit that
these tapes in fact originate from live performances.
Even Bernstein sounds uncharacteristically calculated and play- safe by comparison
with his earlier New York and LSO recordings. Ihardly think the composer would have
exclaimed ' Wow!' upon hearing this performance, though to be fair the demented
shriek of the piccolo at the vivo of ' Rondes
Printanieres' seems suddenly to unbridle
conductor and orchestra alike and lift us on
to an altogether higher level of excitement.
From there to the end of the tableau Bernstein's old rhythmic flair and daring at last
begin to surface, and the results are predictably thrilling. Thrilling too is his hypnotically
measured approach to ' Action Rituelle des
Ancetres' in Part Two. The massive tutti at
Fig.138 packs terrific punch.
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No complaints about the Israel Philharmonic, whose winds in particular acquit themselves with some aplomb (fruity horn glissandos are a highspot), but with hot competition from Muti, Abbado and Boulez - all
in incomparably better sound - the present
issue must, I'm afraid, take a back seat.
03/C:2/1]

and Carreras with Abbado directing. Both
foil. The performance is thus unusual in
are excellent, with the Deutsche Gramophon
allowing us to see more of the opera through
set possibly having the edge.
lsolde's eyes. Of the lovers, Peter Hofmann
This new recording is sung in idiomatic
offers asmooth tone but his characterisation
Italian by Hungarian artists under the direcis ashade stiff. Behrens achieves acleaner,
tion of Giuseppe Patané, who gives a vivid
almost chaste tone in Act II, in contrast to the
and dramatic reading of the work. The
rougher edged emotional turmoil of Act I. In
principal singers are all excellent, with Lajos
Edward Seckerson
the Act Ill ' Liebestod' she strikes home the
Miller in the title role giving a particularly
agony and ecstasy of a flesh-and-blood
fine interpretation of this demanding part.
woman in whom we can really believe.
Veronika Kincses has a warm lyric soprano
SULLIVAN/MACKERRAS: Pineapple Poll/SULLIBernstein offers some unique observaVAN: Overture di Bailo
voice which she uses most skilfully, and she
tions of detail, yet sets almost too grand a
is well matched by the tenor János Nagy.
Philharmonia/Mackerras
scale
on the Prelude, where the woodwind,
József Gregor sings impressively as Fiesco
Decca SXDL 7619 digital ( KSXDC 7619)
seemingly with some added weight, gives a
but fails to bring out the dramatic intensity
plangent tone. But there are moments of
necessary for the role.
The ballet Pineapple Poll, comprising an
great drama executed to perfection: lsolde's
The recording is really first rate, with
amalgam of tunes from the Savoy operas,
has rightly brought its creator Charles Mack- depth, spaciousness and a wide dynamic
range. The supporting parts are well taken
erras a great number of fans both from the
and the chorus and orchestra are in fine
world of ballet and from that staunch band of
form. Even with the above formidable
G & S aficionados. The scenario is taken
opposition this set can be highly recomfrom Gilbert's Bab Ballad No.81 The Bummended, for the overall standard of performboat Woman's story, which was later
ance is very high. An excellent 91-page
developed into HMS Pinafore, while the
eclectic score has its audience indulging in a booklet is included, giving the original Italian
text and translations into English, French,
feat of musical detective work, for most can
German, etc. IA:1]
recognise the tunes but how many can say
from which of the operas they were taken?
John Freestone
This digital recording with the Philharmonia would seem to be a welcome replacement for Mackerras' 1962 performance with
VIVALDI: Concertos for Strings and Continuo
the RPO, more recently reissued on the
(Concerti aQuatro) - in g (RV 152), B ( 166), d
Greensleeve label in 1977. Whilst the per(127), G ( 145), D ( 121), e ( 133), a ( 161), F ( 142) & G
'alla rustica' ( 151)
formance has all the zest and warm-hearted
/Musici
enthusiasm of the earlier recording, there is
some ragged co-ordination and suspect tunPhilips 6514 371 digital ( 7337 371)
ing at times; but this can be excused, for the
listener is easily won over by the atmosOf the Vivaldi records from IMusici that have
phere created, particularly in Scene 2, at 'The
come my way, this strikes me as the best.
disgust in 'Sein Lob Widest du eben' in
Quayside', and by the exciting dynamic
The recording has been sensitively judged
Scene 3; the brass building tension behind
spread produced. Very precise stereo posiand is very nicely proportioned as well as
the
transition into Scene 5 up to Tristan's
tioning also enhances the presence of the
cleanly edited; the sound has immediacy
entry; the illicit excitement of the lovers in
orchestra, but unfortunately the sound is not
and lacks aggression, so that both perforthe garden; the dread moment of discovery
always crystal clear, with some mid-range
mers and engineers are to be commended
by Melot and King Marke; and Melot and
clogging of the textures. However, few will
for their collaboration. The Concerti aQuatro
Kurvenal's struggle in the last Act. However,
find this disc disappointing, and the incluare by no means Vivaldi's best-known music,
while Bernstein's illumination drives deep
sion of the di Bailo overture must be counted
but they certainly deserve to be more widely
into the score, Icannot see this idiosyncratic
as a bonus. (11/13:1*/21
heard, and the recording is to be welcomed
performance becoming afirst recommendaBarbara Jahn
for this also. Finally, the orchestra is in
tion even though it would be hard to find a
excellent form, warm and tender in the
better cast on record. [11/6:1*/2]
sentimental Largo and Adagio movements,
David Prakel
pointed and aptly characterised in the fast
TCHAIKOVSKY: Romeo and Juliet — Fantasy Overouter movements.
ture i=1 Capriccio Italien ' Marche Slave O
IMusici are always unanimous in rhythm
Mazeppa - Gopak
ZELENKA: Overture in FD Sinfonia concertante
and even in attack, which clearly indicates
in a
Hallé/Kamu
devoted preparation; but where in the past I Soloists of Ars Rediviva Ens/Bohuslav Martinu
CfP CFP 4405 digital ( TC CFP 4405)
have chided them for heavy-handedness,
CO/Munclinger
here there is so much eloquence and grace
Supraphon SUA ST59561 (Bond St Music)
The first finished pressings, marred by noisy
that Ibegan to wonder if Iwas listening to
surfaces, were replaced by an altogether
the same orchestra. This, however, is cerJan Dismas Zelenka, the rather mysterious
different transfer. Ican only feel that the
tainly the case. Useful cover- notes in three
Bohemian contemporary of Bach and Teleoriginal, cut at a low level and somewhat
languages from Michael Talbot. Strongly
mann, wrote relatively little orchestral
veiled, must have been more in line with
recommended. [A*:11
music, and all that survives has been
Producer Andrew Keener's intentions than
Stephen Dam/
recorded by Camerata Bern for Archiv. It is
the replacement. With shrillness at climaxes,
notable for its individuality, and these two
exaggerated channel separation, a caverworks offer several opportunities for savournous acoustic, and unreal string tone, these
ing Zelenka's unique harmonic language.
WAGNER: Tristan und Isolde
new sides provided something of alistening
Both are suites in th e sty l
e of Bach 's four
ordeal. In any case the main work, the R & J Hildegard Behrens/Yvonne Minton/Peter Hofmann/
orchestral overtures. The Sinfonia in ABernd Weilk/Hans So/in/Bavarian RSO/Bernstein
Fantasy Overture, has none of the hypnotic
minor has aconcertante part for bassoon in
Philips 6769 091 (5 recs) digital ( 7564 091)
beauty of Karajan's new digital recording;
its second and fourth movements and was
and although Kamu has a feel for Marche
probably written during Zelenka's years in
This recording was made an act at a time
Slave and is very lively in the Gopak, Ifind
Dresden, where he died in 1745. The comduring concert performances and rehearsals
nothing of real distinction in the orchestral
poser's unusual habit (for his time) of exposin the Herkulesaal over a period of nearly a
playing here. Reference to Boult's admittedly
ing his subjective moods, and the Czech cast
year, with an additional two days set aside
'hi-fi' Mazeppa extract underlines the disto some of the dance movements, add to the
for patch edits and remakes. The result does
appointing nature of this sponsored release.
individual flavour of his work.
(C:2]
have the excitement of a live performance,
In this recording the realisation has been
but recording over such along period meant
Christopher Breunig
made by Munclinger. Camerata Bern used
that the participants needed constantly to
editions prepared by Schoenbaum which,
recreate the mood of earlier performances
together with the Camerata's more relaxed
VERDI: Simon Boccanegra
even though they came untired to each Act.
playing, give a better picture of the music.
Also, although clear in choral and solo detail,
Kincses (sop)/Nagy (ten)/Miller (bar)/Gregor (bass)/
Beside them the Bohuslav Martinu Chamber
the recording is alittle veiled - if acceptably
Hungarian State Op Ch & Orch/Patané.
Orchestra sounds heavy and unresponsive,
distanced. Off-stage effects such as the
Hungaroton SUeD 12522-24 digital (3 recs) ( Conlargely because of the greater body of
ifer)
horns in Act Iand Brangâne's voice in Act II
strings. Though it dates from 1978, the
are not especially well handled, while afew
Archly recording is generally better. At times
climaxes may cause tracking problems.
There are two fairly recent versions of Simon
Supraphon's sound here is uncomfortably
The strength of this Tristan lies in the cast,
Boccanegra already available, both with
constricted, particularly in the Overture in F.
not only of the two principals. The scenes
Cappuccilli in the title role. RCA VLS 32627
Camerata Bern's version of the Sinfonia is
between Hildegard Behrens' lsold e an d
has Ridciarelli, Raimondi and Domingo in the
available separately coupled with one of
Yvonne Minton 's Brangâne are especially
other principal roles with Gavazzeni conductZelenka's extraordinary Capriccios, and that
illuminating, with the nurse playing much
ing, while DG 2709 071 has Freni, Ghiaurov
version is really preferable. [B/C:2]
more the role of confidante and dramatic
Kenneth Dommett
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CLASSICAL

COLLECTIONS
CAROLS VARIOUS

The usual minor flood of Christmas material
implies there is aready sale for it, even when
as in oLir first case the programme is hackneyed to a degree. The Wells Cathedral
Choir under Anthony Crossland (
ASV ABM
757) (
ZC ABM 757) has chosen the well-worn
path; but if that's where you wish to go this
Christmas you will be hard put to it to find a
better rendition or, for that matter, a better
recording. What more can one say? [A/B:i]ln
total contrast, Christ Church Cathedral,
Oxford, under Francis Grier (
ASV ALH
938)(ZC ALH938) opts for a largely littleknown programme, as a result of which the
record is far more interesting musically. This
issue is made by EMI engineers, who have
produced an intelligible, clear, somewhat
close but very ' easy' recording, with some
warming pedal- notes from the organ. Coupled with the very high standard of the
choral work, this is aworthy addition to any
collection. [
A:1]
From Worcester, under the direction of
Donald Hunt, comes amodern version of the
ancient office for the Vigil of Christmas, and
includes eight readings from Scripture, with
a mixture of carols new and old, known and
less- known (
Alpha ACA 511)(CACA 511).
There is fine verve and swing about the
singing here: Christmas is, after all, aseason
of joy, and the sound seems to echo the
sense most enjoyably. [
A/B:1] With the title
Carols by Candlelight the choir of the Parish
Church, Bangor ( Eire) under Ian Hunter
(Alpha APS 341) offer another selection of
carols, mostly those often heard but with
some newer favourites too. This is a nonprofessional, mixed choir which sings
extremely well: cheerful, dedicated and sizeable. The recording lacks something in presence and atmosphere, but is quite adequate. [
13:1/21. Finally, from Exeter Cathedral is
today's presentation of the service founded
by Bishop Grandisson back in the 14th
century, and includes prayers and lessons
(Alpha ACA 512)(CACA 512). Fine ensemble
and excellent intonation make this service
outstanding, and the choir has a better
balance between men and boys than we
often get in cathedrals these days. You will
enjoy this one. The director is Lucian Nethsingha. [
B:1]
Peter Turner
CLASSICAL TRUMPET CONCERTOS
HAYDN: Trumpet Concerto in E /HUMMEL: Trumpet Concerto in EIVL.MOZART: Trumpet Concerto
in D
Wynton Marsalis (tpt)/NatPO/Leppard
CBS 37846 140-37846)
It is rare that an artist be equally at home
with both jazz and classical idioms. It is even
more surprising when that artist is only 22
and shows a maturity in both fields that
belies his age. Wynton Marsalis has a background of outstanding experience in the jazz
world, having performed in marching, jazz
and funk bands in his home town of New
Orleans in his early teens, joining Art Blakey
and the Jazz Messengers in 1979. He has
toured with former Miles Davis sidemen and
has recently formed his own five- man group,
while his prowess as aperformer of classical
works for trumpet allowed him to play with
the New Orleans Philharmonic and the
Brooklyn Philharmonia at the ages of 14 and
16. At 17 he entered the Berkshire Music
Centre at Tanglewood and at 18 the Juilliard
School.
Marsalis' performance on this disc shows
him using a wide variety of tone qualities,
shadings and dynamic gradings that sustain
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interest on a plane other than that of the
purely virtuosic, although this latter quality
is also present. His fluency, and also .to some
degree his jazz background, brings to the last
movements of all three concerti a wit and
spirit lacking in many other performances of
these works. However, this may not be to
everyone's taste, just as his restrained use of
vibrato may sound strange to some ears.
The recorded sound is crisp throughout but
artificial in feel, as is the sound ' mix' which
allows for no easy placing of instruments on
the stereo stage. An interesting disc, though,
and as always Raymond Leppard directs his
orchestra, here the National Philharmonic,
with supportive and precise aplomb. [
B/C:1*/
2]
Barbara Jahn
ELENA SULIOTIS: Seven arias from Verdi operas
Elena Suliotis (sop)Narious orchestras and conductors
Decca GRV 20
Reissues from 1965-1971
When Elena Suliotis first rocketed to stardom she was hailed as a possible successor
to Callas. She possessed a voice of fine
quality and extended range and certainly
had the necessary dramatic temperament.
Unfortunately her dangerous vocal habits,
particularly misuse of the chest register,
soon began to undermine the foundations of
her vocal resources, and now little is heard
of her. In these recordings she shows that
she could sing quite beautifully, but all too
often she forces her voice. The excerpts are
very well recorded for their period and
Suliotis certainly makes them sound exciting. [
A/B:2] •
John Freestone
FAIRE IS THE HEAVEN
Ch of Christchurch Cathedral, Oxford/Francis Grier/
Harry Bickett (org)
ASV ALH 935 (
ZC ALH 935)
The programme chosen here must be
described as ' recent' British music, in that all
the composers are dead but all lived in this
century: Patrick Hadley, Stanford, Howells,
Finzi, William Harris. All are composers of
stature; the true greatnes of Howells, for
example, has begun to be recognised more
fully since his recent death. Hence there is
fine music here, and the opportunity to hear
it at its best. Some of us remember with
affection the excellence of the Christchurch
choir, and its tradition clearly lives on today.
One does not get the King's sound in this
very different building, and all choirs model
their tone and approach on the nature of the
building in which they sing. So it is here, and
very nice too. We are not told the composition of the choir, but it shows the usual - for
British choirs - preponderance of higher
voices. Isuppose we have to accept that.
The recording is also a very good one: a
sensible perspective, such as one might get
in the church, which yet allows great clarity
and the exposition of detail. Without being
stunning, it really does convey all one would
wish. Collectors of English church music will
need to have this one. [
A:11
Peter Turner

FOR TWO PIANOS
RACHMANINOV: Suite No. 2 for two pianos/
RAVEL: La Valse (transcription for two pianos)/
LUTOSLAWSKI: Variations on aTheme by Paganini
Martha Argerich & Nelson Freire
Philips.6514 369 digital ( 7337 369)
This Argerich/Freire coupling is plainly a
match to be reckoned with, and their coming
together could hardly have been better
served by the choice of repertoire. Ravel's La
Valse is especially sensational. If, like me,
you've never heard this masterly two- piano
transcription you'll be amazed Ithink by the

immense variety of colour that Ravel has
coaxed from his twin keyboards. The
incandescent texturing of the orchestral
score all but materialises before one's ears,
while the final frenzy ( as Vienna's onceproud symbol of wealth and elegant living is
wilfully distorted and then torn asunder in a
welter of glissandos and chromatic runs)
loses nothing in the absence of Ravel's
rampant brass and percussion. All credit to
some wildly exciting pianism.
Slighter but no less entertaining is Lutoslawski's early Paganini Variations ( Yes, that
tune again!). Rachmaninov's Suite No. 2 is
given a performance which knocks spots
off the Pekinel sisters' DG recording in terms
of ardour and brilliance. How selflessly and
effortlessly Argerich and Freire marry and
fuse their two very individual temperaments.
Not for a moment is one conscious of the
interplay between two players, two
keyboards. Phrasing and rubato are possessed of a single-minded fluidity and spontaneity which time- and- again belies two
pairs of hands in action. Try for size the
closing pages of the scherzo. Marvellous.
I've no complaints at all about the recording, which has balanced and matched the
two instruments with as acute an ear as the
artists themselves. Indeed everything about
this issue strikes me as starworthy. [
A*:11
Edward Seckerson

GERALD MOORE & OTHERS
Solos, duets and trios by Brahms, Haydn, Mendelssohn, Mozart, Rossini, Schubert, Schumann, Wolf
Victoria de los Angeles (sop)/Elisabeth Schwarzkopf (sop)/Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (bar)/Gerald
Moore (pno)
HMV ASO 1435941
Reissue from 1967
This is a real bargain. It is a reissue of most
of the items originally included in the EMI
album Homage to Gerald Moore (
EMI SAN
182-3). The original two- record set contained
28 items plus a speech by the famous
accompanist; this disc contains 22 of the
musical selections and omits the speech. All
the gems of the original concert are there,
including of course the famous ' Cat duet'
which created quite a sensation. If you do
not have the original set then this record
should be high on your buying list. The
recording is very good for 1967 and the
performances are all worthy of that great
occasion when Gerald Moore made his
concert farewell at the Royal Festival Hall.
[A:1*]
John Freestone
LEONTYNE PRICE: Recital of Christmas Music — 15
songs, carols and oratorio excerpts
Leontyne Price (sop)/L'Ensemble Vocal Tudor de
Montreal/Orch Symph de Montreal/Dutoit
Decca 410 198-1 digital ( 410 198-4)
This is a curious mixture, including ' How
beautiful are the feet' and ' He shall feed His
flock' from Handel's Messiah and Franck's
'Panis Angelicus'. Apart from this all the
songs have adefinite Christmas flavour and
are arranged in doubtful taste by Arthur
Harris. Leontyne Price has proved herself to
be afine operatic artist, but these recordings
do her little justice. The voice still retains
some of its former beauty, but there are now
signs of breathlessness in some clipped
phrasing while she reached up to some of
the high notes. The accompanying choir,
orchestra and conductor all do what is
required of them, but the total result is
mawkishly sentimental. The digital recording lacks clarity and definition, and
altogether this recital does little for the
reputation of a celebrated artist. [
6:3]
John Freestone
MERCURY GOLDEN IMPORTS
BROADWAY MARCHES in arrangements by John
113

Krance
Fennel Symph Winds/Fennell
Mercury SRI 75115 ( MRI 75115)
ADAM: Giselle ( complete ballet)
LSO/Fistoulari
Mercury SRI 2-77003 (2 recs) ( MRI 2-77003)
DEUBES: Coppelia (
complete ballet)
Minneapolis SO/Dorati
Mercury SRI 2-77004 (
2 recs) ( MRI 2-77004)
Reissues various

Philips continue with releases in the Mercury
Golden Import catalogue but still provide no
information whatever on the original recording or issue dates. With CBS, EMI, DG and
Decca now giving good information about
venues, dates and personnel on both new
records and reissues, there can be little
excuse for such historically important
recordings as these to come with a simple
SR number as the only piece of archival
information.
The Broadway March collection must date
from the early sixties, including as it does
music from Lionel Bart's Oliver. But beware
the tender hearted, for this is real triple-X
good-time music. If you never want to know
how Strauss' Ein Heldenleben can be written into Sigmund Romberg's 'Stouthearted
Men' or how Beethoven's Ninth can be used
as acounterpoint to ' Consider Yourself' from
Bart's Oliver (
and Ican imagine that many
readers wouldn't), then don't listen to this
disc. Krance's arrangements are not subtle,
but are certainly good fun if your sense of
humour lies along these lines. Mr Krance
himself is to be heard firing a pistol in the
final moments of his own Minstrel Melody
arrangement of six popular tunes from early
Broadway minstrel shows. The recording is
classic Mercury, splendid presence and
dynamic range with abright and boxy sound
- to my ears uniquely realistic. This record
should carry a government taste warning.
[A:1(7)]

Christian Harrer. There are some particularly
good treble voices here, and the 16 carol
arrangements are all most tastefully done.
Three English carols are sung in very good
English, and the boys show their versatility
by including examples in Dutch, French and
Italian, as well of course as in their native
German. They are joined in some cases by
the male-voice Chorus Viennensis and by
Ingomar Rainer at the organ. The recording
is really excellent, spacious, with fine definition and a wide dyanmic range. If you are
looking for a record of boys' voices singing
Christmas carols, you could not do better
than choose this one. [A:19
John Freestone

THE EARLY VIENNESE SCHOOL
Works by Albrechtsberger, Dittersdorf, M.G.
Monn, Salieri, Starzer, Vanhal, Wagenseil and
Zimmermann
Camera ta Bern/Füri
DG 'Archly' 410 599-1 digital ( 3 recs) (410 599-4)

It is three years since Thomas Füri put us all
in his debt with asuperb box of works by The
Mannheim School. Now he presents arguably an even more important and delightful
box of recordings on the same label and with
the same excellent little orchestra. The title
of the offering is - as Otto Biba and Steven
Paul readily concede in their valuable introductory essays - merely aconvenient modern formation. Sensibly, we are not given
works by the greatest composers active in
Vienna in the period covered ( 1740s to
1780s), yet every one of the pieces recorded
is worth its place, fully deserving to be
brought to life from archive manuscripts or
specialist publications.
Albrechtsberger is represented by an
Andantino and Fugue in C, Dittersdorf by a
Sinfonia in A-minor and an Oboe Concerto in
G, Matthias Georg Monn by a Sinfonia in B
and a Violin Concerto in B1
,,Salieri by a
Concerto for Violin, Oboe and Cello in D,
Starzer by a Divertimento in C, Vanhal by a
Sinfonia in G- minor, Wagensell by aSinfonia
in D, and Zimmermann by a Sinfonia in C.
This last is asplendid work ( not so long ago
published under the name of Haydn), with
slow movement as if from an oboe concerto,
and fascinating finale. The Vanhal is another
winner, fiery and noble by turns; and the
Dittersdorf Sinfonia is winsomely eclectic yet
powerful.
Those responsible for this venture go too
far in claiming that each of these works is
here receiving its first recording - the Dittersdorf pieces have been available on Lyrichord
and Amadeus, for a start. But what surely
cannot be denied is that performances so
lively, affectionate and polished as these
(with Holliger as oboe soloist, Füri as violinist, Demenga as cellist) are unlikely to be
surpassed. All we can reasonably hope for in
due course is acompanion volume of music
by a handful more of these minor masters.
DG's digital sound is sparkling fresh, spacious and well balanced, though the horn
tone is somewhat harsh in the Vanhal.
Riches indeed! [
11:1*1
Peter Branscombe

The other Golden Import reissues this
month are two complete two- record ballets
in gatefold ! eeves complete with plot
synopses. Th..: Fistoulari Giselle moves into a
surprisingly u. der-populated catalogue with
the only competition being Bonynge's
Monte Carlo recording for Decca. Other
Giselle recordings are of truncated or
adapted scores. Fistoulari fields the full
16-scene score, and though the sound is
slightly veiled and less good than the late
'60s Decca recording for Bonynge, the LSO
are obviously the more professional orchestra. This performance is still somewhat foursquare, yet at its price a better choice than
Bonynge. [
13:21
The Minneapolis Coppelia is altogether
more successful, though it too must compete with a budget reissue recording by
Richard Bonynge on Decca Jubilee. But for
me there is no contest: despite the boxy
Mercury sound, to which one soon becomes
accustomed, the whole proceedings can be
summed up in one word - 'greasepaint'.
Dorati gives the music the greatest sense of
occasion and excitement, playing to the
gods with some dangerously fast tempi. The
Minneapolis players respond like agreat pit
orchestra ( an impression intriguingly
enhanced by the sound). This performance is
about involvement and colourful excitement
THREE CZECHS
and as such gains the strongest recomTROJAN:Divertimento fl HANUS: Tower Music 0
mendation, particularly at its price. The
EBEN: Windows
stability and dramatic dynamic range of
Prague Wind Quintet/Prague Brass Quintet/Mirosthose early Mercury recordings never ceases
lay Kejmar (tpt), Milan Slechta (org)
to amaze.
Supraphon 1111 3019 (
Bond St Music)
(A/B:11

David Priikel

MERRY CHRISTMAS — FROHE WEIHNACHTEN
Vienna Boys' Ch/Cho Viennensis/Rainer (org)/
Vienna Volksoper Orch/Harrer
Philips 6514 318 digital (7337 31E)

This is asplendid seasonal offering from the
Vienna Boys' Choir and their conductor Uwe
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Vaclav Trojan and Jan Hanus belong to the
generation born just prior to World War One,
Petr Eben to that born between the wars.
Eben has made a few appearances in our
catalogues, but the other two have remained
fairly firmly tied to their native Czech lists. Of
these two, Trojan ought to win afairly easy
popularity with British listeners, for he writes
in agenerally melodic style not unrelated to
Martinu's and has agift for accessibility. His

Divertimento, alater ( 1977) companion to his
popular Wind Quintet of 1937, reflects this
genial manner. Hanus' Tower Music (
1976)
is grittier stuff for brass, though it poses few
problems of acceptance. It is dedicated to
Martinu, the Tower of the title being the
tower of St. James's in Policka where Martinu was born.
Petr Eben ( b.1929) is better known as a
composer of vocal music. Like John McCabe,
he has been inspired by Chagall's stained
glass windows, and this suite reflects the
impact of the basic colours of Chagall's
creation - blue, green, red and gold - with a
trumpet providing the essence and a melismatic flow of organ coloration a background against which the emotional
responses are worked out. It is the longest of
the three works, but the composer sustains
his invention and provides enough variety to
fend off any intimations of boredom. All the
performances carry authority and all are well
recorded, the balance in the difficult Eben
work being particularly well managed. [
A:11
Kenneth Dommett

THREE ISRAELIS
AVNI: Five Pantomimes 0 KOPYTMAN: October
Sun 0 SETER: The Daughter of Jephtha
Mira Zakai (m-sop)/Israel Sinfonietta/Rodan
Jerusalem Records ATD 8301 ( Bond St. Music)

This programme introduces to the British
catalogue works by three prestigious Israeli
composers. On this evidence, Avni and
Kopytman are more experimental than
Seter, whose Daughter of Jephtha treads a
path close to the post-Romantic tradition,
coloured by Jewish and Arabic elements.
The other two are more eclectic, but less
personal and ultimately less satisfying.
There are moments in Kopytman's October
Sun that are attractive, though the vocal line
does little to enhance the talents of Mira
Zakai, unless one responds to elisive cries
and groans designed, presumably, to add
atmosphere to the short poem by Yehuda
Amichai which provides the text and which
appears on the sleeve.
Tzvi Avni, born in Germany but now a
naturalised Israeli, has produced a largish
corpus of music in different genres. The Five
Pantomimes (1968) are reflections on paintings by 20th century painters, Picasso, Chagall, Kandinsky, Dali and Klee. How much a
knowledge of the pictures - Ouemia, Iand
My Village, La petite emouvante, The persistance of Memory and Crazy - helps in
appreciation of the music is open to argument. It is difficult to assess the quality of the
performances, but the playing of the Israel
Sinfonietta seems assured enough. Recording quality is acceptable, with reasonable
spaciousness and depth, though it lacks the
finest detail. [
111:1]
Kenneth Dommett

VIENNA PREMIERE. Works by the Strauss family
and Millikker
Marilyn Hill Smith/Johann Strauss Orch/Jack Rothstein
Chandos ABRD 1087 dmm (ABTD 1087)

These lesser known works by members of
the Strauss family and by Karl Millücker will
probably be unfamiliar to most readers, but
they are well worth a hearing, being full of
charming melodies all stamped with the
genuine Viennese hallmark. The Johann
Strauss Orchestra play them very well too,
and the recording is quite good with avery
warm overall acoustic which is just ashade
boxy at times. Marilyn Hill Smith appears on
one band only - the alternative Czardas
written for Die Fledermaus. While she sings
stylishly, the timbre of her voice as recorded
is rather hard and edgy and lacks the charm
essential in this type of music. Nevertheless,
all lovers of light music will find much to
enjoy in this album. [
B:21
John Freestone
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OM WAITS HAS BEEN around for
qt4ite awhile now. Checking back, I
realise it was 1973 when Ifirst eagerly
grabbed for the spadeful of gravel that
comprised Closing Time, the Californian's
debut album. Ten years on, nothing has
changed — for me, at least. Each new Waits
album brings its share of whiskey-laced joy,
its fill of words tumbling from the box-car.
And so it proves with Swordfishtrombones
(Island ILPS 9762) on which Waits once more
sets up his Kerouac bivouac and dispenses a
case-full of kicks and curiosities. He employs
the soft sell with 'Just Another Sucker On
The Vine', aharmonium and trumpet duet
that could easily stem from the overture to
Barnum, and ' In The Neighbourhood', a
wasted waltz with aSalvation Army chorus,
also coming on like aregular sharpie with
'Frank's Wild Years', on ode to aperpetual
loser that finds Waits' Betjeman bop delivery
sounding not unlike that of some tough
tenor, set against the Blue Note organ sound
of the ' 60s. Apart from the opening
'Underground', adreary and mercifully brief
trudge for which our hero adopts an almost
Arthur Mullard-like vocal stance,
Swordfishtrombones is aperfect example of
Waitsware, admirable in its musical diversity
and as full of great descriptive lines as any
Steinbeck tale of the Salinas. An [A:1*1
rating is most fully deserved.
Culture Club's first album, Kissing To Be
Clever, wasn't really all that clever. In fact it
was asomewhat anonymous affair sparked
by one track only — the cream garnished ' Do
You Really Want To Hurt Me?'. But Colour By
Numbers ( Virgin V2285) is awhole different
paintbox and one in which, incidentally, the
black palette has been well and truly dipped
into. Boy George, bless his lip rouge, has
always been involved in an ' is he or isn't he?'
situation of his own making: but never more
than on this album where the question
relates not so much to gender as to vocal
identity. Is he, for instance, Smokey
Robinson or could he be Curtis Mayfield?
He's neither, of course, but George gets
pretty close at times, especially when aided
by the vocal efforts of the incredible Helen
Terry, who supports the colourful O'Dowd in
amanner which wouldn't disgrace Aretha or
any other Memphis soul queen, the
twosome gelling most fully on ' Black Money
aportion of drift ' n' dream simplicity that's
guaranteed to stand alongside anything that
true black music might currently provide.
Add the other inducements to buy — hits like
'Church Of The Poison Mind' and the allconquering ' Karma Chameleon'; the
gospelly 'That's The Way', on which O'Dowd
and Terry swoop and soar dramatically to
the accompaniment of alone piano; and
'Miss Me Blind', where, for once, it's Roy
Hays' guitar that's allowed to take the
honours— and you should, at last, be forced
to get last year's supply of record tokens out
of hock. If you don't, the problem is yours
and yours alone. Believe me [A:1*].
Next, amention of Rank And File's
improbable fusion of trash rock and
Nashville country, as brought to you in the
form of Sundown ( Rough Trade ROUGH 67),
an album that's easy to take yet mentally
satisfying. The record's also aboon to
game-players, providing enough ' spot the
influence' sequences to get an international
tournament underway. One track, 'Amanda
Ruth', for instance, owes everything to
Orbison and ' Oh Pretty Woman', while ' Glad
I'm In Love' sports bluegrass harmonies set
against the ricky-tick of aTennessee Three
backdrop. Then there's the band's theme,
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'Rank And File', which merges ' Peter Gunn'
and ' Ring Of Fire' yet, with all the aplomb of
aMonty Python sketch, turns out to be
something completely different. If Elvis
Costello, with whom the Texas- based Rank
And File recently toured, set the scene with
Almost Blue, then his proteges have moved
into play aleading role. And, if not too many
black-hatted baddiee set about putting them
down, they should be around for many
shoot-outs to come [Al].
Paul McCartney, to be sure, wears awhite
hat these days. A would-be good guy, farmer
and family man, he's emerged with an
ultra-' nice' album in Pipes Of Peace
(Parlophone PCTC 1652301), spreading
melodic messages of peace and love in the
company of fellow lighter-shiners Michael
Jackson, Stanley Clarke, Ringo Starr, Andy
McKay, Steve Gadd, Dave Mattacks and Eric
Stewart. Initially then, it might appear that
the listener is likely to be immersed in adeep
vat of lovingly brewed goo. However, as the
Fiquid begins to lap around the knee-caps, it
somehow dawns that things are not so bad
as they first appeared. That 'The Man', one of
the two McCartney-Jackson liaisons up for
perusal, makes better company than ' Say,
Say, Say', the first-choice single; that the title
song wouldn't have been out of place on a
Beatles album, while ' Sweetest Little Show'
might easily have been some early-on
Simon and Garfunkel single. Also, Imight
suggest that 'Average Person' should be
covered by The Marmalade if that still extant
outfit are seeking asomewhat belated
follow-up to ' ObLa-Di, ObLa- Da'. Bearing
such thoughts in mind and also
remembering that George Martin was
employed to shape McCartney's musical
exploits with his customary degree of skill,
it's easier to be kind to Pipes Of Peace.
Nevertheless, even when the tally of good
points has been computed, the fact remains
that Paul McCartney has made only one
outstanding album — Band On The Run—
since the Fab Four went their varicius ways.
And that, for aman who has composed

nearly 50 songs with sales over one million
copies each, is asomewhat disappointing
state of affairs [A*/2].
Another recent EMI release is The Beach
Boys Rarities ( Capitol EST 7122931), a
collection of often fascinating mono
mementos. Covers of 'With A Little Help
From My Friends', 'The Letter' and ' I
Was
Made To Love Her' add nothing to the legend
but adrastically different version of 'Good
Vibrations' — the single that took 90 hours of
tape to complete— is interesting, as is an
Alan Jardine produced, 'countryfied' version
of 'Cottonfields'. Ultimately, it's only a
collector's item Isuppose. Even so, Rarities
does contain its fill of good music, one of my
favourite items being the acapella rendition
of 'Auld Lang Syne' that comes freed from
the distracting Brian Wilson Christmas
message voiceover [6:2].
There's nothing quite so soothing about
Jo Boxers' Like Gangbusters ( RCA PL
70001), the debut album by the one-time
Subway Sect. Since adding eager-beaver
frontman Dig Wayne and becoming Jo
Boxers they've opted for aBowery Boys on
bop persona, all hustle, bustle, romp and
stomp— with alittle cool jazz thrown in, just
to take them out of the usual rut. And the
approach has worked well for them,
producing hit singles like the frenetic
'Boxerbeat' and the jaunty 'Just Got Lucky',
both of which are included on the album.
Track for track, there's nothing very much
wrong with Like Gangbusters. In fact, I'll
swear on affidavit that every segment is
tuneful, well constructed and thought
through. But playing the album in toto leaves
me as out of breath as amorning session
with Mad Lizzy. An energetic mob, Jo Boxers
[A:1/21.
One piece of personal joy, this month, has
been derived from the re-release of The
Impressions' first three ABC albums, on Ted
Carroll's newly- launched Kent label. Curtis
Mayfield, who with tenor Fred Cash and
bassman Sam Gooden formed The
Impressions during this period, is one of the
great all-time song stylists. Accordingly, all
three albums, The Impressions ( Kent 005),
The Never Ending Impressions ( Kent 008)
and Keep On Pushing ( Kent 009) are all
worthy of purchase, though Iguess that the
first listed, which includes ' Gypsy Woman',
the group's initial hit ( 1961), and ' It's All
Right', their first U.S. Top 10 entry ( 1963),
plus three other chart singles, is the one to
latch onto if your finances are not quite in the
Rothschild bracket [6:1— all three].
Another invaluable reissue— albeit one in
amuch revised form — is The Motown Story
(Motown TMSP 6019), afive-record boxed
set that documents the first 25 years of
Tamla-Motown history. Drastically different
to the 1972 Motown Story, this version
ditches The Supremes"Up The Ladder To
The Roof', Barrett Strong's ' Money' and The
Jackson 5's ' IWant You Back', among others,
swinging further into the ' 70s and '80s
through the addition of such cuts as Lionel
Richie's 'Truly', Smokey Robinson's
'Cruisin", The Commodores' Three Times A
Lady' and others of more recent vintage.
Some might argue that the earlier set
contained the greater share of true classics.
And they may have apoint. Without doubt
though, the 1983 edition, which includes
some extra spoken introductions by various
artists plus anarrative by Lionel Richie and
Smokey Robinson remains amarvellous
reminder of the debt that black music owes
Berry Gordy and his talented compatriots
[B:1* overall rating]. 1
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OMETIMES BANDLEADERS aren't
particularly strong on their instruments,
and in some cases they even realise it,
and stop altogether, kinda hanging out on
the bandstand and making the odd sign here
and anod or count- in there. Their
contribution to the end result, however, may
be crucial. Isuspect this is the case in
Latin-Jazz Celebration by David Amram and
Friends on Elektra Musician 96-0195-1.
Amram may try to do everything in the
musical world — writing, conducting, playing
French horn, piano, guitar, flutes and
percussion — and do it competently, but not
outstandingly. However, Idoubt if this
stimulating album would have come
together without his drive and energy. He
has the good sense to pack the band with a
team of heavy players, especially in the
seven- strong rhythm section which bursts
and bubbles its way through aselection of
piquant Latin rhythms. Perhaps the bestknown members of that section are Machito
and Candido, but the others are well up to
the mark. The music is lovingly put together
and captures the spirit of Latin music and the
free-flowing feel of jazz. There's a
wonderfully warm atmosphere throughout
the proceedings and some moments of
inspired off-the-wallness like aseemingly
unlikely up-tempo Latin version of 'Take The
A Train'. You are duly challenged to listen to
this album and not stomp your feet. [A:11
Sticking with Latin American music,
Kultrum by Dino Saluzzi on ECM 1251 offers
aquite different experience. Latin American
music and musicians tend to be typecast in a
frilly-shirted percussion- wielding mould. Of
course it's not true that all Latin American
music is percussion- based, and there are
pockets of musical activity where either the
indigenous Indian or European immigrant
music has remained relatively intact. In
Saluzzi's case it's not quite as simple as that.
He is an Argentinian bandoneon player ( it's a
concertina/accordion type of instrument)
and although he appears steeped in the
tango he takes advantage of the freedom to
play as freely as anyone else. That's to say
that this is no jazz-tango excursion and his
music is not so obviously Argentinian as you
might expect. Indeed it's adifficult album to
classify because it's more folk than anything
else, and the improvisation isn't jazz
improvisation. Not that it matters at all, for
you cannot assess music on percentages of
constituent parts. What matters is whether it
does the business or not. And unfortunately,
when you get past the attractiveness of the
exciting quality of the sound, Saluzzi fails to
deliver in the development department and
the sustaining of interest. Consequently
much of the material comes across as laid
back doodling. Sustaining awhole album on
your own is no easy task and Iwould have
preferred to hear this player in the company
of others who would be able to throw back
ideas and challenges. [
A*:2/3]
The double album Charlie Parker 19471948 on Festival ALB 376 is astrange
collection of airshot numbers where Bird
finds himself in dubious circumstances. The
settings are grossly artificial, involving
allegedly all-star combinations determined
by magazine readers, and abattle of the
bands. This kind of promotion was rife in the
forties when concerts would be put together
involving star names of often incompatible
talent. It's not completely dead, for
promoters are still keen to impose toughtenor combinations on musicians— ahark
back to saxophone battles and cutting
contests. All too often the people who
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promote jazz are individuals whose
enthusiasm far outstrips their understanding
of the music and its aesthetics, and
consequently view the players in league
table gladiatorial terms. There are glaring
clashes of style and approach, and in
particular, Buddy Rich stands out like asore
head. But it is true that there is aspirited
attempt to sort out musical differences and
get on with the business. Throughout, as you
might imagine, Parker remains and reigns
supreme. Some combinations sound more
relaxed and comfortable than others, and
indeed one side is played by an all- bebop
unit of Parker, trumpeter Red Rodney, Al
Haig, piano, Tommy Potter, bass, and Roy
Haynes, drums. There is alovely fluid and
warm Parker solo on ' Cheryl' played by this
combination, but unfortunately it's marred
by an insensitive voice-over. Although this
may be the most consistent and rewarding
side, there are afew choice moments
scattered through the set. But there is so
much Parker archive material on the market,
the listener has to decide whether he needs
all of it, or just the best. On that basis this set
must be reserved for the more avid collector.
[H:1/3]
Bill Evans may be well- represented on
record but the re- appearance of Trio '65 on
Verve 2304 517 should bring joy to anyone
who buys it. This particular trio, with Chuck
lsraels, bass and Larry Bunker, drums,
constitutes alively combination. There's a
rhythmic brightness here that is distinctly
different from other Evans trios. lsraels is
less florid than many of Evans' bassists, but
perhaps the most significant factor is
Bunker's superb drumming. He has acrisp
urgency which gives the band alittle edge,
but he holds back from some of the overbusy, nervous drumming which often
detracted from the overall subtlety of some
of Evans' later trios. If the trio with Scott La
Faro and Paul Motian is the classic Evans
group, this ' 65 trio is certainly in the running
for the next line of appraisal. Evans stamps,
or rather imprints, his identity on all of the

mainly ' standards' material he uses on this
album. And that includes ' Round Midnight',
anumber with well- established associations.
There's an immediacy in this album that
should get through to listeners new to
Evans' music, and abalance between the
simply enjoyable and the intellectually
satisfying. [
A:1]
The trio of Anthony Davis, piano, James
Newton, flute, and Abdul Wadud, cello are
fairly unusually gifted in that they are equally
at home with classical or jazz disciplines. I've
Known Rivers on Gramavision GR8201 is an
album which straddles both areas, perhaps
with amore pronounced leaning towards the
classical. Each player, especially Newton, is
hanging around the door marked ' Virtuoso',
and consequently the level of playing is
precise and assured. There are moments of
dazzling technical achievement, like
Newton's extraordinary solo on ' Still
Waters', where he swoops and slides over
the instrument sometimes evoking
Shakuhachi music. The compositions vary
from Newton's ' After You Said Yes', aflorid
romantic piece lacking in depth, to Wadud's
'Tawaafa' which is the most satisfying
number, and the one which has more
warmth of feeling to it. There's maybe ahint
of these players strutting their classical stuff
mainly to impress, and often the harder you
try the less likely you are to succeed. But
having said that, there is something new
here which may be developed in the future.
Meanwhile it remains an interesting and
absorbing outing. [
A/B:2]
Although Eric Gale, like Pat Metheny,
aguitarist who is easy to listen to, his style
is quite different. Where Metheny squeezes
his music out like toothpaste, Gale
spits it out over a1970s jazz-funk rhythm
section, all punch and precision. He has a
uniquely tight, brittle, strangled sound and a
simple and direct approach. Guitar freaks —
and there are alot of them around, more
interested in guitars than the music that's
played on them — will probably go for Gale's
Island Breeze on Elektra Musician 96-0198-1.
For me, the album is spoiled by synthesisers
added for alavish effect and the longish
periods in between moments of interest.
[A:2]
The first thing that strikes you about
Intergalactic Blow on JAPO 60039 is that for
a12- piece, the Globe Unity Orchestra are
remarkably restrained. And that's a12- piece
with an all-star line-up put together from the
more successful exponents of the free jazz
scene. Maybe it's another example of how
the genre has moved on. Ten years ago this
album would have been bubbling and
bursting at the seams with screams and
shouts, but now they are behaving so well,
you can actually hear aflute in there. My
overall impression is that the restraint is so
complete that there is often little feeling of
movement within the music— but to be fair,
the music is not well served by the
recording. It's not easy to record 12
individuals with the propensity of playing
over awide dynamic range. In the end it
sounds as if everyone is distant and your
ears long for something more precise and
solid to cling to. What is special about this
performance is the way that the players
listen out for each other and selflessly hold
back from elbowing their way into the
spotlight. It's an album of collective music,
more successfully and evenly achieved than
by most combinations of this size. Side two
is where the real action lies and is what
should put this album on your shopping list.
[A/B:1/2] +
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HEENA EASTON is acurrent hot
property of the pop industry, seen on
the TV chat shows and therefore a
'personality' as well as asinger. First
recorded in 1980, she is now aworld star,
and she looks it — anatural for the video
juke-boxes. But to listen? On Best Kept
Secret ( EMI EMC 1077951) she sounds like
any other talented pop singer. Occasionally
one can make out the words she is singing —
this is not arecord that has all the words on
the sleeve — but there are other top sellers
with worse diction. Do the words really
matter to the fans? What may matter more to
this magazine's readers are the
accompaniments, which sometimes occupy
the foreground. These are superb;
imaginative and crisply recorded, with better
use of synthesisers than Ihave heard for a
long time. Miss Easton's thanks on the
sleeve run to more than 200 words;
accepting that it is the producer who makes
the major decisions. I
suggest that it is the
arrangers and musicians (and of course
numerous engineers) who have earned this
record its rating. In fact Greg Mathieson,
producer on seven tracks, gets credits also.
for arrangements; three other tracks were
engineered by producer Jay Graydon, with
Ian Eales. They did agood job. IA*1]
Resented by some for not being anine-day
wonder, Cliff Richard remains at the top by
cleverly catching up with the trends when he
is sure that they are not just passing fancies
(and, in the Gershwin words, in time may
go). Silver ( EMC 1077871) thus contains
some reggae rhythms, and ' Love Stealer'
could rank as hard rock. ' Baby, You're
Dynamite' has suitably explosive
percussion, along way from Cliff as heard
with the Shadows. Like Sheena Easton, the
singer is backed by the best sounds that EMI
can buy, with lavish arrangements and the
whole package of multi-tracking and studio
electronics. The sleeve carries adedication
to Norrie Paramor, rightly honoured as a
pioneer of studio craft, and no doubt Cliff's
recording mentor for many years. The sleeve
also carries all the lyrics — unnecessarily, for
(as I
wrote when reviewing his Dressed for
the Occasion) Cliff has diction that is ararity
in the world of pop. The songs, five of which
are by the producer/arrangers of the
recordings, are along way from the earlier
stages of Cliff's 25-year career. The backings
vary widely; four different studios were
used, plus the Henry Wood Hall for the
strings on three tracks. There is alot to
impress sound buffs — and the songs are
good too. [A:11
Big orchestral sounds are, however,
recorded thinly on aselection of film themes
by Ron Goodwin and the Royal
Philharmonic, Projections ( EMI EMS
1077691). The sound is from the Abbey Road
studios, but on this occasion the engineering
is kinder to Don Lusher's rich trombone tone
than to the full orchestra. He plays Max
Steiner's ' Now Voyager' theme beautifully
... but this is not the sound of the Leo
Forbstein film orchestra of blessed memory.
[B:1/21
The new fashionable mix of symphony
orchestra and instrumentation from the pop
world arrives in afancy sleeve, got up to
depict aScrabble board, from Andrew
Powell and the Philharmonia playing The
Best of the Alan Parsons Project. The tracks
are almost all long, especially 'Robot Suite',
and there is some monotony, especially
because of the unvarying bass thump on
'Lucifer', but the slower tracks are like the
better kind of modern film music. It's afar
cry from what the publicity says about the
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Denis Argent
Project being the unsung superstars of the
rock world — but then Andrew Powell is out
of that class anyway, with ahighly academic
background, and the record earns its place
on this page as classy 1983 popular music,
with recording that takes care of some
stunning sforzando bits. [A:1I
The better kind of modern film music is
typified by Maurice Jarre's soundtrack for
The Year of Living Dangerously, adrama of a
film cameraman in Indonesia (That's
Entertainment Records TER 1065). Much of it
is conventional mock-Oriental, but expertly
orchestrated. There are also some Holst-like
sequences, which suggest, yet again, that
with The Planets in 1916, he inspired awhole
school of film composers forty years on. [B:21
Totally different is another release from
the same company, the sound track for Dario
Argento's Tenebrae (TER 1064). From the
stills on the sleeve, it appears to be a
disgusting film, summed up by the cinema
trade journal as 'for addicts of more-themerrier mass murder capers'. The music, by
three ex-members of an Italian group called
Goblin, is dreary stuff, with the typical
ostinato bass figures that suggest the buildup of suspense into violence. That's
entertainment? [8:31
Another gloomy affair is Jean Guidoni's
Crime Passionel ( Philips 6313 305), which is
aone-man pop operetta about hearts full of
passion, jealousy and hate. He performed his
act at the Edinburgh Festival, and this record
is said to have won an audio-visual grand
prix de l'Europe. The act must have excelled
visually, for the sound is unremarkable. No
need to worry if your French is below
0- Level; the words are on the inner sleeve
and are thus easy to follow. The
accompaniment is standard pop, with
dominant synthesisers. IES:31
Just to prove that alabel can be all things
to all men, That's Entertainment Records
offer two selections of old-fashioned
operetta to contrast with Tenebrae. The
Count of Luxembourg (TER1050) and
Countess Maritza are both by the New
Sadlers Wells Opera Company. The latter is
familiar for 'the' Count of Luxembourg waltz,
but there are other good tunes in the
Viennese style. Oddly enough, the fact that
they are sung in English makes them sound
like Lionel Monckton, whose musical
comedies were of the same period.

Emmerich Kalman's reputation has come
late to this country; he did not even rate an
entry in the 1964 Concise Oxford Dictionary
of Music, and nothing apart from 'Play,
Gipsy' used to be recorded. So welcome to
this recording of highlights. They are well
sung but (surprisingly from Abbey Road
studios) the digital recording on both
records is disappointing, with the sopranos
too shrill and the accompaniments, by the
NSWO (conductor Barry Wordsworth) are
uneven, some with over- heavy double
basses. But for those who used to enjoy Sam
Costa's recitals of this type of light music,
these two records introduce less familiar
tunes from the operettas, and are welcome
on this page accordingly. [B:1/21
Already popular request items from
listeners to Richard Baker's programme are
the Victorian piano pieces played by Alan
Etherden. The Robin's Return ( Hunter's
Moon 0183) offers 13 numbers, of which
Nevin's ' Narcissus' is the most familiar. All
are full of 'twiddly bits', and those whose
memories include the grading of music as
'Moderately difficult' will recognise that the
Victorian pianists had to practise hard until
they could perform happily for others in the
parlour. And, to keep the praise in parlour
terms, Mr Etherden has alovely touch; he
seems to have hit ajackpot to match the
rediscovery by some eminent concert/
operatic singers of the Victorian drawingroom ballad. The recording, however, is
rather resonant. [13:1]
What would the Victorians have thought of
the cinema organ? For the present
generation, the age of the super-cinema is
almost as remote as the 19th century; they
have never seen the multi-coloured console
rise from the depths in the smoke-laden
interval. Yet, as the continuous flow of organ
records from Grosvenor proves, there is still
abig public for the old Wurlitzer sound. Say
It With Music (GAS 1137), however, presents
Douglas Reeve at an organ made by the less
famous firm of Hill, Norman and Beard — and
still operational at The Dome, Brighton, in
the hands for 40 years of Mr Reeve. The
selections are just the kind of mix one would
have heard in the 1930s; Flanagan and Allen
songs, waltzes, polkas, pseudo-jazz, and a
classical touch such as the 'Grand March'
from Aida. [
6:21
Central in the middle-of-the-road pop/folk
market are The Spinners, still filling halls
after 25 years. The Spinners Album ( EMI
EMS 1077791) has some fashionably ethnic
songs and some with abit more satirical
edge than their oldies. From live
performances, the recording is muddy, but
the quartet's happy professionalism comes
through. [B:1/21
Country Music Hits, Volume 1 ( Mercury
6463 179) is an Italian collection from Import
Music Service which casts its net wide. By
most definitions Frankie Laine's ' Mule Train',
Roger Miller's 'King of the Road' and George
Jones' Never Felt More Like Singin' the
Blues' are not true country music— but hits
they certainly have been, and the 16 tracks
are abargain at budget price. Quality and
dates of recording vary so widely that no
rating applies.
Christmas music sets in too early on radio,
but for those who can still enjoy carols there
is atimely issue in ASV's Beautiful Music
series: Christmas Carols by the choir of
Wells Cathedral (ABM 757). Seven are
familiar, four less so. It lacks the atmospheric
magic of King's College, but it is good
cathedral choral music at abudget price.
113:21
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Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 25 words ( private), minimum £ 5.00 Box Nos. £ 2.50 extra. Trade
rates 32 words, minimum £8.00. Copy and remittance for advertisements in March issue must reach these offices by 16th
January addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon,
Surrey, CR9 2TA.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No.
indicates its locality.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an
intention to discriminate on grounds of sex ( eg. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be
accepted unless;
(1) The job is for the purpose of a private householder or
(2) It is in a business employing less than six persons or
(3) It is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to
apply.

FOR SALE - Private
NAKAMICHI 582 cassette deck £350. Pioneer
4040 cassette deck £60. Rogers export monitor loudspeakers £200, Quad Electrostatic
bronze £250. Excellent condition. New Quad
ESL- 63. 01-668 0066. ( A)
PAIR AR 925 loudspeakers, boxed, 18
months old and in excellent condition. £200
or serious offers. Nottingham 624129, even
ings. ( A)
PAIR KEF 105 speakers. £400 or offer. Telephone 01-9033742 Day 01-9404891 evening.
(A)
COMPLETE SYSTEM. Marantz 2270 receiver,
Pioneer 9191 cassette deck, Thorens TD125,
SME/2, Shure 97HE, B & O M70 speakers, all
immaculate, one fastidious owner, £500 ono.
0277 840753. ( A)
ORACLE, LATEST SPECIFICATION, thicker
base board, plus spare springs, armboards
with almost new Sumiko of latest type.
Choice of weights very low use. £950. Tel:
061 794 3141 after 3pm. (A)
QUAD ESL BRONZE £110. Quad stereo tuner
and control unit with Quad II amplifier £90.
B & 0 42V 4 speed player £30. Ring 0525
370252 after 6pm. ( A)
B & W DM14 loudspeakers ciw stands £200.
National three head stereo tape deck RS
768US £ 50. Tel: 0474 26220. ( A)
PHILIPS CD100 compact disc player plus 8
rock discs. Steve Miller, Dire Straits etc.
£375. Decca Gold new £ 100. Stephen. Nottingham 865692. ( A)
B & W DM 12s: £150. Technics SUV6 amp:
£80. A & R P77 cart new: £ 15. SME S2 det
with damper: £30. BCI stands: £ 15. All the
above in original packing. Thorens TD150 II
extensively modified with Linn LVX arm,
Spectra mat etc: £ 130. Will demonstrate/
deliver Banbury/Leamington area. Phone
0926 640331 ext 529. (A)
PAIR TRANSMISSION Line speakers in teak
cabinets containing six speaker units with
crossovers. 20Hz to 20kHz. Demonstration
any time CD or Gramophone. £75 including
50 stereo LP records. QED Quadraphonic
Adaptor £ 11. Two Celestion HF 1300 15
ohms Tweeters £7 each. Famous Revox E36
valve tape recorder requires repairs otherwise exceptional condition with four 10"
reels LP tape. £45 including 50 stereo LP
records. Buyer collects. Eastbourne 53507.
(A)

NAIM NAC 32 pre- amp and NAP250 power
amplifier. This legendary combiantion £650
for quick sale, no offers. Box No 0705. ( A)

NAKAMICHI DRAGON. 2 months old, virtually unused £680. Quad ESL63's 1year old,
with new quadrapod stands £975. Stax SR5/
SRD6 phones £50 ( cost £ 115). Tel: 0734
789150. ( A)

CARVER Cq sonic Hologram generator, perfect, new £330. Best offer. Phone Kings Lynn
(0553) 66266 working hours and ask for Dr
Doyle. ( A)

clomp 1
clamp 2
Moins voltage clamp plugs
Protection and improved performance for your hi-fi system,
by eliminating the damaging effects of mains voltage surges,
spikes and transients. Protection for your computer against
crashes, data loss and program loading failure caused by the
same faults.
These plugs comprise the VDRs you have read about built
into the best mains plug we could find.
Clamp 1 is fitted to each component of your hi-fi system or
computer in place of the conventional 13A plug
£7.50 etch

QUAD ELS's, pair, black finish, perfect performance, £215. Sewell, ( 03045) 2949. Deal,
near Dover. ( A)

Clem', 2 Lightning strike protector. This is not fitted to any
equipment but is plugged into the mains at avacant socket
somewhere on the same ring. Proterts your hi-fi system,
television, home computer etc. from lightning strike.
£10.50 each
From your dealer or direct ( including VAT and P & PI from,-

A complete almost new home studio rig little used but well maintained comprising:
REVOX B77 71/
2/3 3
4
/
ips. 1/4 track. Stereo
recorder; REVOX B750, Integrated stereo
amplifier; dust cover; Revox rack for housing all Revox equipment; Allen & Heath
QUASI mixing desk, 2 x 4 channels, stereo;
QED tape recorder switching unit; AKG
D330B microphone; 2 x AKG microphone
boom and floorstands; 2 x IMF loudspeaker
monitors, type TLS5011a with floor stands;
assorted connecting cables; 100 watt mono
p.a. amplifier; Offers for all or any of the
items by telephone 06845-69160, any time.
(A)
ATKINSON 'STATE OF THE ART' speakers
circa November '82 ( super sound), modified
bass reflex, lead lined, tuned port 28Hz, need
veneering, reluctant sale, £315 o.n.o. Phone
Dartford ( 0322) 70272. ( A)

FOR SALE Trade
HIGH END EQUIPMENT, all kinds of American, Japanese and German Audiophile products like: Audio- Research, Audiostatic,
Acoustat, Conrad- Johnson, Dennesen,
Esoteric A.R. EMT, Infinity, Kiseki, Krell,
Koetsu, Linn, Magneplanar, Oracle, Plasmattronics, Quad, Revox, Stax, Snell, Threshold,
Thorens, Vernissage, Zen and many others
at lowest export prices. Ask for the latest
price list and details. We ship worldwide! Hi
Fi Systems. Lengsdorfer Haupstrasse 75, 53
Bonn 1, West Germany. Tel. 0228 253314 253111 Tlx. 886646 hfss d. ( E)

CIO RUSS ANDREWS
TURNTABLE ACCESSORIES
EDGE BANK HOUSE, SKELSMERGH
KENDAL, CJMBRIA LA8 9AS
TELEPHONE SELSIDE ( 053 983) 247

UPGRADE YOUR QUAD 33 PREAMP.
Replaces internal plug-in boards - no tools
required. High frequencies are more open
and the bass tighter. Our SB101 boards
bypass tone, filter and balance controls but
volume, input and stereo switches are
unaffected. Phase shift with frequency is
effectively zero. A must for BC1 style speaker
users. SB101 pair £24.50 with instructions.
Soundbox, 28 By Sunte, Haywards Heath,
West Sussex. ( B)

©

GOLDRING. We specialise and stock all
genuine cartridges and styli including 78s
and " oldies". Replacement range available
for deleted Brands & models. Technical &
General, 35 Marlow Road, London SE20
7XX. 01-778 3737. ( A)
ORTOFON. Comprehensive range stocked,
including styli for older, deleted models.
New OM range now in stock. Technical &
General, 35 Marlow Road, London SE20
7XX. 01-778 3737. ( A)
S.M.E. We specialise and stock all the range
including spares, accessories and manuals.
Direct from factory. Technical & General, 35
Marlow Road, London SE20 7XX. 01-778
3737. ( A)
THORENS. We specialise. All available
Genuine spares and accessories from TD124
& TD150 to current range. Servicing, Repairs,
Refurbishing. Technical & General, 35 Marlow Road, London, SE20 7XX. 01-778 3737.
(A)
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DISC CUTTING. Master and demos. Pressings Cassettes, mobile recording studio. Free
brochure. TAM Studio. 13a Hamilton Way,
London N3. Tel: 01-346003. (
X)

MI ALL BleAND SPANKING NEW,"
MANUFACTURERS
ORIGINAL UST PRICE
ADC ZLM
105 82
ADC VLM M3111
4641
ADC 01,1812 MIIII
17 83
ADC OLM30 548111
1399
ADC STYU
AIX RVI.
18 14
MX RSZ
47 55
ADC RSV
26 77
Al)C RSO 36
22 29
ADC RSO 34
1485
AX RSO 12
1263
ADC RSO 30
10 40
ORTOFON
FFIOL Cartridge
10 50
AF1OE S1vI1
652
SHORE CARTRIDGES
M70E1
10 38
MOD
W 38
8444X
14 72
1444G
14 84
5455E
17 71
M75811
20 58
M75ED11
29 78
54756111
25 99
M75G11
24 03
3,195G
25 51
842461
57 15
SClIC
25 41
M9 I
L
27 71
649100
29 78
MF91GD
26 11
8193E
21 50
SHORE STYU
544G
851
57%5011
1173
595.3
955
595G
13 92
524.8
2806
,151.111
24 15
F5701
25 30
A9 I
t
19 55
AF/IG
11 71
570.3
/ 93
F51381
27 71
A9IGD
17 II
593k
14 50
STANTON CARTRIDGES
881S
65 82
116800011
31 64
1,680
24 10
EMPIRE STYLI
A20001
28 75
FIISH
793
A2000 F 1
1266

SPECIAL
CLEARANCE PRICE
41 40
1816
559
625
709
18 60
1047
872
580
494
407
555
396
402
402
560
564
673
782
097
988
914
970
21 71
1058
10 53
II 32
992
817
323
445
363
529
1066
eo 05
1053
743
446
301
11 53
674
550
43 70
12 33
918
13 52
373
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MAIL ORDER ONLY-All post to:
ESTUARY AUDIO, (Dept HF ),
IHIGHBURY STATION,
HIGHBURY CORNER,
LONDON N.5.

SERVICES

*COMPACT DISCS
From your Armchair at No Extra
Cost • Large range • Prompt Post Free
service by 1st Class Mail.
Write for details and current lists to:

RO DIGITAL SUPPLIES

Audio Repairs by Electronics Engineer, 35
years' experience. Extensive facilities enabling High Standards with Official Approval
from QUAD, RANK, LEAK, SANSUI, and
elsewhere. QUALITY VALVED EQUIPMENT
restored close to design wherever possible.
7days personal service. Location: Woodford
Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467. ( X)

15 Mill Lane, Alwalton, Peterborough, Cambs.

PERSONAL

WANTED
EXPERT MASTERSPEAKER wanted urgently,
any condition. Brief details to Whellams, 6
Cole Park View, Twickenham, Middx or
phone (01) 891 3652. Collect anywhere,
immediate response. (A)

OLIVER CROMBIE RECORDS & TAPES will
buy all your unwanted classical and Jazz LPs
and cassettes. Any quantity from one of
complete collections from anywhere. We
also buy selected 78's and 78 classical sets.
Bring your records to our shop for immediate cash payment. Or for further details Tel:
01-455 0066/1078. OPEN 7DAYS A WEEK. 16
Golders Green Road, London, NW11. ( X)

I

ARMAGEDDON 847 Two half hour talks on
the urgency and importance of the Bible
message today. Armageddon and World
Countdown - Christ is coming, now available on normal tape 65p and Chrome £1.50.
Christadelphian ALS P.O. Box 316 Kings
Norton BIRMINGHAM B30 3EA. (A)

[

SOCIETIES

I

BERLIOZ SOCIETY. Founded thirty years
ago, this Society provides ameeting ground
for people who love the music of Hector
Berlioz and are interested in the highways
and byways of his life and work. Monthly
meetings in London, quarterly Bulletin. Send
s.a.e. for details to: Hon Secretary, 2nd Floor
Flat, 115 Harley Street, London W1. ( X)
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AST MONTH, EDITOR ATKINSON
gave you his 1983 rock favourites, but
remembering which LPs I'd purchased
in the last 12 months was atask Ifound to be
almost impossible. As Idon't gamble, drink,
or run acar, the money Isave by avoiding
those pleasures turns into flat- discs of black
vinyl - anda year's worth is an awful lot.
Compounding the difficulty is my tendency
to buy as many back- catalogue items as Ido
new releases, and Iassumed that the Editor
wanted my'Top Ten' to consist of discs
released within the specified period - not
just purchased to fill gaps in my collection.
Ifound out later that Icould have gotten
away with entries like the Mobile Fidelity
Beatles Collection or aJapanese Buddy
Holly title if Iso desired, for the Editor let slip
the qualifier ' Whatever discs spent the most
time on your turntable in the last year'. I
assure you, none of the ten titles listed here
spent anywhere near as much time on my
turntable as The Incomparable Ella (
Ms.
Fitzgerald, of course), the Harry James LPs
from Sheffield Labs, or even the soundtrack
to The Producers. Why? Because Idon't
consider 1983 to have been aparticularly
good year for popular music.
A glance at my list will confirm my
disinterest in the latest trends. Of the 10
titles, two can be immediately ruled out as
recent product because one is areissue and
the other is acompilation. And the other
eight? No less than five of them come from
artists with aminimum of 15 years in the
business. Which leaves but three LPs by
musicians that didn't record in the days of
valve mixers.
But even they're not very ' new' either. One
is aformer country rocker gone ' pop',
another wants to be afemale version of Gary
Glitter, and the third is almost as
anachronistic as the time-warped Stray Cats
or Shakin' Stevens. But Idon't want to admit
that I'm just getting old and can't handle 'The
Sounds of Today's Youth'.
Let's cut right through the nostalgia bit
and try to find out why KK finds most of
today's music not unlike adose of Huxley's
soma. Call it humanity, or emotion, or even
sincerity- whatever, it's sorely lacking in the
post- Sex Pistols crowd. This should, of
course, prove to be the greatest irony in
rock's 28 year history, because that whole
Spirit of ' 76 nonsense was supposed to be a
revolt against the apparent sterility,
heartlessness, and arch commercialism of
the arena-filling giants of the Foreigner/
Journey/roto/Chicago/You Name It ilk. You
know, the money machines exploiting the
record- buying masses with their hip muzak.
Homogenised rock, so to speak.
Is there anyone out there that can truly say
that Human League or Duran Duran or
Kajagoogoo or The Police or Modern
Romance are less prefabricated and less
mercenary than the so-called Old Farts of
1972-1976? Or, to put it another way, can
anyone say that these bands are warmer and
more human? More sincere? Doubtful, very
doubtful.
This latest wave is just as deliberate and
forced and premeditated amusic machine as
was Phil Spector at his most artificial.They
program their synthesizers to play back licks
stolen from earlier generations, or do
warped cover versions ( anyone remember
Soft Cell?) in the hope that it will fool people
too young to remember the originals. The
fundamental difference between the actions
of this latest batch of Top Of The Pops guest
stars and the targets of the Sex Pistols is that
the old wave never denied their Rossini- like
122

play-for- money approach. They made no
bones about the commercialism, but only
Abba seemed to get away with it. And now
we're stuck with awhole generation of
musicians that want to be, not Gershwin, but
R2- D2.
If Iwanted to hear ' Where Did Our Love
Go', I'd turn to the Supremes, not Marc
Almond ( who, ironically, shares the same
name as avery old fart-ish band of the early
'70s). It's not that I've got anything against
cover versions- Phil Collins did amuch
better job than Soft Cell when plundering the
same gold mine- but Ido hate to see
originators lose credit for their creations,
much in the way that people have forgotten
Edgar Villchur. Didn't Lou Reed adequately
supply the soundtrack for life among the
androgynous years before Marc Almond first
donned his studded bracelet? Didn't Bowie
dress in drag 10 or 15 years ago, when Boy
George was Babe George? And weren't the
Shangri-Las just as dumb and pretty and
nubile and vocally weak as Bananarama
in 1965?

BACK
5100CI

malaise or supporting Communist
governments just because they're not
England's status quo.
Which reminds me: Ijust heard Status
Quo's latest single on TOTP and it was
stunningly good. It was actually FUN!!! to
listen to, and Icould see that Rossi and Co.
were having aball, and the crowd around
them consisted of kids that weren't even
alive when Quo released ' Pictures of
Matchstick Men'. They were dancing and
grooving right along with 40 year old
headbangers doing an antediluvian Elvis
(Presley, not McManus) number.
Which proves apoint: Old Farts even do
better cover versions.

IAR's PERSONAL, SUBJECTIVE,
INDIVIDUAL 1983 TOP TEN (in no
particular order)
State of Confusion, The Kinks (
Arista 205
275). These guys still go gold in the USA, so
I'm not alone. On the other hand, neither are
all of the good British folk that bought 'Come
Dancing'.
1Love Rock ' n' Roll, Joan Jett (
Epic
EPC85686). Arch trash that makes the
Ramones sound like the Andrews Sisters.
But how can you not love an LP that includes
acover version of ' Bits and Pieces'?
Dirty Looks, Juice Newton (
EMI 064
7122941). Proof that there is life after country
and western. The first track on side 2is worth
the price of admission.
Love Me Tender, B B King (
MCA 5307). So
what if he's gone Vegas. This man still has
more heart than ashop full of valentines.
Learn why Elvis wanted to be black.

Ken Kessler lists the
rock LPs that s . ent
most time on his
turntable in 1983

This could go on for pages, but I'd just be
echoing Aristotle's sentiments about the lack
of the nouveau beneath the solar disc. I've
got to work awfully hard to name anew act
that's as original as even Herman's Hermits
were in their day. Even the politicallymotivated artists lack the fire of their Sixties
predecessors. Who's more convincing: Phil
Ochs or U2? Country Joe or Joe Strummer?
Joan Baez or Laurie Anderson?
So I'm not going to apologise for
reckoning that Neil Young - who started out
with folk-flavoured or jazz-flavoured rock made the best android LP of 1983 with Trans.
Or that BB King, at his half- century mark, can
out- ballad anyone half his age. Or even that
two artists written off as has-beens put out
two of the punchiest discs of the past yearthough they were forced to trade on the
names of those they inspired ( which does
say alot for Messrs. Cougar and Petty for
saying 'Thanks' with actions, however).
Okay, maybe Iam getting old and can't
find any relevance- or joy - in songs about
destroying society or coping with ' 80s

Trans, Neil Young (
Geffen GHS 2018). Neil
Young is starting to make Bowie seem
stable, but that's what rock is all about, I
suppose. The updated version of ' Mr. Soul'
is priceless.
Never Kick A Sleeping Dog, Mitch Ryder
(Riva RVL 7503). Ryder is to John Cougar
what Gary ' US' Bonds is to Springsteen. All I
can say is 'Welcome back, and thanks for not
sounding anything like Dire Straits.'
Drop Down and Get Me, Del Shannon
(Demon FIEND 8). Shannon is to Tom Petty
what Ryder is to Cougar and Bonds is to
Springsteen. All Ican say is 'Welcome back,
and thanks for not sounding anything like
Dire Straits.'
Field Day, Marshall Crenshaw (
Warner Bros.
92-3873-1). Iknow, his first LP was better.
Still, Crenshaw remains the closest thing
we've got to Buddy Holly or the Beatles as
far as pop sensibility goes, and that's reason
enough for me to forgive him for looking like
Elvis Costello.
Roger the Engineer, The Yardbirds (
Edsel ED
116). My Reissue of the Year. Buy both the
mono and stereo versions, which differ
considerably, and learn the meaning of
'ahead of one's time'.
The Classic Jackie Wilson (
SMP JAK101).
Compilation of the Year, and bargain- priced,
too. All of the best songs by agenius that
deserves better than to have been
rediscovered by Dexy's Midnight Whatevers.
Let's hope it sells in the millions - JW needs
the income to pay for his hospital care.+
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AT 37E MC
'To sum up then, the AT 37E is
one of these rare finds that
introduces new elements into
one's perception of music that
were thought forever hidden'
POPULAR HI-FI

AT 33E MC
'A very pleasing cartridge
indeed with important mc
attributes and ahealthy
response to the demands of
modern programme material'
HI-FI for PLEASURE

•
AT 31E MC
The AT 31E allowed you to
hear so much more of how
each note was plucked,
sustained and released'
POPULAR HI-FI
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would like to
congratulate Doug Brady
on the opening
of his new shop.
Swisstone Electronics Ltd.
310 Commonside East, Mitcham, Surrey.
Tel: 01-640 2172.
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Dou • Brad talks to HFN/FIR about his sho sin
Livers ool and now Warrin • ton

"Doug's First
Customer?"

I

FA GARDEN SPADE breaks on
the first bit of hard clay it meets,
then it is atoy spade, even if it
looks just like areal spade!' said
Liverpool hi-fi dealer Doug Brady when
we asked him to outline his policy on
choosing what equipment to stock. ' I'm
in the business of selling rea/spades,
not toys.' And sell the hi-fi equivalent of
real spades Doug has done since the
early ' 70s, when he decided to take the
family photographic shop into the hi-fi
business. Doug Brady's parents had
been photographing weddings in
Liverpool for quarter of acentury when
they opened their shop in 1960, and
when Doug joined them, he saw a
natural progression into hi-fi. This was
just as well, for as the hi-fi retailing side
grew throughout the '70s, it became
clear that asmall traditional camera
shop could no longer compete with the
barrow- boy- like selling techniques of
the photographic majors. Brady's
became devoted purely to sound
equipment in 1977, and in December
1983, Doug opened asecond shop in
nearby Warrington.

The audiophile's
Liverpool Nirvana
From the outside, the original Brady's
shop, in what is almost aresidential
street near Liverpool's Sefton Park,
looks relatively unprepossessing, with
the small window discreetly displaying
accessories. Like Doctor Who's Tardis,
however, the interior is larger than
would seem to be the case, and
although the room the customer first
126

enters doesn't display any equipment,
apart from accessories, cartr;dges and
all those leads and connectors you can
never find when you need them, the
upper floors contain two demonstration
rooms, as well as the turntable settingup room.
The lack of a ' showroom' is
deliberate, as is the location away from
the city centre, as it puts off the ' music
centre customers', leaving the ones
seriously interested who are prepared
to go out of their way for what they
want. ' What we've done, expounded
Doug, ' is to filter the people who come
through the door. The customers will
predominantly be those with an aboveaverage interest in recorded music,
possessing above- average information.
They are people who are looking to be
well- cared-for, not people who are
looking for the lowest quality product at
the lowest possible price. In this way,
the majority of those that come in are
suited to the way in which we prefer to
work.'

Demonstrations by
appointment
And that way of working has more to do
with consulting aspecialist than visiting
asupermarket ( although Doug feels
that many of the so-called hi-fi
'consultants' are ducking the
responsibility of the deale- to De liable
for the quality of the equipment sold). A
customer may come in with avague
idea of what he wants, though he's
more likely to know how much he
thinks he can afford. ' Our function is to

sell people equipment which satisfies
their needs, even though they might not
have been able to identify them, and to
identify the right price they should pay
—which is sometimes more than they
had in mind, but is quite often less than
they expected.'
The potential customer talks over
what he thinks he wants with one of
Brady's staff, Jim Kerfoot, John Watson
or Grant Morgan — or even Doug
himself — and then makes an
appointment to use one of the two
demonstration rooms. 'The advantage
of the appointment system is that it
allows us to set up asystem as near as
poss.ble to the customer's, who can
even brin in, say, his speakers which
he would like to keep.' The customer
then ef`ectively controls what is
happening, choosing what equipment
he would like to listen to at what price
level. ' No-one can make acorrect
decision under stress ... the customer
is having to do something he has rarely
ever done, which is to listen critically to
hi-fi equipment.' Except where
necessary, technical language is
avoided as it tends to confuse the issue.
The demonstration rooms are divided
according to the price level of the
equipment to be used. The ' high-end'
room is used for single- speaker
listening while the room for more
affordable gear, say up to the price of
the Audiolab integrated amplifier,
contains more than one pair of
speakers, although all those not in use
are turned to face the wall. Once the
customer has made his decision, then
at least as far as speakers are
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concerned, Brady's don't regard the
sale as concluded until the customer
has tried them out in his own home. ' It
may have been OK in the shop but
speakers can always turn out
disastrously at home. As long as the
customer brings them back within a
reasonable time, within 10-14 days, say,
and tells us what was wrong, then we
can make arecommendation which will
turn out to be more suitable. If the
customer's unhappy, then we like him
to let us know. Otherwise, we're not
doing our job properly.

Backing Britain?
The profile of the equipment stocked in
the Liverpool shop is predominantly
British, although membership of the
Hi Fi Markets organisation gives access
to NAD. Certain items from the Rotel
and Yamaha ranges are also stocked,
and we also spotted aMarantz CD73
Compact Disc player, but the selection
is by no means comprehensive. Doug
explained his policy towards the
products he stocks: ' In each category,
equipment should satisfy aminimum
iterion of firstly being reliable and
dependable. However good its
perceived sound quality, it it isn't
dependable, it isn't worth having in the
first place. After that, it should sound as
good as it can within the confines of the
price, and it should be adequate in
finish and controllability. Beyond the
essential minimum, features come at
the bottom of any list.
'The equipment we sell, basically,
must be agood investment so that five
years later, our customer doesn't regret
III-FI 1
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buying it. It should be able to have a
good lifetime,et least around ten years.
or if the owner wants to upgrade before
then, it can command arespectable
resale value and not just be written off.
It's back to the concept of the " real"
spade as against the "toy".'

Bringing the customers
20 miles nearer
The Liverpool shop has quite literally
been bursting at the seams for some
time— boxes were stacked in every
available space on our last vi„sit— and
Doug had been considering building on
to the rear of the premises. A site then
became available in Warrington which
offered everything he had wanted: a
modern building one mile out of the
town centre which had previously
housed aprinting works, its empty
ground floor could be turned into two
purpose-built dem. rooms, as well as a
showroom with all the usual facilities.
Doug also explained that it brought
many of their customers'. . . 20 miles
nearer. Until recently, perhaps 80% of
our customers for high-end equipment
have come from outside the Liverpool
catchment area. We were no more likely
to install aLirn, or even an AStR
Cambridge A60, in Liverpool than in
Birmingham! In fact, if you stop 12
people in the street in Liverpool and ask
them where Brady's is, you'd probably
get blank looks— whereas if you asked
12 members of the Melbourne,
Australia, Audio Club, you'd get 12
answers that Brady's was in Liverpool,
England.'

) " You want
isoundproofing? — that
Icomes extra"
I
These days, up to Linn level at least,
local business— Liverpool, the Wirral,
and North Wales — is on the increase, so
the existing shop will concentrate on
that. The new shop, however, being
within four miles of three motorways,
the M6, M56 and M62, on the
intersection of two A- roads, and with a
canal running nearby, only lacks an
airport in the fields behind to be able to
serve customers arriving on all modes
of transport from all four corners of the
world.
We had to take Doug's word about
the acoustic properties of the new shop
—as you can see from the photographs,
it was doing apretty good impression
of afull-time building site when we
were being shown around by Doug and
Keith Pomfret who will be looking after
the day-to-day running. The two single
speaker dem. rooms— 23ft. X 15ft. and
17ft. X 12ft., each with 9ft. ceilings —
nowever, w II be nicely finished in
facing brick and hessian, and the
intention has been to create a
reassuring illusion of domesticity.
(They even have cedar leaded- light
windows looking into the main show
area.) The two rooms are slightly
unsquare: we assumed that this was for
acoustic reasons, but Doug said that the
layout of the structural pillars made it
inevitable— and then smiled. We'll have
to wait until the rooms are finished to
find out ¡fstanding waves have been
suitably controlled.

Looking outwards
With high- end equipment, the line-up
will be simila ,to that of the Liverpool
127

One of the superb dem rooms available at the Liverpool
premises.

Keith Pomfret shown here demonstrating the large
selection of products available at the Liverpool premises,
whilst he is impatiently awaiting the completion of his
new dem rooms at Warrington.

shop— Audio Research, Krel , Beard,
and Linn, but probably not Naim — while
'the broad band middle range gear —
'Creek upwards' — will feature Meridian,
Audiolab, Mission, A&R Cambridge,
Heybrook, KEF, Celestion, B&W, Quad,
Pink Triangle, Systemdek and Musical
Fidelity. Two notable exceptions will be
Nytech and Rega, which will be only
available from the Liverpool shop.
The major difference between the
two Brady shops comes at the low end,
however. As well as ' cherry pickings'
from the NAD, Rotel and Yamaha
ranges, the Warrington shop will stock
aselection from the Technics range.
Technics are perhaps the major
Japanese brand to have the most
impact on the mass audio market in the
UK, and we were alittle surprised that
Doug had decided to take them on. ' I
look on it as expanding outwards,
rather than downwards. In price, it's not
really that much below what we do
now, but it is outwards in concept in
that it is one of the names that the man
in the street knows. He probably
doesn't know the name of any of the
specialist component hi-fi
manufacturers, but it will help to get
people into the Warrington shop who
don't read the specialist press.
'If they are able to walk into our shop
because they see the Technics logo and
know that that's the kind of thing they
want to own, it gives us two
opportunities. First, we can sell them
Technics, or the best in that range, but
second, we've got the future
opportunity, having made contact and
done agood job at the first transaction,
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of guiding them upwards into the
component field if they've got the
interest. The new shop in Warrington
gives us the facilities to handle those
people who are less well-informed,
people who we can't cope with in the
Liverpool shop.
'This distinction is not income- based
or social-class- based. We're just as
likely at the present time to be ignored
by an academic or aprofessional man
with acomparatively high income as
we are by somebody on aminimum
wage, because of their lack of
knowledge of the existence of the
specialist hi-fi market, the products that
are known to the readers of the hi-fi
magazines. With the Warrington shop,
we hope to draw in people whatever
their income bracket or lack of
knowledge so that, although we can't
create that spark of interest, we can fan
it.
'Technics will give us acontinuous
range, from the inexpensive package,
all the way to the state of the world art.'

The role of the dealer
Doug was asked how he saw the role of
aspecialist hi-fi retailer? ' It is up to us to
propagate the idea of quality music in
the home, to enable someone to enjoy
their music as best they possibly
can ... and to do that the dealer should
basically be the interface between the
manufacturer and the customer in that
he should provide all the services the
customer requires. He should know
exactly how to get the right
performance from the product, or the

right spares and service when they're
needed. He should normally obviate the
need of the customer ever to write to or
ring the manufacturer. Notthat the
customer doesn't have that right; but
he shouldn't normally have to. The
customer sees the dealer, not the
manufacturer, and the dealer is the one
paid to bother.
'We took that as our responsibility
long before the present legislation that
makes it an obligation — Ithink agood
shop always did! The shop that referred
acustomer to amanufacturer before
the law made the responsibility for a
product that of the vendor, Ithink was
always abad shop. And Ithink an
old-fashioned shopkeeper always took
that attitude!
'Hi-fi shops aren't old enough,
historically, but if you took, say, a
haberdasher, or atailor, or ahardware
store, they saw to their customers'
after-sa'es needs. That's how they kept
their customers generation after
generation — and that's how long
customers should be kept. It should not
be aone-way transaction where the
customer buys an article and then feels,
firstly, that he never wants to go back to
that shop again, and, secondly, that if
he ever needs any help he wouldn't get
it there anyway. The customer should
feel that next time he wants to shop in
that line, he should feel that the
automatic choice is to go back to that
same shop.
'And if it doesn't happen like that,
then it's afailure on our part. We never
forget that in this business, you're only
as good as your last job!'
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Home truths
about speaker
performance
It's true: some loudspeakers sound superb under
scientifically designed test chamber conditions.
It's also true that your home is no test chamber
And by the time the sound has bounced around
your furniture and furnishings, even the best
loudspeakers can lose alot of their test performance.
"Truth in Listening".
For almost 30 years, AR has been building arecord
of technological ingenuity and design innovation of
which we are justly proud. Indeed, AR speakers have
become the yardstick by which other manufacturers'
products have often been measured.
For the past few years our most important area of
research has been the interplay between room
surfaces and speaker performance. Through the use
of acomplex computer programme connected to a
sophisticated robot head, we have been able to
analyse speaker sound reproduction as perceived by
the human ear.
This has enabled us to design advanced speaker
systems that faithfully reproduce the full colour and
character of the recording without being baffled by
the usual domestic distortion.
We call it"Truth in Listening". And it's adesign
philosophy that's built into our whole range of
speakers— from the compact AR8LS to the
award-winning AR9LS.
Reliability in performance.
Performance may start with advanced design. But
it's only guaranteed by meticulous manufacture.
It's why we insist on making all our drive units
ourselves.
At Acoustic Research we use air cored chokes
because they produce less distortion. We maintain the
same value choke as iron cored chokes by using more
copper Only heavy guage copper wire is used in
winding.
And it's why every AR speaker is guaranteed to
perform up to factory specification for afull five years;
with awarranty that covers parts, labour and even
carriage to and from your nearest authorised AR
service centre.
Ask to hear the range of AR Speakers at your
nearest AR Dealer And discover afew home truths.

Listening to reality

VELCOME TO VARRINGTON*

*Varring ton (à) nwell
connected town in
N.W. England. Famous
for Alice in Vonderland,
Revolver turntables, Pigs,
Starmats and Wodka• (

The Revolver, made in Varrington, now on permanent dem. in Varrington
t

Doug Brady HiFi, Kingsway Studios, 15a Kingsway North, Varrington.
apologies to Greenall Vitley Ltd.
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Two steps closer to
the original sound.
The Quad ESL-63 sets
new standards in three
important areas of loudspeaker
technology, low distortion, low
colouration and controlled
directivity, resulting in alevel of
performance limited solely by
the quality of programme
source.
With Quad ESL-63's and a
compact disc player less than
0.1% total harmonic distortion*
intrudes between the listener
and the studio master tape,
reproducing exactly what was
recorded, nothing added,
nothing taken away and
bringing the listener that much
closer to the original sound.
For full details of the Quad
range of products and the name
and address of your nearest
dealer contact;
Quad Electroacousties Ltd.,
Huntingdon, Camb& PE18 7DB.
Telephone; (0480) 52561.
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HE BROOK
If you've ever read a Hi Fi
magazine you'll need no introduction to Heybrook. Our
products have been consistently
recommended for their ability to
reproduce music with all the
excitement and realism of the
original performance. Indeed,
Heybrook products often figure
in reviews as the accepted reference. Made in England to the
highest standards Heybrook equipment is superbly
engineered, easy to use, and beautiful to look at. And
although such qualities need to be paid for, Heybrook
represents excellent value in terms of the superb results.
It's precisely our concern for quality which makes us so
choosy when we appoint shops as Heybrook stockists. We
expect our dealers to have at least one demonstration room
where you can listen in comfortable domestic surroundings to
your own records on the equipment you are considering. So

that you know that what yot
hear in the shop is what you'l
hear at home. Only one pail
of speakers should be in thE
listening room since othet
speakers will be excited by thE
sound waves and seriously affect
the reproducf ion. Our dealers
must understand the importance of ensuring that the different components of asystem are
fully compatible. They must have in-store servicing
facilities.They must offer acomprehensive installation service
in your home.
Since all this requires in-depth product knowledge and,
above all, time, it's not surprising that you can't buy
Heybrook in the average High street discount store. But as
our long-term reputation depends on your long-term
satisfaction we recommend you search out your nearest
Heybrook stockist and bring some real music into your home.

NICE IF YOU
CAN GET IT!

Amonitor quality loudspeaker. The
performance is best described as
exciting. The dynamic range and
extraordinary clarity allow the
listener to easily relate to the
musical performance. Now
convertible for active operation.

Atwo-speed turntable incorporating
amassive suspended chassis within
asubstantial solid plinth. The
resulting sound is clean and lively
with satisfying solidity and weight.
High quality engineering for high
quality musical reproduction.

£429 per pair, stands extra

HB2

HB3
HB 1

Aclassic design. Highly acclaimed
for five years. The neutral spacious
and uncoloured reproduction is
enhanced by an amazingly extended
bass which gives music the realism
usually lacking in small speakers.

Alively new performer joins the
range. Easily driven by budget
amplifiers, yet possessing an open
dynamic quality capable of
reproducing musical subtleties
revealed by the very best systems.

£199 per pair, stands extra

£129 per pair, stands extra

GET IT AT...
Made for music by

MECOM (ACOUSTICS) LTD.
Knighton Hill, Wembury, Plymouth, Devon 1
31,9 () EI).
Phone ( 0752) 863188.
For further information and full review reprints
please complete and return this coupon.
Name
Address
Please tick HBI

Doug Brady HiFi Studios
Kingsway Studios,
Kingsway North,
Warrington.
TEL: PADGATE 828009

HB2

HB3

172 Turntable D

HFN
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DOUG BRADY SUPPLEMENT

There's a
tremendous gap
between Meridian
and its closest
competitor

BEARD AUDIO
SYSTEMS
wish to congratulate

DOUG BRADY
on the opening of his new shop.

BEARD AUDIO SYSTEMS
98A Oaklands Grove,
London W12 OJB.
Tel: 01 749 4258

There are two ways to learn about
the Audio Lab 8000A amplifier.

e

One is to read the ecstatic review in Hi Fi
Answers November issue.
The other is to book an appointment to
audition this superb amplifier at our
studios in Liverpool or Warrington,
where it can be fairly and directly
compared with amplifiers from A & R,
Meridian, Naim and all other leading
makes.
Remember — the customer is the
ultimate reviewer.
equipment

W.A.

needs. These modules are technically the very best
and can extend to include up to 12 units selecting
from FM tuner, headphone amplifier, tone controls,
tape inputs, magnetic or moving coil cartridge and
compact disc. As new technology is develOped it will
be incorporated into amodule which you will be able
to add to your system.
No one else offers this quality and flexibility.
If you'd like to know more about this or Meridian's
other outstanding audio products, just fill in and
return the coupon.
Please send me more details on Mend ran
amplification and speaker systems.
.ame

E
i son
401 imithdown Rood timpool

II

Between the power and pre- amp section can be
plugged aseries of modules to meet your specific

totencellanc T
e
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Address

311
Peeoost
6859

Boothroyd Stuart Limited
13 Clifton Road
Huntingdon PE18 7BR

BOOTHROYD STUART
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DOUG BRADY SUPPLEMENT

1984

1987

1986

Hear today.
Hear tomorrow.
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The A60's design was awinner from the start.
Consistently praised, it maintains its lead in sound quality and reliability,
continuing to be the standard by which other amplifiers are judged.
if you would like to know more about the remarkable A60 or any of A&R's
!N
other products, just return the coupon.
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DOUG BRADY SUPPLEMENT
KEF PULL OUT ALL THE STOPS. NUMBER TWO IN A SERIES
At the final concert of the 1980
Edinburgh Festival, aremarkable fusion of
musicianship and technology took place
in which Peter Walker of Quad, Raymond
Cooke and Laurie Fincham of KEF were as
instrumental in the success of the programme as any of
the orchestra and soloists.
The piece performed was no avantgarde work that called for electronics, but
the ancient Christian hymn oh which
Berlioz's Te Deum is based.
The venue was Edinburgh's Usher Hall;
the orchestra, the London Symphony
conducted by Claudio Abbado, with the
Edinburgh Festival Chorus and the Scottish
National Orchestra Junior Chorus.
The soloists were Philip Langridge
(tenor) and Gillian Weir (organ). The
concert was recorded by BBC Television
and televised the following evening.
So where did Messrs. Walker, Cooke
and Fincham come in?
In Berlioz's original orchestration of
Te Deum he is very explicit that the
orchestra and choirs should be at one end
of the hall with the organ thundering
majestically from the other.
A kind of dialogue of giants, or
Emperor and Pope as Berlioz referred to
the organ and the orchestra.
Unfortunately, because of the positioning of the organ in the Usher Hall, this was
just not possible. Furthermore, the Usher
Hall organ was out of service due to
renovation.
It was Alan Bunting, the BBC's Audio
Manager in Scotland, who decided that
the British audio industry might provide
the answer.
Why not, he theorised, sit organist
Gillian Weir at another organ somewhere
else in the City, link her up to the conductor
with dosed circuit sound and television
and then relay her playing back to the
Usher Hall.
Alan Bunting knew that the BBC could
provide asatisfactory signal. The only question was, could the hi-fi wizards turn that
signal into something that was at least
audibly acceptable as asubstitute for the

organ at arealistic live' level.
Most hi-fi enthusiasts would answer
yes, citing the compact disc as an example
of how, given agood enough source,
today's amplifiers and speakers can turn
out sound of stunning reality. The only
problem was the fact that the Usher Hall is
several hundred times bigger than the
average hi-fi enthusiast's front room!
Peter Walker of Quad had no difficulty
in providing the necessary power with a
batch of Quad .405 amplifiers. But the
biggest question of the day was could the
speakers possibly reproduce the live
sound of the organ's mighty range and
power?
Not unnaturally, the task fell to
Raymond Cooke, Managing Director of
KEF and his Technical Director, Laurie
Fincham. The choice was apt, because few
if any speaker manufacturers can match
KEF's advanced technical solutions to the
problems of producing faithfully natural
sound. And few speakers can match the
reputation for performance and sheer
presence that the uniquely shaped KEF
Reference Series 105 model has generated.
After a lot of calculations and,
necessarily, some speculation about peak
sound levels, Laurie Fincham decided that
thirty six KEF 2o5's would do the job.
Much 'ironing out of bugs' ensued.
The KEF team worked dosely with the
BBC technicians but all concerned were
well aware that this was aunique experiment. When the big night came, the
technicians, and especially Raymond
Cooke and Laurie Fincham of KEF, stood
by with as much trepidation as the
conductor and the two soloists.
To put in perspective the awesome
task that was set the KEF speakers at this
historic event, it is necessary to point out
that the orchestra and choirs totalled
some 4.40 persons. It was in competition
with this mighty sound that the KEF
speakers had to come in with the even
mightier sound of the organ to create
what Berlioz has described as Grand and
sublime effects:
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That the evening was aresounding
success, nobody would dispute. At the end
of the performance, as conductor Claudio
Abbado along with tenor Philip Langridge
and the choirmaster all took their bows
to prolonged applause, afurther huge
ovation greeted the sudden unexpected
arrival of organist Gillian Weir.
She had been whisked along the one
mile journey from St Mary's Cathedral
where she had played her part, by police
car with blue lights flashing.
The applause was not only for afine
performance of avery stirring work on a
grand scale, it was for adaring and original
approach to problem solving. And for a
highly creative empathy between technicians and musicians.
In the emotional scenes on the platform with all the orchestra and the choirs
standing, thirty six of the performers
stood somewhat apart. The KEF 105's,
perhaps the real stars of the concert,
standing smartly to attention in their
neat rows.
After all that had gone before, one
wouldn't have been the least bit surprised
to have seen them bow to their applause.
Footnote: KEF speakers have been
manufactured for 22 years. KEF have the
largest development and design team of
any loudspeaker manufacturer and have
been in the forefront of every important
speaker development over the past two
decades.
KEF speakers are internationally recognised as being the finest in the world and
many of the leading hi-fi manufacturers
have studied the KEF methods of testing
and manufacturing at their Kent factory.
Any reader wishing to receive acomplete information pack
on KEF Speakers should
telephone, or write to
the address below:

KEF Electronics Limited, Tovil, Maidstone,
Kent MEis 6QP. Tel: 0622 672261
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RA820B —"And
for as the Rotel
RA820B
amplifier,

RL850 — "
These are about the biggest boxes
you can get for £79, and they bear up well

RP830 — "
The RP830 had the benefit of

a decent heavy platter and a good
against the opposition, sound is detailed, lively
mat. The Rotel arm gave a feeling of
well what can Isay,
and generally well behaved. A quick check
confidence.. plain but unpretentious
it is a real gem. It is nice
against the
showed the RL850 to
.. the money has been spent on
to be able to say that you
have superior dynamics, mid- band openness,
providing things that actually
finally can get this standard
imagery and bass definition. You will not do
make some difference to the
much better for the price." (New Hi Fi Sound)
of performance from an amplifier
overall sound.. offers the
under £ 100." (New Hi Fi Sound)
most sound quality at
"... on equal terms with the best loudspeakers in
a reasonable price."
its price range . ." (Hi Fi News)
"The amplifier is very sweet with a crisp,
(What Hi Fi)
well defined and surprisingly gutsy
... overall winner for sound quality .... the best
(RPEt30,note cartridge
sound. There was clearly very much more
not supplied)
pair of speakers ( group of six systems)"
definition, attack and power in the bass."
(What Hi Fi)
(Hi Fi News)

As a system available for less than £300.00.
An excellent starter system

FeCIME'L.h,
ROTEL 1-1F- F1 LTD. 2-4 ERICA ROAD, STACEY BUSHES. MILTON KEYNES

Breakthrough.
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Celestion International Ltd, Ditton Works, Foxhall Road, Ipswich, Suffolk, Englard. Tel: 0473 73131.

You really must hear this

Only one year ago we introduced this remarkable amplifier into the UK. Now it is acclaimed from all
sides. Included in our updated system shown above, is the new Audio Research SP10 preamp, the
Oracle Alexandria turntable and Magnapan loudspeakers.
This is one of many superb systems that we can demonstrate in our new studios in Warrington;
however the same integrity and high standard of customer service applies irrespective of price
range. Indeed, all you would expect of along established family business.

W. A.

DOUG

& SON
401 Smithdown Road,
Liverpool 115 3JJ.
Tel: ( 051)733 6859
Closed all day Wednesday

13

DI?1
HI-FI

Kingsway Studios,
Kingsway North,
Warrington.
Padgate 828009
Closed all day Thursday

1551

CREFIBAIDGE

because people like music

Mission Cambridge, Huntingdon PE18 6E0, Engtand.

Phone: ( 0480) 574741
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